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DE818 2000
Freedomof Infomation/
PrivacyOffice

Nft,DonaldFriedman
ConfidentialLegal Correspondence
ll25 Thid Steet
Napa,Califomia 94559-3015
DearMr. Friedman:
References:
a. Your Freedomof InformationAct (FOIA)requestdatedMay 25,2006,to theDepartment
ofthe Afmy, Freedomof Information/Privacy
Act Division(DA FOIA/PADIV), for all
pertainingto themicrowaveauditoryeffect,microwavehearingeffecr,Freyeffect,
documents
artificialtelepathy,
and/oranydevice/weapon
whichusesand./or
causessucheffect;andany
covertor undisclosed
useof hlpnosis. On September
5, 2006,theDA FOIA/PADIV refeneda
copyof yourrcquestto thisoffica. Yow requestwasreceivedon September
11,2006.
b. Our letterof September
13,2006,infoming youof thesearchfor recordsat anotherelement
ofour commandandwereunableto complywith the20-daystatutorytime limit in processrng
yourrequest.
As notedin our letter,the searchhasbeencompletedwith anotherelementof thiscommand
andtherecordhasbe€nretumedto this officefor our reviewanddirectresponse
to you.
We havecompleted
a mandatory
declassification
reviewin accordance
with ExecutiveOrder
(EO) 12958,asamended.As a resultofthis review,ithas beendetermined
thattheArmy
protectionandis releasable
informationno longerwarrantssecurityclassification
to you. A copy
for youruse.
ofthe recordis enclosed
yourrcquestarewaived.
Feesfor processing

concemingthis action,pleasefeelfreeto contactthis officeat (301)
If youhaveanyquestions
677-2308.Referto case#614F-06.
Sincercly,
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Bioeffectsof SelectedNonlethal
Weapons(fn1)
(NGIC-I 147-101-98)
This addendum
to theNonlethalTechnologies*Worldwide
study
addresses
in summary,someofthe mostoftenaskedquestions
ofnonlethalweapons
theph)siologicalresponses
observedin clinicalsettingsofthe biophysical
technology,
couplingandsusceptibility
ofpersonnelto nonlethaleffectsweapons.
Theseresults
of maturingnonlethaltechnologies
identifyandvalidatesomeaspects
thatmaylikely be
encounteredor usedasnonlethaleffectorsin the future includins:
.
.
.

Laserandother light phenomena.
Radioftequency
directedenergy.
Awal bioeffects.

fieldsandtheirinfluenceon biologicalsystemsis
Thestudyofelectromagnetic
incraaiingrapidly.Much ofthis wo* is takingplacebecause
ofhealthconcems.
For
concemhasarisenregardingtheeffectsofoperatorexposure
example,increased
to the
with short-wave
electromagnetic
fieldsassociated
diathermydevices,high power
magneticresonance
microwaveovens,rada!systems,
imagingunits,etc.In addition,
(60 Hz powerfrequency)
muchconcemhasarisenaboutextremelylow frequency
eleakicandmagneticfieldsthatoriginatefiom high-voltage
kansmission
lines,indust[ial
equipment,
andresidential
appliances.
Both occupational
andresidentiallo[g-term
exposure
havebeenthe focusofepidemiological
studies.Thestudieshavesuggested
possibleadverse
effectson humanhealth(e.9.,cancer,rcproduction,
etc.).Laboratory
is still beingpursuedto identifypossiblemechanisms
research
ofinteraction.However,
otherthanthermalheatingfor microwavefrequencies,thereis no yet agreed-upon
mechanism
ofaction.As a co[sequence,
our knowledgebaseis developed
entirelywith
phenomenological
Because
observations.
ofthis fact,it is not possibleto predicthow
norithermalbiological effectsmay diflbr llom one exposuremodality to another.It is
ofthe smalldatabasefor fastpulses,to predictbiological
especially
difficult,because
might
be
associated
with high-powerpulsesofextremely shortduration.
effectsthat
Thereis, however,a growingperception
thatmicrowaveirradiationandexposure
to low
frequency
fieldscanbe involvedin a widerangeofbiologicalinteractions.
Some
investigatorsare evenbeginningto describesimilaritiesbetweenmicrowaveirradiation
anddrugsregardingtheir effectson biological systems.For exarnple,somesuggestthat
powerdensityand specificabsorptionrate of microwaveirradiationmay be thoughtofas
analogousto the concentrationofthe injection solutionandthe dosageofdrug
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respectively.
admin;stration,
Clearly,theeffectsofmicrcwaveson braintissue,
chemistry,and functionsarc complexandselective.Observationsofbody weight and
behaviorrevealedthat ruts, exposedrmdercertainconditionsto microwaves,eatand
drink less,havesmallerbodyweightasa resultofnonspecificstressmediatedtbrough
the centralnenous systemandhavedecreasedmotor activity. It hasbeerlfoundthat
exposureof the animalsto onemodality of radiofiequencyelectromagneticenergy
substantiallydecreasesaggtessivebehaviorduring exposure.However,the opposite
effectsofmicrowaves,in increasing
themobilityandaggression
ofanimals,hasalso
beenshownfor a differentexposure
modality.Recentpublisheddataimplicates
microwaves
asa factorrelatedto a deficitin spatialmemoryfunction.A similartlpe of
effectwasobserved
with exposure
to a "resonance
tuned"extremelylow frequency
magneticfield.Thus,the databaseis repletewith phenomenological
observations
of
biologicalsystems"affected"by exposure
to electromagnetic
energy.(Thefactthata
biologicalsystemresponds
to anextemalinfluencedoesnot automatically
nor easily
truslate to thesuggestion
ofadverseinfluenceon health.)Theobjectiveofthe present
studywasto identifyinformationftom this developing
understanding
ofelectomagnetic
effectson animalsystemsthatcouldbe coupledwith humanbiologicalsusceptibilities.
Situations
whcrcthc intersection
ofthesetwo domainscoexistDrovideoossibilities
for
usein nonlethalapplications.
I[capacitatingEffect: MicrowaveHeatitrg
Bodyheatingto mimic a feveris thenatuleofthe R.Fincapacitation.
Theobjectiveis to
provideheatingin a very controlledway so thatthebodyreceives
nearlyuniformheating
andno organsaredamaged.
Coretemperatwes
approximately
41oC areconsidered
to be
adequate.
At suchtemperature
a considerably
changed
demeanor
will takeplacewith the
individual.Most p€ople,underfeve!conditions,
becomemuchlessaggrcssive;
some
peoplemaybecomemoreinitable.Thesubjectivesensations
producedby thisbuildupof
heatare far more unpleasantthanthoseaccompanyingfever.In hlperthermia all the
effectorprocessesare stminedto the utrnost,whereasin feverthey axenot. It is also
possiblethatmicrowaveh,?erthermia(evenwith only a 1' C increase
in brain
temperature)may disrupt working memory,thusresultingin disorientation.
BiologicalTsrgeUNormalFunctious,/Disease
State
The temperatureof warm-blooded(homeothermic)animalslike the humanrcmans
pnctically unchangedalthoughthe surroundingtemperaturemay vary considerably.The
nomal humanbody tempentue recordedftom the mouthis usuallygiven as37' C, with
the iectal tempemtue one degreehigher.Variation betweenindividualsis tlpically
between35.8' C and37.8' C orally.Variatiorcalsooccurin anyoneindividuai
throughoutthe day-a differenceof l 0' C or even2.0oC occurringbetweenthe
maximumin the late allemoonor early evedng, andthe minimum between3 and5
o'clockin themoming.Strenuous
muscularex€rcisecausesa temporary
risein body
proportional
temperatuethat is
to the severityofthe exercise;the level may go ashigh as
40.0.c.

Extremeheatstress,suchthat the bodys capacityfor heatlossis exceeded,causesa
pathologicalincreasein the temperatureofthe body. The subjectivesensationsprcduced
by this buildup ofheat are far moreunpleasantthan thoseaccompanyingfever.In
hyperthermiaall the effectorprocessesare stained to the utmost,whereasin feversthey
arenot. The limiting temperaturefor survival,however,is the samein both cases--abody
temperatureof42o C. For briefperiods, peoplehavebeenknown to survivetemperatures
ashigh as43 ' C.
In prolongedh)?erthermia,
with temperatures
over40' C to 41. C, thebminsuffers
severedamagethat usuallyleadsto death.PeriodsofhlTrerthermiaare accompaniedby
cerebraledemathat damagenewons,andthe victim exhibitsdisorientation,delirium, and
convulsions.
This sFdromeis popularlyreferredto assunstroke,
or heatstroke,
dependingon the circumstances.
Whenthe hyperthermiais prolonged,brain damage
interfereswith the centralthermoregulatorymechanisms.In particular,sweatsecretion
ceases,so that the condition is furtherexacerbated.
Mechanismto Producethe DesiredEffects
This conceptbuildson about40 yearsofexperience
with theheatingeffectsof
microwaves.
Numerousstudieshavebeenperfomedon animalsto identify
characteristics
ofimportanceto theunderstanding
ofenergydepositionin animals.As a
resultof thephysics,the relationship
betweenthe sizeofthe animalandthewavelength
ofthe radiofrequency
energyis mostimportant.In fact,thehumanexposure
guidelines
to
radioftequencyradiationare designedaroundknowledgeofthe differential absorptionas
a functiorof fiequencyandbodysize.Thechallenge
is to minimizethetime to effect
permanent
while causingno
injury to any organor the total body andto optimize the
equipmentfunction.The orientation
ofthe incidentenergywith respectto theorientation
ofthe animal is alsoimportant.
In a studyofthe effect ofRF radiationon body tempelaturein the Rhesusmonkey,a
freqtency (225 MHz) is purposelychos€nthat depositsenergydeepwithin the body o f
the animal.A dos€rate of 10 W,&gcausedth€ body temperatureto increaseto 42oC in a
shorttime (10-15min),To avoidineversibleadverseeffects,th€exposurcwas
terminatedwhen a temperatureof 42oC wasreached.A lower doserate of 5 W,&g
causedthetemperature
to increase
to 41.5oC in lessthan2 hours.Thereversiblenarure
ofthis responsewasdemonstrated
by the rapid drcp in body temperaturewhen RF
exposurewas teminated beforea critical temperatureof42o C wasreached.It is
estimatedfor rats that the abso6edthresholdconrulsive doselies between22 a!|td35 !/g
for exposuredwationsftom lessthar a secondto l5 minutes.For 30-pinute exposurc,
the absorbedthresholddosefor decreasein enduranceis near20 J/g, the thresholdfor
work stoppageapproximately9 J/g, andthe thresholdfor work pertubation rangesliom
5 to 7 yg. All ofthe abovemeasures,
exceptconvulsions,
arct)?esofnonlethal
incapacition.
A rough estimateof the power requiredto heata humanfor this technologyis on the
orderof l0 Wkg givenabout15to 30 minutesoftargetactivation.Actualpowerlevels

dependon climatic factors,clothing, andother considerationsthat affect the heatloss
Aom the individual concemed.A methodfor expressingdoserate in termsofbody
surfacearea(i.e., wattsper squaremeter)ratherthanbody mass(i.e., wattsper kilogam)
wouldpemit a morereliablepredictionofthermaleffectsacrcssspecies.
However,there
axelargeuncertaintiesin the ability to extrapolatethermorcgulatoryeffectsin laboratory
animalsto thosein humanbeings.
This technologyis an adaptationoftechnology which hasbeenaroundfor many years.lt
is well known that microwavescanbe usedto heatobjects.Not only is microwave
technology
usedto cookfoods,but it is alsousedasa directedsourceofheatingin many
industrialapplications.
It waseventhesubjectofthe "PoundProposal',
a few yearsagoin
whichtheideawasto provideresidential
heatingto people,not living space.Because
of
the apparentlysafenatureofbody heatingusingmicrowavetechniques,a variety of
innovativeusesofEM energyfor humanapplicationsarebeing explored.The nonlethal
application
wouldembodya highlysophisticated
microwaveassembly
thatcanbe uscdto
prcjectmicrowaves
in orderto providea conholledheatingofpersons.This controlled
heatingwill raisethecoretemperature
ofthe individualsto a predetermined
levelto
mimic a highfeverwith the int€ntofgaininga psychological/capability
edgeon the
enemy,while not inflictingdeadlyforce,Theconceptofheatingis straightforward;
the
challenge
is to idgntifyandproducethecorrectmix ofliequenciesandpowerlevels
neededto do the remoteheatingwhile not injuring specificorgansin the individuals
illuminatedby the beam.
A varietyoffactorscontributeto the attractiveness
ofthis nonlethaltechrology.First,it
is basedon a well-knowneffect,heating.Everyhumanis subjectto theeffectsofheating;
therefore,
it wouldhavea predictabilityratingof 100%.The timeto onsetcanprobably
be engine€red
to betweel15and30 minutes;however,timing is thesubjectofaddilional
research
to maximizeheatingwhile minimizingadverse
effeatsof localizedheating.the
onsetcanbe slowenoughand,/or
ofsuch frequency
to be unrecogniz€d
by theperson(s)
beinginadiated.Safetyto innocents
couldbe enhanced
by theapplicationandadditional
developme[tof advancedsensortechnologies.locapacitationtime could be extendedto
almostany desiredperiod consistentwith safety.(Given suitableR&D, temperatureor
othervital signscould b€ monitorcdremotely,andtemperaturecould be maintainedat a
minimum effectivepoint).
Tim€ to Onset
Thetime to onsetis a fulction ofthe powerlevelbeingused.Carefullymonitored
uniformheatingcouldprobablytakeplacein betweenl5 and30 minutes.Timero orcet
could be reducedbut with increasedrisk of adverseeffects.Minimum time is deDendent
on the power level ofthe equipmentandthe efficiency ofthe aiming device.
Duration of Effect
Assumingthat the heatingis donecarefully, reversalof elevatedbody temperaturewould
begin as soonasthe sourceofheat is removed.

Tunability
This conceptis tunablein that anyrute ofheating, up to the maximumcapacityof the
souce, may be obtained.Thus it is suitablefor usein a gradualforce or ',rheostatic',
approach.Ifthe situationallows, andthe sourceis sufficiently powerful, thereis the
possibilityto usethistechnologyin a lethalmodeaswell. Prolonged
bodytemperature
above43' C is almostcertainto result in permanentdarnageto the brain anddeath.
Distribution ofHuman Sensitivitiesto DesiredEffects
No reasonhasbeenidentified to suggestthat anyonewould be immuneto this
technology.Individualswith compromisedthermoregulatorymechanismswould be
susceptiblewith a lower incident energydensity.This would includepeoplewith orgalnc
damageto the h,?othalamus,the part ofthe brain that integatesthe autonomic
mechanisms
whichcontrolheatlossaswell aspeoplewith compromised
somaticfeatures
ofheatloss(e.g.,respiration,
waterbalance,etc.).
Thetechnologies
neededfor thethermaltechnology
conceptarerelativelywell
d€veloped
because
ofthe knownbiophysical
mechanism,
theuniversalsusceptibility
of
humansto themechanism
ofheating,andbecause
ofa well developed
t€chnology
base
for the productionofradiofrequencyladiation. Becausethe huma.nbody is
inhomogeleous,
ceftainorgansare,by virtueoftheir sizeandgeometry,
moreeasily
coupledwith oneradiofrequency
wavelength
thananother.
Therefore,
to avoidpermanent
damageto thesusp€ctor to innocentbystarders,
it maybenecessary
to vary the
frequency
to avoidlocalizedheatingandconsequent
damageto anyorgan,Additionally,
it will be necessaryto avoid the conditionsthoughtto be associated
with the induction of
cataracts.
Thus,while thetechnologyofmicrowaveheatingin generalis matule,
adaptation
asa nonlethaltechnologywill rcquiresophisticated
biophysical
calculations
k)
proper
identifythe
regimenofmicrowavellequencies
andintensities;
it will alsobc
necessaryto optimize existinghardwareto meetthe bioph,sical requirements.
PossibleItrflu€oc€or Subject(s)
Ifthe technologyfunctionsapproximatelyasenvisioned,the targetedindividual could be
ircapacitated
within l5 to 30 minutes.Because
this technology
is focusedon a relatively
slow onset,it shouldonly be usedin situationswherespeedis not important.The very
uncomfortable
natureofa highbodytemperature
maybe usefulin negotiations
or
possiblyfor controllingcrowds.It wouldbe equallyusefulon singlepersonsot crowds.
Evidencealsoindicatesa disruptionofworking memory thusdisorientationmay occur
because
ofall inabilityto consolidate
memoryofthe recent(minutes)past.
TechnologicalStatusof Generator/AimingDevice
Equipmentneededto explorethis conceptin the laboratoryis availabletoday.Designand
constructionofthe RF/microwavegenemtorwill dependon the constraintsposedby the
calculations,potentialgenerationdevices,alld energy-directingstructures.A variety of

optlonsexistfor bothoftheseequipment
needs.Theuseof advanced
frequencyand
modulation-agile
generation
RF
andamplificationcircuitrywill be requiredto o"scss
fully the frequency/power/time
envelopeofRF heatingprofiles requir;d. Although much
equipmentis cornmerciallyavailable,it is likely that customhadware andsoftwarewill
be necessarybecauseavailableequipmenthasnot beendesignedwith the needfor
frequ€ncy/intensilyvariability, which w.ill probablybe neededfor safetypurposes.In
addition,the designof antennasandother energy-directingstructues wili almost
certainlyinvolveuniqueconfigurations.
Sincethistechnologyutilizesradiofiequency
energy,it canbe defeated
by theuseof shieldingprovidedby conductive
bariers like
metal or metal screen.
IrcapacitatingEffect: MicrowaveHearirg
Microwavehearingis a phenomenon,
descdbed
by humanobservem.
as.thesensations
of
buzzing,ticking, hissing,or knockingsoundsthat originatewithin or imrnediatelybehind
the head.Thereis no soundpropagatilg throughthe air like nomal sound.This
technology
in its crudes!form couldbe usedto distractildividuals:ifrefined. it could
alsobe usedto communicate
with hostages
or hostagetakeNdirectlyby Morsecodeor
othermessage
possibly€venby voiaecommudcation.
systems,
BiologicalTarget/NormslFunctiotrs/Disease
State
This technology
makesuseofa phenomenon
first described
in the literatureover30 vears
ago.Differentt)?esofsoundswerehearddepending
on theparticularsofthe pulse
characteristics.Vaf,iousexperimentswer€performedon humansand laboratorvanimals
exploringtheoriginofthis phenomenon.
At thistime,virtuallyall investigators
who hrve
studied_the
phelomenonnow acceptthermoelastic
expansion
ofthe brain,-the
pressurc
waveofwhich is rcceivedandprocessed
by thecochlearmicrophonicsystem,iohc tlrc
mechanism
ofacousticperception
ofshortpulsesofRF energy.Onestudy(in 1975)
usilg humanvolunteers,
identiliedthethresholdenergyofmicrowave-auditory
rcsponscs
in humansasa functionofpulsewidth for 2450MHz radioftequency
energy.it is also
foundthat about40 J/cmzincident energydensityper pulsewai required.-'
Mechanismto Producethe DesiredEffects
After the phenomenonwas discovercd,severalmechanismswere suggestedto explain the
hearingofpulsedRF fields.Thermoelastic
expansion
within thebrainin rcsponse
to RF
pulseswas flrst studiedanddemonstntedin inert matedalsfid was Droposedasthe
rnechanism
ofhearingofpulsedRF fields.A presstlre
waveis generitedin mostsolid
andliquidmaterialsby a pulseofRI energy--a
pressurc
wavethatis sevemlordersof
magnitudelarger in amplitudethanthat resultilg from radiationpressureor from
elecnoslrictive
lorces.Thecharacteristics
ofthe field-induced
coihlearmicroohoruc
rn
guinea
pigsandcats.therelationship
ofpulseduralion
phvsicri
andltu-eshold.
measurements
in waterandin tissue-simulating
materials,
aswell asnumeroustheoretical
calculations-all point to thermoelasticexpansionasthe mechanismofthe hearins
Dhenomenon.

Scientistshavedeterminedthe thresholdenergylevel for humanobserversexposedto
pulsed2450-MHzfields(0.5-to32 micrcnpulsewidths).Theyfoundthat,regardless
of
the peakofthe power densityandthe pulsewidth, the per-pulsethresholdfoia normal
subjectis neax20 mJ/kg.The avemgeelevationofbrain temperature
associated
with a
just-perceptible
pulsewasestimated
to be about5xl0 6. C.
Time to Onset
The physicalnatureofthis themoelasticexpansiondictatesthat the soundsareheardas
theindividualpulsesareabsorbed.
Thus,the effectis immediate(withinmilliseconds).
Humanshavebeenexposedto R.Fenergythat resultedin the Droductionof sounds.
Duration of Effect
Microwavehearinglastsonly aslong asthe exposure.Thereis no residualeffect afier
cessation
ofRF energy.
Turability
Th€ phenomenonis tunablein that the characteristicsoundsandintansitiesofthose
soundsdependon thecharacteristics
ofthe RF energyasdelivered.Because
the
ftequencyofthe soundheardis dep€ndent
on thepulsechamcteristics
ofthe RF energy,
it seemspossiblethatthis technology
couldbe developed
to thepointwherewordscould
be hansmittedto beheardlike the spokenwod, exceptthatit couldonly bo heardwithin
a person's
head.In oneexperiment,
communication
ofthe wordsfrom oneto ten using
modulated"
microwaveenergywassuccessfully
"speech
demonstrated.
Microphones
next
to thep€rsonexperiencing
thevoicecouldnot pick up thesound.Additionaldevelonncnt
ofthis wouldopenup a widerangeofpossibilities.
DistributiotrofHuman SeDsitlvities
to Desir€dEffects
Becausethe phenomenonactsdirectly on cochlearprccesses,the thermoelasticpressure
wavesploducesoundsofvarying Aequency.Many ofthe testsrun to evaluatgthe
phenomenonproducedsoundsin the 5 kHz rangeandhigher.Becausehumansarekno.wn
to experience
a widerangeofhearinglossdueto cochleardarnage,
it is possiblethat
somepeoplecanhearRF inducedsoundsthat otherswith high &equencyhearingloss
cannot.Thus,thereis a likely rangeofsensitivity,primarilybasedon thet)?e ofpulse
andtheconditionofthe cochlea.Bilateraldestruction
ofthe cochleahasbeen
demonstxated
to abolishall RF-inducedauditorystimuli.
RecoYery/Safety
Humanshavebeensubjectedto this phenomenonfor many years.The energydeposrnon
requiredto producethis effect is so smallthat it is not consideredhazardous
expenmentationwheninvestigatingresponsesat thejust-perceptiblelevels.
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PossibleInfluenceon Subject(s)
Application ofthe microwavehearingtechnologycould facilitate a pdvate message
transmission.It may be usefulto provide a disruptiv€conditionto a personnot awaxeof
the technology.Not only might it be disruptiveto the senseofhearing, it could be
psychologicallydevastatingif onesuddenlyheard"voiceswithin one'shead."
TechnologicalStatusof Getrerator/AimingDevice
This technologyrequiresno extrapolationto estimateits usefulness.Microwave energy
canbe appliedat a distance,andthe appropriatetechnologycanbe adaptedftom existing
radarunits.Aiming deviceslikewise are availablebut for specialcircumstanceswhich
requireextremespecificity, theremay be a needfor additionaldevelopment.Exteme
directionalspecificitywouldbe requircdto hansmita message
to a singlehostage
by his captors.Signalscanbe transmitted
(huDdreds
sunounded
longdistances
ofmeters)
usingcurrenttechrology.Innger distances
andmoresophisticated
signaltlpes will
but it seemspossibleto transmitsomet,?e ofsignalsat
requiremorebulky equipment,
closerrangesusingman-potableequipment.
Range
Theeffectiverangecouldbe hundreds
ofmeters.
IncapacitatingEffect: Disruptionof Neural Coutrol
The natureof the incapacitationis a rhythmic-activity sFchronization of brain neurons
thatdisruptsnormalcodicalconkolofthe corticospinal
pathwaysthrs
andcorticobulbar
disruptsnormalfunctioningofthe spinalmotorneuronswhichcontrolmuscleconltlclron
andbodymovements.
Persons
sufferingfrom thisconditionlosevoluntarycontrolof
theirbody.This s),nchrcnization
maybe accompanied
by a suddenlossofconsciousness
andintensemusclespasms.
BiologicalTargeUNormalFunctions/Disease
Strte
The normal function ofthe brain is to control all forms ofbehavior, voluntary control of
body, and the homeostaticpararnete$ofthe organism.In normalconditions,all the brain
structur€s,neuro[ populations,networks,and singleunits functionwith specificrhyhnic
activity dependingon the incoming sensoryinformatioq infomation fiom mnemonic
skuctwes,andsignalsf:romvisceralorgans.Eachsingleneuronprovidesspecific
processingofinformation it receivesand forms a specificpatternofimpulse firing as
outgoinginformation.Synchronizationofn€won activity is a natual mechanismofthe
brain function that usessuchcontrolling processesasmotivation,attentionandmemory
(experience)in orderto organizebehavior.For example,motivationalprccessesare
consideredasactivatingascendingsignalsthat slarchronizethe neuronactivity ofspecific
brain structuresandneuronnetworks;this activation/slnchronizationin hrm activates
specificformsofbehaviorsuchassexual,aggressive,
ingestiveactivities.

In normalfunctioningthe degreeofneuronal synchronizationis highly controlled.From
expedmentsthat rccordthe neuronalactivity iI1different bmin axeassimultaneouslvin
animals,it is knownthatcorelationofspike activitybetweenneurons(measured
bl the
correlationlevel of synchronization)changesdependingon the slageof behavior,
motivation,attention,or activationofthe memoryprocesses.
HowJver,undersome
conditions,suchasph)rsicalstress,heatshock,or shong emotionalstress,the l€vel of
s),ncbronizationmay becomehigher,involving nonspecificlargepopulationsofbrain
neuronsandtle s)mclronizationmay becomeuncontrollable.
Dependingon at which frequencythe slmchronizationrh),thmoccursand how many
neuonsareinvolved,it mayproducedifferentphysicaleffects;muscleweakness,
involuntarymusclecontractiols,lossofconsciousness,
or intense(tonic)musclespasms.
The higherlevel of sl,nchronizationtakesplacein personsaffectedwith epilepsywhen
theyexpedence
periodicseizures
sincetheyhavea pathologicsource(e.g.,frorninjury to
the brain) of rh',thmic s)'nchronization.Becausethe neurophysiologicalrnechanismsof
epileptiformsyrchronization
arebetterdocumented,
this incapacititingtechnologyrs
described
in termsof €pileptogenesis.
Theneurophysiological
mechanisms
activein epileptogenesis
involvechanges
in
membrareconductances
andneuotransmitter
alteEtionsastheyaffectneuional
interaction.
In theprocessofepileptogenesis,
eithersomeneuronsarcdischarging
too
easilyb€cause
ofalterationsin membmne
conductances
or thereis a failureoiinhibitory
neurotransmission.
Theactualdischarges
havebeenrecognized
to resultfrom a neuronal
depolarization
shiftwith electricalsyrchronyin cell populations
relatedin pa ro
changes
in membrane
conductances.
Theionicbasisandbiochemical
substiateofthis
activationhavebeena.reas
ofconsiderable
studybut still leavemanyquestions
unanswered.
Whatarcthebasiccellularproperties,
presentin nomal cellsandtissuc.rhli
couldcontributeto thegeneration
ofabnormalactivity?Whatpartsofthe systems
are
'
low thresholdand function astrigger el€ments?
Oneofthe currenthlTrotheses
is involvedwith microcircuitry,
particularlylocalslmapnc
interactions
in neocortical
andlimbic systemstructures.
In thehippocampus,
theroleof
the trigger elementhasbeenlong attributedto the CA3 pyramidaliells_a hypothesis
basedon thc fact that spontaneous
s)mchto[ousburst dischaxgecanbe establishedin
CA3 neuons Somestudiesdescribean intrinsically bursting
type in the neocoftex
thatplaysa role similarto thatofCA3 cellsin thehippocampus
andthatofdeepcellsin
the plriform cortex. The intrinsic natue ofthese cells appears
-e[
to be all important
contnbutorto the establishmentof slnchronizedburstingin theseregions.Another
apparentrequirementin sucha populationis for a certaindegreeofsynaptic interaction
anongneurons,suchthatdischarge
of evenonecell enliststheactivityofits neighbors.
Given the presenceofthese burstingcells andthe occurrenceofexcitatory interactions
arnongthemin normaltissue,it mayactuallybe themoryhologicsubstrate
for
epileptiformdischarges.
Another h,?tothesishasfocusedpaiicularly on the role ofN-methyl_D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors.Various factorsregulatethe effcacy ofNMDA receptors:therr
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voltage-dependent
blockadeby magnesiumandmodulationby glycine andpolyamrnes.
For exarnple,in the low magnesiummodel,spontaneousslncluonousburst dischargein
hippocampalplramidal cell populationsis sensitiveto NMDA antagonists.That finding
suggests
thatit is theopeningofNMDA channels,
by relievingthemagnesium
blockade,
that facilitatesepileptiform activity.
Significantattentionin the literatureis alsobeing given to gamma-aminobutFic acid
(GABA) receptorsfor the potentialrole in control ofexcitability. Changesin GABA
inhibitoryefficacycarrleadto importanteffectson the excitabilityofthe system.
potentials(lPSPs)havebeenshownto be quite
GABAergicinhibitoryposFsynaptic
labi1ein response
to repetitiveactivationofcorticalcellpopulations,
asmayoccurduring
epileptiformdischarge.Scientistshaveshownthat evena smallpercentagechangein
GABA inhibitioncanhaveprofoundeffectson neocodicalepilsptogenesis.
These
changesin CABAergic inhibition may be the key to ao explanationofhow repetitive
pattemsgivedseto ictaldischarge.
discharge
Further,thereappears
to be a significant
posts)'naptic
potential
increase
in excitatory
(EPSP)frequency
prior to seizueinitiation
an observation
thatis consistent
with lossoflPSP efficacypriorto ictalonsetTheaboveh)?otheses
describedifferentmechanisms
ofepileptogenesis,
but it is quite
possiblethatall ofthesemechanisms
place,
take
andtheyreflectlargevarietyoft)?cs of
epilepticseizures.
Thecommonprincipleofthe mechanisms
proposed
is thechangeof
propeties(i.e.,conductance,
permeabilityetc.)ofcertainneuronswhich
membrane
rcsultsin d€polarizationandburstdischarging.Somefactors(e,g.,tauma) canaffect
th€sespecificneuronsandinitiate synchrcnyfor neuronsthat conrol intemal
andcommunication
with variousmuscles)rstems
communication
not associated
wlth
vital functions(i.e.,headbeating,breathing).
High strengthpulsedcl€ctricfieldscould
alsobe sucha factor.
Mechanismto Reproducethe DesiredEffects
pulsesis alsoa conceptual
Applicationofelectromagnetic
nonlethaltechnology
thatuses
electromagn€ticenergyto irduce neurals)'nchronyanddisruptionof voluntarymuscle
ofthis concepthasnot beendemonstrated.
control.Theeffectiveness
However,from past
work in evaluatingthe potentialfor electromagneticpulsegenerato$to aflect humans,it
is estimatedthat sufficiently shongintemal fields canbe generatedwithin the brain to
trigger neurons.Estimatesarethat 50 to 100kv/m free field ofvery sharppulses(- I nS)
arerequiredto producea cell membranicpotentialof approximately2 V; this would
probablyb€ suflicient to trigger neuons or makethemmore susceptibleto firing.
The elecfomagneticpulseconceptis onein which a very fast (nanosecondtimeframe)
high voltage(approximately100kv/m or greater)electomagneticpulseis repeatedat
the alphabrain wave frequency(about l5 Hz). It is known that a similar frequencyof
pulsinglight cantriggersensitiveindividuals(thosewith somedegreeof light-sensitivity
epilepsy)into a seizureandit is thoughtthat by using a methodthat could actuallytrigger
directlywith anelectricalfiel4 essentially
nerves)'napses
100%ofindividualswouldbe
susceptibleto seizureinduction.The photic-inducedseizurephenomenonwasbome out
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demonstrably
on December16,1997on Japanese
televisionrvhenhundreds
ofviewersof
a popularcartoonshowweretreated,inadvertently,to photic seizureinduction (fi eure
lU. The photic-inducedseizurcis indirect iD that the eyemustrcceiveandtransmitthe
impulseswhich initially activatea portion ofthe blain associatedwith the optic nerve.
Fromlhatpointtheexcitabjlityspreads
to otherporlionsof thebrain.Wirhthe
electromagneticconcept,excitationis directly on the brain, andall regionsare excited
concurently.TheonsetofsFchony anddisruptionofmuscularconk;l is anticiDated
to
be nearly instantaneous.
Recoverytimes areexpectedto be consistentwith, or more rapid
than.thatwhichis observedin epilepticseizures.
Time to Onset
No experimental
evidenceis availablefor this cortcept.
However,light-induced
seizures
latencyonsetin photosensitive
epilepticsvariesfrom 0.1to aboutl0 seconds.
Because
of
the fact that the electdcalimpuls€striggeredby light must spreadto otherpartsoftho
brain,photic-induc€dseizues are expectedto havea genemllysloweronsetthanneunl
sFchrcny inducedby high-stength pulsedelectric fields.
Duration of Effect
For epilepticindividuals,thet]?ical durationofa petitmal eventor a psychomoror
evenr
is I minuteor 2, possiblylonger,while thedurationof a grandmal seizureis I to 5
minutes.In a non-epileptic
individualwho is inducedby el€chomagnetic
means,the
durationsofthe differenteventsareexpected
to be roughlythesameastheepileptic
i[dividual'seventsaftertheextemalexcitationis removed.
Tunability
Therearemanydegrees
ofepilepticseizuein diseased
penons,andit seemsreasonable
thatelectromagnetic
stimulationofneuralsyrchronymightbe tunablewith regardto tnc
anddegeeofbodily influence,depe[dingon theparameters
associated
with thechosen
stimulus.Becausethereareno actualdatato build on, thesestatementsmust be
consideredtentative.It is known that in the studyofphotic-inducedseizues,panmeters
canbevariedsothattheindividualunderstudydoesnot actuallyundergoa grandmal
seizure.This knowledgegiv€sco[fidence that the proposedtechnologywouid be tunable.
DistributionofHumatr Sensitivitiesto DesiredEffects
It is anticipated
that 100%ofthe populationwouldbe susceptible.
Themechanism
is one
that could actorl manyindividual neuronalcells concurrentlyandhencedoesnot depend
on spreadingregionsofelectrical activity asin the diseasestate.
PossibleInlluenceotr Subjects(s)
If the technologyfunctionsapproximatelyasenvisioned,the targetedindividual could be
rncapacitated
very quickly. Becausetherehavebeenno reportedstudiesusingthe
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conditionsspecified,experimentalwork is requiredto chaxacterizeonsettime. Different
tlpes of technologiescould be employedto influencewide areasor singleindividuals.
Becausethis technologyis consideredto be tunable,the influenceon subjectscould vary
ftom mild disruptionofconcentmtion
to musclespasmsandlossofconsciousness.
The
subject(s)would havevarying degreesof voluntarycontrol dependingon the chosen
degreeof incapacitation.
TechnologicalStatusof Generator/AimingDevice
An electricfield skengthofroughly 100Kv/m overa time periodof 1 nanosecond
is
approximatelythe conditionthoughtto be necessaryto producethe desiredeffect when
providedto an overallrepetitionrateof 15Hz. Sucha field maybe developed
usinga
radarlike,high-peak-power,
pulsedsouceor an electromagnetic
pulsegenerator
operated
at 15Hz. Thesetechnologies
existtodaysufficientto evaluatethe disabling
concept.Powerrequirements
arenot high because
theduty factoris so low. Aimrng
devicesarecurently available,but a highdegreeofdirectionalityat lorg distances
will
requiredevelopment,
It may be necessary
to provideburstsofthesenanosecond
pulscsin
orderto stimulatethe desiredeffect.As the duty time increasesso doesthe averagc
power requirementfor power source,Becausetherewere no openliteraturereportsfrom
whichto makeinferences,
thereis someuncertaintyaboutthepowerlevelsrequired.
Ratrge
Theeffectiverangecouldbe hundredsof mete$.
DefeatCapabilities/Limitatiors
Shieldingcanbeprovidedby conductivebarrierslike metalor metalscreen.Therearca
numberofdrugsthatarecapableofinducingconvulsiveseizures
andothers,like
phenoba6ital,diphenyllhydantoin,
trimethadione,
2-4 dinitrophenol,
andacetazohunide,
which are aoticonlulsive. Anticonvulsivedrugsareknown to be helpful in reducingthe
effectofseizuresin epil€pticpatients,but theirabilityto reducetheeffectofthe proposed
technologyis unlinown (possiblyno effect) but expectedto be lessthan for photicinducedseizures.
IncapacitatingEffect; AcousticEnergy
The natureofthe incapacitationcoNists of severcprcssuresensations,nystagnus(a
spasmodic,involuntarymotion ofthe eyes),andnauseacausedby high intensitiesof
9140-155dB).Nlstagmusoccruswhenconvectioncurlentsaxeproduced(cupula
movement)in the lateralear canal.This cupulamovementcausesthe eyesto move
involuntarily;hence,the extemalworld is interpreted
asmoving.Thesubject',sees',
his
surroundingstuming rcund him andat the sainetime experiencesa sensationof tuming.
Personsexposedto theselevelsof soundexperiencenausea.
BiologicalTargevNormalFunctiols/Disease
State
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The two lateml semicircularcanals,one locatedin eachinner ear. alert a peNonto the
factthathis upight headis experiencing
angularacceleration.
Within th; ampullaofthe
canalareseveralso calledhaircells.Thecilia of thesecellsprolrudeinto thelumenof
the ampullawherethey {rreencasedin a massofjelly-like material(the cupula)which is
attachedto the oppositewall ofthe canal.As the headaccelerates,
the cilia arcbent by an
inertialforceofthe cupulaandtheviscousliquidin thecanallumen.Thebendingofihe
cilia exciteshair cells which in tum excite afferentneurons;tlese then alert the brain that
a changeofpositionofthe headhasoccurred.Similareventsoccurwhentheheadstops
moving.Theresultofa stronghair cell stimulusto thebmin is a rapideyemovement,
call nystagmus,
a feelingofdizzinessanddisorientation,
anda Dossibilitvofnauseaand
vomltmg.
Normalhearingis in therangebetweenthe frequencies
of20,000to 16,000Hz with the
optimalsensitivityfor mostpeoplebetweenthe ftequencies
of500 to 6000Hz.
Mechanismto Producethe DesiredEffects
Because
theendorgansfor acousticandvestibularperception
areso closelyrelated,
intenseacousticstimulationcanresultin vestibulareffects.Theh]?othesisis thatthe
soundofnormal intensityproduces
oscillationsofthe endolymphandperilynpn,
compensated
for by oscillations
ofthe roundwindow.Highintensitysoundproduces
eddycunents,whicharelocalizedrotationalfluid displacements.
High intensitysound
canalsoproducenonlineardisplacement
ofthe stapes,
causinga volumedisplacement,
theresultofwhich canbe a fluid void in thc laby.inth.To fill thevoid, fluid maybe
displaced
alongtheendollmphaticductand,/or
blockcapiltarypathways,
which,in tum,
couldstimulatevestibularreceptors.
Stimulationofthe vestibularreceptors
may leadto
nausea
andvomitingif thesoundpressure
levelis highenough.Concludethatbothtj(l(ly
currentsandvolumedisplacement
serveto stimulatevestibularreceptors
in humans,
whenexposedto high lev€lsofnoise.
Onestudyfoundnystagmum
in guineapigs€xposedto highlevelsofinfrasoundvia
stimulationofthe vestibular
recepto$.Howev€r,thesamelabwasunableto produce
nystagmus
in humansubjectsat 5- and 10-second
exposures
to a puretoneat 135dB,
broadband
enginenoise,or a I 00 Hz toneat I 20 dB, pulsedthreetimes/sor 2 minutes.
The sarneresearch
wasunableto elicit nystagmus
at levelsup to 155dB, andalsoequally
unableto producenystagmus
usinginfrasoundlevelsof I l2-150dB in guineaprgs,
monkeys,andhumars.However,researchwith audiblecomponentsin the sound
spectrumwith guineapigs andmonkeysproducednystagmus.Otherresearchers
report
other vestibulareffectsin additionto nystagmusat the following thresholds:125dB fiom
200-500Hz,l40 dB at 1000Hz, and155dB at 200Hz. Decremertsin vestibula.r
tunction occur consistentlyfor broadbandnoise levelsof 140dB (with hearins
prolectlon).
Humansubjectslistenedto very high levels of low-frequencynoiseandinfrasoundin the
protectedor unprctectedmodes.Two-minutedurationashigh as 140to 155dB produced
a mngeof effectsfrom mild discomfortto severepressuresensations,nausea,gaggrng,
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andgiddiness.Effectsalso includedbluned vision andvisual field distoiions in some
exposureconditions.The natwe and degreeofall effectswas dependenton both sound
level and liequencywith the most severeeffectsoccurringin the audiblefiequencyrange
(asopposedto infrasound),at levels aboveabout 145dB. The investigatorsfoundno
temporarythresholdshift (TTS) amongtheir subjects,andthe useof hearingprctecton
greatlyalleviatedthe adverseeffects.
Sincethe early daysofjet-engine testingandmaintenance,a[ecdotalevidencehas
appearedlinking exposueto intensenoise,with suchcomplaintsasdizziness,vertigo,
nausea,
andvomiting.As a resultofsiren noiseat 140dB, subjects
consistently
reported
a feelingofbeing pushedsideways,
usuallyawayftom the exposedear,andonesubject
reporteddifflculty standingon one foot.
Theseeffectswerenot asdramaticas from th€jeFengineOroadband)noiseat 140dB.
This research
concludes
thatthethresholdof labyrinthine
dysfunctionis about135to 140
dB andthat theseeffectsoccur during,but not after, exposurc.
Time to Otrset
No timesto onsetofnauseaor n)stagmuswerc identified in the literaturebut is presumcd
to be relativelyimmediatebasedon effectsto thelabyrinthsystemoccwringduring,but
not after,exposure
to soundpressure
levelsof 135to 140dB.
Duration of Effect
Theincapacitation
la6tsonly aslotlg asthe incapacitating
soundis present.
Tunability
Basedon the datapresented
above,it is unclearwhetherthedegreeofnauseaor
nystagmusis tunable,but similar symptomscausedby other stimuli a.revariablein
degre9.
Distribution ofHuman Sensitivitlesto Desir€dEffects
It is most probablethat all individualswill be susceptibleto this stimuluswith the
exceptionofthosewith a disease
or defect(i.e.,deafmutes)ofsomepartor partsof the
vestibularsystem.Data showedno consistentdecreasein vestibulo-ocularreflectswith
inoeasedage.
Recovery/Safety
Normal subjectsarelikely to recoverimmediatelyandexperienceno or unmeasurable
changesin hearingunlesswell known liequency-intensity-timefactorsare exceeded.
This is basedon studieswhich found no temporarythresholdshift in hearingof subjects
testedat low frequency.Occupationalsafetypersonnelgenerallyrecognizethat 1I 5
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dB(A) is to be avoidedandthat 70 dB(A) is assumedsafe.Is believedthat the noise
energywith predominatingfrequenciesabove500 Hz havea greaterpotentialfor hearing
lossthannoiseenergyat lower frequencies.Occupationalstandardsfor noisestatethat a
personmay be exposedcontinuouslyfor 8 hoursto 90 dB(A) or 15 minutesto I 15
dB(A).
PossibleInfluenceon Subject(s)
Inductionofnystagmusandnauseawill havevariableeffectson individuals.Effectsmay
be sufficiently incapacitationto allow offensiveadvantage;the perceptionof sickness
may makea subjectsusceptibleto peFuasion.It would be dilncult to targetsingle
individualsat the presentlevel of sounddirectingtechnology.This technologymay be
bettersuit€dfor goups ofpeople.
Techtrological
Statusof Generator/AimltrgDevice
Soundgenerating
technologyis well developed
but not highlyportable.Aiming dcvices
arepoorly developed.
Rrnge
Undernormal circumstanc€sthe soundpressulelevel decreases
6 dB(A) when the
distancefromthe sourceis doubled.For exampleifthe sormdis 100dB(A) at 100It, at
200 ft thesoundwouldbe 94 dB(A).At very high soundlevels,certainconditions
may
leadto nonlineareffectsin propagationand greatlyincreaserangeaccuracy.
DefeatCapabiliti€s/Limitrtions
Negativeeffectsofaudiblesoundaregreatlydecreased
ifhearingprctectionis wom.
High frequencysoundis more easilyblockedthan low frequencysou[d dueto
wav€lengtheff€cts.
Lrser-hduced BiologicalEffects
Their arethreebasicdamagemechanismsassociatedwith exposureto laserradiation:
chemical,thermal,ard mechanicalor acoustic-mechanical.
The laser-induced,chemicalalteratio$ in irradiatedtissuearereferredto as
photochemicaldamage.The likelihood of laserradiationin the blue-light portion of the
electromagngtic
spectrum(.380to .550microns)inducingphotochemical
reactions
progressiv€lyd€creases
with increasingwavelength.Photochemicaleffectsarenot
observed
uponexposure
to ndiationwith wavelengths
exceeding
.550to .650micfons
becausethe kinetic energyassociatedwith thesephotonsis insufficient to initiate a
photochemicalchange.
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On the otherhand,the thermaleffect is a primaxymechanismfor laser-inducedmJury.
The extentof the injuries induceddependsupon the wavelengthandenergyofthe
incidentmdiation,durationof exposure,andthe natule ofthe exposedtissueandits
absorption
characteristics.
Generally,
this mechanism
predominites
in thevisibleandthe
near-infrared(.760 to 1.4microns)portionsofthe electromagneticspectrumandfor
almostall CW andpulsedexposures
between0.1milliseconds
andI to 5 seconds.
The third injury mechanismassociatedwith exposureto laserradiationis the mechanical
or acoustical-mechanical
effect. The radiantenergyis absorbedinto the tissueand,asa
resultofrapid thermalexpansion
followinga short(l nanosecond
to 0.1millisecond)
laserradiationpulse,a pressure
waveis generated
thatmayresultin explosivetissue
injury.
Generally,
all threemechanisms
operateconcunentlyin aniradiatedanimal.Thermar
effectscurrentlypredominatefor continuouswave(CW) lasers,while mechanicaleffects
areofincreasedsigrificancefor pulsed-mode
lasers.With evenhigherpower,onemust
alsoconsidernonlinearphenomena
suchasmultiphotonabsorption
andelectromagnetic
field effects.
Theorgansmostsusceptible
to extemallaserradiationaretheskinandeyes.Theseverity
ofinjury is affectedby thenatureof thetarget,the energydensitydeliveredto themrger,
the fiequencyandpower ofthe laser,atmosphericattenuationofthe beam,andthe useof
filteringor ampliflng opticsby thetarget,etc.
The primary effect on the skin is thermaldarnage(bums).The severityvariesftom slight
er],'thema
or reddening
to severeblisteringor charring,depending
on suchfactorsastotal
energydeposition,
skinpigmentation,
andthetissue,s
abilityto dissipate
heat.
The eyeis particularlysusceptible
to intensepulseoflaserradiationbecause
ofits unique
sensitivityto light.Thefocusingeffectis similarto thatofa magnifyinglens,which
focusestbe energyon a particularspot.Sincethe comeaandlensofthe eyeamplify the
intensityofthe light incidentupontheretina,theretinais extremelysensitiveto visible
andnear-inftaredlight, anddamageto the retinamay result in temporaryor permanent
lossofvisualacuity.Lasereyeinjuriesvary accordingto incidentpower,spotsize,beam
angle,temporalmode(CW or pulsed),andpulserepetitionfrequency.Reportedeffects
includecomeallesions,bums, cataracts,andretinal lesions.
Somehigh-powerlaserscancauseantipersonneleffectsby the depositionof themal
energy.Theselasersmust operateat a wavelengththat is readily absorbedby the skin or
the comea.Thesegenerallyincludethe far- andmid-IR regioru (10 to 12 micronsand3
to 5 microns)aswell asthe ultraviolet region(<0.4 microns).However.ultraviolet
wavelengthsgenerallydo not propagatewell in the atmosphere,so the primary threat
wavelengthsto be consideredarebetween3 and l2 microns.Although relatively modest
amountsof far-IR laserpower arerequiredto producesuperficialbums on the skin at
shortranges,and efforts to designrheostaticallylethal laserweaponsare on going.
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Nonlethalblinding laserweaponsgenerallyusecollimatedbeamswith very low beam
divergence,andthe energycontainedin the beamdiminishesrelatively slowly over great
distances.knagilg systemssuchaseyesandEO vision systemshavefocusingopticsthat
bring the incidentplanewaveof light to focusat the sensorplane.This resultsin a high
optical gain (geater than 100,000for eyes),which makesthe associatedsensor
luLoerableto relatively low fluencesoflaser energy.
The effectsof laselson eyesarethreefold:
.
.
.

Dazzlingor inducedg1are.
Flashblinding
or lossofnight adaptation.
Pemanentor semipermanent
blinding.

The severityoflaser eyeinjuries variesaccordingto the incidentpower, spotsize,beam
angle,pupil diameter(ambientlight conditions),
temporalmode(CW or pulsed),an<r
PRF ofthe laser.Reportedeffectsincludecomealbums, catamcts(a pemanent
cloudiness
ofthe lens),andretinalbumsandperfoEtions.fow-energylaserweaponsarc
capableofcausingthelatter.
Exposueto relativelylow laserenergies
canproducetemporary
changesin theabilityto
seewithout producingpermanentinjury. Exposue to laserlight canproducean effect
call€dglareor dazzle,whichis similarto thetemporarylossofvision experience
whco
viewingtheheadlights
ofan oncomingcar.Thevisualeffectslastonly aslong asthe
light is presentin thelield ofview (FOV).At slightlyhigherenergyexposures,
thesam€
laserradiationcansaturate
or flashblindthephotoreceptor
cells,resultingin afterrmages
thatfadewiti time afterexposue.Onlyvisibleradiationwill induceveilingglareor aftcr
images;near-IRradiationwill not producetheseeffectseventhoughtheradiantencrgy
reaches
thephotor€ceptor
cells.Flashblindness
anddazzle,whilenot permanent
in,urrus,
cancausediscomfortandtemporary
lossofvision. Somestudieshaveshowntharuazzle
andflashblindness
canseriouslyimpactmissionperformance,
especially
in highlyvisual
taskssuchaspilotingan aircraftor aiming.
Blinding is the permanentor semipermarentlossofvisual acuity.The effect canlasr
fiom severalhou's onwardandgenerallyis evidencedby a da* spotin the field of
vision.This spotis calleda scotoma.
Theimpactofthe scotomaon visualacuitywill
vary with the sizeandposition ofthe injury. Humanvision is greatlyaffectedwhenthe
laserdamageis to thecentralvisionareaofthe retinacalledthefovea.Nonfoveallaser
damagemay be lesssevereor evengo unnoticedbecauseit affectsonly the peripheral
vision. The most seriousretinal injuries occur when the incident light is so intensethat a
perforationin the retina is formed,resultingin a hemonhageinto eitherthe subretinal
layeror, in themostseverecases,
thevitreoushumorofthe eve.LesssevereexDusurcs
result in lesionson the retila.
Foot ote:
1-(U) This appendixis classifiedFOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY in its entirery.
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What our governments do not tell us

Weapons based on radio waves - electromagnetic weapons
In 2009, the president of the United States of America, Barack Obama, announced that he was going to work hard
towards a world without nuclear weapons. Of course he would say that, the United States has developed a whole
new generation of weapons that are much more effective in torture and killing. Countries with these new weapons
can only be threatened by nuclear weapons.
Nuclear weapons are of course terrible weapons; however, they cannot be used without leaving evidence. That is why their use is
restricted. There is another, unknown to public domain, category of weapons that leaves no evidence. These are weapons based
on radio waves. Attacks with these weapons are invisible and can go through walls. We are talking about electromagnetic
weapons, also called electronic weapons. Examples include: microwave weapons, laser weapons, sound weapons, as well as
equipment to read and influence the human mind. These weapons are widely used by secret services and the military. This
happens all over the world, and due to their high-tech character, more commonly in our 'democratic West‘. These weapons are
rarely mentioned by popular media, never have been acknowledged by any government, but have covertly been used against
people like: whistleblowers, activists, politicians - to steal, to eliminate – for several decades. And in order to develop and
perfect these weapons, random ordinary men, women and children are non consensually used as guinea pigs to test them.
These are often horrible crimes against humanity, and our governments aren’t telling us anything about this.
One of the most terrible implications of these weapons is that it is no longer possible to protect yourself, your
children, your loved ones. You can no longer say: ‘stay in this room, then you will be safe’. The attackers look
through the walls of your house, cook, burn, control your body, and read and manipulate your thoughts. Police
are not equipped to do anything and can’t help you, no one can help you.
The rest of this page is split into two main topics:
General information about electromagnetic weapons
Victims of experiments and crimes with these weapons
Click here if you want to leave a comment.

Weapons-1. Suppression of information

Victims-1. Experiments with these weapons

It is unprecedented

There is a group

that information about
electromagnetic
weapons has been
suppressed from the
public in all possible
ways and that

of people on
whom these
weapons are
tested in order
to further
develop their

governments of all
countries go along

capabilities and
effectiveness.

with this secret in the
fear of paybacks by
the powerful. Instead
governments choose

They are often random, innocent civilians, and come from all
over the world.
They call themselves Targeted Individuals and despite
usually being kept totally isolated by their attackers, in recent

to deny rather than
recognize and expose

years, they found each other via the internet. They are
looking for recognition of the crimes committed against them.

the existence of these
deadly weapons, thus

The experiments that are performed on them are illegal and
often horrific, many are suffering and many die. One could

failing to inform their
citizens. This actually shows that we are not ruled by

argue that these are war crimes against citizens. These are
inhumane and degrading crimes against mankind, a

politicians but by a self-proclaimed world's elite. The ultimate

disgrace to the human race!

goal is the suppression of the population by this elite.
(Illustration David Dees)

Weapons-2. History

Victims-2. Wrong diagnosis

The development of weapons based on radio waves started

People who are attacked with such weapons initially end up in

after the Second World War. The Nazis were already

a kind of shock. They know that there are all kinds of things

developing them and the Russians and the Americans
followed. One of the first notable results was the LIDA
machine (1950). By focusing radio waves on the brain you

that don't add up but do not know what, as it's not something
they have learned about or something that is in the
newspapers. Family and friends will say they have to go to a

can almost instantly send someone to sleep. The same device
can be used to keep people from their sleep as well. In the

family doctor, psycholog or psychiatrist. The symptoms that
they show are similar to known physical symptoms and

1970s, the Americans discovered that their Moscow Embassy
was irradiated with microwaves. This was not made public but

mental illness. That's no coincidence: this is intentionally
done so that the victims will not be able to find anybody that

was the beginning of
the arms race of

will listen to them
when they claim that

weapons based on
radio waves.
Everyone knows the

they are being
attacked with these
weapons. To get rid of

laser pen or laser

this torture, victims

pointer. Not only pilots

commit suicide or

were shone with it,

accept the diagnosis of

also footballer Wesley
Sneijder complained

a psychiatrist, often
paranoid

about he was being
blinded when taking a free kick. A kitchen microwave cooks

schizophrenia. They
end up in Psychiatric

meat with radio waves, you can easily imagine what a
weapon based on it can do to the human body. A kidney

care where there are
further experiments

stone pulverizer can from a distance crush a stone in the

made on them. A small group is able to understand what is

human body. All this is done with invisible radio waves. More
recent there have been developments in which brain signals

happening and to offer resistance, and although they are
often called crazy by those around them, they keep insisting

are used to control prostheses, for example, a hand.

they are being preyed upon.

Weapons-3. Arms must be tested

Victims-3. Human rights, but not for everyone

The arms industry, the

The victims of these

military, in
combination with the
secret services,

crimes go to the
police, write letters to
their government or,

develop weapons and
torture methodology,

or the Mayor of their
city, they contact

which need to be
tested on. No one
however, wants to be a
guinea pig of this kind
of experiments as they
are very dangerous. Think of a microwave weapon, with

established human
rights organizations
such as: Amnesty
International, Human
Rights Watch, United
Nations or the

which you cook the human body, knowing for certain that
body functions will eventually fail. Imagine a weapon with
which you can stop someone’s heart. In the course of history,

International Criminal
Court. Comments are invariably negative. They are knocking
on doors everywhere but nobody is really listening. They

these organizations took it for granted that they could do this
to unaware people. But that is all illegal of course, and so it is
done secretly.

often leave their stories behind in the hope that something
will happen. But they never hear anything back. The crimes
that are committed against them are among the most serious
in the human history. And, while all their human rights are
being violated, the organizations where you would expect
help from give no assistance.

Weapons-4. Developed for the body

Victims-4. Attack of the body

The development of
weapons based on

How do you call it,
when you suddenly

radio waves turned out

feel a strange pain in

to be a great

your arm, and then,

challenge. The radar,
after some

quite suddenly, it
seems to go away?

adjustments was able
to send focused
energy, and shortly

You come back home,
and its starts again. If
you go and sit

after the microwave
was invented. The first
weapons were

somewhere else, it
disappears, but very
soon, it comes back

primitive but already
very effective. New

and burns you, again.
It may take sometime

developments lead to
laser weapons, and

before you realize the
fact that you are being

later this was all
grouped under the
heading of 'Directed

attacked with radiation
that passes through a
wall. And, from that moment on, it is called torture. The pain

Energy Weapons’. Many of these are classified as non-lethal
weapons but in most cases, this is pure nonsense. Pointing a

depends on the intensity and duration. In many cases, the
torture follows you wherever you go. Some victims describe

powerful laser weapon at the human body will have a similar

the feeling of being cooked alive, or burned alive. Another

result as a bullet being fired at it. Both can be very
damaging, both can be deadly. Read also: Bioeffects of

form of torture is making people hearing voices. The first
successful experiments with this started in 1974! (Voice-

Selected Non-Lethal Weapons declassified US Army
Intelligence document, 1998.

to-skull, V2K, microwave hearing). Often, these voices
constantly belittle someone, aiming to drive them insane.

Weapons-5. Developed for the mind

Victims-5. Attack of the mind

The human body is

A device to read

extremely sensitive to

someone's mind is a

electromagnetic

weapon. After all, you

radiation (radio
waves). In addition,

attack this person; you
attack not his body,

human body also
sends out radiation. In

but his mind. The
same can be said of a

other words, man is
both: a

device that forces
thoughts into a brain

bio-electromagnetic

without the victim

transmitter and a
bio-electromagnetic

knowing it. This not
only is possible today,

receiver. For many
years, research has
been undertaken into

it is actually being
done. A number of
victims claim to be

the collection of

robbed of ideas, others claim to be blackmailed with their,

signals from the brain

now no longer secret, thoughts, or have obsessive thoughts

(mind-reading), as well as, effective ways to send signals to
the brain (mind-influencing). In the beginning, electrodes and
implants were needed/might have been required, but new

that keep repeating, or strange dreams. Mind reading is used
to torment you through feedback on your thoughts.
Passers-by say things about you which only you can know

developments in science and technology made this
unnecessary. Now, it is not only possible to read minds from

about. The last thing you would expect to be private, your
thoughts, is available to those that attack you, an incredibly

a distance, but it is also possible to force thoughts into
minds, which appear as if they were their own (this is
different from hearing voices). There are projects that
explore how you can make large groups of people think of the
same thing, and, also, how to prevent groups of people
thinking of certain things. Another project is to take over a

terrible feeling. And those who do not realise and are guided
by their thoughts, are actually no more than robots. As just
can imagine, many victims have their thoughts about the
'bizarre' shooting incidents in which a disturbed person just
carelessly kills people.

human as a person (see also the movie Avatar).

Weapons-6. Examples of use

Victims-6. Examples of attacks
Some examples of
possible use of these
weapons:
- On 21 July 2009
NATO boss De Hoop

There are a number of
physical effects that
can occur; scratching,
abdominal pain, need
to urinate, urge to

Scheffer suddenly got

relief, diarrhoea,

a heart attack while
visiting Belgium during
the Belgian national
holiday.

coughing, belching,
farting, heart
complaints, erectile
dysfunction, sexual

- On July 26, 2009 the president of France fell to the ground

stimulation, headache, sudden confusion, sudden memory

while he was out running. We were told that his heart had

loss.

beaten irregularly for a short period.
- On September 3, 2009, Dutch Minister Verburg collapsed

Ways in which these weapons can be used to attack our brain
are: mind reading, hearing voices, tinnitus symptoms,

whilst speaking on a subject in the House of Representatives.
- On September 14, 2010 Dutch swimming celebrity Erica
Terpstra drove into a tree because of a huge coughing fit.

planting thoughts in your head with an inability to distinguish
them from your own thoughts unless you are aware of this,
dream manipulation.

- In 2010 Gerard Kemkers sent Dutch champion ice skater
Sven Kramer to the wrong lane at the Olympic 10 km.
- In recent years there have been several posts about groups

Below the link to an article from 2003 by Carole Smith,
psychoanalyst: On the Need for New Criteria of Diagnosis of

of birds that have fallen from the sky, about groups of whales
that were totally off course, and groups of cows that suddenly

Psychosis in the Light of Mind Invasive Technology She writes
among other things: ‘A doubly cruel sentence is being

died.

imposed on people who are the victims of the most appalling
abuse by scientific-military experiments, and a totally

Of course, it cannot be proven that all this was
caused by electromagnetic weapons, but no one can
say that this can not be done with these weapons.

uncomprehending society is indifferent to their evidence. For
the development of a new class of weaponry now has the
capability of entering the brain and mind and body of another
person by technological means.'

And that is the reason why these weapons must be banned. A
knife leaves a stab wound, a gun leaves a bullet hole, in both
cases there is perceptible damage to the body. This is no
longer the case with electromagnetic weapons. We can make

Electronic torture is attacking someone 24/7 with
these weapons. At home and outdoors: the
environment is the torture chamber.

no distinction anymore between reality and what has been
done.

Weapons-7. There’s even more

Victims-7. Organizations for victims
Above is only very

In addition to the countless websites and Web pages of

limited information.

victims there are now a number of organizations who are

Weapons based on

committed to disclosing these crimes and trying to support

radio waves are now
installed in airplanes

victims.

and on warships.
Smaller versions are
being tested in prisons
in the United States.
Minds can be
controlled from nearby equipment or cell towers. Sound
weapons are used to move people away from certain areas.
In addition, there are the antenna-fields, also called HAARP
installations. They use the atmosphere around the Earth to
send energy across to other points. It is said that these
installations are used to influence the weather and cause
earthquakes.
Below is the link to the press release by Institute of Science
in Society published on 29 May 2007: Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons: The ultimate weapon At the beginning of the
article Harlan Girard says: "A weapon system that operates at
the speed of light, that can kill, torture, enslave and escape
detection."

STOPEG - STOP Electronic weapons and Gang stalking
Website: http://www.stopeg.nl
Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance
(FFCHS)
Website: http://www.freedomfchs.com
European Coalition Against Covert Harassment
(EUCACH)
Website: http://www.eucach.org
Christians Against Mental Slavery
Website: http://www.slavery.org.uk
Verein gegen den Missbrauch psychophysischer Waffen
e.V.
Website: http://www.psychophysical-torture.de.tl
Initiative gegen elektromagnetische Folter
Website: http://www.e-waffen.de
International Center Against Abuse of Covert
Technologies (ICAACT)
Website: http://www.icaact.org

Finally
Thank you for reading and I hope this page supplements your knowledge. I also hope that you understand that this must be
made public. If we don’t, then humanity-as-we-know-it will come to an end, the world as we know it today will no longer
exist. Everyone except the elite and some technicians, will be tied to the electronic chain. George Orwell wrote in his book
1984 about this thought policy. That's not science fiction anymore - we are already in this situation!
I also hope that you have gained some insight in the practices of secret services and the military. Snowden’s revelations
already showed that there are many cases where they act outside the law. But what you didn’t know is that they perform
gruesome experiments, war crimes, against ordinary innocent civilians. This should stop immediately, be further investigated,
the guilty brought to justice, and the victims compensated.
Finally, I hope that I am contributing to a better understanding of the victims of these crimes. They can’t go anywhere. I ask
you therefore to have compassion for their often unimaginable stories. The extent of their suffering is hard to explain if you
are not a victim.
More questions? Read more on the Internet (directed energy weapons, active denial system, electronic harassment,
microwave hearing, remote neural monitoring, synthetic telepathy, electronic torture, voice-to-skull, i.e.) or contact me.
Peter Mooring
E: peterpm@xs4all.nl
M: +31 6 4124 3030.

Would you like to comment or be kept informed?
Leave your comment below and/or your email address.
Email address:

Comment:

Send

The images used in this page have been taken from pages on the internet. The rights are with their creators. If you believe
that an image has been wrongly placed or have other comments concerning this, then please contact Peter Mooring,
peterpm@xs4all.nl, +31 6 4124 3030
This website does not use Google Analytics or other tracking software that can follow you on the internet.

Copyright 2014 Peter Mooring All rights reserved.

By Julianne McKinney, Director
Electronic Surveillance Project
Association of National Security
Alumni
Silver Spring, Maryland
(301) 608-0143

The prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by federal employment,
project allocations, and the power of money is ever present—and is gravely to be
regarded. Yet, in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we
should, we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy
could itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite.

[President Dwight D. Eisenhower, January 17, 1961]

Covert actions are counterproductive and damaging to the
national interest of the United States. They are inimical to the
operation of an effective national intelligence system, and
corruptive of civil liberties, including the functioning of the
judiciary and a free press. Most importantly, they contradict the
principles of democracy, national self-determination and
international law to which the United States is publicly
committed.
[Credo of the Association of National Security Alumni]

MICROWAVE HARASSMENT
AND
MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTATION

by Julianne McKinney
Director, Electronic Surveillance Project
Association of National Security Alumni
December 1992

Whither the KGB?
In February 1974, Georgetown University’s Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) hosted discussions on the plight of dissenters in the Soviet Union, and on the means by
which the U.S. Government might most effectively intervene. Highlights of these discussions are
reported in Understanding the Solzhenitzyn Affair: Dissent and its Control in the USSR (CSIS,
1974).
KGB strategies were addressed in some detail during these discussions. It was noted that
the KGB’s success depended on the extensive use of informant networks and agents
provocateurs; and, following Brezhnev’s rise to power, on the use of drugs and psychiatrists for
further purposes of manipulation and control. Shadowing, bugging, slandering, blacklisting and
other related tactics were also cited as serving KGB purposes. Participants in the conference
agreed that the KGB’s obvious intent was to divide and isolate the populace, to spread fear, and
to silence dissenters.
Agencies of our own government are on record as having employed precisely these same
tactics on a recurrent basis. The Church and Rockefeller Committee Hearings in the mid-1970’s
purportedly put an end to these practices. Based on recent developments, it would appear that
the CIA’s and FBI’s Operations MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO (the focus of these
Senate Committee and Vice-Presidential-level Hearings) were instead merely driven
underground. We are now in contact with a total of 25* individuals, scattered throughout the
United States, who firmly believe they are being harassed by agencies of the U.S. Government.
Others have been brought to our attention whom we will be contacting in the future. The

majority of these individuals claim that their harassment and surveillance began in 1989.
The methods reportedly employed in these harassment campaigns bear a striking
resemblance to those attributed to the CIA and FBI during Operations MKULTRA, MHCHAOS
and COINTELPRO. The only difference now is that electronic harassment and experimentation
also appear to be (more blatantly) involved.
The Berlin Wall is down, Communism is in the midst of a death rattle, and the KGB no longer
poses the threat which purportedly served to justify the U.S. Government’s resort to such
operations as MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO. The KGB, since 1989, has been
reduced to an increasingly distant memory.
Reactivation of surveillance/harassment/mind-control operations in this country suggests
that the KGB, as an institution, was never the real threat. A KGB “mentality,” with its underlying
pragmatic contempt for civil liberties, appears, instead, to have been the driving force behind
MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO, and the operations now being reported to us.
The KGB “mentality” is a matter of personal predilection, not ideology. Its objective is power
and control, regardless of human cost. It is a corrupting, cancerous influence, which feeds on
fear, conformity and government funding.
Four months ago, when this Project commenced, we approached these complaints of
government harassment and experimentation with an admitted “high degree of caution.” We are
no longer skeptical. The growing numbers of independent complaints and the similarities
between those complaints cannot be ignored. Under the circumstances, the KGB should be
proud of itself. As a “mentality,” the KGB appears to be accomplishing more in “burying this
country” from within, than it could ever have hoped to have achieved as an institution. It would
appear that this country has a serious problem on its hands which needs to be resolved.
Part I of this report, which is reprinted from the June-July 1992 edition of the Association’s
publication, Unclassified, preliminarily addresses the complaints brought to our attention as of
July 1992. Our objective, as noted, was to weigh the legitimacy of those complaints in terms of
the directed-energy technologies reportedly involved. Part II discusses the overt and covert
patterns of harassment identified as a result of our investigations, to date. A part of our
objective, here, is to limit the success of such operations in the future, by according them
widespread publicity.
In Part II, we do not identify individuals by name, both to honor their privacy and because
our investigations have not been completed. Part II, like Part I, is a preliminary finding. Our
focus is on the similarities of the complaints being received—similarities which Federal and
State legislators, the courts, the FBI, local law enforcement agencies, the medical and
psychiatric professions, and organizations such as the ACLU and Amnesty International have
so far chosen to ignore.
We frankly find it curious that more attention and credibility is being accorded purported
victims of UFO experiences and spectral visitations, than to persons who complain of
systematic harassment and experimentation by the U.S. Government, involving technologies
which the U.S. Government is only now grudgingly admitting to possess. These complaints
require investigation. In due course (and provided financial support is obtained), we hope to be
able to acquire the technology and supportive medical expertise to substantiate the claims
being made. We also hope to alter the institutional mindset that U.S. Intelligence can be trusted.
History, repeatedly, has proven otherwise.

PART I - THE PROBLEM SURFACES
[Reprinted from the June-July 1992 edition of UNCLASSIFIED (Vol. IV, No. 3),
published by The Association of National Security Alumni, Washington, D.C.]
The August-September 1991 issue of UNCLASSIFIED reviewed Hamline University’s Public
Administration report on the resolution of MKULTRA cases in 1988. Although the shocking
details of medical ethics abuses by the U.S. and Canadian governments were amply detailed,
Washington and Ottawa—citing national security and government privilege—stalled for so long
that the cases never came to trial. The surviving victims settled for a pittance in an out-of-court
settlement.
Since no individuals or agencies were held legally accountable, the door was left open for
possible resumption of similar “mind-control” activities.
In the context of that article, we mentioned briefly that some half-dozen people had
contacted us with appeals for assistance in ending what they believe to be electronic
harassment and mind-control experimentation, possibly involving the CIA. We decided to take a
closer look at this situation.
We are now in touch with approximately a dozen individuals located throughout the United
States who appear to be targets of harassment and mind-control experimentation involving
directed-energy technologies. [By mid-November 1992, that number had increased to 25.]
Typically, persons who complain of being “zapped by radio waves” and of “hearing voices”
are stigmatized as psychotic, delusional or schizophrenic. Being mindful of this, as well as
aware of the treatment accorded UFO and psychic phenomena “freaks,” we approach this
subject with a high degree of caution. Based on our preliminary investigation, including
interviews with the affected individuals, we conclude that the matter is serious and should be
pursued further.

The Existing Directed-Energy Arsenal
Our first step was to determine what, if any technology exists which might be used for
electronic harassment. That information was found in a “white paper” published in 1991 by the
U.S. Global Strategy Council—a Washington-based organization, under the chairmanship of
Ray Cline, former Deputy Director of the CIA, who maintains very close ties with the U.S.
Intelligence community. The “white paper” describes the foreign and domestic uses foreseen for
laser weapons, isotropic radiators, infrasound, non-nuclear electromagnetic pulse generators,
and high-power microwave emitters.
The term, “non-lethal,” used to describe this technology is misleading. The energy emitted
from all of these weapons can kill when appropriately amplified. At lower levels of amplification,
they can cause extreme forms of physical discomfort and debilitation.
The Department of Army (DA) identifies these same weapons as “non-conventional.” They
were so identified in an exhibit at a DA-sponsored symposium on “The Soldier As A System,” in
Crystal City, VA, on June 30, 1992. Beta wave incapacitators were separately mentioned during
the symposium as being of particular interest to the U.S. Marine Corps.
We discussed these “non-conventional” directed-energy weapons with Mr. Vernon Shisler,

manager of the exhibit and the Army’s delegate to NATO in matters pertaining to “The Soldier
As A System.” Mr. Shisler acknowledged not only that directed-energy weapons are in DoD’s
arsenal, but also that the American soldier will remain vulnerable to their effects, should they be
employed in the battlefield.
The U.S. Global Strategy Council recognizes the issue of vulnerability, as well, and urges
ongoing research into effective countermeasures.
Interested readers may want to send for the U.S. Global Strategy Council’s complete project
proposal on this subject: (Title: Nonlethality: Development of a National Policy and Employing
Nonlethal Means in a New Strategic Era, prepared by Janet Morris). A number of references in
this Proposal to unidentified, elusive “enemies” of the U.S. Government and to the potential
domestic applications of this “non-lethal” technology invite serious consideration by the public at
large.
The Council’s address is 1800 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) 466-6029.

Bioeffects of Microwave Radiation
Research into the biological and psychological effects of exposure to microwave radiation is
voluminous. The U.S. public has been led to believe that the former Soviet Union leads in this
research. The fact is, the CIA and DoD [Department of Defense] have jointly pursued precisely
the same research since commencement of Project Pandora in the 1950’s. The current primary
users of this research appear to be the CIA, DoD, the National Security Agency (NSA) and the
Department of Energy (DoE).
The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) has participated in this research since
Project Pandora. In 1973, WRAIR discovered that externally-induced auditory input could be
achieved by means of pulsed microwave audiograms, or analogs of spoken words’ sounds. The
effect on the receiving end is the (schizophrenic) sensation of “hearing voices” which are not
part of the recipients’ own thought processes.
The experiment prompted the following comment in The Body Electric: Electromagnetism
and the Foundation of Life, by Robert O. Becker, M.D., and Gary Selden (Wm. Morrow &
Company, NY, 1985): “Such a device has obvious applications in covert operations designed to
drive a target crazy with ‘voices’ or deliver undetectable instructions to a programmed
assassin.”
This research has continued, and the results are published in various publicly available
scientific and technical journals. Interested readers might consult, for example: Lin, James C.,
Electromagnetic Interaction With Biological Systems (Plenum Press, NY, 1989). Professor Lin,
then with the Department of Bioengineering, University of Illinois, Chicago, has published a
number of books and articles on this subject. [He has more recently informed us that he had
designed the experiment referenced above in Dr. Becker’s book.]
WRAIR has more recently been studying the biological effects of exposure to high-power
microwave radiation. WRAIR presented a paper on this subject to a DoD-sponsored symposium
on “MW [microwave] Weapons” at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA, in mid1989.
A matter of interest to us is why WRAIR should be experimenting with auditory effects of
pulsed microwave audiograms. Also, recent statements by an Army psychiatrist assigned to the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC) suggest that WRAIR may be experimenting upon

select psychiatric inpatients with microwaves. This, too, is a matter of interest to us.

Congressional Oversight

The Government’s past record of abuses in the area of civil rights is well documented.
Within the past 30 years alone, we have witnessed the effects of Operations MKULTRA,
MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO.
Primarily because of MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO, Executive Orders and
implementing regulations were published which prohibited military and CIA domestic covert
intelligence operations. Experiments on involuntary human subjects, and the surveillance
of/collection of personal information on U.S. citizens, except under strictly regulated conditions
were also prohibited.
Congressional committees were created to oversee compliance with these (quasi-) legal
prohibitions. We have evidence that this is not being done. Moreover, where there are laws and,
in this case, no laws enacted, there are loopholes, as well as individual and institutions who
deliberately capitalize upon the existence of loopholes. Iran-Contra is one of the more blatant
recent examples. Loopholes are also found in government resort to “black” intelligence and
weapons programs, in the use of contractors, and in the absence of clear definitions of such
terms as “national security” and “national security risk.”
Executive Orders and regulations which currently limit official U.S. Intelligence activities do
not extend to non-intelligence government agencies or to their contractors. In fact, Executive
Order 12333 specifies that government contractors do not need to know that their services
support U.S. Intelligence objectives.
In its report of July 8, 1992, the Senate Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management addresses the problem of tracking funds granted to government-contracted
research and development (R&D) centers. The report notes that the problem is compounded by
DoD’s penchant for creating hard-to-monitor “shell” contractors as disbursement centers for
funding programs.
Neither shell contractors nor their subcontractors are directly accountable to Congress.
Being beyond Congressional oversight, they have the license to operate as Government
surrogates in intelligence operations about which, “officially” they know nothing.
In this context, a publication disseminated at DA’s “The Soldier As A System” symposium
noted that the Army’s Research and Technology Program sponsors 42 laboratories and R&D
centers, employing approximately 10,000 scientists and engineers. The annual budget of $1.3
billion is only a small part of overall DoD research spending.
Weapons research, which includes the development and testing of “non-lethal” weapons, is
not governed by laws restricting the activities of U.S. Intelligence agencies, though it may be
presumed that these agencies contribute to and benefit from such research.

Preliminary Findings
1.
The technology exists for the types of harassment and
experimentation reported to us.
2.
About a dozen U.S. citizens have informed us of continuing
experiences with effects which directed-energy weapons are
designed to produce.
3.
U.S. Government-sponsored research into the bioeffects of
exposure to microwave radiation is extensive and continuing.
4.
The U.S. Government has a past record of having engaged
in mind-control experimentation; and various agencies of the
Government have a record of circumventing legal restrictions
upon their activities.
5.
Neither Congress nor the courts appear willing to look
closely into “black” intelligence and weapons procurement
programs.
6.
A number of U.S. Government agencies might have interest
in testing directed-energy technologies on U.S. citizens under
non-clinical/non-controlled circumstances—DoD, to test ranges
and degrees of “non-lethality”; DoE, to explore “safety” limits; CIA,
to test “mind-control” capabilities, and NSA, for technological
refinement.

PART II - OVERT AND COVERT
HARASSMENT

Since publication of the preceding article less than four months ago, the association of
National Security Alumni/Electronic Surveillance Project has heard from an additional 13*
individuals who report both overt harassment and a range of symptoms which coincide with the
known effects of exposure to microwaves, electromagnetic/radio frequency (RF) radiation
and/or infrasound.
The similarity of these symptoms will be addressed in greater detail in future Project reports.
Suffice it to say, at this point, that the physical and psychological symptoms being reported to us
are consistent with the effects which directed-energy weapons are designed to produce. Indeed,
the numerous afflictions (or “inflictions”) being reported appear to parallel standard torture
“sequelae,”[1] (aftereffects).

Overt Harassment
Overt Harassment—which obviously is meant to be observed—may be intended to
“precondition” individuals for eventual long-term electronic harassment. Persons terrified by
unexplained overt harassment are not likely to cope with the sudden onset of electronic
harassment in any more reasoned fashion. This phased pattern of harassment is apparent in all
of the cases now being investigated. The fact that the overt harassment continues in these
cases even after the electronic targeting commences suggests that the objective is to maintain
long-term extremes of stress.
Many of the overt harassment tactics discussed below are surfacing in cases which (so far)
have not involved discernible forms of electronic harassment. These are cases involving socalled “whistleblowers” who, because of their inside knowledge of certain potentially
newsworthy events, pose particular threats of embarrassment to the Government or to
government-affiliated employers. We have noticed that electronic harassment is beginning to
surface as a form of retaliation against persons who try to assist electronic “harassees.”
Retaliation suggests loss of control. Under the circumstances, we are not entirely confident that
“whistleblowers” will continue to be exempted from this type of harassment in the long term.
The individuals now in touch with the Project describe their circumstances as involving most,
if not all, of the following overt forms of harassment:
·
Sudden, bizarrely-rude treatment, isolation and acts of harassment and vandalism by
formerly friendly neighbors.
·
Harassing telephone calls, which continue even after the targeted individual obtains new,
unlisted telephone numbers.
·

Mail interception, theft and tampering.

·

Noise campaigns.

While unrelenting harassing telephone calls might be considered in this context, other tactics
are employed. Blaring horns, whistles, sirens, garbage disposal (run concurrently in apartment
settings, for excessively prolonged periods of time), and amplified transmissions of recorded
“general racket” have been used on a recurrent basis under circumstances intended to
persuade the individual that he or she is under surveillance.
In all of these cases, the individuals’ neighbors apparently pretend to be oblivious and/or
indifferent to these sudden, continuous explosions of noise.
Door slamming is also a popular pastime, particularly in apartment buildings. One individual
reported that, during a peak period of harassment, the neighbor across the hall began entering
and leaving his apartment every 10 minutes, slamming his door loudly on each occasion. This
was a daily occurrence, encompassing periods of several hours, over a period of several
months. It apparently served to trigger a door-slamming “chain reaction” on the part of
neighbors both on that floor and on the floors immediately above and below. When our contact
politely asked her immediate neighbor to close his door more quietly, he slammed the door in
her face. Prior to commencement of this harassment, that neighbor had apparently been quite
friendly and courteous.
In another case, the primary door-slammer is an employee of Radix Systems, Inc., Rockville,
MD, a DoD contractor engaged in the “super-secret” research and development of some type of
electronic equipment.
Several individuals reported recurrent, loud, strange noises in their ventilation systems

during the preliminary stages of their harassment. One individual complained of being
recurrently awakened in the middle of the night by the sound of wires being fed into his
(independent) ventilation system. On checking further, he found that a tubular construction had
been built into his vent system which appears to lead to the apartment upstairs. His upstairs
neighbor is employed by the Department of Justice.
A number of individuals report that occupants of upstairs and downstairs apartments appear
to follow them from room to room, tapping on the floor or engaging in other activities which
appear intended to advertise an ongoing surveillance.
The Justice Department employee mentioned above went so far as to offer an unsolicited
apology to her downstairs neighbor for the all-night “pacing about” in her bedroom (in the event
he had happened to notice it). She claimed to be an insomniac. That pacing-about continued
during her recent 36-hour absence from the area. When our contact politely alerted her to the
fact that her apartment had apparently been entered during her absence, she told him, in effect,
to mind his own business and then immediately complained to the building manager that he was
stalking her.
She conveniently forgot to inform the building manager that she had assiduously “courted”
this individual for several months, without success; and that she had been stealing his
newspapers on a regular basis. (On one occasion, she handed him a week’s accumulation of
those papers, claiming that they had been left outside the door of another apartment. Her
reason for collecting and saving newspapers which had not been delivered to her directly is
unknown.)
·
Recurrent confrontations by unusually hostile strangers; and comments by strangers
which appear intended to evoke “paranoid” reactions.
In this context, we note that several individuals have reported confrontations with “homeless”
people who, on closer examination, were found to be fastidiously clean, though garbed in
offbeat fashion (wigs included). The same “eccentric” confronted two of the individuals in
contact with us, at separate distant locations. He is reported as having feigned mental illness on
both occasions, and as having apparently enjoyed creating a public scene.
·
Entries into the individual’s residence, during late-night hours while he/she is sleeping,
and/or during the day when the individual is elsewhere.
In virtually all such cases, the burglars leave evidence of their visits, such as by relocating
objects, or by committing petty and not-so-petty acts of vandalism. In two cases, the burglar’s
“calling card” was to slaughter caged pets, leaving the mangled carcasses inside their locked
cages.
In one case, the burglar stole several pieces of correspondence and left a packet of crack
cocaine behind as a “calling card.” Our contact in this case—an individual who has no criminal
record and no history of experimentation with drugs—is also being harassed (stalked) by a
police officer in her community. One of his recent acts was to “frame” her with a drug
possession charge. After pulling her off the road (a frequent pastime) and subjecting her to an
illegal search (done, twice, so far), he conveniently managed to find a glassine packet of
cocaine eight feet away, in front of his squad car. He retrieved the packet with his fingers and
then charged her with Possession. Our contact found the packet of crack cocaine in her
apartment shortly after this investigator reminded the attorney handling her case that the police
officer had smudged his only piece of evidence with his own fingerprints. It would appear that
someone is interested in correcting that police officer’s oversight.
In another case, the individual reports that a tremendous amount of money had been stolen
from a hiding place in her apartment, within hours after she had withdrawn the money from her

bank. There were no obvious signs of entry into her apartment. The police conducted a cursory
inquiry which failed to produce evidence of a crime worthy of investigation. (This case is an
anomaly. Money is not usually stolen. Documents appear to be the preferred objects of theft,
when thefts occur.)
In another case, the burglars replaced installed lightbulbs with “exploding” bulbs, many of
which were Made in Hungary. The lightbulbs are now in our possession.
·

Rapidly deteriorating health, generally of a digestive nature.

In two cases of the cases reported, massive rectal bleeding accompanied the sudden onset
of severe gastrointestinal disturbances. One of these individuals abruptly terminated the
deteriorative process simply by changing the locks on her door.
·

Sleep disruption/deprivation.

This is achieved by means of both overt and electronic harassment. Sleep deprivation, as a
tactic, invariably surfaces when the targeted individual begins exhibiting a strong emotional and
irrational response to the other forms of harassment.
·

Vandalism of privately-owned vehicles.

Vehicles invite peculiarly ferocious attacks in these harassment campaigns—slashed tires,
smashed windows, oil drainage, oil contamination, destruction of electronic components and
batteries (frequently involving wildly fluctuating, grounded fuel gages, often within range of
weapons research facilities and/or other microwave emitters); and suddenly failed brakes and
clutches (possibly involving anti-traction polymers, which are also in DoD’s “non-lethal”
weapons arsenal). Recurrent auto thefts have also been reported.
Two individuals reported finding their oil contaminated immediately after having the oil
changed by reputable mechanics. In one of these cases, the oil viscosified (thickened) while the
individual was driving through a remote rural area. Her car ground to a halt. Getting the “gunk”
cleaned out of her engine proved to be an expensive ordeal. (Viscosification agents are also
lauded by the U.S. Global Strategy Council as serving “non-lethal” strategic purposes—a topic
discussed in Part I of this publication. Had this woman been assaulted while awaiting help in the
said isolated area, the “non-lethal” attributes of viscosification agents might have required
redefinition.)
Most of those who have experienced these attacks on a recurring basis have abandoned
driving all together—an objective apparently sought by their tormentors as a means of
increasing their isolation.
·

Staged accidents.

The majority of those in touch with us have reported these types of experiences. One
individual, for example, was tailgated at a high rate of speed by two vehicles, while concurrently
being threatened with a gun by one of the vehicles’ occupants. Two others narrowly avoided
what appeared to be deliberately attempted collisions by drivers who quickly sped away from
the scene. One avoided three attempts in four days at being run off the road. One survived
being run off the road in two incidents within a one-week period, which resulted in “totaling” of
her two vehicles. Another narrowly avoided being crushed into an expressway retaining wall, on
four occasions, by an off-duty metro bus, as well as, within the same time frame, being “fried” by
two suddenly-malfunctioned household appliances which subsequently repaired themselves.
It should be noted that, in some of these cases, “accidental” deaths do occur. One individual
in contact with us reported that his mother drove off a cliff to her death, during a period when he

was researching evidence that a still-respected, high level State Department official had passed
A-bomb secrets to the Soviet Government during World War II. The accident occurred shortly
after her car had undergone routine maintenance. She was returning from a dental appointment
when the accident occurred. Witnesses state that it appeared that she had suddenly stepped on
the accelerator before running off the road. The accident served to terminate this person’s
research project.
We are also currently looking into the recent death of a woman in Lexington, MO, who was
killed when the brakes on her tractor failed. We are informed that she had been collecting
affidavits from persons who believe they are the targets of government harassment and
experimentation when her “accident” occurred. We are also informed that those affidavits have
disappeared.
Suicides might also qualify as “staged accidents,” particularly where “plausibly deniable”
government involvement has been surfaced. We are currently looking into the recent suicide of
a man in Trappe, PA, who, as early as 1981, had asked the FBI and CIA to intervene in his
case. We have copies of that early correspondence. The man, a former U.S. Army radar
technician, had a highly technical and—given the date of his correspondence—“precocious”
grasp of the experimental objectives apparently being sought in his case. It is apparent from his
correspondence that he had wanted to believe that the Soviets were conducting these
experiments. The FBI and CIA, of course, did not intervene. We are informed that members of
his family have also been targets of this experimentation.
·
Isolation of the individual from members of his/her immediate family—virtually assured
when highly focused forms of electronic harassment commence.
The exception to this is when elderly parents and young children in the family become
targets for apparent purposes of intimidation. This situation has been reported in eight of our
cases, to date.
One individual (driven to extremes of stress by ongoing electronic harassment focusing on
her children) killed one child in an effort to protect her from further pain. [2] It appears that lasers
were being used in this individual’s case. The targeting intensified after she called the Soviet
Embassy to report the harassment, which she believed to be U.S. Government-sponsored. It
became even more deadly when, in a further show of defiance, she then called the
representative of the Iraqi Government to portray the U.S. Government’s war in the Middle East
as “hypocritical.” She is now hospitalized in a midwestern psychiatric facility, where, apparently,
the experimentation is now continuing.
(That psychiatric facility is in a State where a disproportionate number of complaints of
electronic harassment are beginning to surface. It is also within range of a U.S. Air Force base
which houses a “super secret” research facility. We are currently looking into information that
spouses and children of persons employed on that USAF base may be the targets of
involuntary experimentation involving directed-energy weapons technologies.)
Another individual, during a telephone conversation, was told by an employee of a local
power company that, if she valued the lives of her children, she would drop her public
opposition to the company’s installation of high power lines. Since receiving that threat, the
individual’s 11-year-old daughter has been reduced to extremes of pain, resulting in her
recurrent hospitalization for treatment of illnesses which cannot be diagnosed. It is now also
apparent to this individual that her three-year-old son is on the receiving end of externallyinduced auditory input. (DoE figures prominently in this case.)
·
Progressive financial impoverishment, brought on by termination of the individual’s
employment, and compounded by expenses associated with the harassment.

The majority of those now in contact with the Project—educated, white-collar professionals
—have lost their jobs. Termination of employment in many of these cases involved prefatory
harassment by the employer and co-workers, which coincided with the other overt forms of
harassment discussed above.
The overt harassment tactics are being described as recurrent, non-sequential and
overlapping. As noted above, the overt harassment continues even after the electronic
harassment commences.

Failure of “Establishment” Support Systems
Those individuals who have tried to resolve their respective situations through resort to
“establishment” channels have invariably encountered the following:
·
Apathy, indifference and/or professed helplessness on the part of members of Congress
and state legislators.
·
Dismissal and/or attempted discrediting by psychiatrists who refuse to include the terms,
“government harassment,” “mind-control experimentation” and “torture” in their vocabulary.
Several individuals, thinking that psychiatrists might help to alleviate the extreme stress
associated with their harassment, were accorded “treatment” which clearly pointed to
cooperation between their psychiatrists and members of the U.S. Intelligence community. One
such psychiatrist, in fact, bragged about being a member of the U.S. Intelligence “inner circle,”
informing our contact that her harassment was a “Pavlovian Experiment,” intended to “break”
her.
·

Lack of interest, courage and/or competency in legal circles.

Few of those in contact with us have been able to acquire legal assistance—not helped by
their straitened financial circumstances. Most have found that few attorneys are willing to risk
their careers by pursuing cases involving what is believed to be government-sponsored
harassment and experimentation.
A few attorneys reportedly engaged in egregious violations of codes of professional conduct,
in what appear to have been deliberate efforts at sabotaging our contacts’ cases. Subsequent
attempts by two individuals at obtaining legal redress were met with stonewalling, obstruction,
and high-level denials of wrongdoing.
·
Refusal of the mass media to address this topic, except in those cases where suspected
experimentees have been driven to the point of committing murder or suicide.
Such cases (particularly where an individual has claimed to be the victim of CIA-directed
mind-control involving auditory input) are treated by the press as “curiosities.” An example of
this is the individual who shot a Navy officer outside the Pentagon in mid-1991. [3] He claimed to
be a victim of CIA mind control, involving auditory input. According to the press, “he worried
‘about being run over by trains’...” (ref. incident described in following paragraph). He is now
permanently residing in a psychiatric facility. He, being institutionalized, and others in the
preliminary stages of his predicament are no longer of interest to the media.
Another recent case which received short-lived press attention [4] involved a woman
diagnosed as having “suffered from periods of confusion” who climbed over a fence onto a
railroad track and walked into an oncoming train. Because the incident occurred in a community

in which an unusually large number of these mind-control experiments have been reported, we
are looking into the situation. The woman was reportedly “under a physician’s care” because of
her “periods of confusion.” A family member described the physician to this investigator as “a
psychiatrist.” We find that the alleged “psychiatrist” is a General Practitioner, otherwise nonaccredited, practicing out of his home. We find also that the suicide may have been witnessed
under peculiarly-timed circumstances by an alleged “homeless” person who has since
disappeared. Needless to say, our interest has been whetted.
·

Refusal and/or inability of local police to intervene.

The tendency of local police is to dismiss an individual’s complaints of government
harassment as the ravings of a “fruitcake.” In one case, discussed above, it is apparent that one
police officer is actively cooperating in the harassment. Some police agencies, while
acknowledging the reality of the situation, hesitate to intervene in cases involving what they
believe to be U.S. Intelligence. On a few occasions, certain police officials did attempt to
intervene, based on what they perceived to be evidence of a systematic harassment/illegal
surveillance campaign. Absent a clear mandate to prosecute “stalkers” acting under the aegis of
U.S. Intelligence, the police obviously had their hands tied.
·

Refusal of the FBI to intervene in any of the cases brought to our attention thus far.

FBI spokesmen do acknowledge that they have received a large number of requests for
assistance from “mentally disturbed persons” who believe that they are being “zapped by radio
waves” and/or “are hearing voices...” “from Mars, that is.”
In one case, an FBI spokesman reacted in an angry, defensive and bizarre fashion when our
contact briefly alluded to PROJECT SLAMMER as possibly being related to her surveillance.
(PROJECT SLAMMER is a CIA-funded study, managed by CIA and FBI behavioral scientist,
which explores the “mental make-up” of alleged security risks, along with their family members
and close associates. Participants in PROJECT SLAMMER include NSA, DIA, and Army, Navy
and Air Force Intelligence.)
Until PROJECT SLAMMER was mentioned, the FBI spokesman’s approach in this case was
to politely and redundantly explain that the law, as currently constructed, prevents the FBI’s
intervening in this individual’s case. When she briefly pointed out that the surveillance activities
might fall under the purview of PROJECT SLAMMER, the spokesman’s response was to
abruptly and angrily declaim, “You don’t know who is conducting that surveillance! You don’t
know if that is a state police surveillance! ...or a local police surveillance! It could be a totally
unrelated operation! You don’t know who is conducting that surveillance! [etc., etc.]!”
It was apparent from this response that the FBI was at least acknowledging the existence of
a surveillance, if in somewhat emotional fashion. The individual in question subsequently
furnished acquired evidence to the local police, who made it clear that they are not participants
in the surveillance which, based on the evidence, pointedly suggest that our contact is the
target.
·

Refusal or inability of the ACLU and Amnesty International to intervene.

Both organizations acknowledge receiving many complaints from persons claiming to be the
targets of some type of electronic harassment. An ACLU spokes-woman characterized the
complaints as appearing to be rational, except in a few cases. The complaints are not being
investigated, she said, because of “limited resources.” We have to wonder, of course, why the
ACLU could recently find resources to defend the rights of prostitutes and the Ku Klux Klan, yet
remains incapable of intervening in cases such as we are now pursuing.
Amnesty International recently informed one of our contacts that they could not intervene in

her case because their focus is on the U.S. Government’s treatment of prison inmates. While
incarceration does appear to be one sought-for objective in these harassment/mind control
experiments, we would like to think that protections by such organizations as Amnesty
International can be achieved beforehand.

Related Covert Methodologies
The persons engaged in this harassment tend to become careless, possibly the result of
arrogance born of an assumption that nobody can stop them. “Harassees” who have noted this
carelessness have furnished us with the following insights into the covert side of these
harassment activities.
·

Impersonation of military officers.

One individual found that her next-door neighbor had claimed to be a military intelligence
officer, assigned to a space technology unit in California, on year-long “TDY” (temporary duty) in
the individual’s apartment building. It was subsequently determined that this alleged officer is
not in fact a member of the U.S. Armed Forces; and that he had used this bogus status to
acquire information from a major defense contractor. Our contact is certain that this person’s
apartment was used as a base of harassment operations.
·

Use of concealment devices, and emitters detected to date.

Several individuals and supportive associates report having seen some of the electronic
devices being used in these harassment campaigns.
One saw electronic equipment concealed inside a false-front upright piano being moved out
of her apartment building. She had previously noted that all of her surrounding neighbors had
identical upright pianos in their apartments, not one of which was ever played.
Other suspected participants in the harassment may be concealing devices in oversized
stereo speakers, measuring approximately 5' in height x 3' x 3'. Several of our contacts have
noted the presence of such speakers in adjacent dwellings.
One individual was told by a resident of her building that her upstairs neighbor has
“microwave ovens” in his bedroom and livingroom, but none in the kitchen.
Another individual, while standing outside, looked into her neighbor’s window to find that her
bedroom appeared to be the target of a gray-colored, elongated box-like device, measuring
approximately 1' in length x 5" in height (side view). A large, black-framed lens protruded from
the end facing her window. The electrical cord, if any, was not visible from that vantage point.
The equipment was being operated by a stranger in a three-piece suit, who appeared to be
quite startled to find that he was being observed.
Another was given strong reason to believe that portable emitters are being concealed in
oversized, extremely heavy, sometimes expandable “briefcases” for use in places of public
assembly, such as meeting halls, auditoriums and restaurants. Smaller varieties are apparently
being used on aircraft.
On one 3-hour flight, our contact noticed that the man sitting next to her seemed peculiarly
intent on keeping the attaché case on his lap propped open with his fingertips, while he gazed
“blankly” into the distance during the entire flight. She believed that she was being electronically
harassed while on the flight (a common complaint, in most of the cases now being investigated).

Our contact reports that, when they prepared to land, the man opened his attaché case to
hastily check its contents, thus disclosing the presence of a raised, built-in “concealment device”
covering the entire bottom surface of the attaché case. The low-slung, lift-off cover did not
appear to be capable of concealing a laptop computer. At one point during the flight —
apparently aware that his “reverie” was inviting attention, —the man devoted approximately ten
minutes to scribbling assorted entries on a sheet of lined paper, which he had placed on top of
his briefcase two hours previously. He devoted roughly ten minutes to the effort (obviously
preferring a pen to a laptop computer). His attaché case remained ajar during this process. [5]
One individual reports that mobile emitters may be installed in certain oversized, nonattributable medical emergency vehicles, possibly for eventual use in civil disturbances. Her
unsuccessful attempts at following the “medical emergency” vehicle which had surfaced in her
case ended with a high-speed chase.
The phony military intelligence officer, when recently moving out of our contact’s apartment
building, was found to possess a device which resembles an oversized microwave oven,
measuring approximately 4' in width x 2' in height x 2 1/2' in depth. A subsequent examination of
his apartment revealed that he had tapped numerous additional lines into existing, in-house
telephone and TV cables; and that he had gone to great pains to conceal a major excavation
into one wall abutting the “harassee’s.” Judging from photographs taken immediately after this
person’s departure, the wiring suggests that he was hooked by modem into a computer
network, and that at least some of his electronic equipment was situated in a large walk-in
closet, again abutting the “harassee’s.”
When the alleged officer moved out, his equipment (except for the oversized “microwave
oven”) was packaged in boxes identifying the contents only as stereo components. During his
year-long residency in this building, no sounds emanated from his apartment to indicate use of
this “stereo” equipment.
·

Use of modified license plates and vehicle look-alikes.

Some individuals have noted that their neighbors’ vehicles are periodically replaced (during
peak periods of harassment) by others which qualify as “rough look-alikes.” The tags on these
latter closely resemble those on the homeowners’ vehicles, with a difference being noted in only
one digit or one letter. These modified plates appear to have been acquired through State DMV
channels, thus suggesting government/intelligence agency involvement.
In one case, where the individual has obtained police assistance, tracking of one plate
surfaced evidence of a drug connection. That plate rapidly disappeared from the vehicle in
question, to be replaced by another, again bearing a one-letter modification.
·

Use of neighbors’ residences as bases of operation and training.

One individual recently saw a team of “technicians” in the house behind hers—a
consequence of the team’s failure to close the curtains and/or dim lighting when puttering
around in the kitchen at 5:00 in the morning. The three men (strangers to this individual, all
stripped down to their T-shirts) behaved as if they were unaware that they were being watched.
Their observer had long suspected that this house was being used as a base of electronic
harassment operations. The harassment had been ongoing throughout the night.
To provoke a response from these men, the individual eventually commented aloud on their
activities. They responded immediately by turning the lights off and switching to the use of
flashlights. Why they failed to close the curtains is unknown.
This individual is working with the police in an effort at ending this surveillance and
harassment, with mixed results.

***
Another individual, paying a surprise visit to the apartment upstairs, overheard one of her
own telephone conversations being played on a tape recorder inside that apartment. Lacking
both a legitimate pretext to enter the apartment and the support of the building’s management
personnel and/or the police, she was prevented from pursuing this further. Her upstairs
neighbor is purportedly employed by Stanford University Hospital, in Stanford, CA.
The target of surveillance and harassment in this case is still also trying to recover from the
effects of exposure to potentially lethal doses of radiation, administered in the 1970’s by a
dangerously “incompetent” dentist. This might explain the involvement of alleged Stanford
University Hospital personnel in her situation.
The government is on record as having experimented on unwitting U.S. citizens with
radioactive materials during the 1970’s (and earlier). [6] The House Subcommittee on Energy and
Commerce based their investigation into this matter on a 30-year accumulation of documents
maintained by the Department of Energy. Under the circumstances, it will come as no surprise if
it is ultimately found that DoE has been involved in this woman’s surveillance and harassment.
***
Another individual paid a surprise visit to the apartment immediately beneath hers, in an
attempt to identify the source of a tremendous racket in her ventilation system. Standing outside
the door, she could hear an individual moving around, a short distance from the door. She also
heard the sound of rustling paper and the steady, sonar-like “pinging” of some type of electronic
device. In response to her repeated knockings on the door, the person inside simply stopped
moving about. The sound of rustling paper (perhaps a printout of some type) and the steady
“...pin-ng! ...pin-ng!” sound continued. The occupant of this apartment resumed moving about
only after it was (incorrectly) believed that our contact had departed the area. Typically, this
situation could not be pursued further.
***
All of those who live in apartment buildings report unusual patterns of occupancy in the
apartments surrounding their own; i.e., upstairs, downstairs and on all sides. They have become
quite convinced—if only because of the highly focused nature of the symptoms being
experienced—that these surrounding apartments are being used as bases of operation.
Perhaps this encirclement facilitates studies of holographic human telemetries; or perhaps it is
intended to increase the prospect of brain entrainment by electronic means (“entrainment” being
one published objective sought in mind control experiments). [7]
In examining this situation more closely, a number of individuals have found that surrounding
apartments are either permanently vacant, for unknown reasons, or that they have been “sublet” by the original occupants to persons who are purportedly unknown to the buildings’
management personnel. In one case, the surrounding renters all list two residences in the local
telephone book. Not one lives in the apartment building in question, though the address is
identified as one of the renters’ places of residence. One individual suspects that the original
occupants of apartments surrounding hers have simply been relocated to other apartments in
the same (large) building. Another suspects that an adjacent apartment, which has been
permanently rented to the U.S. Government for use by “visitors” is also being used as a base of
operations.
One individual found that an immediate neighbor’s housemate has the same (unusual) name
of a university professor who has engaged in extensive research on behalf of the government,
studying the bioeffects of exposure to microwave radiation.

·

Use of informants/agents provocateurs, frequently members of the opposite sex.

As noted in the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Interior and Insular Affair’s
draft report, Alyeska Pipeline Service Company Covert Operation (July 1992), the Wackenhut
Corporation’s Special Investigations Division adopted this tactic when pursuing Alyeska’s critics.
A number of individuals in touch with us report a range of experiences with new “friends”
who—apparently posing as confidants—used acquired personalia to abruptly end these
“friendships” under deliberately degrading and humiliating circumstances. When taken in the
context of the ongoing surveillances and harassment, these exercises appear intended to
heighten emotional trauma, perhaps to provoke an uncontrolled response and/or to enforce
isolation.
·

Misuse of covert intelligence personnel (possible former case officers).

One individual, while under contract to the U.S. Government, properly reported what he
believed to be an approach by a hostile intelligence service. Within a few weeks, alleged U.S.
Intelligence officers contacted this individual. In addition to questioning him about his
background, these alleged intelligence officers asked that he keep in constant touch with them,
particularly when planning to travel.
It soon became apparent that the alleged intelligence officers were intent only on forcing this
individual to report to them as directed, and to account for his activities. He was not asked to
assist the U.S. Government in any form of intelligence operation; he was not asked to execute
any form of secrecy affirmation statement acknowledging the classified nature of these
meetings; nor was he told why these meetings—involving a total of seven alleged case officers
—were necessary.
When he began to balk at a continuation of this process, one of his “handlers” conveyed a
threat, suggesting that his continued compliance might be “enforced.” Finally, when this
individual adamantly refused to cooperate further, massive overt harassment commenced and
is currently ongoing.
The operation (clearly intended to bully this individual into submissive compliance for
purposes which are still unknown) involved crude tactics formerly prized by the KGB.
Whether or not legitimate U.S. Intelligence case officers were involved in this activity
remains to be determined. Some private firms retain former U.S. Intelligence case officers for
contracting out as “security specialist.” The founder and CEO of one such firm (Gerald P. Burke,
The Parvus Company, Silver Spring, MD) has informed us that the activities of contract case
officers are neither monitored nor subject to formal restraint.
·

Use of psychotropic drugs by cooperative physicians.

Shortly after resigning from the CIA, one of our contacts underwent a range of experiences
which suggested that she had been massively drugged. One of the alleged perpetrators, whom
we have met, alternately claims to be employed by NASA and/or by a firm in Miami, handling,
“microwave equipment.” NASA has no record of this person under the name furnished.
The “experimentee” ultimately sought the assistance of a psychiatrist, whom her parents had
located as a referral. The psychiatrist treated her reported “flashbacks” by immediately placing
her on a regimen of Stelazine, which quickly aggravated her condition. He also made comments
to this individual which suggested that he had a foreknowledge of her situation, and that he was
cooperating with U.S. Intelligence. On one occasion the psychiatrist intimated that our contact
might be employable as an assassin; and he repeatedly urged her to move to Great Britain
where, he said, she would be put in touch with an unidentified Member of Parliament.

Interestingly, he had a tremendous computer system in his office suite, which he explained
as being connected by modem into a national level system which, in turn, connected into private
residences. When showing her this equipment, this psychiatrist informed our contact that she
had been “CAT scanned,” pointing out that she was the subject of the vast series of “A’s” and
“B’s” being printed out by one of the many terminals at his disposal.
Our contact also found that this psychiatrist kept a military uniform in his closet which bore
the rank and insignia of a three-star general.
The individual ultimately sought psychiatric support elsewhere. Her new psychiatrist,
formerly employed by DoD, immediately put her on a regimen of Haldol Decanoate, Klonopin
and Benzatropine. The combined effect of these drugs was loss of memory and a state of mind
which, under other circumstances, might be diagnosed as Depersonalization or Dissociative
Disorder. All three drugs proved to be highly addictive. Our contact, since severing contact with
this psychiatrist as well, has finally successfully overcome the addiction.
***
Another individual—the one whose psychiatrist had informed her of her role in a “Pavlovian
Experiment”—was subjected to attempted drugging by Trazodone, one of the strongest
sedatives on the market. The psychiatrist in question kept no record of the individual’s
outpatient visits, nor of her Trazodone prescriptions. Being unaware that the individual was not
adhering to his regimen, the psychiatrist urged her to rapidly increase her dosage, renewing her
30-day prescription after a period of only 11 days.
Though aware of her heart condition, he failed to monitor her condition, dismissing her
complaints of (electronically-induced) pains in her heart as inconsequential. Trazodone is
known to aggravate heart conditions. Perhaps the intent was to have this individual succumb to
a “heart attack” as the result of “imagined” government harassment. Neither the appropriate
psychiatric society nor the FBI would touch this case.
***
Another individual (a clear target of retaliation) sought medical assistance to counter sudden
massive headaches and recurrent attacks of vomiting—effects which can be produced by
infrasound. The physician to whom she was referred (an alleged specialist in Internal Medicine)
placed her on a combination of Compazine and Xanax, prescribing dosages which the
Physicians’ Desk Reference warns against.
Compazine, in addition to being an anti-emetic, is used in the treatment of psychotic
disorders. It can also cause tardive dyskinesia, an irreversible syndrome involving loss of motor
control. Xanax is known to induce vomiting. Both drugs can lead to dependency and a
worsening of the patient’s condition. The effects of all such drugs, in fact, can be mutated in
high-energy fields, thus increasing the likelihood of adverse reactions.
We have recently found that this prescribing “physician” is not licensed to practice medicine
in the State in which she has been practicing since at least 1989.
Our contact, being concerned about the long-term effects of Xanax and Compazine,
consulted another physician in that same office. This physician immediately prescribed Prozac,
failing to concurrently recommend that her patient discontinue the Xanax and Compazine
prescriptions. When our contact refused to take any psychotropic drugs, the doctor became
upset and asked, “Don’t you want to get well?”
This second physician is a licensed practitioner in Internal Medicine, with no background in
Psychiatry. We have also found that she apparently refers her patients to yet a third physician in

the office who claims to be a psychiatrist. She, too, is licensed to practice Internal Medicine,
only. Her receptionist described this third physician as having a psychiatric “sub-specialty,” ...
“as an internist.” The receptionist also informed us that this internist “is treating a number of
psychiatric patients.”
On pursuing this further, we find that these physicians are in a small “medical group” which
is not listed by specialty in standard regional telephone directories. The group bears the same
name as one of the CIA’s most infamous recruited physicians (perhaps best described as “the
Mengele of MKULTRA”).
The doctor’s offices are located in a bank building, which, we have found, is a favored hiding
place for security-oriented businesses and government agencies. Two computer firms, colocated with an attorney who represents “Island Resort Development, Ltd.,” are situated
immediately beneath the doctors’ offices. The prospect of our finding island resort
developments within 500 miles of this attorney’s office is limited.
Our contact, being apprised of these findings, is seeking medical help elsewhere.
***
In two of our cases, urologists took it upon themselves to play the role of “psychiatrist”; i.e.,
they rendered psychiatric diagnoses and prescribed psychotropic drugs. One of these
urologists, employed by The Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN, prescribed Haldol, informing our
contact that he perceived her to be “psychotic.” His efforts at getting a Clinic psychiatrist to
confirm this diagnosis were unsuccessful. The psychiatrist, apparently a rare individual who
subscribes to codes of medical ethics, found nothing wrong with this woman, even given the
nature of her complaints. The urologist’s response to this was to issue his own Haldol
prescription. Sensing that something was amiss, the woman refused to have the prescription
filled.
***
Yet another individual ended up in the hands of a psychiatrist who, as a purported means of
ending the stress associated with her harassment, offered to put her under hypnosis. She
described the hypnotic state as “equivalent to floating” and (based on her overall experiences
with this physician) has not ruled out the possibility that drugs may have been surreptitiously
administered. The psychiatrist claimed to be interested in psychic phenomena and
demonstrated an apparently remarkable ability to read this individual’s mind.
While in her “hypnotic state, the individual felt a sharp, painful pressure inside her nose, as if
something were being shoved up her nostrils to the sinus cavities. She awoke to find blood
pouring out of her nostrils. The psychiatrist casually dismissed this as owing to a probable cold.
Shortly after that experience, the individual began to hear loud tones in her head, followed in
due coarse by auditory input. Brain scans have failed to yield evidence of an implanted device.
(We have recommended that she undergo a scan by means of a suitably adapted non-linear
junction detector, as a preliminary.) Suffice it to say, this individual has severed contact with the
psychiatrist and is continuing to cope with ongoing overt and electronic harassment by other
non-medical means.
·

Use of medical implant devices.

The situation just described is not our first encounter with the apparent use of medical
implant devices in these harassment/mind-control cases. Another of our contacts began
receiving auditory input roughly 15 years after she had 4 mm. cochlear implants placed in her
ears. The “voices” claimed to be affiliated with the CIA and, among other things, expressed

intentions of running this woman as an agent in denied areas by “piggybacking” their audio
transmissions onto standard FM frequencies to avoid detection.
We have been unable to locate the surgeon who implanted these devices, though we do
have a copy of his operative reports. A recent CAT scan of this individual failed to disclose the
presence of the cochlear implants.
Several years ago, the individual (now a psychologist) applied for a position with the CIA.
She was interviewed by four Langley-based, purported psychologist, who allegedly informed her
that her job would involve the assessment of certain criminals for purposes of weighing their
prospects for loyalty to this agency.
During these interviews, she was told to read several books by such persons as Philip Agee,
Stansfield Turner and Ralph McGehee, all of whom were unknown to her. The alleged
psychologist claimed that these authors had described the CIA “as it really is.” Our contact was
not asked to execute a secrecy affirmation statement acknowledging the classified nature of
these proceedings.
The unconventional manner of this interview process suggests that this individual was being
toyed with, for reasons which remain to be determined. She did not get the job and in fact more
recently lost her job with a state penitentiary. She was fired on the recommendation of the
prison’s psychiatrist, because of her insistence that she is receiving auditory input from CIA
personnel who persist in feeding her classified information.
Interestingly, though this individual was deemed unfit to function as a psychologist in the
penitentiary system, the State has rehired her, assigning her to a mental health facility where,
apparently, she is to develop a behavioral modification program for retarded adults with
diagnosed mental illnesses.
This individual claimed to be receiving and responding to externally-induced auditory
“advice” while working with prison inmates. It may be presumed that the process will continue.
Under the circumstances, we have to wonder if this case qualifies as a benchmark in mindcontrol experimentation; i.e., employment of a mind-controlled psychologist to run the equivalent
of mind-control experiments on mentally-ill retarded adults. We will continue to monitor the
situation.
***
The individual whom we previously identified as having challenged a local power company
also appears to have been “tagged” by some type of implant device. During a recent
symposium, she was approached by a man whose business card identifies him as “Program
Manager, Electromagnetic Radiation Division,” DoE. His approach was suitably sympathetic.
Our contact ultimately accepted the man’s invitation to continue discussing their common
ranges of interest in his hotel room. During this meeting, she accepted the offer of a drink,
blacked out after consuming it, and awoke four hours later, still in this man’s hotel room, to find
that the back of her ear had been punctured and was bleeding. There was no evidence of a
sexual assault. The man glibly evaded this woman’s requests for an explanation. She has since
found two adjacent puncture marks behind her ear, which are not healing properly, and between
which she can feel the presence of a “wire” measuring approximately 1/4" in length. We are
pursuing this further.
The said DoE Project Manager has more recently initiated contact with yet another activist in
touch with this Association. His call was unsolicited. He apparently wanted to know if this
woman would be attending an upcoming conference. We have warned the individual to avoid
any form of private meeting with the said Project Manager.

***
To date, we are aware of three cases involving clandestine behavior on the part of alleged
DoE employees. The CIA figures prominently (if peculiarly) in the majority of our other cases.
Two of those have been discussed above.
In another, also involving auditory input, the individual is certain that the current Director of
Central Intelligence (DCI) participated in the “voice transmission” process on at least one
occasion. She claims to have recognized his voice. When she commented aloud on the DCI’s
perceived involvement in this experimentation, the “voice” responded with stuttered and
stammered denials. We are told that this particular “voice” has not been heard from since.
***
In yet another case involving auditory input, the individual has allegedly been informed by
her “voices” that the technologies being used against her were stolen from the CIA by a
maverick employee, whose group is now targeting her from a distance of 2,000 miles. She
reported this to the DCI’s office and was allegedly informed by the Deputy DCI that she will be
awarded millions of dollars if she can produce the equipment and any of the personnel involved
in her harassment.
One unusually-candid CIA spokesman also allegedly informed this individual that, “while the
CIA does not deny having this equipment,” they “do not use it in this country.” Perhaps this
explains why a number of our contacts have also been electronically harassed while traveling
overseas.
This woman has also been repeatedly assured by CIA DDS (security) personnel of the
Agency’s sincere concern for her welfare. During a recent telephone conversation with that
Office, we confirmed that she is indeed known to the CIA. Based on this, we asked that the
Agency “put its money where its mouth is,” so to speak, by conducting a long-term electronic
sweep of this individual’s premises. That was two months ago. No sweep has been conducted,
though CIA spokesmen continue to “sympathize” with her predicament.
***
Another individual, a target of harassment and experimentation since 1952 (apparently
singled out because of his student activism while at Penn State University) began hearing
“voices” after having most of his teeth capped. He has more recently been informed by his
“handlers” that implanted devices are no longer used for purposes of inducing auditory input. No
explanation was offered. He was quite visibly surprised when informed by this investigator that
auditory input can be achieved solely by means of pulsed microwave audiograms (discussed in
Part I of this report).
This individual’s “handlers” allegedly have also stated that their experiments on U.S. citizens
are in pursuit of a variety of objectives; viz.,
(1) develop an effective means for creating a perfect, “robotized” soldier;
(2) alter individual sexual preferences, such as by turning heterosexuals into homosexuals
(they allegedly claim to be having “difficulties” reversing the process): and
(3) enhance or destroy levels of academic achievement, at will, such as by degrading the
performance of otherwise brilliant students, and by drastically improving the performance of
poor students.
Given the technology at the government’s disposal and a predisposition on the part of

certain governmental agencies to “play God” in experimental fashion with citizens’ lives, these
purported projects do not come across as being totally far-fetched.
***
Another case involves a woman whose experiences suggest that she, too, is an MKULTRA
experimentee being kept on the books, so to speak. The woman, apparently a “pet”
experimentee, found herself being introduced to a wide array of prominent individuals whose
connections with the CIA she believed to be quite apparent. One of those she states, was
Robert Jay Lifton, a well-known author and expert on brainwashing, whose books include The
Nazi Doctors: Medical Killing and the Psychology of Genocide (Basic Books, 1986).
Her experiences included a voluntary (“referral”) admission to Hollywood Hospital,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in 1973, during an era when MKULTRA experiments at
the Alan Memorial Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, were only beginning to
capture the attention of the U.S. Senate. [8]
More recently, in 1990, she was transported to New York University’s Cameron Medical
Center, in Westchester, NY (under circumstances which qualify as an abduction), where she
was forcibly wrestled to the ground by approximately six Center staffers and forcibly confined for
a period of approximately three weeks. She was neither psychiatrically counseled nor formally
tested while in that facility. The psychiatrists assigned to her case appeared more intent on
forcing her to take a combination of neuroleptic drugs, to include Haldol, Navane, and Cogentin.
(Haldol and Navane can cause tardive dyskinesia.) She resisted those attempts.
A court ultimately ordered this woman released from the Center, stipulating that she was not
to be administered drugs. On subsequently acquiring her medical records, under conditions
which prevented censoring or doctoring of those records, she found that her psychiatrists had
planned to inject her with drugs (in defiance of the court order) on the day of her release. As
luck would have it, she was released a day early.
This woman states also that she has met Budd Hopkins, of the Intruders Foundation, and
that she had a long-term, confiding relationship with John E. Mack, Professor of Psychiatry,
Harvard Medical School, and founding Director of the Center for Psychological Studies in the
Nuclear Age (previously named, Research Program for the Study of Human Continuity; and, still
previously, rumored to have cooperated with the CIA in studies of “human ecology”).
At one point in their relationship, Professor Mack apparently accompanied this woman to a
“support group” meeting of UFO abductees, who, she observed bemusedly, “spent their time
comparing [extraterrestrially] implanted devices.” Professor Mack is on record as promoting the
perception that UFO abductions are legitimate. [9]
We frankly doubt that extraterrestrials who have a means to commute intergalactically would
stoop to implanting comparatively primitive devices in human beings. However, should it be
proved that the psychiatrist, surgeon and DoE Project Manager discussed above are
extraterrestrials posing as humans, we will be happy to weigh that information. If it is similarly
established that the vehicular “abduction” of the woman discussed above was the work of an
extraterrestrial named Kaplan, who is posing as a human with Cornell Medical Center
connections, we will be happy to ponder that as well.
In the meantime, it would seem reasonable that the government would want the public to
believe that extraterrestrial visitations are on the upswing. Mind-altering drugs, externallyinduced auditory input, holographic projections (also a DoD capability), [10] appropriately focused
directed-energy targeting, device implantations, special effects and abductions are all within this
government’s capabilities and can be used for purposes of creating illusions of UFO
experiences. Persons not cognizant of this might be more inclined to fall for the UFO

mythologies now being officially “legitimized.”
***
Other cases, possibly involving U.S. Navy Intelligence, NSA, the Drug Enforcement Agency
(DEA) and, peripherally, members of former Soviet Bloc intelligence services will be discussed
in future reports.

Harassment Objectives
In his book, Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of Mind Control, Dr. Harvey Weinstein quotes
the following passage from a book entitled, Battle for the Mind: A Physiology of Conversion and
Brainwashing, by William Sargant (Greenwood Press, Westport, CT, 1957):
“By increasing or prolonging stresses in various ways, or inducing physical debilitation, a
more thorough alteration of the person’s thinking processes may be achieved. ...If the stress or
the physical debilitation, or both, are carried one stage further, it may happen that patterns of
thought and behavior, especially those of recent acquisition, become disrupted. New patterns
can then be substituted, or suppressed patterns allowed to reassert themselves; or the subject
may begin to think or act in ways that precisely contradict his former ones.
“‘...If a complete sudden collapse can be produced by prolonging or intensifying emotional
stress, the cortical slate may be wiped clean temporarily of its more recently implanted patterns
of behavior, perhaps allowing others to be substituted more easily.’”
Dr. Weinstein then comments: “The parallel with [Dr. Ewen] Cameron’s theory of differential
amnesia is striking, and the relationship to brainwashing is abundantly clear.” [11] Dr. Cameron,
employed by McGill University’s Allan Memorial Institute in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, between
1943 and 1964, conducted brainwashing experiments upon select, non-volunteer psychiatric
patients on behalf of the CIA. Dr. Weinstein’s father was one of Cameron’s victims.
Sargant’s theorems and Cameron’s associated experimental findings appear to be the
driving force behind the harassment and experimentation now being reported to this
Association. All of these individuals are being subjected to a series of overlapping
circumstances which apparently are meant to induce and sustain long-term extremes of stress.
All of these individuals have been effectively isolated. Unethical psychiatrists and physicians are
involved in the majority of these cases. Mind-altering prescription drugs are being used for
clearly non-therapeutic purposes. Evidence of LSD use is also beginning to surface (one of
Cameron’s favored mind-altering substances). And “psychic driving” techniques—Cameron’s
pet brainwashing method—are involved in all these cases, to a much greater and more
potentially effective degree where auditory input is involved.
The long-term objectives of these harassment and experimentation campaigns appear to be
quite fundamental; viz.,
(1) induce a sense of perverted “loyalty” toward the very agencies engaged in the
individual’s harassment, to confuse his or her priorities where the possibility of
obtaining legal redress might be concerned;
(2) redirect the targeted individual’s feelings of hopelessness, anger and frustration
toward racial and ethnic groups, and toward select, prominent political figures, to include
the President of the United States; and

(3) force the individual to commit an act of violence, whether suicide or murder, under
conditions which can be plausibly denied by the government.
An operation’s ultimate success apparently hangs on this latter objective. We have
successfully obstructed this process in a number of cases now being investigated.

The “Stalker” Phenomenon
In recent weeks, considerable publicity has been given the trauma suffered by victims of
“stalkers” (persons who obsessively surveil, harass and, in some cases, kill targeted individuals
for assorted, unfathomable reasons). Movie stars who have been stalked recurrently make the
news. Stalking, as a problem, is in fact becoming widespread, to the point where, in some
States, the activity has finally been specifically proscribed by law.
The individuals in contact with our Association are reporting the same terrifying ranges of
experiences as are now being reported in the press on behalf of other victims of stalkers. The
only difference in the cases reported to us is that the stalkers operate in groups over extremely
prolong periods of time, and (it would appear) with the blessing of certain agencies of the U.S.
Government. The laws being passed to protect victims of stalkers are clearly being selectively
applied. We hope to put an end to this situation; that is, in addition to achieving the objectives
discussed above.
It should be noted that the FBI, though unwilling to intervene in the cases described above
recently intervened on a massive scale to protect Joy Silverman, a Bush-appointed trustee of
the J.F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, from the ardent “stalkings” of her estranged
paramour, Sol Wachtler, Chief Justice, Court of Appeals for the State of New York. [12]
Wachtler had apparently threatened to kidnap Silverman’s daughter if not paid $20,000.
Since no kidnapping had occurred, and the case qualified merely as an attempted extortion, a
question arises as to why the New York State Police could not have handled this investigation.
Mrs. Silverman resides in New York.
It would appear that the FBI devoted more than 100 agents and technicians to the effort,
resolving the case within approximately 30 days. On November 7, 1992, the day of his arrest,
Wachtler ran a gauntlet of 80 FBI special agents on the Long Island Expressway. Apparently
the FBI does not have enough to do, if staking out a lone stalker is their top priority. We have to
wonder, of course, if the FBI’s massive response was prompted by what was perceived to be
Wachtler’s usurpation of governmental stalking prerogatives.
Mrs. Silverman’s $300,000 donations to Republican Party causes could be considered a
basis for the FBI’s solicitous concern for her welfare. It would appear, under the circumstances,
that the “stalking victims” discussed above—being by now quite poverty-stricken—should
abandon all hope of FBI intervention in their respective situations. FBI protection appears to
have a price tag, which not one of our contacts can afford.

There can never be any justification for torture. It creates an
escalation of violence in the internal affairs of states. It spreads
like a contagious disease from country to country. It has lasting
effects on the mental and physical health of the victim and
brutalizes the torturer. It is our fundamental duty as human
beings to express what is surely the conscience of humanity
and to eradicate this evil.

[Amnesty International, February 1990, in the context of the U.S.
Government’s continuing failure to ratify the U.N. Convention Against
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, dated December 10, 1984]
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THE LIDA MACHINE

An old medical, Russian-made device that transmits pulses of 40 MHz radio signal at pulse rates
designed to match relaxed and sleeping states originally.
The machine, known as the LIDA, is on loan to the Jerry L. Pettis Memorial Veterans Hospital
through a medical exchange program between the Soviet Union and the United States.
Hospital researchers have found in changes behavior in animals.
"It looks as though instead of taking a valium when you want to relax yourself it would be possible
to achieve a similar result, probably in a safer way, by the use of a radio field that will relax you"
said Dr. Ross Adey, chief of research at the hospital. [Dr. Adey is now deceased.]
[Missing one line on the photocopy] ... manual shows it being used on a human in a clinical setting,
Adey said. The manual says it is a "distant pulse treating apparatus" for psychological problems,
including sleeplessness, hyper-tension and neurotic disturbances.
The device has not been approved for use with humans in thiscountry, although the Russians have
done so since at least 1960, Adey Said.
Low frequency radio waves simulate the brain's own electromagnetic current and produce a trancelike state.
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Adey said he put a cat in a box and turned on the LIDA.
"Within a matter of two or three minutes it is sitting there very quietly ... it stays almost as though it
were transfixed" he said.
Tho hospital's experiment with the machine has been underway for three months and should be
completed within a year, Adey said.
Eleanor White's comments (Dr. Byrd's statement follows):
1. Heavy "fatigue attacks" are a very common experience among involuntary neuroelectromagnetic experimentees. The LIDA device could, right out of the box, be used as a fatigue
attack weapon, FROM HIDING, thru non- or semi-conductive walls.
2. If the LIDA machine is tuned for tranquilizing effect, then it might also be tuned for "force
awake" and other effects too. This device is an electronic harassment weapon, AS IS. A TV
documentary stated the Russian medical establishment considers this 1950s device obsolete.
(Wonder what has taken it's place?)
Below is a statement from Dr. Eldon Byrd, U.S. psychotronic researcher who funded Dr. Adey's
work with the LIDA machine:
"The LIDA machine was made in the 1950's by the Soviets. The CIA purchased one through a
Canadian front for Dr. Ross Adey, but didn't give him any funds to evaluate it.
"I provided those funds from my project in 1981, and he determined that the LIDA would put
rabbits into a stupor at a distance and make cats go into REM.
"The Soviets included a picture with the device that showed an
entire auditorium full of people asleep with the LIDA on the
podium. The LIDA put out an electric field, a magnetic field, light, heat, and sound (of course light
and heat are electromagnetic waves, but at a much higher frequency than the low frequencies of the
electric and magnetic fields mentioned above).
"The purported purpose of the LIDA was for medical treatments; however, the North Koreans used
it as a brain washing device during the Korean War. The big question is: what did they do with the
technology? It could have been improved and/or made smaller. It is unlikely that they abandoned
something that worked.
"Direct communication with Ross Adey: While he was testing the LIDA 4, an electrician was
walking by and asked him where he got the "North Korean brain washing machine". Ross told him
that is was a Russian medical device.
"The guy said he had been brain-washed by a device like that when he was in a POW camp. They
placed the vertical plates alongside his head and read questions and answers to him. He said he felt
like he was in a dream. Later when the Red Cross came and asked questions, he responded with
what had been read to him while under the influence of the device. He said he seemed to have no
control over the answers.
"The LIDA is PATENTED IN THE US. Why? They are not sold in the US--the only one I know
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that exists is the one that was at Loma Linda Medical Center where Adey used to work. Eldon"
Involuntary neuro-experimentation activist Cheryl Welsh, Davis CA, sent in this clipping from an
article by Dr. Ross Adey but without complete bibliographic references:
"Soviet investigators have also developed a therapeutic device utilizing low frequency square wave
modulation of a radiofrequency field. This instrument known as the Lida was developed by L.
Rabichev and his colleagues in Soviet Armenia, and is designed for "the treatment of neuropsychic
and somatic disorders, such as neuroses, psychoses, insomnia, hypertension, stammering, bronchia
asthma, and asthenic and reactive disturbances".
It is covered by U.S. Patent # 3,773,049. In addition to the pulsed RF field, the device also delivers
pulsed light, pulsed sound, and pulsed heat. Each stimulus train can be independently adjusted in
intensity and frequency.
The radiofrequency field has a nominal carrier frequency of 40 MHz and a maximum output of
approximately 40 Watts. The E- field is applied to the patient on the sides of the neck through two
disc electrodes approximately 10 cm in diameter. The electrodes are located at a distance of 2-4 cm
from the skin.
[Eleanor White's comment: The fact that Dr. Ross Adey mentioned an "audience" being put to sleep
by the LIDA suggests that the "E-field" electrodes may not play an essential role. The radio signal
appears to be the primary cause of the sleep/trance effect.]
Optimal repetition frequencies are said to lie in the range from 40 to 80 pulses per minute. Pulse
duration is typically 0.2 sec. In an 8 year trial period, the instrument was tested on 740 patients,
including adults and children. Postivive therapeutic effects were claimed in more..."
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Abstract
The study of human exposure to radiofrequency/microwave radiation has been the
subject of widespread investigation and analysis. It is known that electromagnetic radiation
has a biological effect on human tissue. An attempt has been made by researchers to
quantify the effects of radiation on the human body and to set guidelines for safe exposure
levels. A review of the pertinent findings is presented along with the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) recommended safety standard (C95.1-1982) and the United States
Air Force permissible exposure limit for RF/MW radiation (AFOSH Standard 161-9, 12
February 1987). An overview of research that was conducted in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe is also included in this report.

I. INTRODUCTION
In 1956, the Department of Defense (DOD) directed the Armed Forces to investigate
the biological effects of exposure to radiofrequency/microwave (RF/MW) radiation. The
Army, Navy, and Air Force Departments commissioned a Tri-Service Program under the
supervision of the Air Force to meet the DOD directive (14), [15]. The Rome Air
Development Center and the Air Research and Development Headquarters were ultimately
given rspmsibility to manage the program. On July 15-16, 1957 the first of four TriService Cmferences was held to discuss the effects of RF/MW radiation. These conferences
were the first major effort put forth by the scientific community to explore the biological
effects of exposure to RF/MW radiation [14]. Since then, researchers have discovered a
number of biological dysfunctions that can occur in living organisms. Exposure of the
human body to RF/MW radiation has many biological implications. The effects range from
innocuous sensations of warmth to serious physiological damage to the eye [1], [2], (5], [6],

[8], [15]. There is also evidence that RF/MW radiation can cause cancer (81.
The absorption of RF/MW radiated energy causes biological reactions to occur in the
tissue of the human body. In order to determine safe exposure levels and to understand the

effect of RF/MW radiation it is necessary to know the absorption characteristics of the
human tissue. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) (8] has
reported several physical properties that account for energy absorption in biological
materials. Factors which govern energy absorption include: (1) strength of the external
en
(EM) field, 2) frequency of the RF/MW source, 3) the degree of hydration
of die tissue, and 4) the physical dimensions, geometry, and orientation of the absorbing
body with respect to the radiation EM field (8]. There is some disagreement among
researchers in determining a specific measure for the dose of RF/MW radiation contracted by
I
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biological materials. The most commonly accepted measure is the Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR). The SAR is defined as the rate at which RF/MW radiated energy is imparted to the

body - typically in units of watts per kilogram (W/Kg) [41. The deposition of energy
specfd in terms of milliwatts per square centimeter (mW/cm2) over the irradiated surface is
alo widely accepted [9].
Based on the known absorption rates and the inherent biological effects of RF/MW
radiated energy, researchers have put forth a number of standards regarding safe exposure
levels. In some instances standards recommended by different examining authorities are in
conflict. For example, the USAF Standard 161-9 (enacted 12 February 1987) allows for a

permissible exposure level of 10 mW/cm2 for persons working in restricted areas and 5
mW/cm2 for persons working in unrestricted areas [10]. The ANSI guideline specifies a
maximum safe exposure level of 5 mW/cm2 over the whole-body area for anyone in contact
with RF/MW radiation [9]. These differences reflect the way in which each examining
authority has interpreted the available RF/MW radiation exposure data.
II. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Exposure to RF/MW radiation is known to have a biological effect on animals and
humans. Damage to major organs, disruption of important biological processes, and the
potential risk of cancer represent the dangers of RF/MW radiation to living organisms.
Pulsed radiation appears to have the greatest impact on biological materials (8].

The response of biological materials to the absorption of thermal energy is the most
pecepble effect of exposure to RF/MW radiation [7]. The energy emitted from an RF/MW
source is absorbed by the- human tissue primarily as heat. In this case, the radiated energy is
disposed in the molecules of the tissue. Dipole molecules of water and protein are stimulated
and will vibrate as energy is absorbed throughout the irradiated tissue area. Ionic conduction
will also occur in the same area where the radiation is incident. It is from these two natural
processes that radiant energy is converted into heat [11]. The thermal effect of continuous
wave (CW) and pulsed radiation is considered to be the same (13].
Nonthermal responses can be less noticeable and are often more difficult to explain
than themmal effects. These responses are related to the disturbances in the tissue not caused
by heating. Electromagnetic fields can interact with the bioelectrical functions of the
irradiated human tissue (8]. Research conducted in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
suggests that the human body may be more sensitive to the antheima effects of RF/MW

radiation [3].
There are many reported biological effects to humans and animals that are exposed to
RF/MW radiation. A review of the important findings is given in the following:

A. Heaing Ffm on die SkIn
Most RF/MW radiation penetrates only to the outer surface of the body. This is
especially true for RF/MW frequencies greater than 3 GHz where the likely depth of
penetration is about 1-10 mm (3]. At frequencies above 10 GHz the absorption of energy
will occur mostly at the outer skin surface. Since the therma receptors of the body are
contained primarily in this region, the perception of RF/MW radiation at these frequencies
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may be similar to that of infrared (1R) radiation [3], [6].
In 1937, J. Hardy and T. Oppel published an investigative paper on the thermal
effects of IR radiation. Their findings were used by Om Gandhi and Abbas Riazi [6] to
explain the thermal effect of RF/MW radiation on the human body (the reference for Hardy
and Oppel can be found in [6]). Figure 1 shows the results obtained from the 1937 report.
As described by Gandhi and Riazi, the findings presented by Hardy and Oppel show that
senaidons of warmth begin to occur when the whole-body is irradiated at a CW power
density of about 0.67 mW/cm2 . Hardy and Oppel based their work on exposure to IR
radiation. From other published reports, Gandhi and Riazi noted that there is a correlation
between the radiating frequency of the incident RF/MW energy and the threshold for
percepion. For example, on an exposed area of the forehead of 37 cnm a perception of
warmth was reported for incident power densities of 29.9 and 12.5 mW/cm2 from sources
radiating at 3 and 10 GHz respectively [6].
Other observations made by Hardy and Oppel showed that when smaller body areas
were irradiated, larger power densities were required to stimulate the thermal receptors in the
skin. Gandhi and Riazi were able to confirm this result with reports from recent papers.

They found that irradiation of an exposed body area of 40.6 cm2 to a power density of about
21.7 mW/cm2 yielded the same thermal perception as did the irradiation of a smaller body
area of 9.6 cm2 to a power density of about 55.9 mW/cm2 . Hardy and Oppel reported that
thermal sensations occurred within about 3 seconds after irradiation of the body tissue. More
recent findings indicate a reaction time of closer to I second (6].
Gandhi and Riazi (6] have also reported that the depth of penetration of RF/MW
radiation has an impact on the power density threshold needed to stimulate the perception of
warmth. As a comparison, IR radiation will not penetrate the outer body surface as deeply
as RF/MW radiation emitted at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. Clinical observations have shown
that irradiation of the ventral surface of the arm by an RF/MW source radiation at 2.45 GHz
will cause a sensatki of warmth when the incident power density is about 26.7 mW/cm 2 .
For incident IR radiation a perception of warmth occurs at a power density of 1.7 mW/cm2 .
They estimated that at millimeter wavelengths the perception of warmth may occur at a
power density level of about 8.7 mW/cm 2 .
Exposure to higher levels of radiation can cause serious biological effects. Because of
the physical dimensions and geometry of the human body, RF/MW radiated energy is
nonuniformily deposited over the whole-body surface. Some areas on the skin and outer
body surface will absorb higher amounts of the radiated energy. These areas will be marked
by "hot spots" of high temperatures (7], [11], (16]. Experiments conducted on laboratory
animals have shown, that skin burns typically occur in the areas of hot spots. The
penetration of RF/MW radiation also causes skin burns to be relatively deep [11]. In
P erIments sponsored by the Tri-Service Commission, it was reported that RF/MW
radiation burns over the nrb cages of dogs caused severe subcutaneous damage that did not
visibly appear for weeks after the injury was sustained [20]. Burns can cause increased
vascular permeability. This can lead to significant losses of body fluids and electrolytes.
Serious burns can suffer fluid losses for a few days. Blood circulation can be altered in the
effected area and other biological functions could be indirectly affected [12].
B. Wfole-Body Hyperthennia
3

Thermal energy absorbed by the whole-body can cause a rise in body temperature.
When the human body is irradiated by an RF/MW source at an incident power density of 10

mW/cm2 there will be a rise in body temperature of about P C. The total thermal energy

absorbed at this power density is about 58 watts. Typically, at rest the human basal
metabolic nrt is about 80 watts and it is about 290 watts during periods of moderate activity.
Exposure of the human body to low power RF/MW radiation does not appear to impose any
appreciable thermal hazard. These figures were reported by The U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare [3].
Adverse biological effects can occur when the body is subjected to high doses of
RF/MW radiation [161. In this instance large amounts of thermal energy can be absorbed by
the body. A dramatic influx of energy can overburden thermoregulatory mechanisms. If
excess heat cannot be exhausted the core temperature of the body will rise to a dangerous
level resulting in hyperthermia [12], [16]. The biological response to excess heat buil'up is
the dilation of blood vessels at the surface of the skin and the evaporation of water through
sweating. These are the primary mechanisms for heat dissipation. Hyperthermia can cause
severe dehydration and the loss of electrolytes such as sodium chloride. Other harmful
effects include fever, heat exhaustion, and heat fatigue. Heat stress is the most serious
consequence of hyperthermia. Cardiac failure and heat stroke can result from heat stress

[12].
It has also been noted that hyperthermia may cause injury to blood-brain barrier
(BBB) [19]. This barrier refers to the several biological materials that separate the essential
elements of the central nervous system from the blood [18]. High cerebral temperatures
exceeding 439C may damage the BBB. The result can be a disruption of blood vessel
continuity or integrity and degradation of the flow of blood and other body fluids in the brain

[191.
C. Local Hype/hermda
The nonuniform deposition of RF/MW radiated energy over the whole-body surface
causes the body to be heated unevenly. Local areas where temperatures rise above 41.6 0C
can experience damage to the tissue [161. In these areas it is possible that harmful toxins
could be released as result of the high temperatures. Heating can cause cell membranes and
blood capillaries to become more permeable. An increase in capillary permeability can lead
to a loss of plasma proteins. The denaturation of proteins can also occur within cells [111,
[16]. This can lead to changes in the physical properties and biological functions of proteins
[18]. Dernauration of proteins can also cause polypeptide and histamine-like substances to
become active [11], [16]. Histamines can stimulate gastric secretion, accelerate the heart
rate, and cause the dilation of blood vessels resulting in lower blood pressure [18]. Areas of
the body where blood circulation is poor or where thermal regulation is insufficient, are
more susceptible to injury [11].

D. CarcinogenicFifects
The carcinogenic effects of exposure to RF/MW radiation are not well known. It is
difficult to clinically establish a link to cancer. The problem that researchers have in linking
4

RF/MW radiation to cancer is that the disease itself is prevalent and can be caused by a
variety of environmental factors. In fact cancer is the second leading cause of death in the
United States. There are, however, published reports that reveal some insights into the
carcinogenic nature of RF/MW radiation. Nonthermal effects may provide important clues
to the u
1dr
1nig of carcinogenic reactions in the human body [8],[32].
i. PathologicalReports
In 1962, S. Prausnitz and C. Susskind reported experimental results that showed an
increase in cancer among test animals exposed to RF/MW radiation. In the experiment, 100
male Swiss albino mice were irradiated by a 10 GHz RF/MW source at an incident power
density of about 100 mW/cm2 . The mice were exposed for 4.5 minutes/day, 5 days/week for
a total of 59 weeks. It was noted that irradiation caused the whole-body temperature of the
mice to rise about 3.3TC. Upon examination, it was found that 35% of the mice had
developed cancer of the white blood cells. The disease was observed as monocytic or
lymphatic leucosis or lymphatic or myeloid leukemia. Only 10% of a similar control group

had developed cancer [21].
There have been a few allegations that RF/MW radiation has induced cancer in
humans [8], [151. The NIOSH Technical Report [81 cites charges made in the early 1970's
against Philco-Ford and The Boeing Corporation that occupational exposure to RF/MW
radiation caused cancer among employees. One incident was reported at each company. At

Philco-Ford it was claimed that exposure caused a rare form of brain cancer to manifest in
one worker that eventually resulted in death. In each case, there was no scientific proof that
RF/MW radiation had induced cancer in the company employees. There was also a report
that EM fields induced cancer in an individual that worked at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.
Again, there was no scientific evidence that supported the claim [8].
Recently, the Observer Dispatch, a local newspaper published in Utica, New York,
reported that a major study has just been completed in Sweden. The study concluded that
children who live near high power lines have a greater risk of developing leukemia than
children who live farther away from the power lines. The study involved 500,000 people
and provided some evidence to link the electromagnetic fields produced by low frequency
power lines to cancer. The researchers, however, cautioned against drawing firm
conclusions as a result of the research [33]

ii. ffect on Chromosomes
It has been observed that disturbances in chromosomic activity can cause cancerous
aberrations to occur in the human body. In 1974, a paper published by K. Chen, A. Samuel,
and R. Hoopingarner (reference found in [8]) reported that chromosomal abnormalities can
be linked to chronic myeloid leukemia. Serious genetic mutations can also result from such
abnormalities that can lead to malignancies in the tissue [8].
In 1976, A. A. Kapustin, M. I. Rudnev, G. I. Leonskaia, and G.I. Knobecva
(reference found in [17]) reported alterations in the chromosomes of bone marrow cells in
laboratory animals that were exposed to RW/MW radiation. They exposed inbred albino rats
to a 2500 MHz ,F/MW source at incident power density levels of 50 and 500 uW/cm2 .
Irradiation lasted for 7 hours/day for 10 days. Upon examination of the animals, they
"5

observed chromosomal anomalies that appeared in forms described as polyploidy,
aneuploidy, chormatic deletion, acentric fragments and chromatic gaps [17].
The NIOSH Technical Report [8] summarizes the findings of several researchers.
Chtomosomal and mitotic anomalies have been observed in a variety of animal and human
cells for varying exposures to RF/MW radiation. Pulsed and CW radiation ranging in
frequency from 15 to 2950 MHz and power densities from 7 to 200 mW/cm2 have caused
abnormalities to occur in chromosomes. The reported affects include: linear shortening of
the chromosomes, irregularities in the chromosomal envelope, abnormal bridges and
stickiness, translocations, chromosomal breaks and gaps, chromatid breaks, acentric
chromosomes, dicentric chromosomes, deletions, fragmentation, and ring chromosomes [8].
iii. Mutagenic Effects
Reported evidence indicates that biological interaction with EM fields can cause the
formation of mutagens in cells. In 1974, three Soviet researchers, Danilenko, Mirutenko,
and KIudrenko (reference found in [8]) published results showing a mutagenic effect of
RF/MW radiation. Mutagens were observed to form in cells that were irradiated by a pulsed
RF/MW source operating at 37 GHz and 1 mW/cm2 power intensity. They concluded that
irradiation of tissue by pulsed RF/MW sources causes cell membranes to become more
permeable to destructive chemical mutagens [8].
Results published in 1963 by G. H. Mickey (reference found in [8]) showed
hereditary changes to occur in drosphila germ cells that were exposed to pulsed modulated
RF/MW radiation for carrier frequencies between 5-40 MHz [8]. Evidence of RF/MW
induced teratogenesis in animals has also been reported by researchers. The effect of
exposure to CW radiation was observed by Rugh and McManaway in 1976 (reference found
in [8]). They found gross congenital abnormalities in rodent fetuses that were irradiated by a
2450 MHz RF/MW source at an incident power intensity of 107.4 mW/g [8].
iv. Lymphoblastoid Transformations
Lymphoblastoid Transformations refer to changes in the physical nature of
lymphoblasts. Mature lymphoblast cells (i.e. lymphocytes) participate in the immune system
of the body (18]. Lymphoblastoid transformations induced by RF/MW radiation appear to

be similar to transformations present in disorders contributing to abnormal growth in
lymphoid tissues and in certain types of leukemia. RF/MW radiation induced
transformations, however, do not appear to be malignant and are not likely to spread among
healthy cells (8].
W. Stodlink-Baranska reported (reference found in [8]) lymphoblastoid
transformations to occur when human lymphocyte cells were exposed to a 2950 MHz pulsed
RF/MW source at power density levels of 7 and 20 mW/cm 2 . In 1975, P. Czerski also
reported (reference found in [8]) observing lymphoblastoid transformations after irradiation
of purified human lymphocyte suspensions by an RF/MW source radiating at 2950 MHz for
variable power density levels. In addition, Czerski reported acute transformations occurring
in adult mice and rabbits that were irradiated by a pulsed RF/MW source radiating at 2950
MHz and at low power density levels of 0.5 and 5 mW/cm2 respectively [8].

6

v. Oncogemc Effects
Oncogenic effects have been linked to imbalances in the regulatory mechanisms of the
body. A 1974 report published by E. Klimkova-Deutschova (reference found in [8]) claimed
that persons exposed to RF/MW radiation experience biochemical reactions. The report
indicated alterations in fasting blood sugar levels, a decrease in the ability to dispose of
normal metabolic waste, and depressed serum levels of pyruvate and lactate. These
bioche mical reactions point to the possibility of regulatory malfunctions occurring in the
body. It has been suggested that certain regulatory imbalances may promote the growth of
tumors. A change in hormonal levels has been observed to cause oncogenic effects in tissues
that require hormonal balances to function properly. The presence of hormones in other
tissue areas may effect the development of existing tumors in those areas [8].
E. CardiovascularEffects
Most of the cardiovascular effects of RF/MW radiation have been reported by
researchers in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Soviet investigators claim that exposure
to low levels of RF/MW radiation that are not sufficient to induce hyperthermia can cause
aberrations in the cardiovascular system of the body [7].
One experiment performed on rabbits indicates that several types of cardiovascular
dysfunctions could be possible. An RF/MW source radiating at 2375 MHz was used to
irradiate rabbits for a test period of 60 days under varying field intensities. For field
strengths ranging from 3-6 V/M researchers noted a sharp increase in the heart rate of the
animals. This effect was observed to subside with time. Exposure to field strengths of 0.51.0 V/M caused the heart rate to become slower than normal. No effect was reported for
rabbits that were exposed to EM field intensities below 0.2 V/M [17]. Other effects that
have been observed by Soviet researchers, are alterations in EKG and low blood pressure

(7], [17].
The NIOSH Technical Report [8] references a Soviet study published in 1974 by M.
N. Sadcikoiva that suggests some connection between RF/MW radiation exposure and the
potential for cardiovascular disturbances in humans. Researchers examined 100 patients
suffering from radiation sickness. It was found that 71 of the patients had some type of
cardiovascular problem. Most of these patients had been exposed to RF/MW radiation for
periods ranging from 5-15 years. A smaller group of patients exposed for shorter time
periods also experienced cardiovascular irregularities. The study concluded that there is a
probable link between exposure to RF/MW radiation and cardiovascular disease [8].
F. The North Karelian Project
In response to earlier Soviet reports, the World Health Organization (WHO) decided
to conduct a comprehensive study on the biological effects of exposure to RF/MW radiation.
In 1976, M. Zaret published the results of the study (reference found in [8]). The WHO
investigation focused on the population of North Karelia, a remote area of Finland that
borders the Soviet Union. This region was selected because of its close proximity to a then
Soviet early warning radar station. North Karelia is geographically located in the path of
intercontinental ballistic missiles that would originate from the midwest United States. To
7

detect these missiles, the Soviets constructed a number of high power tropospheric scattering
radar units adjacent to nearby Lake Ladoga. The operation of these units exposes the
residents of North Karelia to large doses of ground and scatter radiation. The WHO
negifound evidence linking exposure of RF/MW radiation to cardiovascular disease
and cancer. The North Karelian population suffered from an unusually high number of heart
attacks and cases of cancer. In addition, it was found that the affliction rate of these diseases
was much higher among residents living closest to the radar site [8].
G. Hematologic Effects
There is evidence that RF/MW radiation can effect the blood and blood forming
systems of animals and humans. Experiments conducted in the Soviet Union have indicated
changes in blood cell levels and alterations in the biological activities of hematologic

elements. Other investigators have reported similar effects [7], [8], [17].
The results of an experiment reported in 1979 by V. M. Shtemier showed a decrease
in the biological activity of butyryl cholinesterase in rats that were exposed to pulsed
RF/MW radiation (reference found in [17]). The experiment subjected 15 rats to a 3000
M&z pulsed RF/MW source with an incident power density of 10 mW/cm2 . The rats were
irradiated for I hour/day over several days. After 42 days, there was a loss of biological
activity of the butyryl cholinesterase enzyme caused by a decrease in the concentration of the
enzyme in the bloodstream of the rats [17]. Cholinesterase is a catalyst in the hydrolysis of
acetylcholine into choline and an anion. Choline is a useful enzyme that prevents the

deposition of fat in the liver [181.
In another experiment, 20 male rats were exposed to a 2376 MHz pulsed RF/MW
source with an incident power density of 24.4 mW/cm2. Each rat was exposed for 4
hours/day, 5 days/week for 7 weeks. Blood samples were taken periodically and examined
for anomalies. After repeated exposures, it was discovered that the number of lymphocytes
and leukocytes (white blood cells) in the bloodstream of the rats was lower than normal.
The biological activity of alkaline phosphatase in neutrophil leukocytes was also found to
increase when the rats were irradiated [17].
The results of several other experiments are summarized in the NIOSH Technical
Report [8]. RE/MW radiation has been observed to cause: an increase in the amount of
exudate in bone marrow, the transient disappearance of fat cells from bone marrow,
destruction and loss of essential bone marrow cells, underdeveloped marrow, a decrease in
the number of red blood cells, and an imbalance in the number of lymphocytes in the

bloodstream [8].
H. Effect to the Central Nervous System
There is documented evidence that exposure to RF/MW radiation can cause a
disturbance in the central nervous system (CNS) of living organisms [3], [8], [11], [17].
Soviet investigators claim that exposure to low-level radiation can induce serious CNS
dysfunctions. Experiments conducted in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe have exposed
live subjects to radiation levels that are near or below the recommended safe levels
prescribed by the ANSI Standard and the USAF AFOSH Standard [17].
8

i. PathologicalRepor
Soviet investigators claim that the central nervous system (CNS) is highly sensitive to
RP/MW radiation [3], [8], [11], [17]. The NIOSH Technical Report [81 summarized the
results of a pathological study published by A. A. Letavet and Z. V. Gordon in 1960. The
rreported
that several CNS related disorders were discovered among 525 workers
exposed to RF/MW radiation. The symptoms were listed as: hypotension, slower than
normal heart rates, an increase in the histamine content of the blood, an increase in the
activity of the thyroid gland, disruption of the endocrine-hormonal process, alterations in the
sensitivity to smell, headaches, irritability, and increased fatigue. Other researchers have
acknowledged similar biological responses [8].
ii. Sovet Union Erpermenmal Resuls

Several experiments have been performed in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
that demonstrate a variety of biological effects that can occur in living organisms.
observations of laboratory animals subjected to low power EM fields showed alterations in
the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex and disruptions in the activity of neurons [17].
L. K. Yereshova and YU. D. Dumanski (reference found in [17]) exposed rabbits and
white male rats to a continuous wave 2.50 GHz RF/MW source. The animals were
irradiated for 8 hours/day over a period of 3 to 4 months at power density levels of 1, 5, and
10 uW/cr 2. It was observed that rabbits exposed to the 5 and 10 uW/cm 2 power density
levels suffered alterations in the electrical activity of the cerebra cortex and distufrb ces to
the conditioned reflex response. They concluded that exposure to RF/MW radiation caused
perturbations in the higher functioning centers of the CNS in the laboratory animals (17].
An experiment conducted by V. R. Faytel'berg-Blank and G. M. P;.revalov
demonstrated the biological effects of RF/MW radiation on the activity of neurons (reference
found in [17]. They subjected chinchilla rabbits to a 460 MHz RF/MW source at incident
power densities of 2 and 5 mW/cm2 . Only the heads of the rabbits were irradiated and

exposures lasted for 10 minutes. Exposure at the 2 mW/cm 2 power density level caused

neuronal activity to increase and evoked an electroencephalogram (EEG) activation reaction.
Neuronal activity was observed to decrease at the higher power density level. These results
indi'•ated that RF/MW radiation can cause neurophysiological alterations in animals. These
biological responses may be dependent on the intensity of the radiation (17].
iii. Behavioral Effects
Exposure to RF/MW radiation has been observed to cause a disruption in the behavior
of animals. Experiments conducted on rats and nonhuman primates indicates that conditioned
responses can be altered as a result of irradiation. Researchers indicate that behavior may be
the most. sensitive biological component to RF/MW radiation [1], [7], [9], (29].
D. R. Justesen and N. W. King (reference found in [7]) reported experimental results
that demonstrated a degenerative behavioral effect in laboratory animals that were exposed to
RF/MW radiation. The results were published in 1970. They exposed rats to a 2450 MHz
multimodal resonating cavity system. Exposure was periodic with irradiation times lasting
for 5 minutes and recurring every 5 minutes. This cycle as sustained for 60 minutes. The
9

experiment tested the effect of irradiation at whole-body energy absorption rates of 3.0, 6.2,
and 9.2 W/Kg. It was observed that for a SAR of 6.2 W/Kg the behavioral performance of
the rats degraded significantly and activity usually terminated at the end of the 60 minute

exposr period [7.
In 1977, James Lin, Arthur Guy, and Lynn Caldwell [29] reported experimental
results that showed alterations in the behavioral response of rats that were exposed to
RF/MW radiation. White female rats were trained to execute a *head raising" movement in
return for a food pellet. The total number of such movements was counted during each

exposure session in order to quantify the effect of irradiation. The animals were
exposed to
2

a 918 M]z RF/MW source at power density levels of 10, 20, and 40 mW/cm . Clinical
observation showed that baseline responses remained unchanged for irradiation at the lower
power density levels of 10 and 20 mW/cm2. At 40 mW/cmn, however, behavioral responses
decreased rapidly after 5 minutes of continuous exposure. After about 15 minutes of
exposure, behavioral activity terminated. It was determined that the peak energy absorption
at 40 mW/cm 2 was about 32 W/Kg and the average absorption was 8.4 W/Kg over the

whole-body surface [29].
iv. Synergetc Effect of Drugs RF/MW
Radlaton
In 1979, 1. R. Thomas et al. reported that psychoactive drugs and RF/MW radiation
may have a synergetic effect on living organisms (references for Thomas can be found in
[1D. Experiments were conducted on laboratory animals. Male albino rats were
administered dextroamphetamine and irradiated with a pulsed 2450 MHz RF/MW source at 1
W/cm? power intensity for periods of 30 minutes. It was found that the number of clinical
responses observed per minute in the rats diminished more rapidly under the stimulus of both
agents than in the control condition where just the drug was administered. This indicates that
the effects of RF/MW radiation may be enhanced by certain drugs [1].
v. Analeptic Effect in Animals
Pulsed RF/MW radiation was reported to have an analeptic effect in laboratory
animals. Experimental results presented by R. D. McAfee in 1971 showed that anethesized
animals could be awakened by irradiation from a pulsed 10 GHz RF/MW source. The
energy incident on the test animals was estimated to have a power density of between 20-40
mW/cm2. Experiments conducted on rats showed that these animals were aroused from
states of deep sleep by irradiation. It was observed that the blood pressure of a rat decreased
simultaneously with the arousal response and that laryngeal spasms would occur when the rat
was awakened. McAfee reported that the laryngeal spasms would obstruct the airway
causing convulsions, asphyxiation, and eventually death. Other experiments performed on
rabbits, cats, and dogs showed that these animals could also be awakened by irradiation.
The larger animale, however, did not asphyxiate themselves, The blood pressure of the dogs
and cats was observed to rise as they were awakened. In all cases, the arousal response was

stimulated only when the head of the animal was irradiated. The body temperature of the
test animals was not observed to rise as a result of irradiation. This indicates that the
analeptic effect of RF/MW radiation may be nonthermal in nature [201.
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L hnunaological Ffet
Exposure to RF/MW radiation has been observed to cause physical alterations in the

eusential cells of the immune system and a degradation of immunologic responses [7], [17].
E perimental results published by Soviet and Eastern European researchers indicate that
irradiation can cause injury and trauma to the internal body organs that comprise the immune
system. Even exposure to low levels of RF/MW radiation can impair immunologic functions

[17].
As discussed earlier, lymphoblasts can undergo physical alterations as a result of
irradiation. Lymohiblastoid mutagens are similar in structure to leukemia cells [8].
Lymphoblasts are the precursors to leukocyte cells that participate in the immune system

[181.
In 1979, N. P. Zalyubovskaya and R. I. Kiselev (reference found in [17]) reported

that exposure to RF/MW radiation caused serious damage to the immune system of
laboratory animals. They exposed mice to an RF/MW source radiating at 46.1 GHz with an
incident power intensity of I mW/cm2 for 15 minutes/day for 20 days, it was observed that
the number of leukocytes in the bloodstream of the mice decreased as a result of irradiation.
Effective quantities of enzymatic proteins in serum that combine with antigen-antibody
complex and antibacterial agents such as lysozyme were also reduced. Zalyubovskaya and
Kiselcv reported a decrease in the phagocytic activity of neutrophils and a diminished
resistance to infections caused by tetanic toxins. Immunity to typhoid and other tetanic
toxins induced by vaccination or by the administration of antitoxins was rendered ineffective.
Further examination of the mice .,iealed injury and trauma to the internal body organs.
Irradiation had caused physical,alterations in the thymus, spleen, and lymph nodes. The
lymphoid organs suffered a tal loss of mass [17].
J. Wect on the Eye

Clinical studies indicate that exposure to RF/MW radiation causes physiological
damage to the eye that can result in loss of sight. It has been observed that irradiation
causes the formation of cataracts in the lens of the eye. Tissue damage appears to be the
result of thermal trauma induced by the heating property of RF/MW radiation. Experiments
conducted on laboratory animals have demonstrated severe ocular damage as a result of

exposure [30], [31].
i. OcularSensidvy
Exposure of the eye to RF/MW radiation causes physical duress that can lead to
damage of the ocular tissue. The incident power intensity and the duration of radiation
exposure are factors that determine the amount of tissue damage. The lens of the eye
appears to be most susceptible to RF/MW energy radiated at frequencies between 1-10 GHz.
For this frequency range, it has been observed that lens fibers will suffer irreversible damage
to a greater extent than other ocular elements [30]. Lens fibers are elongated, thread-like
structures that form the substance of the lens [18]. In 1979, Stephen Cleary reported [30]
that cataracts are formed in the lens as a result of alterations in the paracystalline state of
lens proteins. Physical, chemical or metabolic stress may be responsible for opacification of
11

the lens [301.
U. &rpehmenu on Rabbid
Severe tissue damage has been observed in rabbits that have been exposed to RF/MW
radhat.
Stephein Cleary [30] reports that intense radiation exposure can cause "immediate
tearing, injection, pupillary constriction, and anterior turbity" in the rabbit eye. Lens
opacities can occur when the eye is irradiated by a 2450 MHz RF/MW source at incident
power density levels of 100-300 mW/cm2 . At this exposure level, cataracts have been
observed to form 24-48 hours after irradiation [30]. In 1976, Kramer, Harris, Emery, and
Guy (reference found in [30 reported observing the formation of cataracts in rabbit eyes
that were exposed to 2450 MHz RF/MW radiation at an incident power density level of 180

mW/cur2 for an exposure time of 140 minutes [30].

Acute ocular damage and the formation of cataracts appears to be the result of local
hypesthermia of the eye. It has been observed, however, that trauma induced by heating of
the ocular tissue may be unique to the exposure effects of RF/MW radiation [30]. In 1975,
Kramer, Harris, Emery, and Guy (reference found in (30]) reported subjecting rabbits to
hyperthemia not induced by exposure to RF/MW radiation. Heating caused the intra-ocular
temperature of the eye to rise above normal. The retrolental temperature was reported to be
about 421C during the test period. Hyperthermia was sustained for approximately 30

minutes. Despite heating conditions that were similar to exposure from RF/MW radiation,
lens opacities did not occur in the rabbit eyes [301. Similar results have been reported by
other researchers [30]. These results indicate that hyperthermia alone may not be sufficient
to cause the formation of cataracts. Direct exposure to RF/MW radiation may be necessary

to induce opacities in the lens (30].
Mii. Cawrwc•un Hwunra
Exposure to RF/MW radiation is known to cause cataracts in the human eye. Several
cases have been documented that report RF/MW induced cataracts in humans. Typically,
lens opacities have resulted from exposure levels that are greater than specified by the
various safety standards. However, minimum exposure levels sufficient to cause ocular

damage are not certain [301.
In 1970, Zaret, Kaplan and Kay (reference found in [30]) reported a large number of
cataracts induced in humans as result of occupational exposure. This report cited 42 cases of
chronic exposure to RF/MW radiation. They reported that workers suffered damage to the
posterior lens capsule. In one case, exposure periods lasted about 50 hours/week for 4
years. During most of the 4 year period the incident average power density level was
approximately 10 mW/cmI2 . For one 6 month period, however, power density levels may

have reached I W/crn [30].
In 1966, S. Cleary and B. Pasternack (refeence found in (30]) published the results
of an epidemiological study of military and industrial microwave workirs. It was reported
that minor alterations had occurred in the ocular lenses of the workers as a possible result of
chronic IF/MW radiation exposure. Defects were found in the posterior pole of the lens.
Cleary and Pasternack noted that the number of minor ocular defects was related to the
specific occupational duties of the workers. The greatest number of defects was found
12

among persons working in research and development jobs. The results of the study were
based on a comparison of the microwave workers with a similar control group. The
researchers concluded that exposure to RF/MW radiation had caused the lens of the eye to

age fwr

than normal (30].
Similar cases of RF/MW radiation induced ocular damage have been reported by

other researchers. In one case, a 22 year old microwave technician was exposed 5 times
over a I month period to a 3 GHz radiation source. The incident power density level was

about 300 mWlcm2 and irradiation lasted approximately 3 minutes during each exposure
time. It was reported that the technician had developed bilateral cataracts as a result of

irradiation [30]. In another case, M. Zaret (reference found in [30]) reported that a 50 year
old woman had developed cataracts after intermittent exposure to a 2.45 GHz microwave
oven. The incident power density levels were about 1 mW/cm2 during operation of the oven
and as high as 90 mW/cnm when the oven door was opened [30].

K. Auadtory Effect
Individuals exposed to pulsed RF/MW radiation have reported hearing a chirping,
clicking or buzzing sound emanating from inside or behind the head. The auditory response
has been observed only for pulsed modulated radiation emitted as a square-wave pulse train.
The pulse width and pulse repetition rate are factors that appear to determine the type of

sound perceived [1], [31].
James Lin [31] reports that the sensation of hearing in humans occurs when the head
is irradiated at an average incident power density level of about 0.1 mW/cm2 and a peak
intensity near 300 mW/cm2 . Auditory responses have been observed for a frequency range
of 200-3000 MIHz and for pulse widths from 1-100 us [32].

MI. RF/MW ENERGY DEPOSITION

The absorption of RF/MW radiated energy
causes biological reactions to occur in living organisms. In order to understand the potential
effects of RF/MW radiation, it is important to quantify the absorption characteristics of
biological materials. Researchers have identified several principal factors that govern the
absorption of RF/MW energy by the human body. Experimental results have indicated that
clothing thickness, physical dimensions, degree of hydration, and the resonance frequency of
the human body are important parameters that determine the amount of energy absorbed by
the body [1], [8], [9], [16], [22].

A. Specfc Abwrption Rate (SAR)
The specific absorption rate (SAR) is a measure of the dose of RF/MW energy
abobdI by biological materials. It is intended to give a quantitative understanding to the
absotpon of energy. The SAR is defined as the amount of energy that is imparted to the
body as a function of body mass [4]. SAR's are usually expressed in terms of watts of
incident power per kilograms of irradiated body mass (W/Kg) [4], [9].
13

B. Deh of Erty Penenrdon
It is known that RF/MW radiated energy will be absorbed by the tissue of the human

body. The depth of energy penration into he tissue depends primarily on the wavelength
of the incident radiation and the water content of the tissue [3], [6].
Energy emitted in the millimeter-wave band is not likely to penetrate to more tha
about I or 2 mm into the tissue [6]. Essentially, PF/MW energy radiated at wavelengths
less than 3 centimeters will be captured in the outer skinsurface. RF/MW wavelengths from
3 to 10 centimeters will penetrate to a depth of about I to 10 mm. The greatest depth of

penetratin into the body will occur at wavelengths between 25 to 200 centimeters. At these
wavelengths RF/MW radiated energy can directly effect internal body organs and cause
erious injury. The human body is reported to be transparent to RF/MW radiated energy

emitted at wavelengths greater than 200 centimeters. Also, at frequencies above 300 M&z it
has been obsrved that the depth of energy penetration fluctuates rapidly with changes in

frequency. In genral, the depth of energy penetration into the body will decline as the
frequency of the incident radiation increases. At 10 GHz, the absorption of RF/MW energy
will be similar to IR radiation [3]. These figures were published by the U. S. Department

of Health, Educatin and Welfare [3].
The water content of the human tissue will also influence the depth of energy
penetration into the body. Millimeter-wave radiation is reported by Ghandi and Riazi [6] to
penetrate less than 2 am into the body because of the "Debye relaxation of the water
molecules" in the tissue [6]. The Debye Effect was observed by a Dutch physicist named
Peter Debye [23]. He dicovered that EM waves are absorbed by a dielectric because of
molecular dipoles present in the dielectric material [241. Water molecules are essentially
dipoles constructed from atoms of hydrogen and oxygen. Biological materials such as skin
ae dielectrics that consist mostly of water. Hence, thes dielectrics are rich in molecular
dipoles and are able to quickly absorb millimeter-wave radiation. Nigh frequency radiatiom
emison are not expected to penetrate deeply into the human body [6].

C. OwAc Of eomeny
The orientation of the human body with respect to the incident EM field will
determine the amount of RF/MW energy that is absorbed by the tissue. Experimental results
published by Om Gandhi in 1980 indicate that the condition for maximum absorption occurs
when the electric field is parallel to the major axis of the body and the direction of the field
popegation is from arm to arm. Figure 2 shows the amount of energy absorbed versus the
radiating frequency for various EM field orientations [22].

D. 4Ft of the esmonnce Frequency
Researchers have reported that the human body will absorb the greatest amount of
RF/MW energy from sources radiating at the whole-body resonance frequency [1], [91, [22],
[25], [27]. The ANSI Standard [9] reports that the human body will absorb 7 times more
energy fron radiation emitted at the resonance frequency than at a frequency of 2450 MHz
[9]. Experiments conducted on fabricated human models have been used to determine the

xesvn

frequency of the human body [221. Partial-body resonances have also been
14

observed by researchers. Computer simulation techniques have been used to estimate the
resomos frequency of the human head [261.
The free space whole-body resonance frequency is reported to be between 61.8-77

MHz for a Standard Model of Man [91, [22], (25]. The standard model depicts an average
mu standing 175 cm tall [9]. Experimental results tend to differ somewhat from numerical
calculations The ANSI Standard (9] reports the whole-body resonance frequency to be 70
MmZ [9]. Similarly, eprm•ental results presented by Hagman, Gandhi, and Durney [25]
indicate the resonance frequency to be between 68-71 MHz. However, calclations put forth
by the sm researches place the whole-body resonance at 77 MHz (25]. In 1980, Om

Gandhi reported that the maximum absorption of energy will occur at frequencies where the
free space wavelength (;0 of the incident radiation is about 2.50-2.77 times greater than the
major length (L) of the body (i.e. 9> 23.50L-2.77L). This formula puts the value of the
resMo

t frequency between 61.8-68.5 MHz for a standard model of man. When the human

body is in contact with the electrical ground, the whole-body resonance frequency is reduced
to about 47 MHz (22]. Figure 3 shows the SAR versus the incident EM field frequency for
conditions of free space and grounding [22].
Numerical calculations have been presented by Hagman, Gandhi, D'Andrea, and

httej

(261 that indicate the free space resonance frequency of the human head to be

about 375 MHz [26]. In a separate report, Gandhi determined that the head resonance will
occur when the free space wavelength of the incident radiation is about 4 times the diameter
of the head [22]. The condition for maximum energy absorption occurs when the direction
of the EM field propagation is parallel to the long axis of the body. This orientation differs
from the condition determined for RF/MW energy absorption by the whole-body. Figures 4
and 5 show the absorption of energy versus frequency for different EM field orientations

f26].
R FibctOf Clothng
Clothing can act as an impedance matching transformer for RF/MW radiation. In
1986, Gandhi and Riazi [6] reported that the coupling efficiency of clothing may be as high
as 90-95 percent for incident radiation in the millimeter-wave band. They determined that
the thickness of the clothing and frequency of the incident radiation are important factors in
the coupling condition. Figure 6 shows the relationship between clothing thickness and
coupling efficiency as a function of frequency. The authors note that wet or damp clothing
may actually reduce the amount of energy absorbed by the body because of the Debye
relaxation of the water molecules [6].
IV. RF/MW RADIATION EXPOSURE
STANDARDS
Exposure of living organisms to RF/MW radiation can have a potentially dangerous
biological effect. To ensure the public safety and to safeguard the workplace against
unneceuy IRF/MW radiation exposure, protective guidelines have been adopted by the
United States and several other nations. The maximum safe exposure levels recognized by
individual examining authorities tends to vary as a result of differing interpretations of the
15

available ItF/MW exposure data. There is a large distinction between permissible exposure
evels observed in the United States and the Soviet Union. East Block countries have set

mree stringent standards than nations in the West [3], (8], (11], [22].
A. ANS Stardwv C95.1-1982

In response to the need for a national RF/MW radiation protection guide, the
American Standards Association commissioned the Deparment of the Navy and The Institute
of Mectrical and Electronics Engineers to cooperate in formulating an acceptable standard for

sah radiation expsure levels. In 1960, the Radiation Hazards Standards Project was
established to coordinate the efforts of researchers. Since then, work has progressed and in
1982 a moden RF/MW radiation protection guide was established. The American National
Stadards Institute (ANSI) designated this guide as C95.1-1982 [9]. Presently, a new ANSI
guide is due for publication in May 1993. The new guide is entitled "ANSI/IEEE C95.11992-. This guide will supersede C95.1-1982 when it is publishtd.
E. Reconmmendons
The ANSI C95. 1-1982 Standard specifies the maximum recommended RF/MW
raliatim exposure levels over a frequency range of 300 KHz to 100 GHz. Typically, the
standard calls for an exposure of no more than 5 mWIcm? for frequencies between 1500
MElz to 100,000 MIz. The reader should consult with the actual ANSI publication for the

detailed n - -- Io.
In addition, the standard limits the whole-body SAR to 0.4 W/Kg
and indicates that the qptial peak SAR should not exceed 8.0 W/Kg over any one gram of
Usmae For both CW and pulsed EM fields the exposure time should not exceed 6 minutes at
themeomended levels. 7hes maximum safe levels are not intended to apply to the
medical treatment of patients where irradiation is sometimes useful in combating diseases

lik cima'. The standard does pertain to the general public and to persons that work in
eletomgnMspetic environments. There are two exceptions to the recommendation: 1) at
frequencies between 100 KHz and 1 GHz the maximum exposure levels may be exceeded as

long as the stated SAR values are not violated and 2) at frequencies between 300 KHz and 1
GHz the exposure levels may be exceeded if the output power of the radiating device is less
than 7 W [9].

Ui. PflWOWphy
An explanation of the recommended maximum exposure levels is given as part of the
prolectiorguide. The ANSI Standard is intended to afford the best possible protection of
human life against RF/MW radiation exposure. The biological effect on the human body for
all ,F/MW frequencies and modulation schemes is not known, therefore, investigators
sought to interpret the available data in a way that would allow for the construction of the
best possible RF/MW radiation protection guide. Investigators emphasized studies that
tupoled harmful or potentially serious biological effects. Unlike past standards, researchers
agreed that the modern protection guide would also account for the nonthermal effects of

IF/MW rdiation [9].
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The safe exposure levels expressed by the ANSI guideline were determined for far
e. The plane wave model used to specify the maximum exposure levels may
field cexp
not be accurate to describe conditions in the near field. However, the power density levels
Sexprsd in the protection guide are not considered great enough to induce EM fields with
sufficent energy intensities capable of exceeding the recommend SAR's (91.
In selecting a measure for the dose of RF/MW radiation, it was recognized that the
SAR does not encompass all of the important factors necessary to determine safe exposure
levels. The modulation frequency and peak power of the incident EM field should also be
considered. Some of the investigators warned that extra care should be taken by persons that
are subjected to pulsed EM fields or by fields that are modulated near the whole-body

reWonance frequency [91
In assessing the biological effects, it was found that behavior was the most sensitive
biological component to RF/MW irradiation. It was observed that behavioral effects were
reveysble for exposure to carrier frequencies between 600 MHz and 2450 MHz when wholebody SAR's were limited to between 4 and 8 W/Kg. For these SAR's, power densities were
calculated or measured to range from 10 mW/cm 2 to 50 mW/cm 2. Behavioral effects were
cnidered to be among the most serious consequences of exposure to RF/MW radiation [9].
It was established that in order to ensure an acceptable margin of safety the wholebody average SAR should not exceed 0.4 W/Kg. Most of the researchers concluded that this
was a necessary and reasonable standard. The exceptions cited in the recommendations were
justified on the basis of the total rate of energy absorption by the human body. The Standard
repMo that small radio transceivers are able to emit EM fields that exceed the prescribed
power density levels. Such devices, however, are not expected to compromise the prescribed
maximum SAR levels. In general, compliance with the ANSI RF/MW protection guide is
the best safeguard against harmful biological effects [9].
B. USAF PEL. (AFOSH Standard161-9, 12
Febniary 1987)
Since the early investigations of the Tri-Service Commission, the United States Air
Force has recognized the need to establish an RF/MW protection standard. The USAF
permissible exposure level (PEL) is specified in AFOSH Standard 161-9 enacted 12 February
1987. This standard stipulates maximum safe RF/MW radiation exposure levels over a
frequency range of 10 KHz to 300 GHz. The PELs are shown in Figures 7 and 8 [10].
In general, the USAF protection guideline agrees with the ANSI Standard except that
a distinction is made between exposure to persons in restricted and unrestricted areas. No
explanation for this policy is given in the USAF Standard. The PEL for restricted areas
shows only a slight alteration from the ANSI recommendation. For a frequency range of
1500-300,000 M-z the USAF PEL is given as 10 mW/cm2 . The PEL put forth by the
USAF is intended to Protec personnel from harm by limiting the whole-body SAR to 0.4
W/IKg. Exposure periods at the maximum safe levels should be limited to 6 minutes. It is
also recommended that exposure in the near zone to RFIMW sources radiating at less than 30
MHz may require a separate evaluation to determine safe exposure levels of irradiation [10].
C. Canwda Westem Furope
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Concern over safe RF/MW radiation exposure levels has sparked controversy and
sharp debate in many countries around the world. The ANSI Standard is currently

reognized by most countries of the Free World including Canada, the United Kingdom,
Sweden, France, and West Germany [8], [22].
D. Saviet Union & Entern Euopean Standards
The RF/MW radiation exposure standards prescribed in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe are more cosmervative than standards adopted by countries in the West [31, [8], [11].
In the Soviet Union, permissible exposure levels for whole-body irradiation are specified for
various time intervals. RF/MW radiation exposures may not exceed 0.01 mW/cm2 for 3
hours/day, 0.1 mW/cm 2 for 2 hours/day, and 1.0 mW/cm2 for 15-20 minutes provided that

safety goggles be worn [3]. Czechoslovakia has recommended a maximum exposure level of
0.025 mW/cm2 for an average working day [8].
Investigators in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe have placed a great emphasis on
the nondtema effects of biological exposure to RF/MW radiation. They contend that
eetm agei interactions with the bioelectrical and biochemical functions of the body

constitute a more serious health risk than effects from thermal heating. Nonthermal
disruptions have been observed to occur at power density levels that are much lower than are
necessary to induce thermal effects. Soviet researchers have attributed alterations in the
central nervous system and the cardiovascular system to the nonthermal effect of low level

.F/MW radiation exposure [3], [8].
The U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare [3] reports that the differing
standards put forth by the East and West may be attributed to philosophical differences in
basic research. Soviet investigators were intent on examining the effect of RF/MW radiation
on the conditioned reflex response of living organisms whereas their counterparts in the West
do not view this effect as an appropriate endpoint to research [3]. Recently, however,
researchers in the West have sought to account for nonthermal effects in modern permissible
RF/MW radiation exposure standards [9].

V. CONCLUSION
Exposure to RF/MW radiation is known to have a biological effect on living
organisms. Research conducted over the past 30 years has provided a basis for

ug

the effect of irradiation of biological materials. Experimental evidence has

shown that exposure to low intensity radiation can have a profound effect on biological

. The nonthermal effects of RF/MW radiation exposure are becoming important
measures of biological interaction with EM fields. Modem RF/MW radiation protection
guides have sought to account for the effects of low level radiation exposure. Adherence to
the ANSI Standard [9] should provide protection against harmful thermal effects and help to
minimize the interaction of EM fields with the biological processes of the human body [9].
It is essentially the absorption of RF/MW energy that causes stress and trauma to
biolgical systems. The greatest amount of energy will be absorbed when the incident
radiation is emitted at the resonance frequency of biological material [9], [22]. In this
regard, RF/MW radiation emitted at nonresonant frequencies should be absorbed to the
18

s extent when the radiating mode is a pulsed signal. The generation of such signals
creates tranient responses that will match the resonant frequencies of biological materials.
N
at pulsed RF/MW radiation may be more harmful to living organisms than CW
radiation emitted at nonresonant frequencies.
off.
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Human auditory system response to
Modulated electromagnetic energy.
ALLAN H Frey
General Electric Advanced Electronics Center
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
Frey, Allan H. Human auditory systems response to modulated electromagnetic energy.
J. Appl. Physiol. 17(4):689-692. 1962The intent of this paper is to bring a new phenomenon to the attention of physiologists. Using extremely low average power
densities of electromagnetic energy, the perception of sounds was induced in normal and deaf humans. The effect was induced
several hundred feet from the antenna the instant the transmitter was turned on, and is a function of carrier frequency and
modulation. Attempts were made to match the sounds induced by electromagnetic energy and acoustic energy. The closest match
occurred when the acoustic amplifier was driven by the rf transmitter's modulator. Peak power density is a critical factor and, with
acoustic noise of approximately 80 db, a peak power density of approximately 275 mw/cm2 is needed to induce the perception at
carrier frequencies of 425 mc and 1,310 mc. The average power density can be at least as low as 400 uw/cm2. The evidence for the
various possible sites of electromagnetic energy sensor are discussed and locations peripheral to the cochlea are ruled out.
A significant amount of research has been concerned with the effects of radio-frequency (rf) energy on organisms (electromagnetic
energy between 1Kc and 100 Gc). Typically, this work has been concerned with determining damage resulting from body
temperature increase. The average power densities used have been on the order of 0.1-1 w/cm2 used ove many minutes to several
hours. In contrast, using average power densities measured in microwatts per square centimeter, we have found that other effects,
which are transient, can be induced with this energy. Further, these effects occur the instant the transmitter is turned on. With
appropriate modulation, the perception of various sounds can be induced in clinically deaf, as well as normal, human subjects at a
distance of inches up to thousands of feet from the transmitter. With somewhat different transmitter parameters, we can induce the
perception of severe buffeting of the head, without such apparent vestibular symptoms as dizziness or nausea. Changing transmitter
parameters again, one can induce a "pins-and -needles" sensation.
Experimental work with these phenomena may yield information on auditory system functioning and, more generally, information
on nervous system function. For example, this energy could possibly be used as a tool to explore nervous system coding, possibly
using Neider and Neff's procedures (1), and for stimulating the nervous system without the damage caused by electrodes. Since
most of our data have been obtained on the "rf sound" and only the visual system has previously been shown to respond to
electromagnetic energy, this paper will be concerned only with the auditory effects data. As a further restriction, only data from
human subjects will be reported, since only these data can be discussed meaningfully at the present time. The long series of studies
we performed to ascertain that we were dealing with a biologically significant phenomenon (rather than broadcasts from sources
such as loose fillings in teeth) are summarized in another paper (2), which also reports on the measuring instruments used in this
work. The intent of this paper is to bring this new phenomenon to the attention of physiologists. The data reported are intended to
suggest numerous lines of experimentation and indicate necessary experimental controls. Since we were dealing with a significant
phenomenon, we decided to explore the effects of a wide range of transmitter parameters to build up a body of knowledge which
would allow us to generate hypotheses and determine what experimental controls would be necessary. Thus, the numbers given are
conservative; they should not be considered precise, since the transmitters were never located in ideal laboratory environments.
Within the limits of our measurements, the orientation of the subject in the rf field was of little consequence. Most of the
transmitters used to date in the experimentation have been pulse modulated with no information placed on the signal. The rf sound
has been described as being a buzz, clicking, hiss, or knocking, depending on several transmitter parameters, i.e., pulse width and
pulse-repetition rate (PRF). The apparent source of these sounds is localized by the subjects as being within, or immediately
behind, the head. The sound always seem to come from within or immediately behind the head, no matter how the subject twists or
file:///D|/Thattes%20Waves%20Auditory%20pheno/Allan%20Frey.htm (1 of 8) [2/20/06 8:59:06 AM]
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rotates in the rf field.
Our early experimentation, performed using transmitters with very short square pulses and high pulse repetition rates, seemed to
indicate that we were dealing with harmonics of the PRF. However, our later work has indicated that this is not the case; rather, the
rf sound appears to be the incidental modulation envelope on each pulse, as shown in Fig. 1

Some difficulty was experienced when the subjects tried to match the rf sound to ordinary audio. They reported that it was not
possible to satisfactorily match the rf sound to a sine wave or white noise. An audio amplifier was connected to a variable bandpass
filter and pulsed by the transmitter pulsing mechanism. The subjects, when allowed to control the filter, reported a fairly
satisfactory match. The subjects were fairly well satisfied when all frequencies below 5Kc audio were eliminated and the highfrequency audio was extended as much as possible. There was, however, always a demand for more high-frequency components.
Since our tweeter has a rather good high frequency response, it is possible that we have shown an analogue of the visual
phenomenon in which people see farther into the ultraviolet range when the lens is eliminated from the eye. In other words, this
may be a demonstration that the mechanical transmission system of the ossicles cannot respond to as high a frequency as the rest of
the auditory system. Since the rf bypasses the ossicle system and the audio given the subject for matching does not, this may
explain the dissatisfaction of our subjects in their matching. At one time in our experimentation with deaf subjects, there seemed to
be a clear relationship between the ability to hear audio above 5Kc and the ability to hear rf sounds. If a subject could hear above
5Kc, either by bone or air conduction, then he could hear the rf sounds. For example, the threshold of a subject whose audio-gram
appears in Fig. 2 was the same average power density as our normal subjects. Recently, however, we have found people with a
notch around 5Kc who do not perceive the rf sound generated by at least one of our transmitters.
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THRESHOLDS
TABLE 1 Transmitter parameters
Trans-

Frequency

mitter
Cycle

mc

Wavelength cm

Pulse Width
usec

Pulses/Sec

Duty

A
.0015

1,310

22.9

6

224

B
.0004

2,982

10.4

1

400

C
.0038

425

70.6

125

27

D

425

70.6

250

27

.007

E

425

70.6

500

27

.014

F

425

70.6

1000

27

.028

G

425

70.6

2000

27

.056
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H

8,900

3.4

2.5

400

.001

As shown in Table 1, we have used a fairly wide range of transmitter parameters. We are currently experimenting with transmitters
that radiate energy at frequencies below 425 mc, and are using different types of modulation, e.g., pulse-repetition rates as low as 3
and 4/sec. In the experimentation reported in this section, the ordinary noise level was 70-90 db (measured with a General Radio
Co. Model 1551-B sound-level meter). In order to minimize the rf energy used in the experimentation, subjects wore Flent
antinoise ear stoppers whenever measurements were made. The Ordinary noise attenuation of the Flents is indicated in Fig. 3.
Although the rf sounds can be heard without the use of Flents, even above an ambient noise level of 90 db, it appears that the
ambient noise to some extent "masked" the rf sound.

TABLE 2 Threshold for perception of rf sound (ambient noise level 70 - 90 db)
Peak
Avg

Peak

Peak

Magnetic

Transmitter
turns/m
A

Power

Power

Duty

Density

Density

Field

mc

Cycle

mw/cm2

mw/cm2

v/cm

1,310

.0015

Frequency

0.4

267
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14

Field
amp
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B

2,982

.0004

2.1

5,250

63

17

C

425

.0038

1.0

263

15

4

D

425

.007

1.9

271

14

4

E

425

.014

3.2

229

13

3

F

425

.028

7.1

254

14

4

Table 2 gives the threshold for perception of the rf sounds. It shows fairly clearly that the critical factor in perception of rf sound is
the peak power density, rather than the average power density. The relatively high value for transmitter B was expected and will be
discussed below. Transmitter G has been omitted from this table since the 20 mw/cm2 reading for it can be considered only
approximate. The field-strength-measuring instruments used in that experiment did not read high enough to give an accurate
reading. The energy from transmitter H was not perceived, even when the peak power density was as high as 25 w/cm2. When the
threshold energy is plotted as a function of the rf energy (Fig 4), a curve is obtained which is suggestive of the curve of penetration
of rf energy into the head. Figure 5 shows the calculated penetration, by frequency of rf energy, into the head. Our data indicate
that the calculated penetration curve may well be accurate at the higher frequencies but the penetration at the lower frequencies
may be grater than that calculated on this model.

As previously noted, the thresholds were obtained in a high ambient noise environment. This is an unusual situation as compared
to obtaining thresholds of regular audio sound. Our recent experimentation leads us to believe that, if the ambient noise level were
not so high, these threshold field strengths would be much lower. Since one purpose of this paper is to suggest experiments, it
might be appropriate to theorize as to what the rf sound threshold might be if we assume that the subject is in an anechoic chamber.
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It is also assumed that there is no transducer noise.
Given: As a threshold for the rf sound, a peak power density of 275 mw/cm2 determined in an ambient noise environment of 80
db. Earplugs attenuate the ambient noise to 30 db.
If: 1 mw/cm2 is set equal to 0 db, then 275 mw/cm2 is equal to 24 db.
Then: We can reduce the rf energy 50 db to -26 db as we reduce the noise level energy from 50 db to 0 db. We find that -26 db rf
energy is approximately 3 uw/cm2.
Thus: In an anechoic room, rf sound could theoretically be induced by a peak power density of 3 uw/cm2 measured in free space.
Since only 10% of this energy is likely to penetrate the skull, the human auditory system and a table radio may be one order of
magnitude apart in sensitivity to rf energy.
RF DETECTOR IN AUDITORY SYSTEM
One possibility that seems to have been ruled out in our experimentation is that of a capacitor type effect with the tympanic
membrane and oval window acting as plates of a capacitor. It would seem possible that these membranes, acting as plates of a
capacitor, could be set in motion by rf energy. There are, however, three points of evidence against this possibility. First, when one
rotates a capacitor in an rf field, a rather marked change occurs in the capacitor as a function of its orientation in the field. When
our subjects rotate or change positions of their heads in the field, the loudness of the rf sound does not change appreciably. Second,
the distance between these membranes is rather small, compared with the wavelengths used. As a third point, we found that one of
our subjects who has otosclerosis heard the rf sound.
Another possible location for the detecting mechanism is in the cochlea. We have explored this possibility with nerve-deaf people,
but the results are inconclusive due to factors such as tinnitus. We are currently exploring this possibility with animal preparations.
The third likely place for the detection mechanism is the brain. Burr and Mauro (6) presented evidence that indicates that there is
an electrostatic field about neurons. Morrow and Sepiel (7) presented evidence that indicates the existence of a magnetic field
about neurons. Becker (personal communication) has done some work indicating that there is longitudinal flow of charge carriers
in neurons. Thus, it is reasonable to suspect that possibly the electromagnetic field could interact with neuron fields. As yet,
evidence of this possibility is inconclusive. The strongest point against is that we have not found visual effects although we have
searched for them. On the other hand, we have obtained other nonauditory effects and found that the sensitive area for detecting rf
sounds is a region over the temporal lobe of the brain. One can shield, with a 2-in.sq. piece of fly screen, a portion of the strippled
area shown in Fig. 6 and completely cut off the rf sound.
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Another possibility should also be considered. There is no good reason to assume that there is only one detector site. On the
contrary, the work of Jones et al (8), in which they placed electrodes in the ear and electrically stimulated the subject, is
sufficiently relevant to suggest the possibility of more than one detector site. Also, several sensations have been elicited with
properly modulated electromagnetic energy. It is doubtful that all of these can be attributed to one detector. As mentioned earlier,
the purpose of this paper is to focus the attention of physiologists on an unusual area and stimulate additional work on which
interpretations can be based. Interpretations have been deliberately omitted from this paper since additional data are needed before
a clear picture can emerge. It is hoped that the additional exploration will also result in an increase in our knowledge of nervous
system functions.
REFERENCIES:
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a second paper by Alan Frey
Hearing in Electromagnetic Fields (extract) by Clyde E Ingalls
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Spotlight technology.
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enabling unprecedented control of sound distribution. The graph to the right
shows the real sound field of the Audio Spotlight versus the theoretical
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Mind-blowing Advance? Direct Brain-to-Brain Communication Between
Humans Demonstrated
By Emily Waltz
Posted 4 Sep 2014 | 20:09 GMT

Starlab Barcelona

In an experiment that one rival scientist dubbed a "stunt," Spanish researchers claim to be the first to have
demonstrated (http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0105225#abstract0)
direct brain-to-brain communication between humans. The researchers, led by Giulio Ruffini, CEO of Starlab
(http://www.starlab.es) in Barcelona, successfully transmitted the words "hola" and "ciao" in binary code from the
brain of a person in India to the brains of three people in France. Electroencephalography (EEG), which monitors
electric currents in the brain, was used to record the information from the sender's brain, and robotized
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), which causes neurons to fire from an electric current that is generated by
a rapidly changing magnetic field, was used to deliver the message to the brains of the receivers in France.
Researchers have for years been developing noninvasive systems for translating information directly from the
human brain to the computer. These systems, called brain-computer interface, often involve brain activity-sensing
tools such as EEG, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) (http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/biomedical
/imaging/wearable-brain-scanner-tells-your-computer-when-youre-overwhelmed), and functional magnetic
resonance imagine (fMRI). Researchers have also, to a lesser extent, experimented with translating information
from the computer to the brain, using brain stimulating tools such as TMS — variations of which have also been
used to treat depression (http://spectrum.ieee.org/biomedical/devices/electromagnetic-depression-treatmentnears-approval) — and transcranial focused ultrasound (FUS), which has been used to link the brains of rats

(http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0060410).
The Starlab experiment integrates two of these existing technologies to move a message from human brain to
computer to human brain. The experiment was set up like this: While hooked up to an EEG device the sender was
asked to imagine moving his hands or feet when shown an image that represented a 1 or 0, respectively. The EEG
data was transmitted to the computer, translated into binary code, and emailed to the system at the recipients' end.
The recipients, blindfolded, received electric pulses from the robotized TMS system in the visual cortex of their
brains. That triggered the experience of phosphenes: the perception of seeing flashes of light that are not actually
there. The recipients reported verbally when they experienced a flash, and this was translated into binary code and
then to the message. It's super slow — the equivalent of telepathic Morse code. Still, the message was delivered.
The authors published the experiment in PLoS One, describing it as "the first human brain-to-brain interface."
Ruffini at Starlab said the work stemmed from his company's involvement in a four-year collaborative project
(http://hive-eu.org/about)funded by the European Commission to develop noninvasive brain stimulation
technologies. The paper was "a way to show that our technologies work," said Ruffini in a phone interview.
It's a fun experiment, and it's exciting to think about potential (but far-fetched) applications, like soldiers with
high-tech helmets communicating silently behind enemy lines (http://http://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2014/09
/actual-telepathy-one-step-closer-battlefield/92954/?oref=d-river). But some researchers not involved with the
experiment say the paper doesn't really present a "first" and smacks of publicity grubbing. It's "pretty much a stunt
I think as it's all been shown before," said Christopher James, a professor of biomedical engineering at the
University of Warwick in the UK, in an email to IEEE Spectrum.
A group at the University of Washington in Seattle led by Rajesh Rao last year demonstrated in an unpublished
pilot study (http://homes.cs.washington.edu/~rao/brain2brain/experiment.html) a very similar experiment
involving EEG on the brain-to-computer end of the experiment and TMS on the computer-to-brain end. In that
study, the researchers stimulated the motor cortex of the brain, causing the message receiver's hand to move
subconsciously to strike a keyboard. The university declared (http://www.washington.edu/news/2013/08/27
/researcher-controls-colleagues-motions-in-1st-human-brain-to-brain-interface/) it "the first noninvasive humanto-human brain interface." That was in August 2013. Rao told IEEE Spectrum he was "surprised and disappointed"
that his experiment wasn't acknowledged in some way in Ruffini's paper.
Ruffini says he had seen Rao's experiment before publication of his, but that since it was unpublished "there was no
paper to refer to." And he maintains that his paper was no stunt. "I believe such comments stem from not having
read carefully the paper and missing the point," he says. Ruffini's experiment adds to scientific literature because
unlike previous work, including Rao's, he stimulated the visual cortex, bypassing all peripheral nervous system
involvement, and resulting in a conscious, rather than subconscious, brain-to-brain communication, Ruffini says.
Rao's experiment "is interesting work. But I don't think's it's really brain-to-brain," he says.
Future experiments will no doubt help us define what "brain-to-brain interface" really means. In the meantime,
we'll have to squabble over the few experiments under our belts.
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flag operations.
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one thing that helps us, I think. We know there is no death, we have an energy body. And it does
keep us going and if it doesn't keep you going, it keeps me going because you know you cannot die.
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We are very proud to announce our first conference on covert harassment. The conference is the first of
an annual human rights conference with the aim to create awareness on the covert harassment of
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civilians. Not only whistle blowers, activists and political opponents are targeted, but also thousands of
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innocent civilians are subjected to non-consensual testing and mind control experimentation by a myriad
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of non-lethal weapons and covert community harassment by government and non-government agencies.
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The conference addresses these issues on individual and global scale, and is also about trying to find
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solutions for all those targeted, which soon will be all children of our world.
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24 december 2014: Summary including videos of the Covert Harassment Conference 2014 online
22 November 2014: Thank you so much!

Mojmír Babáček

The conference took place, we had some 115 participants (excluding speakers), few journalists
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and doctors, most were TI's. We had visitors from Russia, Ireland, Norway, Bulgaria, Italy,

at Charles University in

Malaysia, etc. We will publish details later. We understand that for most TI's it is very difficult to

Prag. Writer, Czech
Republic.

come. For this it is almost impossible to express our gratitude to all who came. We also want to
thank our speakers, without them, the conference would not have been possible. And we also

More >

want to thank the people who asked questions during the panel discussion, we value your input

Alfred Lambremont

very much!

Webre, MA, JD

The participants list will be send soon, we will put the lectures online in weeks (please be patient)

Yale University, Yale Law

and will contact everyone who sent us messages.

School international law.

This conference is not over yet!
From our hearts we thank you.
Peter, Melanie, Magnus, Kim, Beata

NGO delegate United
Nations.
More >

11 November 2014: The programme is more or less final

John Allman

5 November 2014: Press release Covert Harassment Conference: WORLD'S FIRST INTERNATIONAL

Open University

CONFERENCE ON COVERT HARASSMENT EXPOSES ROBOTIZATION OF HUMANS

Mathematics and Science,

29 October 2014: Background information in Polish

Software development,

18 October 2014: John Allman to speak at the conference
10 October 2014: Magnus Olsson announces NSA whistleblower William Binney speaking at the Covert
Harassment Conference!
9 October 2014: Buy your tickets online

Post-graduate Diploma in
Law.
More >

3 October 2014: Download the promotion documents

More to be added ... All speakers

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

STAY UP TO DATE

Read more about the conference in English, Francais (French), Deutsch (German), Nederlands (Dutch),

Enter your email address and receive

česky (Czech), Polski (Polish).

notifications on progress and changes.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Email*

Everyone concerned with the direction our world is going to. Especially politicians, journalists, human
rights organizations and activists, lawyers, police and military personnel, doctors and psychiatrists
should not miss this conference. And of course we hope to welcome many victims of these crimes joined

Next >

by friends and/or family members.
FACEBOOK
AIMS OF THE CONFERENCE
The aims of the Covert Harassment Conference 2014:
To challenge general ignorance, governments denial and mainstream media silence regarding the
development and existence of the sophisticated spectrum of harassment methodologies and

Covert Harassment Conference

bio-electromagnetic technology (a.k.a. mind-control technology), capable of not only influencing the

on Facebook

human body, behaviour, emotions and cognitive processes, but also torturing and/or killing at the
speed of light without leaving any evidence.
To raise awareness and inspire reflection among the public on these human rights violations
committed non-consensually and covertly on innocent civilians.
To stimulate the debate at the European and world level, forming a basis for international legislation

RECENT VISITS

DONATE

and policies addressing the use of remote technology weapons and/or methodologies, including:

While you are here please consider making

thought reading and thought control technologies, directed energy weapons (DEW), gang stalking

a donation for a better world. Thank you.

(a.k.a. organized stalking) and ensuring citizens' protection.

- Donate to EUCACH >

To prompt recognition and acknowledgement of the stories of targeted individuals, instead of ignoring

- Donate to STOPEG >

them and often labelling as 'crazy'.
To engender independent investigations into mind-control experimentation related crimes.

To encourage everybody to look for the solutions to protect citizens against the crimes committed with
the use of these remote technology weapons and/or methodologies and diligently promote the care for
victims of stalking crimes who have limited resources or avenues for a safe environment.

SPEAKERS
The following persons have already acknowledged to speak at the conference:
- Magnus Olsson - Director of EUCACH - European Coalition Against Covert Harassment
- Peter Mooring - Founder of STOPEG Foundation - STOP Electronic weapons and Gang stalking
- William Binney - NSA whistleblower
- Dr. Henning Witte - Founder of White TV, Sweden's first uncontrolled medium
- Dr. Rauni Kilde - Medical specialist and advisor
- Mojmír Babáček - Writer, Czech Republic
- Alfred Lambremont Webre, MA, JD - Active with human rights and social justice
- John Allman - Founder of Christians Against Mental Slavery/BanMindWeapons.org
More to be added ... All speakers

PROGRAMME
The program is being finalized at the moment. Please see Programme.

ORGANIZATION
The Covert Harassment Conference 2014 is organized by:
European Coalition

STOPEG Foundation

Against

(STOP Electronic weapons

Covert Harassment

and

(EUCACH)

Gang stalking)

www.eucach.org

www.stopeg.com

Copyright 2014 covertharassmentconference.com All rights reserved. Terms of use, Privacy statement
0,027,0,007,0,006,0,000
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Electromagnetic Frequency Mind Control Weapons

The Progressive Radio News

Electromagnetic Frequency Mind Control Weapons - by Stephen Lendman

Inloggen
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Listen Live Sunday, Noon -

Directed energy weapons include lasers, high power microwave, and millimeter

1:00 PM CT on PRN for

wave ones among others. A relevant December 2007 Department of Defense

cutting-edge discussions with

(DOD) report called them a "transformational game changer in military operations,

noted guests on major world

able to augment and improve operational capabilities in many areas," for both

and national issues. Archived

lethal and non-lethal purposes.

Shows
About Steve Lendman
Books by Steve Lendman:

Access the full text through the following link:
http://www.acq.osd.mil/dsb/reports/ADA476320.pdf
Among other applications, EMF weapons/devices are used for harassment,
surveillance and mind control. Agencies like the Pentagon, CIA and NSA use them
to monitor people, manipulate their minds, harm, and at times kill them. The Navy
Times called them the "most feared and controversial weapon(s) of (the) modern
age."
Human experiments in America go back decades, an earlier article addressed
MK-ULTRA (and others), accessed through the following link:
http://sjlendman.blogspot.com/2010/02/mk-ultra-cias-mind-control-program.html

Flashpoint in Ukraine:
How the US Drive For
Hegemony Risks World War
III

Begun in 1953, it was the code name for a secret CIA mind control program to
perfect a truth drug. It followed earlier WW II hypnosis, primitive drugs research,
and the US Navy's Project Chatter, identifying and testing drugs on both animal
and human subjects. These and other experiments aimed to control human
behavior through psychedelic and halluncinogenic drugs, electroshock, radiation,

Edited by and contributor

graphology, paramilitary techniques, and various psychological/sociological

Stephen Lendman

/anthropological methods, among others.

For more info including sales
info see
Claritypress: Flashpoint in
Ukraine:: How the US Drive
For Hegemony Risks World
War III

They comprised a vast open-field of mind experimentation, using anything that
might work, legal or not on willing and unwitting subjects. For example, Dr. Ross
Adey worked on the CIA's Pandora Project, using microwaves to send signals to
human brains. Cataloguing the results, he showed how they affected emotional
and pathological states. He also learned that human brains could be controlled
remotely through extremely low frequency modulated microwave beams, able to
cause psychological and physical harm.
People could be turned in zombies, their minds easily controlled. Physical harm
also resulted, affecting their blood, cardiovascular system, cells, central nervous
and digestive systems, glands, metabolism, reproduction, eyesight, and hearing.
In addition, subjects could be made suicidal or driven mad. Moreover, sounds and
speech can be placed in victims' brains, actual voices they can't control or stop.
Other effects include unexplainable burning, itching, tickling or pressure;
"humming" or "buzzing" causing sleeplessness and anxiety; loss of body control,
producing sudden twitching or jerking of an arm or leg; and feelings of dread,
rage, lust, sorrow, or other emotions that come and go quickly.

BANKER OCCUPATION
Waging Financial War on
Humanity

Moreover, microwave cooking can heat people to death by increasing the radiation
field intensity, causing local hot spots in eyes, gall bladders, and other body parts.
Paralysis can also be induced. Memories are erased or impaired. Cancerous cells

By Stephen Lendman

can be produced, and behavior modified the way authorities wish, even turning

For more info including sales

people into killers, microwave signals directing them. The entire mobile phone

info see

network can be used for these purposes, yet people are unaware of what's

Claritypress: BANKER
OCCUPATION: Waging
Financial War on Humanity
.

happening.
Post-WW II, human radiation experiments were conducted, affecting thousands of
US citizens. Millions more were exposed to radioactive fallout from over 200
atmospheric and underground tests. At the Nevada site in the 1950s and 1960s,
detonations affected over 200,000 '"atomic vets," thousands more downwind also
in Nevada, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico. These and numerous other physical
and psychological experiments caused enormous harm to hundreds of thousands
of unwitting people, victimized by their own country.

Electronic harassment and mind control technologies direct energy through lasers,
radio frequency energy beams, holography, interferometry, electromagnetic
radiation, radio and sound waves, satellites, radar, miniature electronic robots,
smart dust, and other means. All do it invisibly over thousands of miles. They can
penetrate walls, buildings, metals, concrete, mountains and thousands of miles of
earth.
Intersecting energy beams create radiation pockets in victims, engineered to
contain sound waves, messages, heat and pressure stress, simulated forms of
electromagnetic radiation, telepathic images, as well as holographic and virtual
reality simulations. Directed energy beams can also track, locate and target people
How Wall Street Fleeces
America:
Privatized Banking,
Government Collusion and
Class War
By Stephen Lendman

harmfully. They can only be blocked by force fields or materials that absorb or
deflect them. What they are remain top secret.
Bush I declared the 1990s "The Decade of the Brain," an effort "to enhance public
awareness of the benefits to be derived from brain research," keeping its dark side
hidden.

This book provides a powerful

The Pentagon's DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) conducted

tool for showing angry

research and development in "augmented cognition," what universities call

Americans how they've been

"cognitive science." It's the interdisciplinary study of how information is

fleeced, including a plan for

represented and transformed in the brain. The Pentagon's purpose was for military

constructive change.

applications, including manipulating the emotions and behavior of adversaries.

For reviews, a synopsis, and
Sales info, please click one

Used globally, it's applicable individually, for crowd control, or larger groups, using

of the following links:

millimeter waves, pulsed energy projectiles, and high power magnetic weapons,

Claritypress: How Wall

subjects unaware of what's hitting them.

Street Fleeces America or
Amazon.com

The NSA's Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) involves decoding EMF waves to tap into

.

computers wirelessly and track people. Using EMF Brain Stimulation to monitor
individuals, organizations and nations, it complements the CIA/Defense
Intelligence Agency's (DIA) Human Intelligence (HUMINT), and National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency's Imagery Intelligence (IMINT). NSA's DOMINT can
track millions of people simultaneously. It can also inflict harm, control subjects
psychologically and kill.
In conflict zones like Iraq and Afghanistan, "Project Sheriff" is used to give "troops
working in urban terrain more options" against combatants and noncombatants
alike. Humvees and armored personnel carriers have been retrofitted with
non-lethal weapons, including microwave-like pain rays (an Active Denial System)
and a Long Range Acoustic Device emitting earsplitting sounds.
Pulsed Energy Projectiles (PEPs) travel nearly at the speed of light. With pinpoint

The Iraq Quagmire:
The Price of Imperial
Arrogance

accuracy, they emit invisible laser pulses, electromagnetic radiation, stunning
targets, knocking them off their feet, paralyzing them in pain. Their long-term
effects, however, are unknown, including on the brain.

By Stephen Lendman and

Voice to Skull directed acoustic devices are neuro-electromagnetic non-lethal

J.J. Asongu

weapons, able to produce mood-altering sounds in a person's head. Remote Neural
Monitoring (RNM) uses satellite transmitted extra low frequencies (ELF) to send

PREVIOUS POSTS

Progressive Radio News Hour
Guests for January 6, ...
Islamophobia in Western
Media
Hail to the Thief: The New

voice to brain communications. Long Range Acoustic Devices (LRADs) are used for
crowd control. They produce 150-decibel acoustic beams, "designed to
communicate with authority and exceptionally high intelligibility in a 15 - 30
degree beam." They emit verbal challenges over distances beyond 500 meters,
with warning tones to influence behavior. They can also inflict physical harm,
manipulate minds, and cause death.

York Times Defends Mikh...
Haiti's Elections:
Illegitimately Recounting
Fraud...
Hail to the Chief: Spinning
Obama's Presidency
America's Gulf: New Report

The field of Augmented Cognition includes Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
(TMS), used therapeutically and for military purposes. The latter is to emit close
proximity electrical impulses to the brain to affect mood, sleep patterns, and
improve cognitive abilities in areas of learning, memory, attentiveness,
visualization, and decision-making. The long-term neurological effects are
unknown. The potential for human harm is considerable.

Says it's Dying
Palestine Today: A Reality of
Justice Denied
Israel Hardens Repression as
Palestinian Recogniti...
America's Gulf Disaster:
Accidental or Deliberate?...

Transmitted over long distances, silent psychotronic weapons can cause illness or
death for no apparent reason. In his 1970 book, "Between Two Ages," Zbigniew
Brezezinski, discussed technologies to conduct secret warfare, saying:
"It is possible - and tempting - to exploit, for strategic-political purposes, the fruits
of research on the brain and on human behavior....Accurately timed, artificially
excited electronic strokes could lead to a pattern of oscillations that produce

Obama Year Two: Continued

relatively high power levels over certain regions of the earth....In this way, one

Betrayal and Failure (Pa...

could develop a system that would seriously impair the brain performance of a
very large population in selected regions, over an extended period."
Most people know nothing about directed energy weapons, manipulating,
incapacitating and killing many thousands who have no idea what hit them.
America has been a longtime global offender, developing and using them for
decades to surveille, harass, intimidate, manipulate, torture, and kill. They can
also read minds and turn people into zombies. Why? To achieve total
unchallengeable control.
So-called "non-lethal weapons" can be as harmful as killer ones. Ongoing research,
in fact, is chilling. Waging war on human minds and bodies, it's morally, ethically,
and legally indefensible. Continuing, however, atrocity technologies are produced,
mostly without public knowledge or that governments like America use them
against their own people and others. For ill, of course, not good. Dr. Mengele lives.
Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago and can be reached at
lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net. Also visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com
and listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive
Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio Network Thursdays at 10AM US Central
time and Saturdays and Sundays at noon. All programs are archived for easy
listening.
http://www.progressiveradionetwork.com/the-progressive-news-hour/.
posted by Steve Lendman @ 2:29 AM
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Prime Ministry: telepathy may be
involved in engineers’ deaths

Engineer Halim Ünsem Ünal (back, L), who worked for ASELSAN and is believed to have committed suicide, is pictured with his
family. (Photo: Cihan)
August 05, 2013, Monday/ 17:31:00/ AHMET DÖNMEZ
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A report the Inspection Board of the Prime Ministry has recently completed on the mysterious
deaths of some engineers working for a Turkish defense industry giant, aselsan , maintains
that the young engineers may have been driven to commit suicide after being exposed to
telepathic attacks aimed at destroying them psychologically.
Four engineers working for ASELSAN died in mysterious and consecutive deaths in the years
2006 and 2007. Following the initial probe conducted after the deaths of Hüseyin Başbilen,
Halim Ünsem Ünal, Evrim Yançeken and Burhaneddin Volkan, the press reported that the
unexpected deaths of the four engineers were believed to be suicides, but question marks
about the deaths have lingered on, with the families of the victims usually skeptical about their
suicides.
Last year, the Inspection Board of the Prime Ministry launched a probe into the engineers'
deaths. After completing a one-year investigation into the incidents, the Inspection Board has
drawn up a final report, which, after being presented to Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
this week, was also submitted to the Ankara Chief Prosecutor's Office, which is in charge of
the investigation.
Despite previous claims in the media that the four engineers had worked on some important

SPORTS

defense projects, “They were not working on critical projects,” the report said. One of the most
striking things in the report is the suggestion that the four engineers may have been led to
commit suicide after being subjected to telepathic attacks aimed to induce depression. In the
report, inspectors also urged the Ankara Chief Prosecutor's Office to investigate the deaths
from this perspective.
The report doesn't provide a clear answer as to whether the deaths should be labeled as
murder or suicide. After enumerating the findings about the deaths, the inspectors drawing up
the report highlighted the fact that video images of the period immediately before the deaths,
particularly in the cases of Başbilen and Yançeken, are needed, but as the deaths were seven
years ago, it is no longer possible.
All four engineers were undergoing psychological treatment before their deaths. But
inspectors find it suspicious that, after Başbilen's death, all three other engineers had, one
after the other, started to undergo psychological treatment. The inspectors conceded in the
report, however, that no connection between the four deaths has been found.
Hüseyin Başbilen (31), a cryptology expert, was found dead in his car, with his throat and
wrist cut, in Ankara on August 2006. Authorities announced that Başbilen, who had been
married for two months, had committed suicide. Six months after Başbilen's death, Halim
Ünsem Ünal, 29, was found dead, shot in the head by a pistol belonging to his father, in his
car. The death of Ünal, who was to be married in three days, was also recorded as suicide.
Only eight days after Ünal's death, another electrical engineer, Evrim Yançeken (26), lost his
life, falling from the balcony of the apartment in which he was living with his parents in
Ankara. About ten months later, Burhanettin Volkan, a software engineer, apparently
committed suicide on October 9, 2007, with his own gun while on guard duty as part of
military service. Volkan, who had started to receive psychological treatment before being
enlisted, was married during his military service. He died only 40 days after being married.
Initially, all four cases were closed after being labeled as suicides. But Fikret Seçen, the
prosecutor conducting the Ergenekon investigation, an illegal gang charged with plotting to
overthrow the government, referred the files of Başbilen, Yançeken and Volkan to the Ankara
Chief Prosecutor's Office in 2010.
Başbilen's case is particularly suspicious. In the report drawn up by the Security Directorate,
the theory of Başbilen's murder is given a higher probability by experts, while out of the eight
members of the Council of Forensic Medicine (ATK), five said the Başbilen case was suicide,
with three opting for murder. The investigation is still ongoing regarding the deaths of the
ASELSAN engineers. Vehbi Başbilen, father of Hüseyin, wrote a letter to Erdoğan in August
last year, saying he didn't believe his son would have committed suicide. It was following this
letter that Erdoğan instructed the Inspection Board to investigate the case.
The Inspection Board examined almost everything, from the projects the four engineers
worked on to the victims' family life, psychological treatment they were receiving, trips abroad

and files prepared by the prosecutor's office. Members of the Inspection Board also talked
with the families, the psychologists of the victims and with experts in telepathy.
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Greenham Common
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech21.htm
Rather than belabor the obvious, for when DOD develops a weapon it can be said with
certainty that it will be tested and, if possible, where it would be useful to meet their goals;
another example will put motives and, at least, one type of application in more realistic
perspective. Women peace activists have kept an ongoing vigil at the periphery of the U.S.
Air Force base at Greenham in England since 1981.
They are protesting build-up of nuclear weapons. The U.S. Cruise missiles, which are
nuclear warheads small enough to be mounted on the back of a truck called a launcher
vehicle, arrived at the base in March, 1984.
Since then the women in the encampment and members of the Cuisewatch network have
insured that when the launcher vehicle and its convoy are taken out into the British
countryside, the "dispersal exercises" aren't as secret as the military intended them to be.
The women of the network, non-violent activists, have been subjected to intense harassment
in an effort to be rid of their presence. In the Fall of 1984, things changed dramatically;
many, if not most of the women began suffering illness; and, simultaneously, the massive
police and military presence at the base virtually disappeared, and new and different antenna
were installed at the base.
In a report prepared by Rosalie Bertell, commissioner for International Commission of
Health Professionals for Human Rights, a non-governmental organization based in Geneva,
Switzerland, the unusual patterns of illness ranged from "severe headaches, drowsiness,
menstrual bleeding at abnormal times or post-menopausal, to bouts of temporary paralysis,
faulty speech coordination and in one case apparent circulatory failure requiring
hospitalization." Other symptoms documented by peace activist Kim Bealy, who
coordinates investigations into reports of illness at specific places around the base, included;
vertigo, retinal bleeding, burnt face (even at night), nausea, sleep disturbances and
palpitations.
Psychobiological symptoms included lack of concentration, disorientation, loss of memory,
irritability and a sense of panic in non-panic situations. The symptoms have virtually all
been associated in medical literature with exposure to microwaves and most listed can be
induced through low intensity or non-thermal exposures. Measurements were taken around
the base by members of Electronics for Peace and by others. Strong signals, up to one
hundred times the normal background level were detected on a number of occasions. In fact,
signals ten times stronger than those felt to be emanating from normal base transmitting
systems were found. The strongest signals generally appeared in the areas where the women
Greenham Common. Page 1 of 4

said that they suffered ill effects. For instance, they were found to cover the women's
encampment near the "green gate" (gates to the base are designated by color), but stopped
abruptly at the edge of the road leading to the gate.
The strength of the signals were also found to reflect the activity of the women: e.g., they
increased rapidly when the women started a demonstration. Visitors to the encampment,
both men and women, reported experiencing the same types of symptoms and the same
pattern of variation as the Greenham women. It may be revealing that British personnel who
guard the perimeter of the base work very short shifts (two hours at a time) and only for two
weeks. What else has been used against the women of Greenham Commons?
If high frequency verbal transmissions are used in U.S. department stores and have a
significant effect in meeting their security goals, it seems likely that the military would also
exploit the same technology.
What would such a message tell the women? "There is something wrong with this place, 'I'
want to get out of here, 'I' don't like it here..." Perhaps auditory transmissions would be
simultaneous with the transmissions that were making them feel unwell. In a review
prepared by National Bureau of Standards, Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory, for
Nuclear Defense Agency, Intelligence and Security Directorate, use of low intensity
microwaves was considered for application as a "psychological deterrent."
The report stated, "...microwave radiation has frequently been cited as being responsible for
non-thermal effects in integrated central nervous system activity. The behavioral
consequences most frequently reported have been disability, listlessness and increased
irritability." The report fails to mention just as frequently cited low intensity microwave
health effects as,
chromosome damage
congenital birth defects
autonomic nervous system disregulation, including disruption of bio-cycles
impaired immune function
brain damage and other neurological abnormalities, including leaks in the blood brain
barrier and depletion of some neurotransmitters
among a host of other health impairments not to be taken lightly

A reckless form of biological and psychological control has been perpetuated whether the
source of the symptoms of the Greenham Commons is radar surveillance aimed at the
women, or if there is conscious application of the microwaves as a "deterrent" or a means to
Greenham Common. Page 2 of 4

drive the women away.
Calculated efforts were also directed at preventing or eroding community support. In the
summer of 1985, women planning to visit the camp had to be notified that long term health
effects might ensue for women who were pregnant or intended to be.
As activist Kim Bealy put it, "It would now appear that we are protecting the missiles by
killing people slowly." Health complaints similar to those of the women at Greenham
Common are being made by women peace activists at Seneca, New York, and from activists
at other locations.
The symptoms at Greenham seem to occur on an occasional basis now, perhaps due to the
Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty, which applies to the missiles housed there,
or due to somewhat increased public or congressional awareness. It is not necessary that the
transmission take place from equipment in the vicinity of a target (although the Greenham
women seemed to be suffering from transmissions made from within the base.)
Propagation of microwaves has been very well studied and is very sophisticated, e.g., a two
inch beam can be sent from a satellite, point to point, to a receiving dish on earth; and, it
was reported in 1978, that the CIA had a program called Operation Pique, which included
bouncing radio signals or microwaves off of the ionosphere to affect the mental functions of
people in selected areas, including Eastern European nuclear installations. In the U.S. the
military has intentionally obfuscated discussion of environmental health effects. With their
ally "industry" they have won, at least for the time being, the right to perpetuate their
interests, to the detriment of the public's best interests. Scientists who have spoken up on the
environmental impact of military microwave or electromagnetic systems have been treated
as security risks, and have had their funds cut, so great is the military's concern in protecting
their communications systems by ensuring themselves unlimited use of radio frequencies or
microwaves. The upshot is that in the U.S. at this time, there is no legally enforceable
microwave standard. There never has been an enforceable standard for the public or the
workplace. Microwaves at intensities within the suggested "guideline" have finally been
shown, even by U.S. research, to cause health damage. Worse, some industrial exposures are
extraordinarily high. For instance, plastic sealers, a low income group comprised mainly of
women within childbearing years, use equipment that exposes them to over 10,000
microwatts of microwaves or radio frequencies throughout an eight hour day, and in some
case, to hundreds of milliwatts. As energy absorbed from their equipment flows to ground,
so much heat has been felt in the ankles of some workers that they have learned to do their
tasks with their feet elevated on plastic. They are not provided metal shielding as workers
are in more health conscious countries. While most of the public are only exposed to very
low levels of microwaves and radio frequencies, a considerable number (between one and
two percent) live or work near emitters, such as radio and television transmitters, military
Greenham Common. Page 3 of 4

and airport radar, and industrial tools utilizing these frequencies. Therefore, it is likely that
they are exposed to levels that have been proven to be unhealthful or downright dangerous.
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Sonic device deployed in London during
Olympics
By Gavin Thomas
BBC News
12 May 2012

London

The Ministry of Defence has
conﬁrmed a sonic device will be
deployed in London during the
Olympics.
The American-made Long Range
Acoustic Device (LRAD) can be used
to send verbal warnings over a long
distance or emit a beam of
pain-inducing tones.

The company deny it is a weapon and say it
can be used to "peacefully resolve
uncertain situations"

The equipment was spotted ﬁxed to a
landing craft on the Thames at
Westminster this week.
The manufacturer denies it is a weapon and the MoD said it would be used
"primarily in the loud hailer mode".
A spokesman for the San Diego-based LRAD Corporation said the 1000Xi
was "an eﬀective long range communications system that broadcasts
focused, highly intelligible, multi-language messages, instructions and
warnings over distances up to 3,000 metres to peacefully resolve uncertain
situations".
Royal Marines operating in patrol craft from HMS Ocean are also heavily
armed with conventional ﬁrearms.
The piercing beam of sound emitted by the device is highly directional. Some

versions of the LRAD are capable of producing
deafening sound levels of 150 decibels at one
metre.
But the device, which was used this week during
Exercise Olympic Guardian, can also be used to
broadcast verbal warnings, such as ordering
crowds to disperse.

London 2012 - One
extraordinary year
The BBC's home of 2012:
Latest Olympic news,
sport, culture, torch relay,
video and audio

LRAD Corporation has previously sold the
device to the US Army, which deployed them in
Iraq for crowd control.
They have also been bought by the US Navy and Air Force as well as a
number of police forces worldwide.
It has been successfully used aboard ships to repel Somali pirates.
The panel-shaped LRAD is mounted onto steerable gimbals and said to be
far more eﬃcient than a normal loudspeaker.
A Ministry of Defence spokesman said: "As part of the military contribution to
the police-led security eﬀort to ensure a safe and secure games, a broad
range of assets and equipment is being used by our armed forces".
"This includes the LRAD (Long Range Acoustic Device) which will be
deployed during the Olympic Games primarily to be used in the loud hailer
mode as part of the measures to achieve a maritime stop on the Thames."
The LRAD spokesman said: "LRAD systems are far superior to bullhorns,
which have limited range and poor sound quality.
"LRAD systems enable homeland security and law enforcement personnel to
communicate safely and clearly to individuals on land or water and assist in
keeping high proﬁle events safe for all participants."
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For the first time about which I am aware there is the
recognition that electronic and electromagnetic radiation
devices can be used as destructive weapons. Michigan has
recognised this in its Penal Code effective 1st January 2004
by including such devices.
In keeping up with technology used to harass and terrorise Michigan has enacted a
law updating terrorism and harassment by all current means including electronic
or electromagnetic.
This criminalises such unlawful purposes as intending to actually harm or imitate
such intention in order to frighten, terrorise, intimidate, harass, injure or kill any
person. This also applies to property damage.
The criminal penalties are quite severe starting at prison sentences up to 15 years
for just doing this, up to 20 years for property damage, up to 25 years for personal
injury, life for impairment of a bodily function and life without parole in the event
of death.
To cause a false belief of being subjected to this has a penalty including up to five
years in prison.

Under this law those carrying out the electronic and electromagnetic terror and
torture campaign against me 24/7 for years would be liable to life in prison for
having destroyed my eyesight. There are other impairments of bodily functions
and personal injuries as well as property damage.
Given this explicit passage of a law in the State of Michigan in the US effective
1st January 2004 recognising the great harm which can be done by such devices
and activity it is amazing that this is allowed to be carried out freely without
penalty in the UK.
What is even worse is that the Government is doing this to me and has been
behind this activity 24/7 for 66 months since the end of August 1998. The intent
to cause personal injury and death has been clear by both verbal statements and
actions.
I have been threaten with a bomb: "I'll get a bomb and blow him out of there."
This was witnessed by someone whom I believe was connected with the police
who subsequently verified that this threat was made on another occasion. There
are explosives included in this law.
Is the legislation base of this country [UK] already second class? This is in
reference to the statement this week in the UK by the Lord Chief Justice that the
new Supreme Court proposed by the Labour Government will be second class
because it will not be able to determine the constitutionality of laws, and it will not
be independent.
I have excerpted the parts of the Michigan law below which apply to electronic
and electromagnetic devices.
This is Public Law 256 2003 and 257 2003. Go to:
http://www.michiganlegislature.org/mileg.asp?page=PublicActs
and enter the above law number and year information for the full law.
Michigan Public Law 256 2003
THE MICHIGAN PENAL CODE (EXCERPT)
Act 328 of 1931
750.200h Definitions.
Sec. 200h.
As used in this chapter:
(e) "For an unlawful purpose" includes, but is not limited to, having the intent to
do any of the following:
(i) Frighten, terrorize, intimidate, threaten, harass, injure, or kill any person.
(ii) Damage or destroy any real or personal property without the permission of the
property owner or, if the property is public property, without the permission of the

governmental agency having authority over the property.
(k) "Harmful electronic or electromagnetic device" means a device designed to
emit or radiate or that, as a result of its design, emits or radiates an electronic or
electromagnetic pulse, current, beam, signal, or microwave that is intended to
cause harm to others or cause damage to, destroy, or disrupt any electronic or
telecommunications system or device, including, but not limited to, a computer,
computer network, or computer system.
(m) "Imitation harmful substance or device" means a substance or device that is
designed or intended to represent 1 or more of the following or that is alleged to be
1 of the following but that is not any of the following:
(vii) A harmful electronic or electromagnetic device.
(n) "Serious impairment of a body function" means that term as defined in section
58c of the Michigan vehicle code, 1949 PA 300, MCL 257.58c.
(o) "Telecommunications system" means that term as defined in section 219a.
History: Add. 1998, Act 207, Eff. Oct. 1, 1998 ;--Am. 2001, Act 135, Imd. Eff.
Oct. 23, 2001 ;--Am. 2003, Act 256, Eff. Jan. 1, 2004 .
© 2004 Legislative Council, State of Michigan
Michigan Public Law 257 2003 750.200i Unlawful acts; penalties
THE MICHIGAN PENAL CODE (EXCERPT)
Act 328 of 1931
750.200i Unlawful acts; penalties.
Sec. 200i.
(1) A person shall not manufacture, deliver, possess, transport, place, use, or
release any of the following for an unlawful purpose:
(d) A harmful electronic or electromagnetic device.
(2) A person who violates subsection (1) is guilty of a crime as follows:
(a) Except as provided in subdivisions (b) to (e), the person is guilty of a felony
punishable by imprisonment for not more than 15 years or a fine of not more than
$10,000.00, or both.
(b) If the violation directly or indirectly results in property damage, the person is
guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment for not more than 20 years or a fine
of not more than $15,000.00, or both.
(c) If the violation directly or indirectly results in personal injury to another
individual other than serious impairment of a body function or death, the person is
guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment for not more than 25 years or a fine
of not more than $20,000.00, or both.

(d) If the violation directly or indirectly results in serious impairment of a body
function to another individual, the person is guilty of a felony punishable by
imprisonment for life or any term of years or a fine of not more than $25,000.00,
or both.
(e) If the violation directly or indirectly results in the death of another individual,
the person is guilty of a felony and shall be punished by imprisonment for life
without eligibility for parole and may be fined not more than $40,000.00, or both.
History: Add. 1998, Act 207, Eff. Oct. 1, 1998 ;--Am. 2003, Act 257, Eff. Jan. 1,
2004 .
© 2004 Legislative Council, State of Michigan
Michigan Public Law 257 2003 750.200l Acts causing false belief of exposure;
violation; penalty
THE MICHIGAN PENAL CODE (EXCERPT)
Act 328 of 1931
750.200l Acts causing false belief of exposure; violation; penalty.
Sec. 200l.
(1) A person shall not commit an act with the intent to cause an individual to
falsely believe that the individual has been exposed to a harmful biological
substance, harmful biological device, harmful chemical substance, harmful
chemical device, harmful radioactive material, harmful radioactive device, or
harmful electronic or electromagnetic device.
(2) A person who violates subsection (1) is guilty of a felony punishable by
imprisonment for not more than 5 years or a fine of not more than $10,000.00, or
both.
History: Add. 2001, Act 135, Imd. Eff. Oct. 23, 2001 ;--Am. 2003, Act 257, Eff.
Jan. 1, 2004 .
© 2004 Legislative Council, State of Michigan
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Microwave hearing – by Mark Rich
http://www.newworldwar.org/microwavehearing.htm
Microwave hearing is a scientific fact. Existing radar units can be modified to transmit a beam of
pulsed microwave energy into a person’s skull which causes sounds such as ticks, buzzes, hisses,
knocks, chirps, and words. The sounds, which originate from within, above, or behind the head, are
transmitted to the inner ear via bone conduction.
There is no external noise. It can be applied at a distance of at least hundreds of meters. Manportable transmitters allegedly exist.
Despite some of the relatively recent announcements that this is possible, according to other
mainstream reports, it has been around in some form since at least the early 1960s. Two notable
contributors to the early development of microwave hearing include Drs. Allan Frey and Joseph
Sharp.
In his 1962 report, Human Auditory System Response to Modulated Electromagnetic Energy, which
appeared in the Journal of Applied Psychology, Dr. Frey described how microwave hearing was
demonstrated using a microwave transmitter that projected sound several hundred feet.
The transmitter used pulse-modulated waves at extremely low average power levels. The
transmission was immediate. The system was wireless and receiverless, and the sounds were even
heard by the deaf. Then in the mid 1970s, Dr. Sharp helped to develop microwave hearing
technology for DARPA by conducting research at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
(WRAIR). In 1973 Dr. Sharp proved that the correct modulation of microwave energy could result
in the wireless and receiverless transmission of audible speech.
In 1976 it was reported by the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner that the Soviets were also conducting
extensive research into microwave hearing that was brought to the attention of the US Defense
Intelligence Agency. Words which appeared to be originating within a person’s skull, they reported,
could be induced by microwaves. The technology was to be used for antipersonnel purposes.
The October 1998 US Patent 4877027—Hearing System, mentioned that sound could be induced in
the head of an individual using microwaves in the range of about 100 MHz to 10 GHz. The waves
consist of frequency modulated bursts lasting from about 500 nanoseconds to 100 microseconds
that create a sense of hearing in the individual whose head is targeted. It is effective regardless of a
person’s hearing ability.
Others patents pertaining to microwave hearing, such as the August 1989, US Patent 4858612—
Hearing Device, and the July of 2003, US Patent 6587729—Apparatus for Audibly Communicating
Speech Using the Radio Frequency Hearing Effect, are based on similar scientific principles.
In July of 2008 New Scientist announced that Sierra Nevada Corporation planned to build a
microwave gun able to project beams of sounds directly into people’s heads. The weapon, which is
based on the microwave audio effect, will be used by the military. Wired’s February 2008 story,
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Pentagon Report: Nonlethal Weapons Could Target Brain, Mimic Schizophrenia, described how
microwave weapons which create voices in people’s heads are not only possible, but have already
been demonstrated.
Most researchers from the mid 1960s into the early 1990s have concluded that bone conduction
(thermal expansion) is the physical mechanism that allows for microwave hearing. The detection of
microwave hearing is the same in humans as it is in other mammals. Bone conduction is just a
secondary pathway for sound transmission in humans and most other mammals.
Bone conduction works basically in the following way: Upon hitting the skull and interacting with
the soft tissue in the head, a microwave signal in the range of about 2.4 MHz to 10 GHz is downconverted to an acoustic frequency of about 5 kHz.1
This acoustic energy launches a thermal acoustic wave which is sent to the inner-ear by conduits of
soft tissue that extend from the skull to the bony portion of the inner ear. Once it reaches the inner
ear, it activates the cochlear where the regular process of hearing occurs.
Although the increase in tissue temperature which causes the acoustic wave is rapid, it is small
because the pulse only lasts milliseconds. Therefore, there are no known harmful biophysical
effects. The sound produced by the transmission is immediate. It is noticed from within, behind, or
above the head.
According to some researchers, an individual’s ability to hear this type of sound depends on them
being able to hear above 5 kHz.2 People with hearing loss above 5 kHz may not perceive these
types of sounds as well as those with regular hearing up into the 15 kHz range. Also, because these
are low-intensity sounds, a quiet environment is required in order for them to be heard.
Microwave hearing is a well-established phenomenon, the basis for which extends back to at least
the early 1960s. According to the US military, some uses for microwave hearing include
establishing a private message transfer, and disrupting people who are not aware that the technology
exists. NATO and the US Army consider microwave hearing to be a NLW.3
Dr. Robert Becker, author of multiple books and a nominee for the Nobel Peach Prize, mentioned
that microwave hearing could be used to drive a person insane. “It would be pure terror,” agreed Dr.
Nick Begich. The use of this technology, says the US Army in its Bioeffects of Selected Nonlethal
Weapons document, could be “psychologically devastating.”
Sources Next
Endnotes

1 An abstract from the 2007 Health Physics, The Radiation Safety Journal article, Hearing of
Microwave Pulses by Humans and Animals, written by James C. Lin, says that the frequency range
for the microwave transmission can be from hundreds of MHz to tens of GHz. The transmission
frequency could be in the range of about 100 MHz to 10 GHz according to the October 1998 US
Patent 4877027―Hearing System.
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2 According to some sources, people with hearing loss above 5 kHz either can't hear these sounds or
have difficulty hearing them. See the 2003 Motorola Florida Research Laboratories article, Auditory
Response to Pulsed Radiofrequency Energy, by J.A. Elder and C.K. Chou, as well as the 2001
article Acoustic Weapons Prospective Assessment, by Jurgen Altmann from Volume 9 of Science
and Global Security. However, Dr. Frey's tests concluded that the deaf could hear them. Also, the
October 1998 US Patent 4877027―Hearing System mentioned that microwave hearing could be
perceived by individuals regardless of their hearing ability.
3 For the most part, the DOD is now transmitting microwave hearing attacks from the second I
awake until I go to sleep. These computer-generated attacks consist of basically the same phrases.
They are synchronized with thought patterns, other DEW attacks, and environmental stimuli.
Periodically, new phrases are used, seemingly to promote recent themes. See the Human-Computer
Intelligence Network and My Experience chapters in the Appendix for more on this.
Copyright © 2011 Mark Rich. All rights reserved.
Mark (at) NewWorldWar.org
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MICROWAVE MIND CONTROL
by Tim Rifat
UK INTELLIGENCE FORCES AND MICROWAVE MIND CONTROL
MIND CONTROL

As a scientist researching into microwave weapons used on the general public,
evidence that the GM900 microwave network as used by Vodaphone and British
Telecom, is a major health hazard, has come to my attention. Defence
Intelligence Agency (DIA) documents entitled: Biological Eﬀects Of
Electromagnetic Radiation (Radiowaves and Microwaves) Eurasian Communist
Countries, show that microwave frequencies similar to those of the cellular
phones can cause health problems in the following areas:
Blood.
Cardiovascular System.
Cells.
Central Nervous System.
Digestive System.
Glands.
Metabolism.
Reproduction.
Visual System.
Internal Sound Perception.
Equipment to test the frequency and intensity of microwave phones shows that
they produce signals similar to microwave ovens. Two Vodaphone cellular
phones were producing 100mW/cm2 and 50 mW/cm2 respectively. The danger
level for microwave ovens is 5mW/cm2 and the Russians regularly used 10
mW/cm2 for weapon research. These Vodaphones will therefore cause
signiﬁcant health problems if used. A variety of cell phones can be tested to see
how dangerous they are.
The GM1800 system used by Orange uses higher frequency microwaves.
Australian scientists found this caused cancer in mice exposed to radiation of
this type. The documents in my possession show that microwaves pass deeply
into the body and can have a negative eﬀect on the brain and body.
The DIA research dates from 1976 and shows the dangers were known about
over twenty years ago. The Soviets used the frequencies and intensities used by
mobile phones, 1800 MHz and 900 MHz, as weapons. It is a rule of the
intelligence community that you hide things in plain view, getting the public to
accept microwave mind control weapons which eﬀect their behaviour under the
guise of mobile phones was a stroke of genius. Getting the public to pay for
these microwave mind control devices, so their brains and behaviour can be
damaged, to make them more docile and easy to control, was pure diabolical
genius.
UK INTELLIGENCE FORCES AND MICROWAVE MIND CONTROL

Microwave weapons that turn people into stressed, confused, submissive
zombies are being used in Britain's inner cities. Developed by the communists,
microwave weapons similar to microwave ovens have since the 1980s, been
targeted on inner city council estates. These weapons transmit extremely low
frequency (ELF) signals which mimic natural brain waves; at the ﬂick of a
switch, all the people around these microwave transmitters are turned into
submissive zombies who cannot think clearly, become depressed, apathetic and
want to lounge around all day doing nothing: the inner city malaise found on
Britain's streets. With the advent of new ELF detectors designed by the author's
research teams, the mass mind control of the metropolitan UK population can
be proved. ELF signals are oﬀicially only found at nuclear submarine
communication stations, so the researchers were shocked to ﬁnd microwave
and UHF, mind control signals in city centres, the author's ﬂat, being sent
through mobile phones, the BT telephones and from the numerous transmitters
that dot the country.
The massive increase in mobile phones has enabled the UK security forces to
use this network of transmitters to beam mind control signals into the brains of
anyone living near these transmitters. Microwave phones use pulse modulated
microwaves of the correct intensity to pass through the skull into the brain and
control behaviour. Microwave transmitters are therefore the perfect medium for
the transmission of ELF signals to mind control the UK population.
Researchers are of the opinion that the inner city riots of the early eighties
forced the Thatcher regime to deploy ELF mind control devices developed in the
1970s to turn the working class housing estates into total policing zones. In
these zones, ELF transmitters turned the inhabitants into docile zombies. So
successful was this technology that it was expanded to cover all major towns.
Mass mind control of the UK public to make them submissive and obey
authority was expanded, hand-in-hand with the mobile phone network and
military and police microwave transmitters. Now the entire London conurbation
is covered by UHF and microwave carrying mind numbing ELF.
Research into the use of microwave weapons and their use for mind control
began in 1950s at the Tavistock Institute, one of Britain's leading psychiatric
research establishments. The UK institute was researching into ways of mind
controlling the British population without them knowing. The monkey
submission response, whereby the dominant monkey caused submissive
behaviour in the underlings, was the brain state of most interest to the British
scientists. Having found this speciﬁc brain rhythm for docile submissive,
zombie-like behaviour, it was then recorded and used as the template for the
ELF signal beamed on UK microwave transmitters. Britain was the ﬁrst
discoverer of microwave technology, used for radar, in the 1940s and therefore
had a commanding lead over everyone else in this ﬁeld.
The 1970s brought a darker side to the story, with the news that the Russians
were microwaving the US embassy in Moscow. One third of the staﬀ eventually
died of cancer from this microwave irradiation. Australian scientists proved in
1997, that tiny amounts of microwave produced by the very safest mobile
phones, cause cancer in mice, when exposed to this radiation. Greenham

Common was the ﬁrst time that the Ministry of Defence was involved in the
oﬀensive microwaving of women protesters, the so called Greenham Common
Women. This event showed that the UK security forces were willing to use lethal
doses of microwave radiation on large groups of the general public. Equipment
showed that the women peace protesters were subject to high levels of
microwave radiation, some of them have subsequently died from cancer.
Northern Ireland would have been a perfect proving ground for mass mind
control technology. Research at the Tavistock institute enabled the Thatcher
government to put into large scale use, the frequency which causes submission
in humans. Radiating this ELF frequency on microwave transmitters,
cellphones, BT phones and by use of other transmitters, the inner city
population can be behaviourally controlled. My research group have ELF
detectors, which can prove all manner of UK transmitters are being used to
mind control the population. Since ELF is not found naturally, and is only used
for nuclear submarine communication, its presence proves mind control
weapons are being used on the general public. The author also has access to
scientiﬁc documents showing the devastating eﬀects of ELF broadcast by
microwave, UHF and VHF on humans.
It is alleged that Marconi put this microwave technology into full scale
production, and around thirty scientists and military personnel on the project
who began to ask questions committed `suicide' under mysterious
circumstances.
My research has found that microwave weapons are targeted on middle class
troublemakers and researchers who cause problems for the establishment.
Russian and American research has found that pulse modulated microwaves (as
used for mobile phones) can, when modulated with ELF which mimics speciﬁc
brain patterns change the behaviour of the victim at the ﬂick of a switch. It has
been found that UK security police, such as MI5 use the 450 MHz frequency
used for this research (legally allowed to be used by the police) for behavioural
control. A vast catalogue of mind control frequencies in the MHz range, FM
radio, TV and mobile phone frequencies, have been measured, which are used
in the UK for mind control and killing or disabling victims: 147, 153, 197, 199,
447, 453, 456, 466, 853, 883, 884, 887... Symptoms can be depression,
befuddled thinking, loss of memory, stress, not being able to cope, manic
behaviour, schizophrenia, nervous breakdowns, physical collapse, brain and
nervous system damage, heart attacks, cancer...
An example was Brighton police van, parked outside the Brighton Pavilion
which was used to beam UHF and microwaves at vagrants to clear them from
the area. All Brighton's city centres are bombarded with microwaves when
vagrants congregate to make them so ill they have to ﬂee. The Evening Argus
newspaper asked the police if the white van which was parked in the Brighton
Pavilion grounds for months, was their van, they replied it was one of their
'surveillance' vehicles. On Wednesday, 4th of February the author was passing
Brighton Police station with a frequency counter which detects microwave
weapons, and I detected a 452 MHz microwave beam being directed at two
young oﬀenders sitting on a wall opposite the station. I confronted the police
with the reading, Robert Galloway, spokesperson for the police stated, "they

were not interested in microwaves even if they were a danger to health." The
author has uncovered widespread use of microwave weapons in Brighton by the
police and MI5 as a test programme to clear vagrants from the city centre.
Contacting researchers in this ﬁeld of enquiry, they all complain of
microwave-like symptoms, headache, nausea, giddiness, eye damage, ear
problems... Readings I have taken show that the 750-1000 MHz range is used
by the intelligence services for inducing nervous and physical collapse.
Microwave ovens give oﬀ 1000 MHz.
On the Channel 4 programme, For the Love of…New World Order, shown on
Monday night at 12pm, on April 6th, the author revealed some of these facts on
television. The presenter, and researchers of this programme complained of
severe headaches in the days preceding ﬁlming symptomatic of microwave
attack. As the foremost non-military expert microwave weapons, remote viewing
(psychic spying) and Psi-warfare, the author became aware of the microwave
problem when he was targeted to stop his forthcoming book on remote viewing
being released. This book on psychic spying, published by Century Books, is the
ﬁrst book by a scientist on the subject of Psi-warfare and the techniques the
superpowers developed.
Subsequent to the ﬁlming of the Channel 4 programme, he was arrested by
Brighton Police on February I5th outside their building and his frequency
counter was conﬁscated to stop him recording the use of microwave weapons
around the police station and in public places around the town. Even though no
law was broken. It appears Brighton Police are worried that their use of
microwave weapons on Brighton's vagrants is coming to light. The UK
government has also bought up all the readily available frequency counters,
these being the Watson FC-128 frequency counters, and the Optotronic devices,
and the manufacturers now market a 'modiﬁed' model, which most probably has
a digital ﬁlter so that the microwave weapon frequencies given above, cannot
be shown. The author's frequency counter has still not been returned. With such
high-level manipulation of events it seems that microwave mind control is part
of a secret policy which is being practised on the general public in this county.
As part of a covert government policy of harassing and disabling critics, this
means of attack is not covered by the law and highly deniable, the perfect
intelligence device for civilian control. The author's ﬂat is targeted with a 900
MHz beam which seems to be designed to cause massive neurological damage
and produce tumours.
The BT phone network has the potential to be used for docilisation of the UK
public. A 30-40 MHz signal is carried by the phone. When the earpiece is placed
against the head, bone conduction carries the ELF component into the brain of
the phone user. A ELF signal which can eﬀect behaviour or health is therefore
passed into all BT phone users. It appears from experts I have consulted on the
subject that the digital phones have been designed to carry this mind control
carrier frequency. Vodaphone have supplied a mobile phone to a friend of mine
that pumps out an 847 MHz signal at over 100 mW/cm2, this is equivalent to
4x100 watt lightbulbs being turned on in the body of the user. This means that
mobile phones can potentially be used to kill or so disable a person they no

longer become a problem to the establishment. Another Vodaphone tested
pumped out 50 mW/cm2. UK safe levels for microwave ovens are 5 mW/cm2 which are not held near the head. There are reports by military researchers that
1 mW/cm2 will cause swelling of nerve cells exposed to microwave.
It is obvious that a total policing of the population by means of UHF, VHF, and
microwave EM radiation, amongst others, is being used to keep the UK
population in a docile and submissive mental state. Mental confusion can also
be added to the signal for working class inner city areas to keep them docile
and confused. A land of stultiﬁed zombies, who are mind controlled to make
them docile and unable to think clearly. Subversives are habitually targeted
with microwaves to drive them mad or make them fatally ill
On July 4th 1976 seven giant transmitters in the Ukraine, powered by the
Chernobyl nuclear facility, pumped a 100 megawatt radio frequency at the West,
which contained a 10 Hz ELF mind control frequency. According to a US
scientist, Dr. Andrija Puharich, MD, the soviet pulses covered the human brain
frequencies. With a Dr. Bob Beck Andrija proved that the Soviet transmissions
were a weapon. He found that a 6.66 Hz frequency would cause depression and
an 11 Hz signal would cause manic and riotous behaviour. transmissions could
indeed entrain the human brain, and thereby induce behavioural modiﬁcation
populations can be mind controlled en masse by ELF transmissions. More
importantly he found that an ELF signal could cause cancer at the ﬂick of a
switch. It did this by modifying the function of the RNA transferases so that
amino acid sequences are scrambled and produce unnatural proteins.
MIND CONTROL
Torture is alive and well in the UK. MI5, the UK's secret police, regularly use
Non-Lethal Weapons on any dissidents. Since MI5 have a well documented
history of hating the Labour Party, and were instrumental in bringing down the
Labour Prime Minister Harold Wilson, they naturally took to spying on, and
discrediting, any group or person who did not follow their rabid right wing
dogma. When Margaret Thatcher became Prime Minister of a right wing
Conservative Government in 1979, she soon saw the power in recruiting MI5 to
be her own secret police. During the Miner's strike in the early eighties, Arthur
Scargill and his National Union of Miners nearly brought the Conservative
Government down, with their year long strike. Margaret Thatcher used MI5 to
spy on the Miners and to discredit Arthur Scargill. Leading police oﬀicers
argued against the use of MI5 on the civilian population, they were ignored or
replaced - if they proved too vociferous.
Margaret Thatcher was the ﬁrst Prime Minister for many a year to sit in on the
Joint Intelligence Committee's meetings on a regular basis. Thatcher, as a
trained scientist, would have been well aware of the usefulness of microwave
weapons. They are impossible to detect unless you have a detector, dissidents
have no idea these weapons exist, and best of all, they are totally deniable. It
may be that MI5 kept this research secret from Margaret Thatcher, but the
resources the UK has put into these fearsome, so-called non-lethal weapons, is
extensive. UK intelligence runs a ﬂeet of microwave weapon carrying vans, as

well as portable microwave weapons that can be deployed near the dissident's
home. The vast expense can be disguised as communications equipment, for as
we all know, microwave telephone communication is all the rage in our modern
world. My research shows that the microwave telephone network also has the
potential to be used as a major mind control weapon system to control the
behaviour of the microwave phone users.
Developed under the Conservative government, which was in power from
1979-97. The UK secret, or 'black' government, has at its disposal a fearsome
array of mind control weapons. These abhorrent devices are euphemistically
called 'non-lethal weapons' by the UK military. In fact they kill you slowly by
causing: nerve damage, cancers, mental collapse leading to suicides, or tissue
failure, such as heart attacks due to the cooking eﬀect of microwaves.
Precisely modulated microwave radiation is used to inﬂuence brain function.
Human behaviour and reactions can be entirely controlled by using pulse
modulated microwave EM radiation. Pulse modulated microwaves are useful as
the carrier for the mind control signals as they are able to pass through the
skull, which is rather resistant to low level EM. The massive number of
microwave antennae that dot the country, some of which are used for the
microwave phone network, all use pulse modulated microwaves, which makes
their use for a strategic mind control device against the civilian population in
times of trouble, or rioting, crucial to modifying the behaviour of the general
population. In modern democracies it is no longer viable to shoot rioters, or
torture dissidents by normal means, as the bad publicity is self defeating. Thus,
microwave weapons have been developed by the UK's military intelligence as
they leave no marks, or gaping wounds. This pulse modulated microwave
carrier beam can then be used to carry signals. These signals are extremely low
frequency recordings of brain electrical potentials, which have been recorded
by neuro-medical researchers such as Dr Ross Adey.
Dr Ross Adey's research at the Brain Research Institute of the University of
California, was funded by the CIA. In their Pandora project a catalogue of
diﬀerent brain signals for speciﬁc actions, emotions and pathological states of
mind were recorded. It was found that when microwaves were used to ﬁre these
signals at victims' brains, they experienced the moods, behaviour, and the
pathological states, carried by the signals. This meant that by mimicking natural
brain frequencies, the human brain could be controlled remotely by use of
extremely low frequency broadcast carried by pulse modulated microwave
beams (ELF pulse modulated microwave remote mind control technology).
It is now possible to broadcast mind control commands directly into the brain by
use of microwave beams. All that is needed is a catalogue of every speciﬁc brain
frequency for each: mood, action and thought. These catalogues of excitation
potentials are available from Russian neuro-medical research institutes, so any
one with enough cash can have the same technology at their disposal, as UK
military mind control groups (the psychological-enforcement arm of MI5). The
Aum sect bought microwave weaponry via their 50,000 Russian converts.
Particular excitation potential, is then broadcast by pulse modulated microwave
transmitter. This pulse modulated microwave beam has the ELF excitation

potential frequency imprinted upon it. It was found that each behavioural set in
humans had a distinctive frequency. There was one for: anger, suicide, hysteria,
trauma, serial killing, paranoia, lust...etc. Intelligence operatives in the UK
regularly park microwave transmitters outside targets' houses and beam
speciﬁc mood inducing excitation potentials at the victims. To aid them, they
have sophisticated millimetre wave scanners to look through the victims' walls,
so they can see the targets' in their homes. Pulse modulated microwaves are
regularly directed at the victims' brains, while other people in their homes are
oblivious of what is going on. A leading conspiracy researcher, who looks into
GCHQ at Cheltenham, found one of these vans, with two spheres on its roof
parked in his road. When he took the number plate and through contacts
checked who owned it, he found it was an MOD van. Hopefully he has found the
microwave weapon system before it has done him too much harm.
These microwave weapons were developed allegedly at Marconi. When ﬁring
microwave beams through walls at one speciﬁc target, every material in the
way of the microwave beam attenuates or modiﬁes the intensity and frequency
of the beam. Since precise frequencies and intensities are needed for mind
control, very sophisticated microwave arrays and computer programmes had to
be developed so that the microwave beam could be changed in response to the
materials which lay between the target and the weapon, as the victim moved
around the house. To do this, the reﬂectivity and refractivity of the materials
between victim and weapon had to be analysed in real-time and fed to a
computer which could change the microwave array in concert with the
changing environment between victim and weapon, as the target moved around
his/her home. Secondly, there had to be an automatic interrupter if another
person walked in front of the beam. The victim needed to be driven mad or
disabled, without anyone else being aware that he or she was being targeted.
The technology for this was very complex but eventually it was perfected.
Twenty ﬁve or more scientists and military personnel, associated with the
Marconi project, then died in mysterious circumstances. Intelligence personnel
regularly kill people to keep them quiet. Maybe they killed the entire research
team to keep such a diabolical weapon secret. For if it were made public, the
scandal would bring down the government. Whatever the real story, by the mid
to late eighties, all the problems had been ironed out and these new smart
microwave weapons were deployed on the UK s streets. Northern Ireland would
have proved the perfect place to test them out. Pulse modulated microwave
weapons had now come of age.
By this method, any mood or behavioural set, can be conditioned into the
target's brain. Intelligence agents keep a log of the victim's behaviour to see if
more intense 'treatment' is needed and as a guide for future mind control
projects. It is alleged that by this method, UFO and conspiracy researchers, are
routinely driven to commit suicide. having the excitation potential for suicide
beamed into your brain day and night by microwave mind control weapons,
soon resets the brain into a cycle of depression that spirals out of control ending
in suicide. Many intelligence and technical oﬀicers in the UK, who have spilled
the beans, or could be a potential leak, are driven to commit suicide by the
special mind control teams run by MI5. If you look at the long list of UK military
and intelligence experts who inexplicably commit suicide, one can see an

underlying mind control logic that drives them to kill themselves.
Behavioural reinforcement is used in a synergistic way with the mind control. It
was found that the eﬀect of the microwave beams could be greatly enhanced by
external reinforcement. Intelligence community personnel destroy the target's
property, ruin their ﬁnancial aﬀairs spread vicious rumour, make sexual
peccadilloes public knowledge - such as wearing women's underwear, while
checking oneself - with an orange in one's mouth. External reinforcement of
pulse modulated microwave mind control technology was found to be very
eﬀective. Intelligence chiefs are now in seventh heaven; if some one becomes a
problem they get the 'suicide mind control team' parked outside their house.
Within weeks, the victim kills himself. This is very pleasing to the intelligence
mandarins, as suicides are easy to explain away - even if the victim was a highly
placed politician or military man.
If the military intelligence agency does not wish you to commit suicide, they can
drive you mad. This is done by beaming the excitation potential of a particular
pathological mental state at your brain while you are at home. To aid in this, the
intelligence operatives can place sounds and speech in the target victim's brain.
This inter cerebral hearing is used to drive the victim mad, as no one else can
hear the voices transmitted into the brain of the target. Transmission of
auditory data directly into the targets' brains using microwave carrier beams is
now common practise. Instead of using excitation potentials, one uses a
transducer to modify the spoken word into ELF audiograms, that are then
superimposed on the pulse modulated microwave beam.
Discrediting well known people who are causing problems for the shadowy elite,
by driving them mad, seems to be standard operating procedure for the
intelligence community. Victims are subject to pulse modulated microwaves
which carry diﬀerent types of madness and behavioural aberrations, encoded as
ELF excitation potentials. This makes the troublesome high proﬁle person,
display manic or insane behaviour that discredits them. Examples of this
technique are allegedly: David Icke, Fergie, Princess Diana... Outside
environmental reinforcement, by use of media agents in league with MI5, makes
it assured that the high proﬁle person's mind controlled madness, will be put in
the worst possible light to discredit them. In this way, high proﬁle subversives
who cannot be wrongly imprisoned (unlike the Carl Bridgewater prisoners,
Birmingham Six, Guilford Four...) in the normal way by Britain's police, or killed
by assassination squads, such as the Pegasus group, are made to look
ridiculous. Public humiliation is the ﬁnest weapon the authorities have, to make
harmless, a potential well known ﬁgure, who is causing trouble.
If the VIP needs to be made temporarily ill, microwave beams containing the
signal the brain gives oﬀ during a vicious bout of ﬂu can be ﬁred at the victim.
This causes the target to display all the symptoms of ﬂu, even though they have
not caught the virus. Major Ed Dames, the remote viewing specialist, who has
close links with the US secret military, alluded to this device on a US TV
programme.
The intelligence agents can also use low level microwaves to cause mental and
physical confusion that leads to illness. Beaming microwaves at victims makes

them fatigued, damages their immune system, causes neurological damage that
eﬀects their thinking, and ability to carry out tasks, induces premature ageing,
cancer and cataracts. Sussex Police regularly use this low level microwave to
clear drunks from city centres. While researching this matter, I was subject to
high levels of microwave >10mW/cm2 whenever I approached their
headquarters, whilst MI5 irradiated my home continually with microwaves. It
seems that I touched a raw nerve while researching mind control weapon usage
in the UK.
Organisations that irritate the authorities have their building turned into a 'hot
spot' by microwave transmitters, so the staﬀ all suﬀer sick building syndrome
caused by microwave damage. Or the staﬀ of the target organisation have their
behaviour changed to cause discord. UFO Reality, a leading UFO and
conspiracy magazine have complained of mysterious health problems, while
another New Age group complained of eye damage, nausea and headaches
brought on whenever they had a meeting, which may have been caused by
microwaves.
Heating the victim to death, by microwave cooking is caused by increasing the
ﬁeld intensity of the radiation, to cause local hot spots in the victims' eyes and
gall bladder, which have poor circulation, so cannot carry away the heat.
Irradiating the optic nerve of the victim with the same signal that is sent to the
brain by this nerve, causes the nerve tissue to overload. In this way, subversives
can be blinded by the intelligence community without them knowing what has
occurred. An American researcher complained of this problem to me and
warned me that this weapon system was being used on my person by MI5.
Neurological research has found that the brain has speciﬁc frequencies for each
voluntary movement called preparatory sets. When you pick up an object, there
is a speciﬁc preparatory set for this action. By ﬁring at your chest a microwave
beam containing the ELF signals given oﬀ by the heart, this organ can be put
into a chaotic state, the so called heart attack. In this way, high proﬁle leaders
of political parties, who are prone to heart attacks, can be killed oﬀ -before they
cause any trouble. Neil Kinnock's Labour government was allegedly cheated out
of an election victory by postal vote rigging in twenty key marginal seats. When
a new even more electable Labour leader was found, it is rumoured that John
Smith, the then Labour leader, was prompted to have a fatal heart attack, while
walking in the country with his family, by means of a concealed microwave
device which operated on the Vagus nerve to bring about a massive heart
attack. Since MI5 have a long history of naked hatred toward the Labour Party,
there may be some truth in the above, though no hard evidence has yet been
found.
Paralysis can be induced in the target by use of this method of broadcasting
preparatory sets encoded on microwave beams. A pulse modulated microwave
beam, carrying an ELF signal, which is identical to the one in the motor
neurone centre of the brain, is used to jam the victim's motor co-ordination.
This is analogous to radar jamming, using a more powerful signal at the same
frequency to swamp out the enemy's radar. Motor neurone preparatory set

potentials are jammed by a bigger signal carried by a microwave carrier beam,
that literally overloads the brain, so it cannot control the body. Pulse modulated
microwave weapons which broadcast the ELF preparatory sets of the motor
cortex at the victim, will paralyse the victim without killing them. Breathing and
heartbeat are involuntary actions controlled by another set of frequencies in
another part of the brain.
This technique can be used to abduct people for secret government mind
control experiments, under the guise of alien abduction. A microwave beam of
this nature will paralyse the victim, so they can be bundled into a black
helicopter and airlifted away for experimentation.
Once the procedure is complete, hypnosis can be used to plant false memories
of alien abduction. In this way, real alien abductions can be used by the
authorities to enable them to obtain a limitless supply of guinea pigs for their
mind control experiments.
Real memories of government involvement are erased electronically. This
technique clears all short-term memories from the victim's consciousness by
broadcasting microwave beams at the target which carry the signals used for
memory retention. When you remember something, it is ﬁrst stored in your
short-term memory. After approximately twelve hours, this short-term memory
is converted in the brain to long-term memory, after which you remember this
information for the rest of your life. If this conversion from short-term memory
to long-term memory does not occur, the data is lost. We all see details around
us, but try to recall the decor in a restaurant you ate at some weeks ago and
you will see how tenuous memory is. Microwave radiation of a speciﬁc
frequency can interfere with the transfer of memories from short to long-term
memory. Microwave radiation of a speciﬁc frequency can interfere with the
synapses of the brain. By interfering with the connections between brain cells,
memory of people can be disrupted. In this way, Seal special forces assassins
can be brain wiped after a mission, so they have no idea of the target they
killed. Using hypnosis, false memories can then be planted in the brain, so the
gap left by the real memory is papered over.
The latest advance in electronic mind control were discussed in my previous
articles in Nexus, but for those who missed the ESP of Espionage, this
equipment uses special types of microwave beams called MASERs. These are
the laser equivalent of microwave beams. These MASER beams have been used
to develop something called synthetic telepathy. This is the ability to read
peoples' minds from a distance. Electronic scanning of victims' brains by
monitoring the electromagnetic (EM) emissions from peoples' brains and using
amongst other things, the brain waves (as measured on an EEG), to read the
victim's subvocalised thoughts.
Head of US Special Forces Major-General Schaknow, talked about synthetic
telepathy during a lecture in July 1992 at Fort Bragg North Carolina. The US
military is hard at work perfecting synthetic telepathy. In synthetic telepathy,
the weak electromagnetic signals in the brain associated with subvocalised
thought, are connected to a computer by use of electrodes, or in more advanced
mechanisms by MASER beams. Sophisticated computer systems have learnt to

read the subvocalised thoughts in the brain, by associating a speciﬁc brain
excitation potential, with a particular word. In this case, only one speciﬁc
language can be decoded, as each word in a language has a speciﬁc set of
frequencies that must be discovered. Once the donkey work of ﬁnding the
speciﬁc frequencies for all the words in a language has been programmed into a
super computer, which can carry out massive parallel processing, fuzzy logic
software is used to match this with real world excitation potential associated
with subvocalised thought obtained from thousands of abductees, who are used
to calibrate the synthetic telepathy devices. GCHQ Cheltenham, the intelligence
gathering arm of MI5, possess the advanced computer systems needed for
synthetic telepathy.
Synthetic telepathy detects the l5Hz, 5 milliwatt auditory cortex brain
emissions, that are linked with the excitation potentials in the brain associated
with subvocalised thought. New technology, involving low frequency
microwaves and RF, has enabled devices to be built which can scan through
walls and look inside peoples' bodies like X-rays. This enables security
personnel to see a target in his own home and to track him throughout the
house. Further to this, being able to see inside the victim's head, would allow
computer controlled targeting of speciﬁc brain centres in the victim's brain,
even when he was walking around the house.
A scan of the speciﬁc brain emissions given oﬀ when the victim subvocalises
using an array of pulsed frequency MASERs ﬁred at the speciﬁc brain centres of
the subversive, while he resides in his own home, enables the victim to be
scanned. By ﬁring an array of ELF pulse modulated MASERs, which scan up
and down the window of frequency emissions given oﬀ by subvocalised thought,
interference eﬀects can be measured in the MASER beam. The victim's ELF
brain emissions will interact constructively or destructively with the pulsed
frequency MASER carrying ELF in the ELF window associated with
subvocalised thoughts. If we ﬁre an array of pulsed MASERs, which are out of
phase with each other, extraneous noise can be ﬁltered out in the digital
domain. Since the converging ELF modulated MASERs are being eﬀected by the
low level emissions in the victim's brain, the shifts in the ELF pulsed signal
going into the subversive's brain can be detected. A simplistic version of this
would be the LASER beam shone at the window of the person that is being
bugged. The vibrations in the window cause modulations in the LASER that can
be converted into electrical signals and hence into sound. In this way the
subvocalised thoughts in the victim's brain can be read. Having already built up
a library of excitation potential signatures for diﬀering words and groupings of
words, a sophisticated computer can begin to decode the emission signatures
into word streams. In this way the subvocalised thoughts of the victim can be
stored in the memory of a supercomputer and analysed to give a read out of
what the target is thinking..
Using ELF audiograms carried by a single pulse-modulated Maser, subvocalised
thoughts can be placed in the victim's brain. This enables UK synthetic
telepathy operators the ability to enter into conversations with the subversive to
drive him mad or to bring up key words which will get the victim thinking about
the information they wish to ﬁnd. Visual cortex excitation potentials can also be

broadcast into the victim's brain so that illusory images can be projected into
their brain to drive them mad, or to programme them to commit suicide.
My research has led me to uncover a truly nation-wide mind control weapon
system. Each UK police station is equipped with a vast array of microwave
antennae. The Sussex Police headquarters has a two hundred foot antenna. The
building is surrounded by a fence and is oﬀ limits to the public. This microwave
complex sits in the middle of a council housing estate, which means the people
in this area are being bathed in low level microwaves. New research has shown
that low level microwaves give mice cancer, since the emitters tested by the
scientists, were the new ultra safe mobile phones which give of much smaller
intensities than the police antennae, the Police microwave system is a serious
health hazard. It seems that low level microwave radiation excites the hydrogen
bonds in the cell and can interfere with meiosis. This causes cell division to go
wrong, which leads to cancerous cells and hence tumours.
Secondly, the police have been granted the exclusive use of the 450 MHz
microwave frequency range. This is exactly the frequency used by Dr Ross Adey,
the CIA mind control expert, in his experiments on behavioural modiﬁcation. It
seems the police have the exclusive use of this mind control frequency and a
vast array of antennae to broadcast this frequency all over the country. Very
useful for mass mind control in times of emergency. Adey found that by using
0.75mW/cm2 intensity of pulse modulated microwave at a frequency of 450
MHz, it was discovered that an ELF modulation could be used to control all
aspects of human behaviour. The Sussex police headquarters is connected to
CCTV, closed circuit television cameras throughout the town. Some of these
cameras have microwave telemetry devices that could easily be used to
broadcast this frequency. The large antennae that bracket the town could also
be used.
The most insidious aspect of this, is that the entire mobile phone network could
easily be used to control the behaviour of the phone users. By use of my
microwave detector, I have found that mobile phones of the newer type, give oﬀ
a pulse modulated microwave signal of around 0.75mW/cm2 at the earpiece.
This may be coincidence, but it is exactly the intensity required form
behavioural control as found by Dr Ross Adey, the pioneer of microwave mind
control. So in theory, an ELF signal could be added to the microwave network to
feed a precise behavioural pattern into every mobile phone user in the UK. If
their were widespread riots, the ability to broadcast behavioural stimuli to
mollify all the mobile phone users in the country would prove useful. Since
mobile phone users are generally middle class, it means authority has a useful
method of controlling the behaviour of the key voters. Microwave carrier beams
are perfect for transmitting the excitation potential of docility to the phone user
to keep them servile in times of trouble. When no ELF signal is broadcast the
phone acts in a completely diﬀerent manner on behaviour in humans. In this
case the microwave phones causes the neurones to release calcium ions which
makes the user tired irritable and when stresses likely to emotional outbursts
such as road rage.
In Brighton, the local MI5 headquarters has a large microwave array on its roof.

Secret bunkers in the area also have large microwave arrays above them. It is
child's play to transmit an ELF modulated signal to be broadcast by the entire
mobile phone network - if need be. By this means the entire mobile phone users
can be behaviourally modiﬁed. At the cost of developing cancer from low level
microwave exposure from the phones they constantly use, stressing the neural
network by constant calcium ion eﬄux and interference with bioelectric ﬁelds.
It seems strange that a few milliCuries of ionising radiation will get the National
Radiological Protection Board excited, whilst high intensity cancer inducing non
ionising microwave radiation, goes unchecked. So high are levels near
transmitters, that litter the countryside, that light bulbs will explode near them.
If the intelligence community is using microwaves on a large scale as mass mind
control weapons, then the NRPB's silence is easily explainable. To add to this,
the numerous microwave detectors that were cheaply available to check
leakage from microwave ovens are no longer made by any company in the
country. It seems the UK authorities do not want the population to be able to
detect when they are being microwave.
In conclusion, it can be seen that the UK intelligence and police, have a dizzy
array of high-tech mind control devices. They regularly target their own
populations and thousands of people are made ill by microwave weapons. With
the advent of synthetic telepathy, 'CCTV of the mind' becomes a reality.
With the election of a New Labour government unaware of microwave weapons
and untainted, as they had no part in their development and deployment, it is
certain that Tony Blair's government will outlaw these abhorrent microwave
weapons - as they have done land mines. The only problem will be convincing
the Labour government that MI5's microwave communication equipment is in
fact microwave mind control weaponry. With the total secrecy the MI5
organisation operates under, one can be sure they will be mendacious as to how
their £200 million pound budget is used to hone their leading edge microwave
mind control torture weapons that are used on the public. Even more disturbing
is the use of EMP and microwave weapons by the police on anyone researching
into this area.
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Targeting the Human with Directed Energy Weapons
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New arms threaten and destroy lives in strange ways. Directed energy weapons are among the
high-tech arms of the century. They hurt and kill with electromagnetic power. Microwave weapons
can be aimed at computers, electronical devices and persons. They have strong physical and
psychological effects and can be used for military and terrorist activities. These weapons are also
part of crimes (in Europe) that almost nobody knows except the victims and the offenders. Until
now they make the perfect crime possible. No doubt, these weapons have a terrible future.
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There is a new, effective weapon for criminals and terrorists. Law-breakers often misuse modern
technology. Through the illegal usage of innovative high-tech weapons, people are not ”shot”,
rather their living quarters are bathed in (high frequency) electromagnetic waves for a length of
time. Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) are mostly intended for military purposes (U.S. Air Force,
Russian and Chinese armies). High-tech company Raytheon states about DEW: ”We believe they
are a critical element of how ultimately wars will be fought. HPM (High power microwaves) is the
most mature right now” (in Fulghum & Wall 2002).
The renowned German newspaper “DIE WELT” acknowledges microwave weapons as arms of the
21st century. In another German newspaper, Süddeutsche Zeitung, a weapons expert has
recommended the police to procure microwave (MW) weapons for police use. Considering what
certain criminals know about MW weapons, they have a significant advantage over the police until
now. This puts the victims in extreme danger.
A primitive variation of a MW weapon would look like this: A microwave oven from the kitchen with
the protective shielding removed from the door and replaced by a metal funnel. And then the
waves can get through walls (Pictures 1, 2, 3).
The effects of the MW beam on the victims include extreme weariness, headache, irregular
heartbeat, diarrhea, painful testis, damaged nervous system and internal organs, burned skin and
eye damage. Later effects include blindness, heart attack, stroke and cancer. In the last months by
some victims, cancerous tumors have been diagnosed.
In addition to that, victims (through intrigue and defamation) are seen as psychotic and dangerous;
thus, they are completely helpless. At the same time, the new weapons (for certain contractors)
are tested under ordinary circumstances and constantly improved.
HPM crimes are a new kind of crime with some very new characteristics. The International Union
of Radio Science emphasizes in a resolution of 1999 on Criminal Activities using Electromagnetic
Tools: "The fact that criminal activities using electromagnetic tools can be undertaken covertly and
anonymously and that physical boundaries such as fences and walls can be penetraded by
electromagnetic fields."
Expert Pevler stresses: "The development of high-power microwave (HPM) weaponry, and its
proliferation into subversive organizations, offers the means to commit the 'perfect crime'. HPM
attacks typically leave no residual evidence and their effects can range from nuisance to
catastrophic" (1997).
The HPM-weapons that the high-tech gang uses supply continous or pulsed waves over long
periods of time - especially in the night - from cars or vans or buildings around the target/person(s).
They use magnetrons, microwave-generators, amplifiers, integrated systems. In addition they
apply through wall imaging methods. There are already over 40 known victims in Germany, some
of them even have been attacked while in hospital. But the police doesn't understand these new

weapons.
Besides this the criminals use tactics of information warfare: Know all about the victims, let them
know nothing about you, information dominance, disrupt the communication systems of the
victims.
The criminal network has at its deposal plentiful first class technical know-how and high quality
equipment. That assures high efficiency and precision strikes and enables to operate from cars or
vans. The MW generators/transmitters can be camouflaged in an attaché case or hidden in a small
suitcase.
Only through cooperative work between electronic specialists and physicists have we been able to
shine a revealing light on this special high-tech criminal activity. For experts: The (pulsed) waves of
two or more transmitters [MW generators] interfere in the target zone, and through that, strengthen
their effects. There are also parabolic antennas modified to transmitters. Besides this, intelligent
(adaptive) antenna systems (numerous small transmitters connected, instead of few large ones;
for example hidden in parked cars) will be used. Sometimes frequency hopping is employed.
These methods work over several hundred feet, if everything is well adjusted.
We could find out where (electronic) components for highly potent MW weapons or whole systems
(pictures 4, 5, 6) can be bought legally.
The criminals follow a double strategy: One way the victims are weakened, injured, tortured and
intimidated. On the other side, the victims experience extreme, unbelievable things; almost no one
can believe their reports. Most interpret the information from the victims as chimerical thinking.
Some experts who work for the German Army or Nato know very well about MW weapons, but
secrecy keeps them from talking too much about in public.
In several German cities there are complaints of serious physical injury. One attorney represents
the interests of many victims. About 40 victims have built a community of interests. We are aware
of many cases with amazing similarities that have been reported in the last few months. We have
names and addresses of many victims and the cirumstances of the cases. We also have the
names and addresses of some perpetrators.
In some cases, the lifestyles of the criminals are well known to us. Similar to terrorists, many
pretend good citizenship or student lifestyles to cover their crimes. Conventional criminal activities,
(i.e. burglary) are undertaken by normal gangsters or former members of the Stasi (which was the
secret service of former GDR). In this network, they have division of labor and a support structure
that includes foreigners as well.
Terrorists could use MW as anti-electronics weapons too. With HP microwaves, they can attack the
electronics of computers, cars, airplanes and so on successfully [see the other papers of the
Workshop W8]. They can use microwave weapons (radio frequency weapons) to damage
electronic systems in an unseen attack with all those bad consequencies.
Additional points to be covered in the workshop: Detection of microwaves and protection against
attacks.
All that has nothing to do with MW beam fright, but is criminal high-tech forced on the people. It is
frightening that these weapons are being increasingly used by criminals and terrorists.
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Writing The Snowden Files: 'The paragraph
began to self-delete'
Was it the NSA? GCHQ? A Russian hacker? Who was secretly reading his book on
Snowden while he wrote it, wonders Luke Harding
Luke Harding
Thursday 20 February 2014 16.20 GMT

One day last summer – a short while after Edward Snowden revealed himself as the
source behind the momentous leak of classiﬁed intelligence – the Guardian editor Alan
Rusbridger got in touch. Would I write a book on Snowden's story and that of the
journalists working with him? The answer, of course, was yes. At this point Snowden was
still in Hong Kong. He was in hiding. He had leaked documents that revealed the US
National Security Agency (NSA) and its British equivalent GCHQ were surveilling much
of the planet.
Our conversation took place not in Alan's oﬃce but in an anonymous sideroom at the
Guardian's King's Cross HQ. Was Rusbridger's oﬃce bugged? Nobody knew. But given the
Guardian's ongoing publication of sensitive stories based on Snowden's ﬁles this seemed
a reasonable assumption. Britain's spy agencies were good at what they did. Thus the
project to chronicle Snowden's story began in an atmosphere of furtiveness. And
perhaps mild paranoia.
I was part of a small team that examined Snowden's documents in a secure fourth-ﬂoor
room overlooking Regent's Canal. Security was tight. Only a few trusted reporters were
allowed in. Guards were posted outside. None of the laptops were connected to the
internet or any other network. Cleaners were banned. Soon the room grew unkempt.
Discarded sandwich packets and dirty coﬀee cups piled up.
Downing Street's response to Snowden's leak was initially slow – then strident. David
Cameron sent his cabinet secretary Jeremy Heywood to visit the Guardian. Heywood
demanded the return of Snowden's ﬁles. And, in passing, suggested the newspaper was
now itself under secret observation. "I wonder where our guys are?" he said, gesturing
vaguely to the ﬂats opposite. These interactions culminated with the Guardian, under
threat of government injunction, smashing up its laptops in an underground carpark as
two boﬃns from GCHQ watched. It was beyond the plot of any thriller.
There were curious moments in New York, too, from where many Snowden stories were
reported. Within hours of publication of the ﬁrst one – which revealed that the NSA was
mass-scooping data from the US telecoms company Verizon – diggers arrived outside the
Guardian's loft oﬃce in Broadway. It was a Wednesday evening. They dug up the
pavement and replaced it. The same thing happened outside the Guardian's Washington
bureau, four blocks from the White House, and the Brooklyn home of US editor-in-chief
Janine Gibson. Coincidence? Perhaps.

In July I ﬂew to Rio de Janeiro to interview Glenn Greenwald, the then Guardian
columnist to whom Snowden entrusted his ﬁles. The trip was pleasant. My hotel
overlooked Copacabana beach; from the rooftop I could watch the surf and Rio's rich
walking their dogs. Greenwald suggested we meet along the coast in the Royal Tulip
hotel. We sat in the lobby. To our left a man with his back to us played with his iPhone;
another individual lurked nearby. We shifted locations, twice. Eventually we hid in the
business centre.
Greenwald's response to this apparent stalking – by who exactly? – was good humoured.
He seemed unfazed. The CIA's station chief in Rio was known for his aggressive
methods, Greenwald told me cheerfully. Weeks earlier an intruder had broken into the
Rio home he shared with David Miranda and had stolen his laptop. (Nothing was on it.) I
had been leaving my own laptop in the safe of my hotel room each day; returning from
meeting Greenwald I found the safe would no longer lock.
I ventured out the next morning. My laptop was in the unlocked safe. (It didn't contain
any secrets; merely a work in progress.) A tall American immediately accosted me. He
suggested we go sightseeing. He said his name was Chris. "Chris" had a short,
military-style haircut, new trainers, neatly pressed khaki shorts, and a sleek steel-grey
T-shirt. He clearly spent time in the gym. Tourist or spook? I thought spook.
I decided to go along with Chris's proposal: why didn't we spend a couple of hours
visiting Rio's Christ the Redeemer statue? Chris wanted to take my photo, buy me a beer,
go for dinner. I declined the beer and dinner, later texting my wife: "The CIA sent
someone to check me out. Their techniques as clumsy as Russians." She replied: "Really?
WTF?" I added: "God knows where they learn their spycraft." This exchange may have
irritated someone. My iPhone ﬂashed and toggled wildly between two screens; the
keyboard froze; I couldn't type.
Such moments may, of course, have an innocent explanation. Still, back at my home in
Hertfordshire I took a few precautions. I worked oﬄine. I stored each draft chapter in a
TrueCrypt folder, a virtual encrypted disk accessible only via a long, complicated
password. When I conducted interviews I left my mobile behind. Having seen Snowden's
documents, I knew something of the NSA's and GCHQ's extraordinary capabilities. As of
April 2013, the US spy agency had 117,675 active surveillance targets. Was I perhaps
now one of them?
By September the book was going well – 30,000 words done. A Christmas deadline
loomed. I was writing a chapter on the NSA's close, and largely hidden, relationship with
Silicon Valley. I wrote that Snowden's revelations had damaged US tech companies and
their bottom line. Something odd happened. The paragraph I had just written began to
self-delete. The cursor moved rapidly from the left, gobbling text. I watched my words
vanish. When I tried to close my OpenOﬃce ﬁle the keyboard began ﬂashing and
bleeping.
Over the next few weeks these incidents of remote deletion happened several times.
There was no ﬁxed pattern but it tended to occur when I wrote disparagingly of the NSA.
All authors expect criticism. But criticism before publication by an anonymous, divine
third party is something novel. I began to leave notes for my secret reader. I tried to be
polite, but irritation crept in. Once I wrote: "Good morning. I don't mind you reading my
manuscript – you're doing so already – but I'd be grateful if you don't delete it. Thank

you." There was no reply.
A month later the mysterious reader – him, her, they? – abruptly disappeared. At a
literary event in Berlin my Guardian colleague David Leigh told a journalist about my
unusual computer experiences; he led with the anecdote in a piece for the leftwing daily
Taz. After that, nothing. I ﬁnished The Snowden Files: The Inside Story of the World's Most
Wanted Man in December.
In idle moments I wonder who might have been my surreptitious editor. An aggrieved
analyst at the NSA's Fort Meade spy city? GCHQ? A Russian hacker? Someone else intent
on mischief? Whoever you are, what did you think of my book? I'd genuinely like to
know.
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US Electromagnetic Weapons and Human Rights
By Peter Phillips, Lew Brown and Bridget Thornton
This research explores the current capabilities of the US military to use electromagnetic (EMF)
devices to harass, intimidate, and kill individuals and the continuing possibilities of violations of
human rights by the testing and deployment of these weapons. To establish historical precedent in
the US for such acts, we document long-term human rights and freedom of thought violations by US
military/intelligence organizations. Additionally, we explore contemporary evidence of on-going
government research in EMF weapons technologies and examine the potentialities of continuing
human rights abuses.
In the 1950s and 60s the CIA began work to find means for influencing human cognition, emotion
and behavior. Through the use of the psychological understanding of the human being as a social
animal and the ability to manipulate a subject’s environment through isolation, drugs and hypnosis,
US funded scientists have long searched for better means of controlling human behavior. This
research has included the use of wireless directed electromagnetic energy under the heading of
“Information Warfare” and “Non Lethal Weapons.” New technological capabilities have been
developed in black budget projects1 over the last few decades— including the ability to influence
human emotion, disrupt thought, and present excruciating pain through the manipulation of magnetic
fields. The US military and intelligence agencies have at their disposal frightful new weapons,
weapons that have likely already been covertly used and/or tested on humans, both here and abroad,
and which could be directed against the public in the event of mass protests or civil disturbance.
Human Rights belong to people collectively. To believe in rights for some and not others is a denial
of the humanness of people worldwide. Yet, denial is exactly what Congress and George W. Bush
did with the signing of the Military Commission Act of 2006. The new official US policy is that
torture and suspension of due process are acceptable for anyone the president deems to be a terrorist
or supporter. This act is the overt denial of the inalienable rights of human beings propagated in our
Declaration of Independence and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. More so, US actions
declared to the world that the US suspends human rights for those it believes are evil.
The precious words, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and
the pursuit of Happiness,” did not declare that only some men (and women) possess unalienable
rights. Our independence was founded on the understanding that all men and women are recognized
by this nation as having innate rights derived by their humanity.
Likewise, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, created by the United Nations in 1948, signed
and ratified by the US Congress, specifies in its preamble that “recognition of the inherent dignity
and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of
1
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freedom, justice and peace in the world.”
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights has been a guide for international law for most of six
decades, and as such binds the United States to its general principles. Article 10 states that “everyone
is entitled to full equality, to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in
the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him,” and Article 5
specifically prohibits torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Both of these
basic human rights have been superceded by the passage the of Military Commissions Act of 2006.
Additionally, the Universal Declaration of Human rights declares that everyone has the right to
freedom of thought and freedom of expression and opinion. This means that humans have the
inalienable right to be able to freely think their own thoughts and discover their own truths. This
paper addresses this most fundamental human right and explores the pending threats to individual
freedom of thought posed by new EMF weapons technologies.
Freedom of thought or cognitive liberty is the natural human right of each person to be secure in
their ability to perceive the world to the best of their ability. To have true cognitive liberty in a world
as complex as ours would mean that first we must have access to truthful and unbiased information
about the actions of others and the general state of the world. The Center for Cognitive Liberties
defines this as “the right of each individual to think independently and autonomously, to use the full
spectrum of his or her mind, and to engage in multiple modes of thought.”2 Without accurate
representations we cannot make independently informed choices. It is imperative that the human
body and mind be considered sacrosanct. To invade a person’s body without their consent is an
egregious human rights crime.
The circumstance may soon arrive in which anti-war or human rights protesters suddenly feel a
burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear
terrifying nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally, fills their brains with
overwhelming disruption. Not only are both phenomena currently possible, but designs for more
powerful EMF technologies receive continuous funding from the US Government.
We are in a time of extremism, permanent war, and the unilateral manifestation of ethnocentrism and
power by a cabal of people in the US government. These power elites have been in operation for
decades and are set on nothing less than the total US military domination of the world. They defy the
foundational values of the American people to achieve their ends. This is not a new phenomenon.
The repression of human rights has been present within the US Government throughout our history. 3
A long thread of sociological research documents the existence of a dominant ruling class in the US
that sets policy and determines national political priorities. The American ruling class is complex
and inter-competitive, maintaining itself through interacting families of high social standing with
2
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similar life styles, corporate affiliations, and memberships in elite social clubs and private schools.4
This American ruling class is self-perpetuating, 5 maintaining its influence through policy-making
institutions such as the National Manufacturing Association, National Chamber of Commerce,
Business Council, Business Roundtable, Conference Board, American Enterprise Institute, Council
on Foreign Relations and other business-centered policy groups.6 C. Wright Mills, in his 1956 book
The Power Elite, documents how World War II solidified a trinity of power in the US, comprised of
corporate, military and government elites in a centralized power structure motivated by class
interests and working in unison through "higher circles" of contact and agreement. Mills described
how the power elite were those “who decide whatever is decided” of major consequence.7
With the advent of the military-industrial complex after World War II, President Eisenhower
observed that an internal military industrial power faction was consolidating their long-term plans
for the domination of America and, eventually, the world. Eisenhower was in no position to fight
these men, and history records his feelings on the subject with the text of his short farewell address:
“….But threats, new in kind or degree, constantly arise. Of these, I mention two
only…
…This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is
new in the American experience. The total influence – economic, political, even
spiritual – is felt in every city, every Statehouse, every office of the Federal
government. We recognize the imperative need for this development. Yet we must
not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are
all involved; so is the very structure of our society.
In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or
democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and
4
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knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and
military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security
and liberty may prosper together.
Akin to, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in our industrial-military
posture, has been the technological revolution during recent decades.
In this revolution, research has become central, it also becomes more formalized,
complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the
direction of, the Federal government.”8
We now understand that Eisenhower was referring to the conjunction of redirected tax monies to
research secret new technology aimed at nothing less than increasing the controlling power of the
military industrial elite to a global scale.
One particular faction of ambitious men, the former cold warriors and emerging neo-conservatives,
were close followers of philosopher Leo Strauss. This elite group included not just generals and
industrialists but philosophers, scientists, academics, and politicians have now become the most
powerful public-private war organization ever known.
Strauss espoused an elitist philosophy that fawned over the characteristics of those who inherited
wealth and lived lives of leisure to pursue whatever their interests may be. His ideas have been
transformed into a cogent ideology in which the media, religion, and government are used to subdue
the masses while the real “nobles” follow their own will without regard to the laws designed to
control lesser men. Strauss was likewise fond of secrecy, as a necessity for control, because if the
lesser men found out what was being done to them they would no doubt be upset.
“The people will not be happy to learn that there is only one natural right – the right of the superior
to rule over the inferior, the master over the slave, the husband over the wife, and the wise few over
the vulgar many.” In On Tyranny, Strauss refers to this natural right as the “tyrannical teaching” of
his beloved ancients..9
Leo Strauss, Albert Wohlstetter, and others at the University of Chicago’s Committee on Social
Thought receive wide credit for promoting the neo-conservative agenda through their students, Paul
Wolfowitz, Allan Bloom, and Bloom's student Richard Perle.
Canadian cultural review magazine Adbusters, defines neo-conservatism as, "The belief that
Democracy, however flawed, was best defended by an ignorant public pumped on nationalism and
religion. Only a militantly nationalist state could deter human aggression …such nationalism
requires an external threat and if one cannot be found it must be manufactured."10
8
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The neo-conservative philosophy emerged as a reaction to the 1960s era of social revolutions.
Numerous officials and associates in the Reagan and George H.W. Bush presidencies were strongly
influenced by the neo-conservative philosophy including: John Ashcroft, Charles Fairbanks, Richard
Cheney, Kenneth Adelman, Elliot Abrams, William Kristol and Douglas Feith.11
Within the Ford administration there was a split between Cold War traditionalists seeking to
minimize confrontations through diplomacy and detente and neo-conservatives advocating stronger
confrontations with the Soviet’s "Evil Empire." The latter group became more entrenched when
George H.W. Bush became CIA Director. Bush allowed the formation of "Team B" headed by
Richard Pipes along with Paul Wolfowitz, Lewis Libby, Paul Nitze and others, who formed the
second Committee on the Present Danger to raise awareness of the Soviet threat and the continuing
need for a strong aggressive defense policy. Their efforts led to strong anti-Soviet positioning during
the Reagan administration. 12
The Committees on the Present Danger (CPD) extend from the 1950s Russian threat to the present.
The current CPD proudly boasts on their website;
“In times of great challenge to the security of the United States, Republicans,
Democrats, and Independents have traditionally joined to make an assertive
defense of American interests.
Twice before in American history, The Committee on the Present Danger has
risen to this challenge. It emerged in 1950 as a bipartisan education and advocacy
organization dedicated to building a national consensus for a strong defense
against Soviet expansionism. In 1976, the Committee on the Present Danger
reemerged, with leadership from the labor movement, bipartisan representatives
of the foreign policy community and academia, all of whom were concerned
about strategic drift in US security policy. With victory in the Cold War, the
mission of the Committee on the Present Danger was considered complete and
consequently was deactivated.
Today, the current CPD promotes radical Islamists as the primary threat to the
American people and millions of others who prize liberty. They claim that the
threat is global. They also claim that they operate from cells in a number of
countries. Rogue regimes seek power by making common cause with terrorist
groups. The prospect that this deadly collusion may include weapons of mass
murder was the justification for the invasion of Iraq.”13
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Journalist John Pilger recalls his interview with neo-conservative Richard Perle during the Reagan
administration: “I interviewed Perle when he was advising Reagan; and when he spoke about 'total
war,' I mistakenly dismissed him as mad. He recently used the term again in describing America's
'war on terror', “No stages, This is total war. We are fighting a variety of enemies. There are lots of
them out there. All this talk about first we are going to do Afghanistan, then we will do Iraq . . . this
is entirely the wrong way to go about it. If we just let our vision of the world go forth, and we
embrace it entirely and we don't try to piece together clever diplomacy, but just wage a total war . . .
our children will sing great songs about us years from now.”14
There is ample evidence available to show that some individuals within government and industry
have little problem with violating the public trust and using their positions to kill, maim, torture and
destroy. It is of the utmost importance to our traditional American values of human rights and
cognitive liberty that we recognize this threat from within. We must move to identify those who
show these proclivities and ensure that their activities have adequate oversight.
Stanley Milgram's famous experiment involving obedience to authority proved that individuals are
fairly easily cowed into submitting to anyone who has a claim of authority, and that on average 61
percent of people will administer pain to another person if instructed to do so.15 Both test groups in
these experiments rationalized their behavior by appealing to “the greater good.” Because it was for
the “advancement of science” they were able to be convinced they should ignore personal judgment
and obey the instructions given to them by the experimenters.16
Martin Orne, who was one of those paid by the CIA to conduct experiments on obedience, showed
in 1962 that people would go to tremendous lengths to please a person in authority. Orne conducted
research that involved presenting subjects with a stack of 2,000 pages of random numbers and
instructing them to add each two adjacent numbers until he returned. Over 90 percent of the test
subjects continued in this meaningless task for up to five hours.17
Today the combination of political climate and technological capability presents a condition in
which widespread manipulation of, not only the flow of information through the media, but also the
manipulation of the emotional states and cognitive ability in large populations could be achieved. If
policy elites are unaccountable to the public for their actions, and the public has been emotionally
manipulated to support them, we can assume that they will certainly abuse their positions in the
pursuit of their agendas.
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Previous human rights and cognitive liberty violations are evidenced in CIA and FBI records
pertaining to the infamous MK-ULTRA project and the grim record of harassment and subversion
uncovered in the COINTELPRO program in force through the 1950s and into the 1970s. We also
examined some of the cases of illegal experimentation on the public dating back to the 1930s. We
consider, in depth, the forms of electromagnetic weapons entering the battlefield today that trace
their origins back through the secret projects of the Defense Department in the 1950s and 1960s.
Psychological Warfare, Information War, and mind control may seem to be exotic topics, but the
impact of these technologies and techniques is profound. Our minds are being impacted through a
longstanding series of programs aimed at manipulating public opinion through intelligence agencies,
think tanks, corporate media and a host of non-governmental organizations designed to engender
fear, division and uncertainty in the public.18 Media manipulation involving the artificial framing of
our collective reality is often a hit or miss proposition, but psychological operations have been
carried out in the past, and are being carried out even today, through the practices of “Information
Warfare,” directed at enemies abroad and at the American people.19
According to Mary C. FitzGerald of the Hudson Institute, New-concept weapons, such as laser,
electromagnetic, plasma, climatic, genetic and biotechnological are the central principle driving the
modernization of national defense. The potential for these weapons to be used for both good and bad
deserves a great deal of attention, but there is little to be found in the media or discussed by our
administration.20
The US is a system of many institutions including those whose sole function is to provide
government oversight. When problems arise that threaten the stability of the country or the safety of
the people, the US government is designed to have checks and balances that allow the people to
challenge misconduct either directly or through congressional representatives. Increasingly,
oversight is disintegrating. According to a 2006 report in the Boston Globe, the intelligence
committee does not read most intelligence reports in their entirety.21
The media is complicit in omitting information necessary to make democratic decisions.22 A global
dominance agenda includes penetration into the boardrooms of the corporate media in the US. A
research team at Sonoma State University recently finished conducting a network analysis of the
18
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boards of directors of the ten big media organizations in the US. The team determined that only 118
people comprise the membership on the boards of director of the ten big media giants. These 118
individuals in turn sit on the corporate boards of 288 national and international corporations. Four of
the top 10 media corporations in the US have DOD contractors on their boards of directors
including:
William Kennard: New York Times, Carlyle Group
Douglas Warner III, GE (NBC), Bechtel
John Bryson: Disney (ABC), Boeing
Alwyn Lewis: Disney (ABC), Halliburton
Douglas McCorkindale: Gannett, Lockheed-Martin
Given an interlocked media network, big media in the US effectively represent corporate America’s
interests. The media elite, a key component of policy elites in the US, are the watchdogs of
acceptable ideological messages, the controllers of news and information content, and the decision
makers regarding media resources
It is not suggested that everyone in the government believes in global domination, nor that it is the
intent of every government official to ‘cover up’ misconduct.23 Scientists involved in potentially
harmful technology are not ‘mad scientists.’ In fact, there are many reports in the public sphere
addressing government and military misconduct that are put forth by people within these very
institutions. The problem is when the government threatens whistleblowers, intimidates officials
with job loss, infiltrates activist organizations, and increases surveillance24.
PSYCHOLOGICAL WAR
Modern Psychological Operations (Psy-Ops) were significantly advanced in the Second World War
25
and were brought to bear on the American public during the 1950s with the formation of a
widespread network of social scientists, journalists, politicians, military specialists and intelligence
operatives. Psy-Ops were used to promote a variety of programs in cooperation with the Industrial
Military Complex. Their key piece of information warfare was the Communist Red Menace.26
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One of the opening salvos in this war of deception was fired by George Kennan, the American
ambassador to Moscow, describing the Soviet threat in a “long cable” sent to Washington in 1946.
Kennan spent decades studying the Russian political scene. He became convinced that there would
be little chance of cooperation with the Soviets and recommended a number of actions, most notably
the institution of “political war” through the newly formed CIA - a decision he later regretted, even
arguing for the elimination of the CIA in 1997.27
In the late 1950s, a right-wing cadre of men within the new CIA was busy building secret armies,
planning assassinations, and generally devising plans for world domination that still play out today.
Operation Gladio was one example, well documented and international in scope, in which right-wing
members of the US intelligence community created “stay-behind” armies in many of the nations of
Europe. Those armies managed to infiltrate the highest levels of politics (most notably in Italy where
the term “Gladio” refers to a double edged sword) and have been held responsible for numerous
false-flag terrorist acts through the 1980s and 1990s. Terror and propaganda often go hand-in-hand
in the extremist elements within our military and intelligence communities.28
To counter the divisions within the intelligence community, a greater voice was given to
organizations formal and informal. In the 1950s, one such group, the first Committee on the Present
Danger (CPD), promulgated a series of “gap crises.” The Bomber Gap, the Missile Gap, the Space
Gap, and the Brainwashing and Psychotronic Gap were used to justify increased military technology
spending. Congress was led to believe that the Soviets were a much greater threat than they actually
were, and that a terrifying new weapon was being developed that threatened America. They were
thus convinced to vote for virtually any black budget proposal that came their way. The CPD ran a
series of broadcasts to the public through the Mutual Broadcasting Network that spread fear in the
minds of the public.
Under the first civilian CIA Director, Allen Welsh Dulles, the Company began to push forward with
its agenda of manufacturing consent from the American people for a new state of perpetual war
industrialization. Dulles was a well-connected individual, a successful spy for the OSS in
Switzerland during the war, related to three secretaries of state, and the chief advisor to Dewey when
he ran for President in 1948. Dulles had access to the highest echelons of policy making and his
Most Powerful News Media Worked Hand in Glove with the Central IntelligenceAgency and Why the Church
Committee Covered It Up", Rolling Stone, October 20, 1977, p.63.-the title of the original operation was “Mockingbird”
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influence was global in scope, counting among his close friends Henry Luce, publisher of
Newsweek. Relying heavily upon established circles of contacts within the nation’s media elites,
Dulles recruited key members of the media to work directly for the CIA under Operation
Mockingbird. Mockingbird was a psychological information campaign against the American people.
In a campaign that would lead to acceptance of blanket secrecy for “national security”, “the Red
Scare” became the excuse for spending vast sums of money on weapon systems and an increase in
covert operations both in foreign countries and within the United States. In the 1950s and 1960s,
movies, news articles, books, radio and television programs were carefully laced with anticommunist messages and images designed to produce an acceptance of the policies being promoted
by the defense elite’s propaganda machine.29
“Among the executives who lent their cooperation to the Agency were William
Paley of the Columbia Broadcasting System, Henry Luce of Time Inc., Arthur
Hays Sulzberger of the New York Times, Barry Bingham Sr. of the Louisville
Courier-Journal and James Copley of the Copley News Service. Other
organizations which cooperated with the CIA include the American Broadcasting
Company, the National Broadcasting Company, the Associated Press, United
Press International, Reuters, Hearst Newspapers, Scripps-Howard, Newsweek
magazine, the Mutual Broadcasting System, The Miami Herald, and the old
Saturday Evening Post and New York Herald-Tribune. By far the most valuable
of these associations, according to CIA officials, have been with The New York
Times, CBS, and Time Inc.”30
One of the engineers of this deception was a former head of the stay-behind network, Edward W.
Barrett, director of the Interdepartmental Psychological Strategy Board (IPSB) and, not
coincidentally an editor at Newsweek. Barrett was seen as being very effective in his efforts to
manipulate public opinion. At the same time, CPD was a “non-political group of citizens of the
western coast” and launched a media campaign in favor of the urgent reinforcement of the national
defense. Among the organizers of the Committee were Frank Altschul (Director of the Council for
Foreign Relations), William Donovan (former head of the OSS during WWII) and General Dwight
D. Eisenhower.31
All of this activity was more than enough to stoke the fears of the public and encourage policy
makers to accept the Cold War view of the world. This allowed Truman to convince Congress to
approve a tripled military budget that provided funding for secret research and development and turn
a blind eye (in the name of National Security) to “black operations” programs authorized under the
new Cold War rubric of “containment” and aimed at undermining otherwise peaceful nations and
29
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fomenting war, torture and assassination in countries as diverse as Iran, Guatemala and Indochina.32
Post-war developments in Europe, especially the British withdrawal from Greece, led Truman to
decide it was necessary to have a permanent American presence in the old continent to counteract
the Communist influence.33 General George C. Marshall, Secretary of State, designed a vast plan that
mixed economic assistance and secret actions aimed at establishing democracies and making sure
that voters in foreign countries made “the right choice.” National Security Council directive NSC
10/2, essentially written by Kennan, made official the creation of an anti-Communist interference
network.34
The US intelligence community had an ace in the hole, Reinhardt Gehlen, a Nazi spymaster with an
existing network of agents became the front man in Eastern Europe for American intelligence.
General Reinhardt Gehlen proved to be troublesome for the CIA over the years. Communist counterspies infiltrated his network, his information was often incorrect, and he had downplayed his
eagerness to serve the Reich. But Gehlen was only one of thousands of Nazis recruited to assist in
the new “Cold War” through Operation Paperclip.35 In fact, the intelligence assets acquired by
bringing the Gestapo onto the US public payroll was overshadowed by the acquisition of dozens of
brilliant Nazi scientists and researchers.
At this juncture, Truman, through the application of the 1947 National Security Act and the newly
formed National Security Council36, authorized a vast number of secret projects involving chemical,
biological, nuclear and electromagnetic experiments. Former Nazis were put in charge of many of
the most sensitive programs and facilities. The Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) was
entrusted to the former SS officer Wernher von Braun. 37 Kurt Debus, another ex-SS officer, directed
Cape Canaveral. At this time scientists began working on “black” projects in earnest, including
attempts at finally developing the “lost” theories of Nicola Tesla, the Serbian-born American
physicist, into military and intelligence applications.38
TESLA AND EMF
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Military interest into the weaponization of the electromagnetic spectrum has a long history, based on
the theoretical work of Nikola Tesla. Radar, in its early inception, was seen not only as a means of
tracking the position and speed of enemy targets, but as a potential weapon in its own right. There
are very real problems however with overcoming the normal decrease in effect of an electromagnetic
field over distance. This effect is a natural function of the laws of physics and applies to both
electrical and magnetic fields39. In short, the strength of a field drops off in inverse proportion to the
distance of the target from the source. Without a means of concentrating and directing a beam of
energy across long distances, any effect that an EMF weapon may have would be limited to its
immediate vicinity. From 1900 until his death in 1943, Nikola Tesla worked to develop just such a
weapon.
In a letter to the New York Times editor in 1908 Telsa wrote,
“When I spoke of future warfare I meant that it should be conducted by direct
application of electrical waves without the use of aerial engines or other implements
of destruction...What I said in regard to the greatest achievement of the man of
science whose mind is bent upon the mastery of the physical universe, was nothing
more than what I stated in one of my unpublished addresses, from which I quote:
"According to an adopted theory, every ponderable atom is differentiated from a
tenuous fluid, filling all space merely by spinning motion, as a whirl of water in a
calm lake. By being set in movement this fluid, the ether, becomes gross matter. Its
movement arrested, the primary substance reverts to its normal state. It appears, then,
possible for man through harnessed energy of the medium and suitable agencies for
starting and stopping ether whirls to cause matter to form and disappear. At his
command, almost without effort on his part, old worlds would vanish and new ones
would spring into being. He could alter the size of this planet, control its seasons,
adjust its distance from the sun, guide it on its eternal journey along any path he
might choose, through the depths of the universe. He could make planets collide and
produce his suns and stars, his heat and light; he could originate life in all its infinite
forms. To cause at will the birth and death of matter would be man's grandest deed,
which would give him the mastery of physical creation, make him fulfill his ultimate
destiny."40
Tesla made several claims during the latter years of his life, published by the New York Times in
what became an annual event. His theory of the hidden nature of our universe supplants those of
many of his contemporaries in that he was able to infer a multidimensional model of the universe
that is only now being investigated through the theoretical mathematics of our leading physicists.41
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Tesla also developed means of remotely controlling aircraft as early as 1915, foreshadowing the
Unmanned Ariel Vehicles (UAVs) of today’s battlefields. In 1934 Tesla offers to build a “Death
Ray” that would make the power of an opponents air force obsolete. This was one of the earliest
recorded statements regarding directed energy weapons.42 Tesla’s offer to build this device for the
US government for a bargain price, but with many caveats, was refused by officials who, preferred
instead to pump money into the new Army Air Corp, which in turn gave rise to the military aviation
complex that we have today.43
Before the war the airline industry was not a major part of the economic life of the nation.44 With
huge wartime contracts, however, corporations such as Hughes, McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed, and
Northrop quickly grew in power commensurate with the financial bonanza that was unearthed in the
battlefields of Europe and the Pacific.45 These companies formed the core of the “military-industrial
complex.” Their investors and managers began to consolidate their clout in political circles to keep
the nation on a wartime economic footing, a simple and vastly powerful weapon that would make
aircraft, bombs, missiles and attendant industries irrelevant would certainly be seen as a direct threat
to the growing power of military arsenal. Instead, a “black budget” program was put into motion,
which exploited the work of Robert Oppenheimer, Albert Einstein and others. The Manhattan
Project, developed by the DOD in 1942, generated a vastly destructive weapon that required a wellestablished and unbelievably expensive aerospace industry, along with unprecedented levels of
secrecy and autonomy from Congress and the public.46
The US government also ignored Tesla’s offer to produce a “city killing machine,” which was
composed of an electromagnetic shield and a wireless torpedo. Tesla made several proposals during
the 1930s, none of which received funding. Among Tesla’s claims, published annually on his
birthday in the New York Times, were methods of harnessing the power of the sun to electrify the
earth and provide free electrical power to anybody, anywhere.
Tesla did, however, conceive of at least one device that became a major part of our nation’s arsenal discusses Dark Energy and Margaret Cheney, Tesla: A Man Out of Time, Dell Publishing, 1983.
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radar. As early as 1917 he published his theory and developed the first prototype in 1934. It is from
the basis of this technology that future research into weaponizing the electromagnetic spectrum
proceeded. At the same time Tesla was working on methods of transmitting and receiving
communication signals through interplanetary space and reading the images on a sleeping person’s
retina (by extension mind reading). His prediction that future wars would be fought with
electromagnetic means foreshadowed the rise of electronic warfare and the non-lethal weapons
technology being deployed today. 47
At first glance, it would seem probable that the military had taken over the management of Tesla’s
material. In fact, a number of projects related to his life’s work were in development. For instance,
the building of beam weapons at Wright Patterson Air Force Base under the code name “Project
Nick”48 headed by Brigadier General L.C. Craigie. This project was however, cancelled due to an
apparent lack of understanding of Tesla’s means of transmitting high-energy waves without a loss of
power over great distances. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) began another
project in 1958 codenamed “Seesaw” at Lawrence Livermore Labs49 aimed at combating reported
Soviet advances in electromagnetic weapons and defenses, advances that many believe came about
after 1952 when the bulk of Tesla’s research and personal effects were turned over to his nephew,
Sava Kosanovic, who promptly whisked them away to Yugoslavia. Eight years later Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev would state that, “A new and fantastic weapon is in the hatching stage,”50
horrifying many and prompting calls for more effective means of using EMF, espionage and
counter-espionage.
On February 9, 1981, the office of the Undersecretary of Defense Research and Engineering
department sent a letter to the FBI that requested the papers of Tesla, stating, “We believe that
certain of Tesla’s papers may contain basic principles which would be of considerable value to
certain ongoing research within the DOD. It would be very helpful to have access to these papers.
The letter was signed by Lt. Col. Allan J. Mclaren, an R.O.T.C. graduate from M.I.T. in 1960, who
later went on to become a project director with Lockheed Martin Space Systems from which he
retired in 2003.51
This section of his memo to the FBI was not declassified until 1993. In response, the FBI issued the
same response as to all of the other inquiries with one exception, this time they identified who it was
that examined the stored effects; it was the Office of Scientific Research and Development from
47
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MIT, a breeding ground of CIA. technical types the Office of Naval Intelligence and agents from US
Naval Research.52 What they may have been looking for had likely already been taken, according to
a recent PBS special entitled Tesla: Life and Legacy, Tesla’s nephew reported that Tesla’s most
recent journal was missing from the bulk of material stored by the OAP.53 In recent years high
profile projects such as the High Altitude Auroral Project (“HAARP”), the Strategic Defense
Initiative (“Star Wars”), and many of the devices promoted by proponents of “Non-Lethal Weapons”
have Tesla’s intellectual fingerprints all over them.54
MK-ULTRA
In terms of mind-control and the breaking down of prisoners for military interrogations, the events at
Abu-Ghraib, Guantanamo, and in the CIA network of secret prisons dotting the globe, all have their
intellectual origin in the work carried out by a network of scientists under the behest of the
intelligence community beginning in the World War II period. Mind-control, per se, refers to a wellfunded, broad based series of programs designed to explore the furthest reaches of human cognitive
ability. The Nazis, as well as the Japanese, had been experimenting on prisoners throughout the war.
Recovery of the records of these experiments led the US to proceed with investigations into new
means of interrogations and the building of resistance to interrogations of US personnel..55
The CIA, in association with various other agencies, undertook a long series of experiments on
unsuspecting prisoners, students, military personnel and others recruited into one of the at least 162
subprojects of what became known as MKULTRA.56 Interest was certainly piqued by the case of
Cardinal Mindseztny and the reports of brainwashing techniques used on American soldiers in
prisoner of war camps in Korea57. But even prior to the Korean War the resiliency of the human
mind was being tested by researchers on the black budget. These projects reportedly at times
violated every conceivable notion of human rights and dignity.58
Frank Olson, a mid-level CIA operative, worked on the development of aerosol delivery of drugs
and poisons at Ft. Detrick, Maryland. His work, which is still classified, was. funded through
MKULTRA. Olson took a trip to England where MI6 and the CIA were working together on ways to
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prevent allied spies and servicemen from yielding to interrogation. Olson also traveled to Frankfurt,
where the two agencies conducted fatal experiments on prisoners of war and others considered to be
“expendable.” Olson had an ethical dilemma with the research and, after voicing his concerns,
returned to the United States. On November 28, 1953, Olson was in room 1018A of the Hotel Statler
in New York. At 2 a.m., Olson fell from the 10th floor window of his room to his death on the
sidewalk below. The headline reported his death as an accident or suicide. This report was
discredited when, in 1975, another official lie was issued to ease his family’s suffering and deflect
public scrutiny. This time Olson was called the victim of an LSD experiment.59 Media reports cited
in the New York Times focused on the sensational aspects of LSD use and psychic warfare, but did
not dwell on the more egregious violations of human rights and dignity inherent in the programs
overseen by the CIA.60
The truth was not revealed until 1994 when his son finally had his body exhumed and examined. The
autopsy showed that Olson’s left temple had been fractured before he fell. According to the New
York Times Magazine CIA tradecraft books from 1953, that have since been released teach that “one
of the surest methods of killing somebody without a trace involves impairing their reflexes with
alcohol (or drugs) and then stepping up behind them and stunning them with a blow to the temple.
After that you quickly grab their ankles and in a single motion flip them over a bridge, balcony or
out of a window more than 70 feet off of the ground.”61 What Olson saw, and what cost him his life
and his family their peace of mind for 30 years, was the beginning of a long term strategy to develop
means of making individual both resistant to “brainwashing” and to control the actions of
individuals.62 The cover story that was used to justify the beginning of the project was that there was
a “brainwashing gap” with the Koreans.63
Experimenters used college students, servicemen, mental patients, the poor and, in several instances,
children as young as four years old, in attempts to create untraceable assassins, couriers and other
operatives. MKULTRA sub-projects involved the services of many notable universities and used a
number of false front corporations such as the Foundation for the Study of Human Ecology and think
tanks such as RAND, to shield the source of funding from those with ethical “problems.”64 We
would still know nothing of these activities had it not been for the release of 16,000 pages of
documents in 1977 through the FOIA request filed by the surviving family of Frank Olson.
Unfortunately CIA Director Richard Helms ordered the destruction of any MKULTRA records
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shortly before the order came in to his office65, leaving an incomplete picture of a concerted effort by
various agencies to create new and better means of controlling the thoughts, emotions and thus
behavior, of unsuspecting individuals.
ILLEGAL EXPERIMENTATION
MKULTRA was, however, neither the first nor the last project funded by government or industry to
experiment on people in the name of some greater good. A quick review of the history of secret
experimentation and medical atrocities reveals a pattern of deadly behavior
The Tuskegee Experiments in 1932 cruelly condemned scores of black men to death from syphilis.66
The Pellagra Incident, in which millions died over two decades, in spite of the fact that the US
Public Health Service knew at the time that these deaths were caused by little more than a niacin
deficiency.67
In 1940 scientists exposed four-hundred prisoners in Chicago with malaria (a US experiment Nazis
cited at the Nuremberg trials to defend their own experimentation).68
During WWII, Seventh Day Adventist conscientious objectors were enlisted into Operation
Whitecoat by the US Army and the Adventist Church. They were told that they were being tested for
defensive research purposes while the government was in fact testing offensive chemical and
biological weapons.69
After WWII, matters became far worse for those who were caught up in the web of illegal scientific
testing. In 1947 Colonel E.E. Kirkpatrick of the US Atomic Energy Commission issued a secret
document stating that the agency would begin administering intravenous doses of radioactive
substances to human subjects. At the same time atomic tests in which the residents of Utah and
Nevada were purposely exposed to radioactive fallout. There were also a series of operations during
the 1940s and 1950s in which US cities were attacked secretly by the military through the spread of
biological agents in order to track their propagation through a real population.70
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THE SCIENTISTS
Dr. Ewen Cameron71
Once the details of MKULTRA came to light, the focus in the media and in the Senate, was on the
use of drugs, especially LSD. While the researchers within the project did indeed concentrate on
developing a variety of hallucinogenic concoctions, they did so with an end in mind. The goal was to
devise means and methods of enabling undercover operatives, soldiers, contractors or anyone who
was involved in secret projects, to be able to keep those secrets if they were captured or interrogated.
Hypnosis, combined with drugs, sensory deprivation and systematic abuse were seen as a means to
that end. The leader in this pharmaceutical and psychological research was Dr. Ewen Cameron.
Cameron was at the time, one of the most esteemed psychiatrists in the world. As president of the
American Psychiatric Association, Canadian Psychiatric Association, and one of the founders of the
World Psychiatric Association, Dr. Cameron began experimenting on brainwashing techniques as
early as the 1930s with schizophrenic patients. At this time lobotomies were not yet in common use,
though the procedure would begin to be implemented in 1936 on a wide scale. Electroshock therapy
was some years from being accepted as a primary means of changing behavior.72
Cameron relied on torturous and highly stressful techniques for breaking down the personality of his
patients. Schizophrenics would be stripped down naked beneath red lights for eight hours a day,
sometimes for up to eight months with repeated messages inundating their senses. In other
experiments Cameron would attempt to induce the delirium associated with a high fever by cooking
his patients in an electric cage until their body temperature reached 102 degrees.
From January of 1957 until September of 1960 Cameron became one of the promising researchers
the CIA turned to in order to develop means and methods of “brainwashing” and programming
Colonel Kirkpatrick, Acting Manager, Field Operations of AEC, to the AEC Berkeley Area Engineer, puts the AEC
stamp on termination of human testing, while simultaneously revealing it was going on under the Manhattan Project-at
the request of Oppenhiemer: "Until the Atomic Energy Commission is able to consider sponsoring this type of
experimentation, authorization cannot be given for the use of radioactive materials in human subjects under this
contract." A more current report from the National Security Archives that clearly lays out the timeline and the assault by
researchers on “subjects” can be found at
http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/radiation/dir/mstreet/commeet/meet12/brief12/tab_f/br12f1d.txt----“ Personal Statement
from Elizabeth Zitrin, Attorney at Law Public Member of the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiation Experiments”. For
information on biological warfare experiments a good starting place is : Biological Warfare: A Historical Perspective, by
LTC George W. Christopher, USAF, MC; LTC Theodore J. Cieslak, MC, USA, MAJ Julie A. Pavlin, MC, USA, and
LTC (P) Edward M. Eitzen Jr., MC, USA. -- Operational Medicine Division, United States Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases, Fort Detrick, Maryland, as posted at http://www.fas.org/nuke/guide/usa/cbw/bw.htm
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human beings to do the will of the agency. Cameron received $64,242.4473 from the CIA. to develop
a combination of techniques that would destroy an individual’s memory of an event and enable the
programmer to control their behavior through post-hypnotic commands. Cameron used a variety of
drug combinations coupled with prolonged sleep deprivation, isolation, hypnosis, and electro
convulsive therapy in order to “wipe” an individual’s memory. His techniques worked, to a certain
extent, but ethical considerations led the CIA to cut Cameron’s funding in the US, prompting
Cameron to move to Canada to continue his work with funding channeled through the Canadian
Government.
He continued his work, officially, from 1961 until 1964 in Montreal where he received an additional
$57,750.74 During this time Cameron combined his techniques (in a “therapy” he called depatterning) with electroconvulsive therapy in which the voltage introduced into one subjects brain,
Linda Macdonald, exceeded the APA’s guidelines by 76.5 times. He succeeded in wiping her
memory and to this day, she cannot remember anything prior to 1963. In a January 17, 1984
broadcast of the Canadian Broadcasting System, a program called “The Fifth Estate” detailed the
experiments of Cameron, prompting a burst of investigative journalism culminating in a class-action
suit brought against the CIA by former subjects. In 1988, the case was settled out of court for
$750,000, divided between 8 plaintiffs. Linda Macdonald received $100,000 and legal fees from the
Canadian government, but Cameron himself, faced no punishment.75
Dr. Jose Delgado
Whereas Cameron focused on creating traumatized individuals through intense psychological
pressure, Dr. Jose Delgado was investigating the direct route to control of “human subjects.”
Delgado physically invaded the brains of subjects with electrodes in order to create emotions and
control actions with the push of a button. As he stated himself,
"We need a program of psychosurgery for political control of our society. The
purpose is physical control of the mind. Everyone who deviates from the given norm
can be surgically mutilated. The individual may think that the most important reality
is his own existence, but this is only his personal point of view. This lacks historical
perspective. Man does not have the right to develop his own mind. This kind of
liberal orientation has great appeal. We must electrically control the brain. Some day
armies and generals will be controlled by electric stimulation of the brain." 76
In his paper "Intracerebral Radio Stimulation and Recording in Completely Free Patients,” Delgado
observed that:
"Radio Stimulation on different points in the amygdala and hippocampus in the four
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patients produced a variety of effect, including pleasant sensations, elation, deep
thoughtful concentration, odd feelings, super relaxation (an essential precursor for
deep hypnosis) colored visions, and other responses."77
Delgado, to his credit, did make great strides toward a better understanding the physiology of brain
structures and their attendant behavioral and emotional correlates, strides that did not go unnoticed
by the intelligence community and the military.
While Delgado worked in an area of specific interest, the direct stimulation of brain structures
through implanted electronics, other researchers explored means of creating multiple personalities
and programming the alternate personalities that emerged to do a variety of intelligence related work
as operatives, still others explored the effects of various drug combinations and other
“programming” and interrogation techniques aimed at creating super spies and breaking down
enemy agents.
THE EXPOSURE OF WATERGATE/MKULTRA/COINTELPRO
According to testimony by Senator Edward Kennedy in 1977,
"Some 2 years ago, the Senate Health Subcommittee heard chilling testimony about
the human experimentation activities of the Central Intelligence Agency. The Deputy
Director of the CIA revealed that over 30 universities and institutions were involved
in an ‘extensive testing and experimentation’ program which included covert drug
tests on unwitting citizens ‘at all social levels, [high and low], native Americans and
foreign.’ Several of these [tests involved] the administration of LSD to ‘unwitting
subjects in [social] situations.’ ... The Central Intelligence Agency drugged American
citizens without their knowledge or consent. It used university facilities and personnel
without their knowledge." 78
As an example of the hubris wrought by institutions veiled in secrecy, given unlimited funds and
staffed with amoral people we can only refer to the statement made by George White in a letter to
MKUltra director Sidney Gottleib: "I toiled wholeheartedly in the vineyards because it was fun, fun,
fun! Where else could an American boy lie, cheat, rape and pillage with the sanction and blessing of
the All Highest?” 79
After Watergate, more information hit the papers, COINTELPRO was uncovered by a group of
people who have never been apprehended, in spite of a six-year FBI investigation. The
COINTELPRO program was secret until 1971, when an FBI field office was burglarized by a group
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calling themselves the Citizens' Commission to Investigate the FBI. These people broke into an FBI
office in Pennsylvania, rifled through the filing cabinets and leaked to the press documents detailing
the abuses suffered by a wide variety of activists, including a long-term plan to destroy Martin
Luther King Jr.:
“Agents tapped his phone, bugged his rooms, trumpeted his supposed commie
connections, and his sexual proclivities, and sicced the Internal Revenue Service on
him. When it was announced in 1964 that King would receive a Nobel Peace Prize,
the FBI grew desperate. Hoping to prevent King from accepting the award, the
Bureau mailed him a package containing a tape of phone calls documenting King’s
extramarital affairs and an anonymous, threatening letter (shown here in censored
form). In barely concealed language, King was told to commit suicide before the
award ceremony or risk seeing his "filthy, abnormal fraudulent self" exposed to the
nation. Fortunately, King ignored the FBI’s advice. He accepted the award and lived
four more years until his assassination.” 80
Some of the largest COINTELPRO campaigns targeted the Socialist Worker's Party, the Ku Klux
Klan, the "New Left" (including several anti-war groups such as the Students for a Democratic
Society and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee), Black Liberation groups (such as the
Black Panthers and the Republic of New Africa), Puerto Rican independence groups, the American
Indian Movement, and the Weather Underground. Later, Director Hoover declared that the
centralized COINTELPRO was over, and that all future counterintelligence operations would be
handled on a case-by-case basis.81
In addition, the MKULTRA documents hit the press and a number of books were written about the
subject, most notable were’ “The Search for the Manchurian Candidate” by John Marks, “Bluebird”
by Colin A. Ross MD, and “A Nation Betrayed” by Carol Rutz. At this point victims began to come
forward with claims of being horribly abused in these programs, one of the most famous is a woman
named Candy Jones who described in stunning detail a tale of corruption and abuse.82
When Jimmy Carter became President in 1976 he promptly moved to introduce a modicum
of control, he instituted the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act establishing an 11 member
secret court to oversee the surveillance activities of our covert agencies. As an example of the
limited reporting requirements for the court we have the first report issued to Vice President
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Mondale from Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti in 1979:
This report is submitted pursuant to Section 107 of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978, Title 50, United States Code Section 1807.
During calendar year 1979, 199 applications were made for orders and extensions of
orders approving electronic surveillance under the Act. The United States Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court issued 207 orders granting authority for the requested
electronic surveillances. No orders were entered which modified or denied the
requested authority.83
Pointedly Carter’s reform measure did not do anything to insure that the American public would be
protected in the future from abuse and testing at the hands of the intelligence arm of the militaryindustrial complex. Carter’s move to reform the CIA was to appoint an outsider as head of the
agency, Admiral Stansfield Turner. After Turner took over as Director of the CIA 800 “rogue”
agents were let go, though most all of them found work in various false front companies that had
been set up in the previous years. 84
Both the Rockefeller Commission and the Church Committee revealed a long standing pattern of
both developing new psychological, pharmaceutical and radiological technologies, to influence
individuals and groups and long standing pattern of behavior whereby politically disruptive citizens
were systematically targeted, harassed and destroyed. Yet there have, to date, been no provisions
instituted which would stop this behavior, nor is there any guarantee that these kinds of covert
programs ever actually ceased. The only practical change engendered by the disclosures of the 1970s
was to drive these kinds of operations further into the shadows. That such research and
experimentation may still be occurring is evidenced by a DOD directive, issued by the Secretary of
the Navy on November 6, 2006 that specifically requires prior approval of the Under Secretary of
the Navy before conducting “severe or unusual intrusions, either physical or psychological, on
human subjects (such as consciousness altering drugs, or mind-control techniques).”85
Non-Lethal Weapons Research Today
There is a long history that illustrates US Intelligence operations had tragic results for many
involved. There was, however, no public debate surrounding these black operations because they
were classified under the guise of national security. MKULTRA, Project PANDORA, plutonium
testing, and many more projects conducted by the DOD and the CIA were exposed by committees
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led by Senators Rockefeller and Church in the 1970s.86 However, tighter restrictions on human
experiment including accountability and transparency did not occur until 1997, when President
Clinton instituted revised protocols on human experiments.87
Official reports insist that the research involving experiments during the 1950s through the 1970s
was destroyed. Yet, the scientists involved went without punishment, free to continue their careers.88
Given the levels of ongoing EMF technology research today, and the recent retroactive approval of
torture approved by the Military Commissions Act, it may be that human testing is occurring under
post-9/11 national security protocols. Can we accept that all the psychological research conducted
with government funding up to the 1970s was simply destroyed? At this time, the American public
has no way to answer this question. The current administration classifies more information than any
previous US administration.89 Unclassified documents have even been recalled and re-classified.90
In the 1980s nuclear radiation experiments on humans became public knowledge and Russian tests
making use of the electromagnetic spectrum were exposed.91 Countries around the world passed laws
and signed treaties in response to the danger of weapons that could adversely effect human behavior
or manipulate human cognition. The Russians banned all EMF weapons in 2001.
These treaties have roots in the human radiation experiments of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. In
effect, these treaties declared a basic tenant of human rights and cognitive liberties.92
In the quest for global military superiority, the US stepped up funding for the concept of the “Future
Warrior” beginning in the late 1990s with the use of advanced nano-technology.93 The idea was to
streamline the military, improve soldier performance, control the fighting in real-time and avoid
soldier mortality. Toward this end, the concept was to enhance the ability of soldiers in the field to
interface with computer systems by using their own brain waves.94 The US began to fund research
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into decoding the brain as well as other neurological research. President George H.W. Bush declared
the 1990s “The Decade of the Brain”.95 At the same time, funding for computer to human interface
poured into universities and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) stepped up
their research and development. In the universities, the field became “cognitive science” and within
DARPA, the term “augmented cognition” was born.96 While developments in brain research are
touted for their amazing therapeutic advances in the medical field, they primarily serve the purposes
of the US military.97
Americans have little idea about the research concerning the capabilities of electromagnetism,
directed acoustics, or computer-human interfacing. The majority of Americans do not know that we
are currently using these new-concept weapons in Iraq and Afghanistan. Indiana University law
professor David Fidler stated to the Economist, “because these weapons are most likely to be used
on civilians, it is not clear that using them is legal under the international rules governing armed
conflict…if they are used in conjunction with conventional weapons, they could end up making war
more deadly, rather than less.”98
A peek into the US arsenal of weapons is like a look into a science fiction film. DARPA and various
military research labs provide a view of the current technology available to enhance US soldiers in
the field and manipulate the emotions and behaviors of the perceived enemy. As American sentiment
toward the Iraq war spirals downward, along with the approval ratings of the US president, domestic
civil disobedience is likely to rise, as it has in many countries in response to US foreign policy.
Are new electromagnetic weapons in the possession of the government be used on American
citizens? The issue at hand is whether the research and technology currently being developed will
benefit or harm us and how much liberty we are willing to sacrifice for a possibly skewed sense of
national security and protection.
In September 2006, Air Force Secretary Michael Wynne announced that crowd control weapons
should be tested on Americans first. "If we're not willing to use it here against our fellow citizens,
then we should not be willing to use it in a wartime situation," said Wynne. "(Because) if I hit
somebody with a non-lethal weapon and they claim that it injured them in a way that was not
intended, I think that I would be vilified in the world press."99
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Non-lethal weapons sound harmless in relation to guns and bombs. However, non-lethal weapons
are not just tazers and annoying sounds. Nor are they harmless. In fact, NLWs are such a concern
that many countries have treaties demanding transparency. Beginning in the 1990s, groups have
formed to provide oversight of NLW research, including international committees, concerned
scientists, and citizens’ groups including the Federation of American Scientists and the Center for
Cognitive Liberty and Ethics.100 The proliferation of NLWs have raised concern within the EU,
Russia, and other countries, as records of Cold War abuses come to light and people come forward
with complaints of illegal testing.101
The concern is more than a political issue and stretches beyond civil liberties into human rights as
they relate to a person’s cognitive liberties. The following section highlights technologies with the
capability to control and manipulate individuals or large groups of people.
Crowd Control using the Electromagnetic Spectrum
The electromagnetic spectrum has provided the military with an expanse of weapons, which are
operational and in military and private use today in the form of millimeter waves,102 pulsed energy
projectiles, and high power magnetic weapons.
Project Sheriff
The US has deployed the Project Sheriff active denial weapon in Iraq. Raytheon outfitted Humvees
with their Silent Guardian Protection System, a device capable of heating the skin to 1/64 of an inch,
causing instant pain similar to intense sunburn, 103 with the goal to facilitate dispersing a crowd.
According to a report released by the Air Force on the human effects of this weapon, people with
contact lenses and those wearing metal suffered greater effects. An imprint of a coin was discovered
on the skin of a test subject and death or severe heart problems may occur.104
Pulsed Energy Projectiles
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Pulsed Energy Projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to paralyze a victim with
pain. According to New Scientist magazine, the expanding plasma effects nerve cells, but the longterm effects remain a public mystery.105 The Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Program reports that, PEPs
create a flash bang effect that startles and distracts.106 However, the effects are much greater than just
startling an individual. A 2001 Time magazine article states that the PEP “superheats the surface
moisture around a target so rapidly that it literally explodes, producing a bright flash of light and a
loud bang. The effect is like a stun grenade, but unlike a grenade the pep travels at nearly the speed
of light and can take out a target with pinpoint accuracy…as far away as 2 km.”107
While the effects of these weapons appear to be short-term and topical in nature, there is evidence
that electromagnetic weapons have effects on the brain, including sleep disruption and behavior
changes.108 They can produce anxiety and fear or compliance in humans. It is possible to use these
weapons as a means of torture, yet without knowing exactly when, where, and how the weapons are
used, we are left to speculate.109 An article by David Hambling in New Scientist magazine, March
2005, was titled, “Maximum pain is aim of new US weapons.” In 2006, Dr. Brian Martin, associate
professor in Science, Technology and Society, University of Wollongong, Australia, co-authored a
paper entitled “Looming struggles over technology for border control,” which describes the potential
catastrophes that would lead to an extreme border protection plan. In the event of a natural disaster,
or the rapid reduction of resources, or a major climactic change such as drought, rich countries will
have a need to reinforce their borders against a massive influx of refugees. This scenario is often
described in the nation-state context but it is possible to imagine such a perceived need in the event
of internal civil unrest.
Directed Acoustics
In Maoist China, cities were equipped with megaphones, bombarding the people with on-going
propaganda. The megaphones were in full vision of the people, yet there was no way to escape the
sound. Today technology exists that fills a similar purpose. Voice to Skull directed acoustic devices
are neuro-electromagnetic non-lethal weapons that can produce sounds within the skull of a
human.110
A similar technology, known as Hypersonic Sound, is used in a similar fashion. According to its
inventor, Elwood Norris of American Technology Corporation (ATC), the handheld speaker can
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focus sound waves directly at a person without anyone else hearing the sound. The technology is
being tested by corporations such as McDonald’s and Wal Mart to direct advertisements into a
consumer’s head.
The Long Rage Acoustical Device (LRAD),111 is used by the military in situations such as crowd
control, mass notification, and perimeter enforcement. For instance, an unruly mob may not hear a
warning to disperse with traditional acoustic technology, or border enforcement agents may need to
warn an approaching intruder to turn away or face bodily harm. The technology has advantages over
lethal force, yet it also has the potential to inflict physical harm, emotional manipulation, and death.
According to Defense Update, the LRAD can produce a 150-decibel acoustic beam from 300 meters
away. The human threshold for pain is between 120 to 140 decibels.112 In a 2003 New York Times
article Mr. Norris demonstrates his technology to the reporter. At 1% of capacity, the reporter’s eyes
hurt, and hours later still experienced a headache.113
This technology can inflict permanent damage and death despite its classification as a non-lethal
weapon. While the LRAD may be seen as a way to save lives in times of disaster or to avoid civilian
casualties, the LRAD and similar directed acoustics may be cause for concern to those who exercise
their right to assemble and conduct peaceful demonstrations and protests. The New York City police
used the LRAD at the Republican National Convention and it was also used in Miami at a WTO
Free Trade protests.114 Covering one’s ears will not protect a person and given, the long-range
capabilities, fleeing from the beam may not help either (as evidenced in the use of directed acoustics
against Jewish settlers in Gaza). The Associated Press (AP) reported that a device called “the
scream” was used in a 2005 protest against Palestinians who “covered their ears and grabbed their
heads, overcome by dizziness and nausea, after the vehicle-mounted device began sending out bursts
of audible, but not loud, sound at intervals of about 10 seconds. An AP photographer at the scene
said that even after he covered his ears, he continued to hear the sound ringing in his head.”115
Neurological Technology
Neurobiology has many facets including therapeutic applications with Alzheimer’s, epilepsy,
depression, and stroke victims using Trancranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS). Bush’s Decade of the
Brain produced outstanding advances for those with spinal cord injuries as well, which allows a
paralyzed person to control a computer screen or a limb with a brain implant. There is also a new
field in neurological research, Augmented Cognition. From universities to private business to the
military, advances in neuro-technology can be used for amazing good. However, as we learned from
the history of the Cold War, technology that has the capacity to heal also has the capacity to harm.
Of great concern is the research being conducted at DARPA, which is trying to revolutionize the
way soldiers receive information, respond to orders, adapt to stress, and perform while sleep
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deprived.
TMS is being developed for military purposes using electrical impulses at close proximity to the
skull to enhance mood, affect sleep patterns, and increase creativity.116 This technology is beginning
to replace electro-shock therapy. DARPA granted a contract to the Medical University of South
Carolina to research now to improve a soldier’s performance. A soldier’s reaction to stress may be
less intense, or a 40-hour flight will allow for the soldier to remain awake without the side effects of
sleep deprivation.117 Few, if any, understand the long-term effects of TMS, given its relative infancy
in the overall field of Augmented Cognition. Does TMS produce unknown neurological effects ten,
twenty, fifty years down the road? To what extent is TMS being researched? TMS is part of the
overall field of Augmented Cognition. In essence, Augmented Cognition allows a human to interact
with a computer through brain waves. The idea is to enhance a person’s cognitive capabilities in the
area of memory, learning, attention, visualization, and decision-making.
One application of augmented cognition allows a user to monitor a person’s brain functions and send
anticipatory commands to the person being monitored. For instance, a military command unit will be
able to monitor a pilot in a cockpit, and based on the sensory output of the soldier, the base
command can input messages directly into the pilot’s brain to improve performance. DARPA
describes this as a human computer symbiosis whereby, “This research will enable development of
closed loop human-computer technologies, where the state of the user is measured, analyzed, and
automatically adapted to by the computational system.”118 The increase in human-computer relations
and the ability to manipulate and control a person’s senses, memory, and neural output has wide
implications.
The basic ability to enter a person’s mind is not a futuristic fantasy. This is real and in prototype.
DARPA began this research in 1983.119 The Internet has become a focal point in our lives with
reliance for information and communication. Our interaction and intimacy with computers is
increasingly pervasive, as is our exposure to the field of augmented cognition. DARPA does not
address the implications of such symbiosis, or the dilemma of he extent to which a person can or
should be manipulated. The use of this technology is used for military purposes but it may not be
long until it is used to “improve” the factory worker, prisoners, or the mentally ill.
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The Implant
Another realm of brain research is the field of neural implants. Until recently, implants were a
futuristic fantasy. Current advances in the private and military sectors have produced an implant that
can allow a victim of a spinal cord injury to walk again or give an amputee the ability to control her
leg with her mind. In the private sector, Cyberkinetics is leading the way to liberating some people
from wheelchairs. This technology is a path to a more functional way of life, but it is also possible
that the use of implants could be used for malevolence.
John Donohoe, founder, chief scientific officer, and director of Cyberkinetics, addressed the issue of
mind control and neural implants. When asked if creating a brain-machine interface will open the
door to mind control Donohoe responded, “We do that all the time already. Advertising is mind
control. Even pharmaceutical agents are a form of mind control. When people have behaviors that
deviate far from the norm, they are given medications that bring their mind back into the realm of
behavior that we call normal. If a child were to have a seizure and became unconscious because of
the seizure, and we controlled his mind so that he did not have seizures, that would be a wonderful
thing. We want to do that.”120
The Experts121
Many scientists, philosophers, psychologists, and military analysts have written on the possibilities
of accumulating information directly from the human brain as well as controlling human beings for
various governmental and militaristic purposes using the aforementioned technologies. What follows
are excerpts from recent interviews conducted by the authors with notable experts focusing on the
capabilities of US EMF technologies and concerns about human rights and cognitive liberty. We
contacted twenty-two experts in the fields of EMF technologies, many would not comment. The
following are quotes from four experts who were willing to publicly address the subject.
Vladimir Nikolaevich Lopatin
Director of The Republican Scientific Research Institute of Intellectual Property, Moscow, former
Deputy of the State Duma of the Russian Federation on the Vologda from 1995 to 1999, and Senior
Assistant to the General Public Prosecutor of the Russian Federation. During the 1990s Lopatin was
active in the Russian Federation’s banning of EMF technologies for military purposes.122
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The following are quotes from Lopatin:
“At the same time, the necessity of protection from information weapons, information terrorism and
information war is being discussed more often during the last years.”
“…according to the Security Department of the Russian Federation, directors of Russian Special
Services and the Ministry of Defense of Russia. Based on the data of special services, by the
beginning of the 21st century expenses for purchasing means of information war increased within the
last 15 years in the USA in four times and are ahead of all armament programs. Information
confrontation during the times of a regular war began to change to a new, higher level – information
war.”
“According to article 6 of the Federal Law “On weapons,” as of July 30, 2001, on the territory of the
Russian Federation it is forbidden to circulate as means of civil and service weapons: ‘weapons and
other objects, destructive ability of which is based on the use of electro-magnetic, light, heat,
infrasound and ultrasound radiation and which have output parameters that exceed the amounts, set
by state standards of the Russian Federation and norms of the federal body of executive power
responsible for healthcare, and also mentioned above weapons and objects, manufactured outside of
the territory of the Russian Federation’.”
Carol Smith
British psychoanalyst, private practice in London, member of The College of Psychoanalysts and the
Institute for Psychotherapy and Social Studies and member of their Ethics Committee.
Asked if there are human rights concerns associated with these particular non-lethal weapons, Smith
answered, “Yes – it depends though by what is meant by ‘the wrong hands’. For people who are
targeted for experimentation – all such devices need testing – all hands are the wrong hands, be they
government, private commercial, or sadistic/commercial. Ionatron, a large company based in
Arizona, developed plasma channel directed energy weapons and state in their website: ‘What are
LIPC laser-guided directed-energy weapons? Laser-guided directed-energy weapons work like
"man-made lightning" to disable people or things. LIPC technology is Ionatron’s proprietary type of
laser-guided directed-energy weapon. LIPC stands for laser-induced plasma channel; the plasma
channel is how the energy is directed through the air at the target. Extremely fast femto-second
lasers cause light to break into filaments, which form a plasma channel that conducts the energy like
a virtual wire. This technology can be adjusted for non-lethal or lethal use’.”
Discussing neurotechnology, Smith adds, “Brain mapping indicated to us the pleasure centers of the
brain. TMS is the accessing these with rapidly changing magnetic fields to produce electrical fields.
If the right hand rule is operative, the effect of inducing electrical fields by changing magnetic fields
improves mood.
(Lenz’s law, however, gives the direction of the induced electromotive force (EMF) resulting from
electromagnetic induction, thus: The EMF induced in an electric circuit always acts in such a
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direction that the current it drives around a closed circuit produces a magnetic field which opposes
the change in magnetic flux.) In other words, it would be possible to create depression and a feeling
of overwhelming hopelessness by the induction of a current into the electrical circuit of the brain,
which opposed the change in magnetic flux.123
“In 2004, The US Air Force Directorate: Controlled Effects gives a clear picture of objectives: “The
Controlled Effects long-term challenge focuses technology developments in three primary areas
Measured Global Force Projection looks at the exploitation of electromagnetic and other nonconventional force capabilities against facilities and equipment to achieve strategic, tactical, and
lethal and non lethal force projection around the world. Controlled Personnel Effects investigates
technologies to make selected adversaries think and act according to our needs. Dominant Remote
Control seeks to control, at a distance, an enemy's vehicles, sensors, communications, and
information systems and manipulate them for military purposes. The S&T Planning Review panel
looked first at extending the applications of advanced military technologies currently under
development and then at new, revolutionary technologies for their military significance.”
“For the Controlled Personnel Effects capability, the S&T panel explored the potential for targeting
individuals with non lethal force, from a militarily useful range, to make selected adversaries think
or act according to our needs. Through the application of non-lethal force, it is possible to physically
influence or incapacitate personnel. Advanced technologies could enable the war fighter to remotely
create physical sensations such as pressure or temperature changes. A current example of this
technology is Active Denial, a non-lethal counter-personnel millimeter wave system that creates a
skin heating sensation to repel an individual or group of people without harm. By studying and
modeling the human brain and nervous system, the ability to mentally influence or confuse
personnel is also possible. Through sensory deception, it may be possible to create synthetic images,
or holograms, to confuse an individual's visual sense or, in a similar manner, confuse his senses of
sound, taste, touch, or smell. Through cognitive engineering, scientists can develop a better
understanding of how an individual's cognitive processes (pattern recognition, visual conditioning,
and difference detection) affect his decision-making processes. Once understood, scientists could use
these cognitive models to predict a person's behavior under a variety of conditions with the potential
to affect an adversary's mission accomplishment via a wide range of personnel effects.”124
Dr. Dean Radin
Former positions at AT&T Bell Labs and GTE Labs on advanced telecommunications R&D,
appointments at Princeton University, University of Edinburgh, University of Nevada, SRI
International and Interval Research Corporation, co-founder of the Boundary Institute, Senior
Scientist at the Institute of Noetic Sciences. Adjunct appointment at Sonoma State University,
Distinguished Consulting Faculty for Saybrook Graduate School.
“I have spoken with experts in this area (extremely low frequency) about health effects in general
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and the consensus seems to be that non-ionizing EM radiation definitely does have effects on living
systems, from individual cells to human behavior. The principle health concern is childhood
leukemia associated with proximity to high-tension lines. There the epidemiological evidence is
fairly clear. On other sources of EM, like cell phones and microwaves, the jury still seems to be out,
although I strongly suspect that directed microwaves at non-ionizing strength can induce all sorts of
behavioral changes through direct influence of the nervous system. This comes from my contacts in
the non-lethal weapons arena, which is often lumped in with the hysteria over supposed psychic
mind-control. All things being equal, I’d rather see development of non-lethal weapons than lethal
ones. How such weapons are actually used is another matter, of course.”
"The question is, were there ever elements of the intel/military world engaged in experiments on
human behavior (not mind) control? Yes, many decades ago, during the cold war. But is such work
still taking place? I don’t know, because if it is it would be a black project and then by definition
only those involved would know of it. I hope no such projects are underway, because I do believe
that EMF, used in nefarious ways, can destabilize the brain, and potentially generate feelings of
violence or apathy. But I very strongly doubt that specific thoughts or intentions or actions can be
induced"
Dr. Nick Begich
He is the editor of Earthpulse Flashpoints, a new-science book series and published articles in
science, politics and education and is a well known lecturer, having presented throughout the United
States and in nineteen countries. Begich has served as an expert witness and speaker before the
European Parliament and has spoken on various issues for groups representing citizen concerns,
statesmen and elected officials, scientists and others. He is the publisher and co-owner of Earthpulse
Press and Executive Director of The Lay Institute of Technology, Inc. a Texas non-profit
corporation.
“There are several ways that microwaves can affect humans. For instance, the Sheriff and weapons
that can heat the skin for crowd control do what the military states but they are capable of much
more. The thermal heating weapons act like a car radio; you can change the frequencies to get
different effects. The electromagnetic weapons send an impulse through the nervous system. They
can transfer sounds, like Woody Norris’ directed acoustic weapons, which is contracted to the US
government. It modulates a signal that is a radio frequency, which can be changed to affect certain
organs. It can override an organ like the heart or the liver. So changing the perimeter is like changing
the broadcast on the radio. These extremely low frequencies also have the capability to send
messages directly into the head when only the receiver can hear it. (see the 1985 Radiofrequency
Radiation Dosimetry Handbook).”
“The handbook talks about electromagnetics and about the rapid healing of bones. The frequencies
can also be used to manipulate the brain and create a disequilibrium. These frequencies can also
imbed signals on radio broadcasts to create a feeling of fear or anxiety. The US military would
embed these signals on the Muslim prayer broadcasts during the first Gulf War. This was called
Project Solo.”
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“During the 1990’s, in both presidential administrations, non-lethal weapons such as these and
others received priority funding. The Secretary of Energy under Clinton, O’Leary, warned that over
a 40 year period, 500,000 had been unwitting test subjects for military research on non-lethal
weapons, including MKULTRA who claims among many victims, Ted Kaczinky, the Unabomber.
There is no way to know who these people are or how to help them because there is paranoia in the
military and no oversight in Congress. These black projects probably don’t even make it to the
President.”
“The problem is that the military’s role is to be paranoid and think up scenarios where the worst can
happen then prepare for this in order to protect the people from a hypothetical future event. But there
is little to no oversight. The Senate Intelligence Committee is made up of people like Ted Stephens
who thinks the internet is made up of pipes and tubes. These people do not have the required
background knowledge to ask the right questions. According to the defense budget report, 40% of
the budget is dedicated to black projects. There is no oversight and no public knowledge. In the
European Union, things are much different.”
“In February 1998, I testified before the European Union parliament for an hour and a half and
convinced them of the detrimental effects of non lethal weapons on humans, their behavior and their
minds. The EU was convinced and passed a resolution banning the use of weapons that can
manipulate a person (see Parliament Resolution A4-005/99 entitled "Resolution on the
Environment, Security, and Foreign Policy" passed on January 29, 1999). During the hearings, the
US representative and NATO representatives sat in the back and declined to participate when asked.
In the US, there is no such resolution or anything remotely close to being considered by any member
of Congress. There is no concern for it in the US because no one knows about them.”
“During the 1980’s and 1990’s, there were a lot of papers that came out of the Naval War College
and from top military officials that advocated using weapons that would cut down on the carnage
seen by the American public in order to maintain public support. There was another paper that
discusses how people will give up their liberties if they lived in a climate of fear by an outside
enemy. If the US public knew about these weapons and what they could potentially asked to give up,
their minds, the public would resist. So now, these weapons are being developed by the companies
that comprise the industrial military complex who are immune from FOIA requests.”
“Without oversight, these weapons will a government to have absolute control. These weapons are
most certainly in the hands of most industrialized countries. China certainly has them as intelligence
reports released by the CIA reveal claims about these new concept weapons. There needs to be a
debate in the public sphere because while these weapons appear frightening, they have amazing
therapeutic potentials. There is the possibility of quicker healing and curing disease and what is just
as important about government transparency concerning weapons is the transparency of life saving
science being kept from the public. If we have the ability to cure and the government or military
hides this, we have just as big a problem.”
Summary Analysis of Expert Interviews
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From the four interviews we were able to complete, there is a clear consensus of concern for the
potentiality of human rights abuses with EMF weapons testing and use. They collectively agree that
the US is the leading global researcher in this area and spends increasingly more money building this
technology. It is also clear that we know very little about the actual levels of experimentation,
research, and capabilities of EMF weapons technologies due to high levels of US government
security.
Department of Defense Military Contractors
Military contractors run our wars in concert with power elites. The corporation also has the power to
determine which studies will reach the public.125 To be certain, the military, in the interest of
budgets, will allow negative or alarming studies to remain unreported or lost in a sea of classified
documents.
The power of the military and DOD contractors is staggering. In the interest of national security and
lessons learned from an open democracy during the 1970s and the 1990s, operations have become
more black. In essence, no one can know with certainty what our military, government, or
corporations have in store for the world, though, we have some clues.
Michael Vickers, senior adviser to the Secretary of Defense for the 2005 Quadrennial Defense
Review and principal strategist for the largest covert action program in the CIA's history, recently
testified on the importance of black operations:
“US Special Operations Command’s (SOCOM) emphasis after 9/11 has been to make white Special
Operations Forces (SOF) more gray and black SOF more black. It is imperative, however, that white
and black SOF be integrated fully from a strategic perspective.”126
The money involved in the non-lethal weapons industry is growing and military contractors are
reaping the profits. According to Defense Industry Daily, Aaardvark Tactical, Inc. in Azusa, CA
won a $50 million contract to develop non-lethal weapons, anti-terrorism capabilities, and riot
gear.127 Ionatron was awarded a $12 million contract to develop the Laser Induced Plasma Channel
technology which produces man-made lightening bolts.128 SAIC received a $49 million in November
2004 to develop High Power Microwave and other directed energy systems while Fiore Industries
received a $16.35 million contract for similar technology and ITT received a $7.85 million contract
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for the same in 2000.129 Fiore Industries received a $7.1 million for High Power Microwave Research
and Experiment Program as early as 1994 and the same year Hughes Missile Systems Company
received a $6.6 million contract for High Power Microwave Suppression of Enemy Air Defense
Technology.130 Lockheed Martin secured a deal with DARPA in 2005 to continue the development of
the Space Based Radar Antenna Technology in a $19.5 million contract.131 According to the
Lockheed press release, the technology, “could significantly increase global persistent surveillance
coverage”.
In May of 2006, the Air Force issued $24 million in contracts for “Electro Magnetic Effects
Research and Development” to Northrup Gruman, Voss Scientific, Lockheed Martin, Electro
Magnetic Applications, and SAIC among others.132 The DOD viewed electromagnetic research and
development as a key component in future wars as early as the 1990s. Emmett Paige Jr., Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence declared in 1996
that, “Well over a decade ago, a Soviet general reportedly said something like ‘to prevail in the next
conflict, one must control the electromagnetic spectrum.’ That statement proved true in the Bacca
Valley and on deserts in Iraq. The Department of Defense is committed to ensuring that "in the next
conflict it is we who will control the spectrum. We know its value’.133 Increasingly, the value of non
lethal weapons continues to rise as they produce fewer images of death in the media than traditional
weapons.”
In addition to DOD contractors, the realm of non-lethal weapons extends into the universities with
millions of dollars in scholarships and research fellowships. Pennsylvania State University, sponsors
the Institute for Non-Lethal Defense Technologies (INLDT), the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey has the Stress and Motivated Behavior Institute, University of New
Hampshire houses the Non-lethal Technology Innovation Center, and many US military schools
have classes directly related to non-lethal weapons technology.134 There are also numerous
conferences each year hosted by the Department of Defense, contractors and universities.135 The
business of non-lethal weapons is expanding and will continue to grow. In 2006, the Joint NonLethal Weapons Directorate received $43.9 million compared to $25.8 million in 2000.136
Ionatron’s website states that, “…the market for new directed-energy applications (will increase to
$12.7 billion over the next ten years for the defense market alone.”137
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Despite Clinton’s reforms on human testing, the government, military and the corporation will
undoubtedly want to test these weapons on humans whenever possible. Easiest to test would be
prisoners in undisclosed CIA detention centers, civilians in war torn regions, and even US citizens in
protest crowds or civilian jails. In addition to the rubber bullets and pepper spray, which are common
in many police forces, new concept weapons are also in use. Perhaps soon Americans will learn firsthand, the effects of the new human control technologies.
However, hundreds of people continue to assert that a person or persons, whom they do not know,
have been targeting them with electromagnetic weapons in a widespread campaign of either illegal
experimentation or outright persecution.
These experiences involved a number of discrete phenomena:
Hearing voices when no one was present.
Feeling sensations of burning, itching, tickling, or pressure with no apparent physical cause.
Sleeplessness and anxiety as a result of “humming” or “buzzing”.
Loss of bodily control, such as twitching or jerking of an arm or leg suddenly and without control.
Unexpected emotional states, such as a sudden overwhelming feeling of dread, rage, lust or sorrow
that passes as quickly as it arises.138
The levels of research on directed energy is now large enough to support a Directed Energy (DE)
Professional Society made up of private contractors and Department of Defense officials with
security clearances. They have been holding high security symposiums since spring 2001 including a
planned meeting set for March 2007. The following is from the Directed Energy Professional
Society’s website.
“The Directed Energy (DE) Systems Symposium (March 2007) will focus on systems aspects of DE
in a limited-attendance environment. The Systems Symposium consists of co-located technical
sessions organized by five separate conferences, with joint technical and plenary sessions to
encourage discussion outside narrow technical limits. Attendance at all sessions is limited to US
citizens with classified visit requests on file.
138
This list of symptoms was compiled from material available on the website of Californians Against Human Rights
Abuses (CAHRA) and can be found at www.mindjustice.org. In addition the authors conducted interviews with seven
individuals who wish to have their identities protected and who presented anecdotal and physical evidence to support
their assertions. There is, however, little in the public domain that conclusively states the existence of direct human
manipulation by governments, militaries or private companies/researchers in the current day, MKULTRA and other
historic programs notwithstanding. However, there are many organizations that seek to help these people including
concerned scientists, Russian Duma members and EU parliamentarians, psychologists and academics. A list of
organizations follows in Appendix A.
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Symposium Highlights
Beam Control Conference
Directed Energy Modeling and Simulation Conference
Employment of Directed Energy Weapons Conference
High Energy Laser Lethality Conference
High Power Microwave Systems and Effects Conference”139
The following are three course descriptions from the October Directed Energy Conference:
Course 9.†Military Utility Analysis for DE (Direct Energy) Systems
Classification: Secret
Course Description: This course will provide an overview of military worth analysis for DE weapon
systems. The course will include a description of four areas of systems engineering assessment that
are brought together to form military worth analysis. These are: 1) weapon system concept
performance trade studies, 2) target vulnerability assessment, 3) engagement-level system
operational effectiveness assessment, and 4) war gaming and mission/campaign level analysis. Each
of these areas will be covered during the short course, with emphasis on the elements that are drawn
from each of these areas to support military worth analysis. The course will particularly emphasize
methods for assessing system level effectiveness in the context of traditional weapon effectiveness
tools such as the Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manuals (JMEMs) and for providing data on DE
weapons effectiveness to mission and campaign level analysis tools and to models and simulations
used to support war gaming.
Topics to be covered include:
Definition of military worth analysis
Elements of DE weapon system performance trade studies and how they feed military worth analysis
Target vulnerability assessment and its use to support weapon effectiveness
Adapting standard weapon "kill" criteria to measure benefit of DE effects
Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manuals (JMEMs) weapon effectiveness models
Military utility studies
Modeling and simulation to support war games and war fighter exercises
Mission and campaign level modeling
Course 10. Laser Lethality
Classification: Secret
139

Directed Energy Professional Society, Monterey, CA, 19-23 March 2007, Directed Energy Modeling and Simulation
Conference 2007, http://www.deps.org/DEPSpages/DEMSconf07.html
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Course Description: This course reviews laser material interactions over parameter ranges of interest
for weapons applications. Fundamental considerations of the optical coupling of the laser energy into
the material will be presented. This will be followed by physics-based treatments of the response of
metals, organic-based materials, and ceramics to the laser irradiation.
Metals: Simple cw, one-dimensional treatments will be utilized to illustrate the general principles of
the response of metals to laser radiation, but two-dimensional cases, phase changes, and pulsed
effects will be discussed as well.
Organic Based Materials: The effects of high-energy laser (HEL) radiation on organic based
materials, including fiber reinforced composites, plastics and coatings will be reviewed. Materials
will range from char formers and charring ablators to clean ablators. The relationship between the
pyrolysis processes taking place in various materials during HEL radiation will be reviewed as a
function of material composition, form and structure.
Ceramic Materials: Considerations of the response of ceramic shapes when laser loading is added to
in-service stresses will be presented. An understanding of these responses from models, which are
based on a combination of the thermo-mechanical stress calculations and statistically based fracture
initiation, will be presented.
Course 11.†Directed Energy Bioeffects
Classification: Secret
Course Description and Topics: This course will introduce the basics of the biological effects of
Directed Energy on cells, tissues, organisms, and humans, with particular emphasis on the influence
of such effects on the development of use of Directed-Energy-Emitting technologies.
The student will learn about the mechanisms, resulting damage, and mission impact of laser-tissue
interaction. The student will learn what tissues are most susceptible to laser damage based on
wavelength, exposure duration, and irradiance. The potential mission-impact of sub0-threshold,
threshold, and suprathreshold exposures will be discussed.
Student will understand the nature of RF bioeffects research, including human/animal studies,
modeling and simulation, and biotechnology approaches. Students will become familiar with current
state of knowledge on potential health effects RF, such as cancer, memory loss, and birth defects.
Students will become familiar with basis and structure of current RF safety standards, comparison
between competing standards, and how RF safety standards are applied. Students will be instructed
on common RF measurement equipment and important factors for investigating potential RF
overexposures.
Topics to be covered include:
Laser damage of the eye (retina and cornea)
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Laser damage to the skin
Laser safety standards
Laser damage as a function of energy, pulse duration, wavelength, and spot size
RF bioeffects research and the current scientific consensus on RF hazards
RF safety standards
RF measurement basics
Investigating RF overexposures”140
The US Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate released a paper in 2004 which presents “Crowd
Control Modeling and Simulation.” This report discusses behavioral changes human populations.141
That the Department of Defense calls for new weapons systems designed to work on the
psychological underpinnings of a population should give human rights activists great cause for
alarm. The use of electromagnetic weapons to alter the emotional state, hamper the ability of an
enemy or US citizens, to think clearly, and result in chaos and pain are morally problematic for a
number of reasons:
1. Creating fear, anxiety confusion and irrational behavior within an individual or a population is
counterproductive to the operations of a free society and to the execution of warfare. Chaos only
breeds the need for greater and greater means of physical repression; irrational behavior is by
definition unpredictable and as such provides significant difficulty when the task is to secure an area.
2. These weapons leave no tell tale clues. There are no bullet holes or gross damage (with the
exception of those designed to maim, burn or explode targets).
3. They are operated from a great distance, meaning that the operator has no feedback as to the
effects of his or her actions. This provides us with a very dangerous circumstance very similar to
Millgram's experiment where we can predict with certainty gross abuses of power.
4. Any device that invades a persons mind, either through induction of “evoked potentials” through
electromagnetic means or through the various “crazy-making” tactics employed in both information
warfare and psychological operations is a violation of human rights and cognitive liberty.
In terms of authorizing and administering tests of radioactive substances and other tests on
unsuspecting members of the public, history shows that people without ethical standards can rise to
positions of great responsibility and once ensconced in such positions of trust, produce the most
horrifying abuses without fear of reprisal. When layers of secrecy overlay the activities of otherwise
rational and intelligent men, the failings of their hearts more readily show. In the case of actually
attempting to control human behavior through both overt and covert means our departments of
defense and intelligence agencies, both subordinate to the executive branch of government have
historically proven incapable of protecting the public and undeserving of the trust given them to
140

Directed Energy Professional Society, 2006 Directed Energy Symposium Short Courses, 30 October 2006
Albuquerque, New Mexico: http://www.deps.org/DEPSpages/DEsymp06ShortCourse.html
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Louis Slesin, “Radiation Research and The Cult of Negative Results”, Microwave News, July 31, 2006.
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perform their functions for the public good.
Total Surveillance: Cognitive Liberties vs. National Security
Today the US and the U.K. are becoming total surveillance societies in the name of national
security. London, like cities across the US, is equipped with cameras citywide. Daily human actions
are recorded with video and voice recognition device, while our email and computer usage is
monitored. Increased demand for resources, the erosion of middle classes, war, poverty, and
environmental disasters are historically factors leading to social uprisings and infiltration of political
borders. As governments reinforce the threat of terror, people increasingly turn to their governments
for protection.
The US has a long history of human rights violations through harassment, telephone tapping, video
surveillance, behavior manipulation, torture, drug-induced states of conscience and psychological
control. Congress’s passage of the Military Commission Act of 2006 put universal human rights
outside the scope of US policy. Today, the US government is using the most technologically
advanced forms of surveillance and control, along with the propaganda of fear and intimidation
against its citizens. The US engages in covert torture, covert imprisonment, increased censorship and
the massive secret classification of government documents.142
A prominent neuroscientist, Francis Crick stated in 1994, that “your joys and your sorrows, your
memories and your ambitions, your sense of personal identity and free will, are in fact no more than
the behavior of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules.”143
Is it possible that today’s scientists in the employ of the US neo-conservative global-dominance
policy elites believe the same? According to Steven Rose, there are, “bad hats” in neuroscience:
“There are always opportunists. The current affairs of our country have produced many.”144 The
abundance of neuro-research has led to the development of several products by private business in
the name of national security, including brain fingerprinting.145
John Norseen, a neuroscientist interested in Biofusion, the relationship between humans and
142

For verification of US torturing people to death see, “US Operatives Torture Detainees to Death in Afghanistan and
Iraq”, Project Censored Top 10 Uncensored Stories of 2006:
http://www.projectcensored.org/censored_2007/index.htm#7
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Michael Shermer, “Astonishing Mind: Francis Crick 1916–2004 recollections on the life of a scientist”.
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Steven Rose, The 21st Century Brain: Explaining, Mending and Manipulating the Mind, Jonathan Cape Publishing,
March 31, 2005.
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The official explanation of Brain Fingerprinting from Dr. Lawrence Farwell: “Brain Fingerprinting testing is a
scientific technique to determine whether or not specific information is stored in an individual's brain. We do this by
measuring brain-wave responses to words, phrases, sounds or pictures presented by a computer. We present details about
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computers, says, “If this research pans out you can begin to manipulate what someone is thinking
even before they know it.” Norseen says he is agnostic on the moral ramifications of this research.
He feels that he is not a “mad” scientist - just a dedicated one. “The ethics don’t concern me,” he
says, “but they should concern someone else.”146
We, the authors of this report, contend that human ethics should concern every person who believes
in human rights and desires control over their own mind and body. Our brains control our bodies,
actions, and thought processes. If the government and the scientists they employ perceive that the
human mind as simply a collection of neurons, it then becomes possible to justify the surveillance of
the human mind and body for national security purposes.
The control and manipulation of a human brain is a terrifying possibility. Lieutenant Colonel
Timothy L. Thomas, US Army (ret), published an article in the military journal Parameters which
likens the mind as a new battlefield. He quotes a Russian army major in relation to mind wars, “It is
completely clear that the state which is first to create such weapons will achieve incomparable
superiority." Thomas expresses concern about “information dominance” though he stops short on the
moral implications.147
Under the cover of secrecy provided by claims of national security, researchers in service to higher
circle policy elites have implanted electrodes into human subjects to control minds and tortured
prisoners and the mentally ill in efforts to find better “brainwashing” techniques. They have
poisoned thousands with atomic testing, experimented on young children using drugs, trauma and
hypnosis, sprayed major cities with biological agents to prepare for a future attack, overthrown
governments, instituted mass killings, and engaged in every form of information distortion.
The current “War on Terror” has revealed to the public some of the tools that the military has been
developing for decades. High profile weapons systems flash across the nightly reports of the major
news networks, including highflying Stealth bombers on grainy green tinted video from the noses of
“smart” bombs. On occasion glimpses are given through the media of what one article dubbed
“Wonder Weapons.”148 Weapons that fall under the military category of “Non-Lethal Weapons.” In
fact the general position of the agencies who do comment on weapons that exploit the lower end of
the electromagnetic spectrum is that they have no biological effect at all, except for what are dubbed
“thermal effects,” in essence heating of human cells.149
Research into this subject has shown that this position is inaccurate, and that the effects of
electromagnetic radiation weapons on human beings are in fact both chilling and dramatic. As
reported in 2001, the statement of Dr. Eldon Byrd should be considered with great weight:
146
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“A medical engineer, Eldon Byrd, reported a case that illustrates this point. After
working on the Polaris submarine, which carried long-range nuclear weapons, Byrd
developed non-lethal weapons with reversible effects. He regarded this as a
humanitarian alternative to ‘punching holes in people and having their blood leak out’
in battle. His inventions used magnetic fields at biologically active wave frequencies
to affect brain function. Byrd could put animals to sleep at a distance and influence
their movements. When the success of his research became evident, suddenly he was
pulled off the project and it went "black." His believes the electromagnetic resonance
weapons he developed have been used for psychological control of civilians rather
than for exigencies in battle. That is, to ensure his participation, he was uninformed
about the true nature of the project. Byrd’s case also illustrates how morally tolerable
operations may transition to morally intolerable operations, or at least rise above the
atrocity line”150
Power elites who fund and support efforts at supplanting the will of the people do so from on high.
Their ability to redirect public attention to ward external threats and away from their own
motivations in effect silences opposition to their programs. By controlling the flow of information in
society, the power elites provide the public with a limited choice in all matters that pertain to
machinations of government and corporate control. Given more advanced technologies for the
control of information unscrupulous individuals who ascribe to a “might makes right” philosophy
may will find the ways and means of employing these technologies against those who would oppose
their plans. The dangers here are great, in that the individual who would direct the torture and killing
of innocents is usually removed from the actual fact. It is left up to lesser authorities to administer
the beatings, bullets, and mind/body bending technologies.
For the US Government to unilaterally declare that our country will not comply with international
human rights laws, nor uphold the core values of our nation’s foundation is an indication of
extremism that supersedes the values and beliefs of the American people. When such extremism
exists we need to take seriously the founders’ declaration that, “ to secure these rights, Governments
are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and
Happiness.” (Declaration of Independence 1776)
_________________________________________________________________________________
Peter Phillips is a Professor of Sociology at Sonoma State University and Director of Project
Censored. Principle researchers on this report were Lew Brown and Bridget Thornton. Lew Brown
holds a degree in Psychology and was the main writer and researcher on the historical sections of
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this paper. Bridget Thornton is a senior level History major at Sonoma State University and the
primary researcher and writer for the new EMF technologies portion. Final editing was completed by
Trish Boreta with Project Censored. Special thanks to Andy Roth Ph.D. for his editorial review.
Appendix A
ORGANIZATIONS CONCERNED WITH ILLEGAL EXPERIMENTATION AND
INDIVIDUAL VICTIMS
Angelic Harp Foundation
2219 Lexford LN.
Houston, Texas 77080-5216
713-461-0623
Fax: 713-461-0091
http://angelicharpfoundation.org
Center for Cognitive Liberty and Ethics
P.O. Box 73481
Davis, CA 95617-3481 USA
Fax: 205. 449. 3119
COPUS
Committee on the Public Understanding of Science
The Royal Society
6-9 Carlton House Terrace
London
SW1Y 5AG
United Kingdom
Fax +44 (0)20 7839 5561
http://www.copus.org.uk
Federation of American Scientists
1717 K St., NW Suite 209
Washington, DC 20036
Voice: (202)546-3300
Fax: (202)675-1010
http://www.fas.org
The Lay Institute
Nick Begich, Executive Director
Dallas, Texas
info@layinstitute.org
Mind Justice
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Cheryl Welsh, Executive Director
E-mail: welsh@mindjustice.org
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
Signalistgatan
9 SE-169 70
Solna Sweden
Phone: +46-8-655 97 00
Fax: +46-8-655 97 33
E-mail: sipri@sipri.org
Sunshine Project Germany
The Sunshine Project
Scheplerstrasse 78
22767 Hamburg
Germany
Phone: +49 40 431 88 001
Fax: +49 40 67 50 39 88
Sunshine Project USA
PO Box 41987
Austin TX 78704
USA
Phone/Fax: +1 512 494 0545
http://www.sunshine-project.org
World Transhumanist Association
PO Box 128
Willington CT 06279 USA
http://www.transhumanism.org
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Citizens Against Nonconsensual Research
CANR
Nationwide Organization
Our issues:
non-consensual experimentation, legal compliance
“list” placement and DEW development transparency

To continue this very important, vital work, we need your help.
Please donate to:
https://www.giveforward.com/fundraiser/sbm2/canr-s-mkultra-survivor-fund (https://www.giveforward.com/fundraiser/sbm2/canr-s-mkultrasurvivor-fund)

February 11, 2013
Sent via U.S. postal mail and email

Senator Ron Wyden of Oregon
Washington, D.C. Office
221 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C., 20510
tel (202) 224-5244
fax (202) 228-2717
Re: “Citizen Kill Lists” and Human Rights Activists
CANR supports: “. . .to address the Intelligence Community’s reliance on secret interpretations of surveillance law, arguing that while “intelligence agencies need to be
able to conduct operations in secret, even secret operations need to be conducted within the bounds of established, publicly understood law.. . .” 1.
Dear Senator Wyden:
Our organization, CANR, Citizens Against Nonconsensual Research, supports your position on this very important national issue. We ask that you look into a closely
related matter, the issue of non-consensual experimentation. As a member of the Select Committee on Intelligence, and as one who defies, “ the national security
community’s abuse of secrecy”, 2. we seek your counsel, with these problems. We feel you are uniquely qualified to speak with us, give us direction and work towards a
solution. We ask that you or your staff member respond to us, at your earliest possible convenience.
Our primary issue is non-consensual experimentation, including directed energy weapon testing, on unwitting citizens. A secondary issue is the “citizen kill list”. By the
very nature of our issues and claims, many members believe they may have been placed on a FISA, Patriot, and/or, in the future, a secret “citizen kill” list.
We are presenting here, expert signal evidence reports, witnessing unauthorized human experimentation, using directed energy transmitters. We include specific
testimony, and clear infrared photography. This problem is nationwide. We believe it involves at least 2,000 citizens. This group is composed of everyday citizens,
professional people, whistleblowers, and earlier experimentation survivors.
There is apparent involvement of the intelligence/military, in a covert capacity, directing these actions. We believe this may involve activities of known mil/intel existing,
contracting agencies, such as Blackwater (now Ze), Haliburton and others. The wrongdoings -- illegal and harmful acts, include this experimentation, harassment, as well
as attempts to discredit the complaining victim or whistle blowing parties.
The nature of this experimentation and the parties involved, lead many members to believe they may have been, without cause, placed on a surveillance list: FISA, Patriot,
or a Citizen Kill list. We believe that this list placement, acts as color of law, to do this experimentation.
We find your position on the “kill” list to be humane, democratic, and lawful. When any governmental branch steps beyond lawful boundaries, or isn’t forthcoming with
“secret” laws, senate investigation and oversight is vital. America is not and by democratic intention, never will be -- totalitarian. Your intervention on this matter, ensures

this. We believe your statement: “Every American has the right to know when their government believes it is allowed to kill them” is central to this issue.
We are asking for your advice, guidance and support. No CANR member has any affiliation with any terrorist groups. Our members are everyday American citizens. We
are presenting our issues and beliefs, in our letter to you and again, seek your advice, guidance and help.
Directed Energy Weapons/Devices
We will provide a brief referenced overview of directed energy weapons and the problems theses unsought “tests” present. EM energy is defined as the frequencies on the
electromagnetic spectrum, microwaves, the infrared frequencies, radio waves, extremely low frequency (elf) and others. All EM energies are radiation.
Many everyday devices use EM transmissions to work. Our ipads, ipods, and cell phones use this technology, along with EM frequencies, microwaves, to transmit voices
across the continent. WiFi’s and other computers transmit via EM and radio frequencies. The space shuttle speaks to workers in the control room, via EM transmissions,
from miles above the earth.
As electromagnetic device development occurred, in the scientific and medical communities, unfortunately many ethical and human rights violations also occurred. The
early years of development, were also the years of the Manhattan Project. The U.S. radiation experiments (1950 - 86) are one telling example of the how the rush to
scientific development, in this field, resulted in unethical human experimentation.
In her book, The Plutonium Files, Eileen Welsom chronicles the unlawful experimentation many Americans experienced at the hands of doctors and scientists they trusted.
It was only years later, that the true nature of these harmful experiments were exposed.
These were years of mushrooming experimentation, (1932 - 1986 ?) which seemed to encourage noncompliance with informed consent. Consequences of overlooking
these inherent human rights, became the plight of victims of these non-consensual experiments. Victims endure physical and psychological harms as well as difficulties
getting these problems appropriately addressed. We need to move forward, as a nation that honors ethics, and Constitutional guarantees, for all of its citizens. Admitting
past (and possibly present) noncompliance, helps us do this.
The Church Senate Subcommittee hearings in 1974, helped to reveal that the U.S. was conducting nonconsensual experimentation: the MKUltra experiments, on
American children and unwitting Americans. Some of the defined goals of this experimentation were:
a. To research techniques to impose control over the
will of an individual, including neuron surgery,
electric shock and drugs and hypnosis;
b. To design and test septal electrodes that would enable
Defendants directly to control human behavior; 1.
Descriptions of the MKUltra/DuPlessis Orphanage experiments in Canada, were more explicit, concerning this testing:
“Catholic psychiatric hospitals carried out tests including electric shocks, injections of such drugs as chlorpromazine and LSD, chemical sterilization, and lobotomies. The
top secret mind-control Project MKULTRA, pioneered by CIA head Allen Welsh Dulles, was carried out at Montreal’s Allan Memorial Hospital on the orphans.
Many children died from the experimentation. Sylvio Albert Day, who was orphaned at birth and sent to work at hard labor outdoors as a teenager, was conscripted to do
the ghastliest work inside St. Jean de Dieu hospital—transporting the bodies of the dead experimentation victims. Decades later, he testified about the surreal life in the
Catholic psychiatric hospitals. He described one three-month period when he transported the bodies of 67 dead orphans—boys and girls, young men and women, some as
young as five—from operating and electric shock rooms to the basement. He washed the bodies in preparation for sale to the University of Montreal and McGill University,
where body parts were removed. (From: http://keepkelb.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/ami011_canada1-l1.pdf (http://keepkelb.files.wordpress.com/2011/03
/ami011_canada1-l1.pdf)
During the Church Senate Subcommittee Hearings these experiments were found to be unethical and illegal. The CIA and the military were directed to find unwitting
citizens who had been experimented on and notify them of these tests in 1976. To date, it would seem that this has not happened. 2
Our group is formed to specifically deal with current and past abuses, and nonconsensual testing, of directed energy weapons, and other testing, by the military/intelligence
community and third party contractors, engaged. We also address the issue of “surveillance lists”. Many members may be on one, due to their activism on this very issue.
Concerning the non-consensual experimentation: the transmission of EM energy from one point to another is silent and unseen. Using miniaturized portable devices, it is
possible to test and harass a human subject in one apartment from another, in one room from another, in one building from another. Even though it is illegal, it is very hard
to prove that a transmission of microwaves or EM signals, is occurring.
Some EM devices can cause human muscles to spasm, and vibrate, and it can cause nerve pain. This targeting, with bioelectric weapons, can occur in the individual's
home, workplace or on the street. These weapons, such as one that "tentanizes muscles" 3. as one might be walking into a store to shop, transmit silent unseen,
electromagnetic energy, for a specific purpose (often some sort of targeted experimentation or harassment).
As you can well imagine, those of us subjected to this testing/harassment are suffering and experience pain and medical reactions. Many medical symptoms can be
directly linked to overexposure to EM activity. Many require medical help due to the long-term effects of exposures to non-ionizing radiation. Intervention is imperative.
High levels of microwave transmitted to the head can cause a ringing or buzzing sound to occur. Long term exposures, to these devices can cause very painful migraine
headaches,
kidney problems, cancer, changes at the cellular level (DNA “breaks” and problems with RNA performance), and other pathologies.
Military intelligence development of these devices, as weapons, has produced the taser, acoustic heterodyne, active denial system and other EM based weaponry. These
weapons and devices, continue in their development. Our ipads, ipods and Blackberries combine the capabilities of computer databases and cellular telephones. These
devices/weapons are losing their mystery. In 2012, many understand how their ipad operates by EM frequencies (no wires, no electrical connection necessary, as the
DEWs we speak of. These complaints have merit and are understandable.
The U.S. military spoke of "shock and awe" in its Iraqi military action. They refer to a device called the "Voice of God" to frighten Iraqi ground troops. This is a microwave
audio (form of EM) transmission device. These are the types of directed energy (EM, MW) weapons our group complains of being exposed to, in seemingly mil/intel
non-consensual experimentation.
We are enclosing and attaching infrared photographs of DEW transmissions from Judith Stringfield, a member in Hamburg, New York. (Judi has recently moved to New
York from Tennessee.) She suffers from, and is victimized daily by these exposures. Judi served her country for over eleven years, as a member of the Air Force and has
since worked in the private sector. Her resume is attached. (Please see Attachment 1: Photo’s and Resume, Judith Stringfield).
We also enclose and attach letters from William Bradford Taylor, (CT) private detective, hired by James Walbert, a victim, living in Kansas. This correspondence speaks of
the detection and tracing of harmful microwave frequencies, James was experiencing, directed at him and his body. The letter finds the source of these harmful

frequencies coming from a nearby apartment. This seems to be mostly the case in these instances, and the party involved, often when regarded, can be found to have ties
(often indirectly) to either the intelligence agencies, the military, or a third party contractor through some conduit.
James is also in contact with Missouri Representative James O. Guest, who makes a strong appeal for all victims of these abuses. (Please see Attachment 2: James
Walbert, Letters from James O. Guest, Letters from William B. Taylor and Restraining Order.)
The City Sun Newspaper in Brooklyn, New York published an article concerning victim Brian Wronge’s experiences. It details his unconsented chip implantation, describing
this as “medical experimentation.” (Please see Attachment 3: Brian Wronge, New York unconsented implant victim.)
Nonconsensual Human Subject Testing, Unethical, Violates American Law
The nonconsensual testing, many citizens are experiencing is wrong. It is morally wrong. It is also a violation of national and international law. Our very strong intentions
are to get this stopped. Citizens must be notified of involvement in earlier, secret, CIA tests. Later human subjects, must also be notified by testing agencies of the
military/intelligence. Our FOIA’s concerning list placement must be answered.
We seek effective action towards these goals.
We are working to get this stopped. We ask that you support our goals and speak with us to help our concentrated efforts to stop these violations of the human being, spirit
and body. If the development of these devices does not proceed along ethical lines, and in accord with international law (developed upon exposure of outrageous abuses in
Nazi Germany), human rights, as we now understand and enjoy them, are severely jeopardized.
The ethical consideration, “what kind of a world are we making and leaving for our children?” presents a very vital, real question in this situation. The very sustainability of
civilization itself, is threatened by this continued unauthorized human subject testing and EM weapon development, in this manner. Current national and international laws
need to be observed. Left unchecked, this problem may certainly involve our children, grandchildren and other innocent, unwitting and possibly, vulnerable populations.
This needs to be stopped, now.
The Wilson Directive, the Nuremberg Code, 45 C.F.R. 46 (the Common Rule) and other laws, (including Executive Orders) and accepted norms of practice need to be
adhered to. These activities need to be stopped, in accord with these rules, laws and international laws. We also would like full disclosure as to any “list” placement
concerning our members and the methods necessary to be taken “off “ these lists.
We ask that you speak with us, concerning this situation and read the literature, we provide and take our complaints and concerns, very seriously. Thank you for your kind
attention to our concerns.
Sincerely,
Lynn Bowne Weed,
Paralegal, Co-Director, CANR
lynnandmarie@live.com (mailto:lynnandmarie@live.com)
(347) 478 9582

Judith Stringfield, Co-Director, CANR
Jstringfield125@gmail.com (mailto:Jstringfield125@gmail.com)
(716) 390 3651
Website:
http://www.CANRnonconsensual.weebly.com (http://www.CANRnonconsensual.weebly.com)

Please see Signatory Page.
Signatures, by “e” signature, verbal agreement and proxy.
Representing 43 Nationwide and by association, 200
Note: 1. From: http://www.wyden.senate.gov/priorities/secret-law (http://www.wyden.senate.gov/priorities/secret-law)
2. From: http://www.wyden.senate.gov/meet-ron/biography (http://www.wyden.senate.gov/meet-ron/biography)
cc: Quaker Peace Mission, United Nations
Benjamin Chaney, President, James Earl Chaney, Jr. Organization, Inc.
_____________________________________________

Attachments
Reference 1:
Photo’s and Resume, Judith Stringfield, Hamburg, New York (Recently moved from Tennessee. Photo’s are of Judi when she was living in her home in TN, 2009.)
She continues to experience these Directed Energy Weapon/Device exposures. Ms. Stringfield’s photographs of these abuses are available on the hard copy of this
document which we mailed with the original of this letter and which was received by your Washington D.C. office on September 15, 2012. She prefers that they not be
transmitted via email transmission.

A brief description of one photo : Ms. Stringfield is standing outside of her house in Tennessee and the beam of light with a large ball of light is penetrating her head.
These are silent unseen transmissions. They can be captured using an expensive infrared camera, which will pick up this “light”.
Reference 2:
James Walbert, Kansas: Letters from Representative James O. Guest, Letters from P.I. William Bradford Taylor and Restraining Order granted by a Kansas Judge on
Behalf of James Walbert Letters.
08DM864 COPY
The Great Seal of the State of Missouri
JAMES O. GUEST
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT ADDRESS
P.O. Box 412
King City, MO 64463
Tele: 660-535-6664
To Whom It May Concern:
I have worked for 3 years with Microwave and Electronic Harassment victims throughout the U.S. and overseas. It is hard for others to understand the technology that is
being used to destroy people’s lives. I know James because he contacted me for help. James has worked to find proof of what has happened to him.
Many victims try hard to get help from professional doctors to help find devices such as Veri-Chip. I would request that you and those that can make a difference would
help James and others to find answers.
/s/
Jim Guest
5th District State Representative
cc: re-entered text from original.

The William J. Taylor Agency Investigations
CT State License
FL State License
Investigations
Security Counseling
November 21, 2008
To whom it may concern,
The undersigned is a licensed Private Investigator, licensed in the state of Florida and the state of Connecticut. The undersigned is not an expert in electronics nor an
electrical engineer certified to conduct these issues. The undersigned has however been successfully locating and identifying electronic devices that are designed to
eavesdrop in individuals and harass for numerous known and unknown reasons for over forty years. References are available on request.
On or about 1500 on January 6, 2008, the undersigned met with and interviewed Mr. James Walbert of Wichita, Kansas. Mr. Walbert related to the undersigned that he
believed he had been subjected to various forms of electronic surveillance and electronic harassment by persons known or unknown to him, for reasons known or unknown
to him. (I shall not violate Mr. Walbert’s confidence by memorializing his suspicions in this report as Mr. Walbert is involved in a legal matter relating to this harassment.)
During the course of the afternoon of the 6th of January 2008, the undersigned tested Mr. Walbert’s person for radiation using a JM-20PRO, 1MHz – 3GHz. Portable R.F.
Detector and a JM-20F RF Finder Bar Graph Display RF Frequency Detector.
The undersigned found that the JM-20PRO detected a low signal coming from Mr. Walbert’s right upper back area of his person. Upon scanning Mr. Walbert with the
JM-20F the undersigned found a low bandwidth signal of a fairly steady 288MHz. (A background signal of the area was 800 to 900 MHz.)
It is also worthy of mention that while viewing Mr. Walbert through a Bushnell 26 4202G Night Vision Infrared Viewer there was a very definite visual distortion of light on Mr.
Walbert’s back area.
These tests and results were witnessed by a credible third party with the permission of Mr. Walbert.
Respectfully,
William Johnstone Taylor, LPI
Post Office Box 878
DeLand, FL 43721-0878
Phone (386) 738-2233
Fax (386) 822-9876
___________________________________________________
James’ Walbert’s Restraining Order
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SEDGWICK COUNTY, Kansas
Filed Dec. 30, 2008
Clerk of District Court 18th Judicial District

Sedgewick County
COPY
05 DM 8647
FINAL ORDER - PROTECTION FROM STALKING
James Walbert, Plaintiff, v. Jerimiah Redford, Defendant
...
THIS FINAL ORDER SHALL EXPIRE AT MIDNIGHT ON
Wednesday, December 30, 2009
UNLESS EXTENDED OR MODIFIED BY THIS COURT
On this date, Tuesday, December 30, 2008 , plaintiff’s petition for protective orders comes for consideration under the provisions of K.S.A. 60-31a01, et seq.
...
WHEREAS, the plaintiff filed a verified petition for issuance of protective orders, and the cause has been heard after duly serving and notifying the defendant and the
plaintiff has proved the allegations of the abuse by the preponderance of the evidence;. . . WHEREUPON the Court adopts the agreement of the parties as to the order of
Court as set forth below:
IT IS THEREFORE BY THE COURT ORDERED:
1. This final order of protection supersedes any temporary order previously entered by the Court and serves as notice of termination thereof.
2. The defendant shall not follow, harass, telephone, contact or otherwise communicate with victim.
3. The defendant shall not abuse, molest, or interfere with the privacy rights of the victim, wherever the victim might be.
4. The defendant shall not enter upon or in the victim’s residence or the immediate vicinity thereof.
5. Defendant shall pay costs.
(End of Document)
_______________________________________________________
To the courts of Sedgwick County Kansas:
I, James Walbert am filing with the courts of Sedgwick County of Kansas.
For a protection from Stalking under these request’s.
That any and all parties that related Jeremiah Redford of 2614 N. Wedgewood be restrained from using these listed devices for stalking harassment and or bodily harm,
eavesdropping, electronic forms of harassment and stalking. As I have retained an attorney for this matter and an investigator that has provided reading that are indicative
to these weapons and or devices that are currently being used to perform the above achievements as they are intended to propagate the said things to the human body
and the human nervous system of electromagnetic or said forms of as listed in the attached document that are provided to the courts. That these devices be withheld from
being used upon my person or other persons that are related to myself and my family. The documentation that is attached to this protection from stalking clearly provides
the courts the means and the ways for this type of harassment and stalking.
This request is per James Walbert
Of this said address of Withita KS
3607 west 13th st apt B-0
Wichita ks 67209
Respectfully James Walbert

Reference 3:
Brian Wronge, New York Unconsented Implant Victim. )
The City Sun
Dec. 15 – Dec. 21, 1993Vol. 11, No. 49
New York City Metropolitan Weekly
(Brooklyn, NY)
CHARGE OF HOLOCAUST
MEDICAL EXPERIMENT ON BLACK INMATE
SEE PAGE 4
HORRIFIC EXPERIMENT OR ROUTINE IMPLANTATION?
Brooklyn resident Brian Wronge claims and X-rays verify, that paramagnetic computers were implanted in his head and body – without his knowledge or consent – while he
was imprisoned in August of 1987. Despite the inhumane violation, this technology which made him a victim; he’s fearless and outraged. In Maitefa Angaza’s City Sun
exclusive, the government secret is exposed, proving that this time they messed with the Wronge guy.
The article was printed in the Dec. 15 to Dec. 21, 1993 issue.
Sci-Fact – Not fiction: High-Tech Slavery Is Here
By Maitefa Angaza
It reads like a futuristic horror story: “Invasion of the brain snatchers”, “Blackman vs. mad scientist is battle for the last frontier – own inner space.
The reality is a present day horror story in which some medical professionals feel sub-human violation is acceptable and basic human rights are negligible.
Brian Wronge, a 33 year –old black Brooklyn resident, originally from Guyana claims that surgeons at Bailey Seaton Hospital on Staten Island, New York, illegally, and
without his knowledge, implanted paramagnetic computer chips in his head and body in October.
He has filed a suit in the Eastern District Federal Court, charging the U.S. government with conspiracy to commit murder and invasion of privacy for including him in
what is considered to be an experimental surveillance and behavioral study program victimizing inmates and possibly, other members of the population.

Wronge’s story starts in 1979, when he was arrested in connection with the armed robbery of a disco in Brooklyn, a crime he claims he did not commit. “Some people I
was known to be affiliated with from the neighborhood were arrested and charged connection with him, he said.
“A few days later, I heard the police were looking for me, so I went down to the Precinct on my own to find out what they wanted.” He was put into a lineup, arrested and
agreed to a plea-bargain for 1 1/3 to 3 1/3 years and convicted. “Being that I had nothing to with the crime, I refused. And at the time I was 2 ½ years into a five-year
probation for another robbery which I admitted I had done when I was 18 years old.”
Wronge maintained his innocence and was convicted of armed robbery and assault and was sentenced to 7 ½ to 15 years in prison. He was sent to Elmira Correction
Facility and remained there for four years, during which time he obtained an associates degree from Corning Community College’s Behind the Walls Program.
It was at Elmira that his scientific aptitude was noticed. “In my first semester I wrote a paper for Professor Aronson’s Psych 101 class illustrating how the human senses
can be imitated using computer analog devices,” Wronge recalled. “I received the highest grade on my paper. I let a few correction officers read it. The next thing you
know, I’m having problems at the facility.” I was already transferred to Arthur Kill Correctional Facility when I had let an officer read my paper. I stayed at this facility for
three years. . . .
A chest X-ray was done and the results were negative, with no indication of lung problems.”
But, Wronge claims, Dr. Vincent Tarantola of the pulmonary clinic at Bailey Seaton Hospital convinced him of the need for a bronchoscopy, a diagnostic procedure used to
detect problems in the lungs. . . .
Following the hospital incident, it quickly became apparent to Wronge that something was terribly amiss. He experienced a host of physical disturbances, including
dizziness, nausea incontinence and headaches, along with an inability to sleep. He was suspicious that his body had been tampered with. . . .
Wronge said he began to suspect that whatever had been done to him was for the purpose of experimentation and observation. . . .
The Search Begins
. . . He went to see Dr. Albert O. Duncan, a physician acquainted with his brother, who wrote him a prescription for MRI – a type of X-ray.
Diagnostic Imaging Associates a Brooklyn lab, responded back: “MRI of the chest was performed. These images reveal the presence of a paramagnetic foreign body
artifact noted in the region of the left anterior chest wall at the level of the axilla.”
(Emphasis, CANR Editors)
Wrong also consulted a neurologist who had worked with his mother, Dr. Jayesh Kamdar. After relating his story, Kamdar referred him to a Manhattan diagnostic lab for a
CAT scan.
The resulting report from MRICT Scanning Inc. revealed: “The bilateral external auditory canals demonstrate dense rectangular shaped metal foreign objects. The etiology of this finding is uncertain.
Clinical correlation is suggested.”
...
(Entire article is in the hard copy mailed to the Senator's Washington, D.C. office.)

Reference 4.
26 July 1963 Memorandum For: Director of Central Intelligence, Subject Report of Inspection of MKUltra
" Scope of the MKUltra Charter
. . . Many additional avenues to the control of human behavior have been designated by the TSD management as appropriate to investigation under the MKUltra Charter
including radiation, electro-shock, various fields of psychology, psychiatry, sociology and anthropology, graphology, harassment substance and paramilitary devices and
materials."

Reference 5:
Vietnam Veterans of America et al. v. CIA et al. CV 09-0037-CW,U.S.D.C. (N.D. Cal 2009), Second Amended Order for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Under U.S.
Constitution and Federal Statutes (Class Action), pp 8,9 # 13,14,15,16. To wit:
#15. DEFENDANTS’ promise in the 1970s to locate the victims of their human
experimentation program, and to provide compensation and health care, proved to be hollow. DEFENDANTS never made a sincere effort to locate the survivors. . . .

Reference 6:
U.S. Patent 5675103
Inventors: Herr; Jan Eric (San Diego, CA)
Filed: February 8, 1996
Abstract:
A Weapon for temporarily immobilizing a target subject by means of muscular tetanization in which the tetanization is produced by conducting a preciselymodulated electrical current through the target. Because the electrical current is a close replication of the physiological neuroelectric impulses which control striated muscle
tissue, it tetanizes the subject's skeletal muscles without causing any perceptible sensation.
One source: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Pacer (http://patft.uspto.gov
/netacgi/nph-Pacer)
Reference 7:
Patents
U.S. Patent No. 4877027
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=4877027.PN.&
OS=PN/4877027&RS=PN/4877027 (http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&

r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=4877027.PN.&OS=PN/4877027&RS=PN/4877027)
U.S. Patent No. 3773049 (The Lida)
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=3773049.PN.&
OS=PN/3773049&RS=PN/3773049 (http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&
r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=3773049.PN.&OS=PN/3773049&RS=PN/3773049)
U.S. Patent No. 6011991 Mardirossian
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=6011991.PN.&
OS=PN/6011991&RS=PN/6011991 (http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&
r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=6011991.PN.&OS=PN/6011991&RS=PN/6011991)
U.S. Patent No. 5159703 (Silent Sound)
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5159703.PN.&
OS=PN/5159703&RS=PN/5159703 (http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&
r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5159703.PN.&OS=PN/5159703&RS=PN/5159703)
1995, US Department of Defense’s contract, "Communicating via the Microwave Auditory Effect; Awarding Agency: Department of Deafens; SBIR Contract Number:
F41624-95-C-9007".
Description: a means of low-probability-of-intercept Radio Frequency (RF) communications. Concept, established using both a low intensity laboratory system and a high
power RF transmitter
[http://www.nexusmagazine.com/articles/BraveNewWorld.html]
Hypersonic Sound System, Audio Spotlight both, DEW‘s.
Disclaimer: Our advocacy is directly for issues and events stated, defined and described, on our website and individual web pages. Those are our sole advocacy. Claims,
concerning other events, beliefs, stated offenses and events, and parties responsible, concerning our claims are not those of Kelb and we do not advocate for, nor support
them. We advocate solely and exclusively for what we state on our site and webpages. Internet connections to our site do not represent our organizational work, concerns
and issues.
Signatory Page

Judith Stringfield, Co-Director, CANR
Social Worker, New York
Beverly Schweitzer, RN, AZ
David Beauchamp, V. Pres. CANR,
Public Television Producer (Ch. 13),
Media Production, NYC
Ken Rhoades, Former Small Business Executive, Michigan
James Walbert, Inventor, Kansas Rights Activist, (NGO’s, U.N.) Phila, PA
Harlan Girard, Director, ICAOM, Phila, PA
Human Rights Writer, Activist
Nancy Miller, NC, RN Human Rights Activist
Steven De Leno, NY, NY
Georgia Stewart, TX, CA
Joan Salinger, Digital Photography Prof.
Orange County, California
Gail Whittaker (deceased) Former Fox, Newswriter Cin, IL, CA
Brian Wronge, Brooklyn, New York
Rosemary Johnson, Lancaster, PA
Michael A. Shaneyfelt, Ind. Mgr., Alabama
Beth Donohue, Computer Engineer, FL
Janis Lanham, Soc. Worker, Women and Human Rights, NC
Lynn Bahrenberg, VT
Ken Lee, Author, SC
Carl Speer, Washington
Ann Baker, IL
Christopher Brunson, Hum. Rts. Act. NC, NY
Daniel Moore, MD
Denise Pompl, Qns, NY
Ernest Taylor, Pharmaceutical Sales,, NJ
Tom McClellan, Music Therapist, NYC
Mark Oppenheim, Real Estate, NYC
Ron Hawke, NJ, Human Rights Activist
Kathy Platter, GA
Eldon Byrd, (deceased) Il
Charles Schultz (deceased 2010), IL
Cindy Goldman (deceased ‚12) Washington State
Small Business Owner
Siegfried Bailey, NY
Erica Gilmore, CA
Jeffrey Murray, IL
Lynn Troxel, SW, TX
Lucy Geraets, Data Base Spec., CA
Jennifer Berkenmeir
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So, you're having problems with kids and teens?

Every day we receive calls from people wanting to buy a Mosquito Anti-loitering Device
like you who are fed up with groups of kids damaging their property, hanging around in rowdy
groups, smoking and drinking, playing music and generally preventing you from enjoying your hom
or business.

You have tried talking to them. You have tried talking to their parents if you know them. Perhaps you
have even wasted your time getting the police involved. Now you need to take matters in to your
own hands in a way that does not involve any confrontation.
You as an individual have a legal right to peaceful enjoyment of your property or business and The
Mosquito Anti-Loitering Device is the most effective and benign way of getting rid of the problem.
The Mosquito device is the only product on the market that has the teeth to bite back at these kids.
The Mosquito alarm works not by being loud and painful, but by being UNBELIEVABLY annoying to
the point where the kids CANNOT stay in the area being covered by the mosquito sound.
The Mosquito device is 100% legal to own and use and requires no planning permissions etc. It is
simple to install (just bolt to a wall or post) and simply plugs in to a standard 13A wall socket. If you
want to know more about the Mosquito before purchasing, see our Mosquito information page
If you want to reclaim your right to a peaceful existence, buy your Mosquito Anti-Loitering Device
now!

"The impact it has made to our lives has been
unbelievable"
Kris Perkins, private home-owner, UK





Mosquito MK4 (Anti-Loitering device)
Customise your own kit

Mosquito Kit 1 - MK4 + PSU EU (AntiLoitering device)

The most effective tool for dispersing groups of
misbehaving teenagers. Safe & legal. No licenses
or permissions required

The most effective tool for dispersing groups of
misbehaving teenagers. Safe & legal. No license
or permissions required

£594.00

£598.80

Enquire for trade pricing

Enquire for trade pricin

Mosquito Kit 2 - MK4 + Cage + PSU EU (AntiLoitering device)

Mosquito Kit 2 - MK4 + Cage + PSU UK (An
Loitering device)

The most effective tool for dispersing groups of
misbehaving teenagers. Safe & legal. No licenses
or permissions required

The most effective tool for dispersing groups of
misbehaving teenagers. Safe & legal. No license
or permissions required

£646.80

£646.80

Enquire for trade pricing

Mosquito Kit 1 - MK4 + PSU UK (AntiLoitering device)
The most effective tool for dispersing groups of
misbehaving teenagers. Safe & legal. No licenses
or permissions required

£598.80

Enquire for trade pricing

Enquire for trade pricin

Emerging Technology From the arXiv
March 1, 2012

How to Build a Speech-Jamming Gun
Japanese researchers build a gun capable of stopping speakers in
mid-sentence.

The drone of speakers who won’t stop is an inevitable experience at conferences, meetings, cinemas,
and public libraries.
Today, Kazutaka Kurihara at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology in
Tskuba and Koji Tsukada at Ochanomizu University, both in Japan, present a radical solution: a speechjamming device that forces recalcitrant speakers into submission.
The idea is simple. Psychologists have known for some years that it is almost impossible to speak when
your words are replayed to you with a delay of a fraction of a second.
Kurihara and Tsukada have simply built a handheld device consisting of a microphone and a speaker
that does just that: it records a person’s voice and replays it to them with a delay of about 0.2 seconds.
The microphone and speaker are directional, so the device can be aimed at a speaker from a distance,
like a gun.
In tests, Kurihara and Tsukada say their speech-jamming gun works well: “The system can disturb
remote people’s speech without any physical discomfort.”
Their tests also identify some curious phenomena. They say the gun is more effective when the delay
varies in time and more effective against speech that involves reading aloud than against spontaneous

monologue. Sadly, they report that it has no effect on meaningless sound sequences such as
“aaaaarghhh.”
Kurihara and Tsukada make no claims about the commercial potential of their device but list various
applications. They say it could be used to maintain silence in public libraries and to “facilitate discussion”
in group meetings. “We have to establish and obey rules for proper turn-taking when speaking,” they say.

That has important implications. “There are still many cases in which the negative aspects of speech
become a barrier to the peaceful resolution of conflicts, ” they point out.
Clearly, speech jamming has a significant future role in contributing to world peace and should obviously
be installed at the United Nations with immediate effect.
Ref: arxiv.org/abs/1202.6106: SpeechJammer: A System Utilizing Artificial Speech Disturbance with
Delayed Auditory Feedback
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Secret Surveillance and
Electromagnetic Torture by the
Secret Services
Translation by Cyborg Nicholson on Peacepink

LINK TO ORIGINAL ARTICLE FROM THE GERMAN PRESS:
http://media.de.indymedia.org/media/2010/04//278517.pdf
The story told by Carl Clark will partially take your breath away. The Englishman describes how
he targeted people and then became a target himself after he’d opted out. He also took part in
the deployment of microwave weapons in order to torture others, after which they were later
turned on him. “These criminal shenanigans need to be exposed in public so that they can be
stopped.” He describes below why he blew the whistle.
Interview with Carl Clark, Norfolk, England.
Armin Gross: Matters related to the secret services are usually not disclosed. You want to bring
them out in the open though. Who did you work for?
Carl Clark: I worked freelance from 1980 to 2003 for various secret services. I worked for the
American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) up to 1997. I then worked for the Israeli Secret
Services, Mossad and for the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), a US organisation against
discrimination and defamation of Jews. I was also employed by MI 5, a subgroup of the British
Secret Services. I later moved to the Police Secret Services as well as to the secret services of an
investigation laboratory. I was deployed in European operations in Paris, Zurich, Berlin,
Dusseldorf, Munich, Madrid, Lyon, Bilbao and Moscow.
Armin Gross: What were your main assignments?
Carl Clark: An important assignment was to infiltrate certain groups to obtain inside
information about them. I would join certain groups, make friends with some of the members
and then proceed to ruin their lives.
Armin Gross: What kind of groups were they?
Carl Clark: First and foremost criminal gangs and drug cartels. I provided information about
the National Front, Nazis or skinheads to Israeli Secret Services. What they were interested in

were names, addresses, meeting places, projects and objectives. I tracked individual targets for
the CIA.
Armin Gross: What exactly did you do?
Carl Clark: I spied on people for long periods, eavesdropped on their conversations. I also had
orders to confuse or deceive them. I would therefore secretly force my way into their homes,
remove some things and just move others around. I would then delete data from their computer.
Or I would just drive them crazy, by following them and turning up close by either in the railway
station or the bus station, etc. Otherwise, I would stage a fight in the street right in full view of
the target’s eyes, and many other ploys. If our orders were to put somebody under more pressure
or even arrest them, I would install certain material on their computers such as child pornography,
instructions to manufacture a bomb, etc.
Armin Gross: What type of individuals were you instructed to target?
Carl Clark: People who were politically relevant. Likewise, people who opposed or acted
against the interests of large companies such as the pharmaceuticals. Some belonged to criminal
gangs, but there were two or three targets that had nothing on them at all as far as I could make
out.
Armin Gross: How many individuals did you have under surveillance in total?
Carl Clark: In the 80s it was five or six, in the 90s seven, and from 2000 to 2003, there were
three. You can appreciate from the low number of targets how intensive the targeting was. One
requires at least six months right at the outset to accumulate as much information as possible
about prospective targets’ past lives.
Armin Gross: How did you acquire this information?
Carl Clark: From the garbage can, the telephone, mail, the Internet. That sort of thing has got
much easier with recent advances in technology. Bugs are no longer necessary as you can
eavesdrop on mobile phones, ISDN phones or small parabolic receiving dishes nowadays.
Unfortunately, the deployment of microwave weapons has, in addition, become very practicable.

MICROWAVE WEAPONS
Armin Gross: Did you also use such weapons?
Carl Clark: No. I was responsible for surveillance. Colleagues from special departments did
this. However, I was at times on site when these weapons were deployed.
Armin Gross: Can you describe in more detail how the deployment of weapons took place?

Carl Clark: It’s a bit like what takes place in a science fiction movie. People can be tracked
anywhere by radar, satellite, a base station and complimentary computer programs. For example,
three radar devices would sometimes be positioned in the vicinity of the target. The radar emits
electromagnetic waves, some of which pick up the target and the result is then evaluated. My
friends who work in the special department could then follow the target all day on their
computers. This form of localising the target made it easy to deploy the weapons accurately. My
colleagues could see exactly where to aim and also observe how the target reacted.
Armin Gross: What effect did the weapons have on the targets?
Carl Clark: They create heat, inner burns, pain, nausea, fear. Sometimes traces are left on the
skin, but mostly not. If the targets go to the doctor, they get told everything is OK. Take into
account, this was the situation ten years ago. This technology has advanced considerably since
then.
Armin Gross: What is the objective of such attacks?
Carl Clark: The aim is to intimidate certain people, for example people who make a lot of
noise. I myself was under attack for three years after opting out. I’m virtually sure that weapons
were used against me in 2003/2004 which provoked strong aggression. I almost killed somebody
on two occasions, once a neighbour who was a pleasant elderly lady.

ATTEMPTS TO DRIVE PEOPLE TO INSANITY
Armin Gross: Do you think it’s possible to directly influence feelings by weaponising
electromagnetic rays?
Carl Clark: Without doubt. We know that living organism is sensitive to electromagnetic
radiation. Elementary life processes within cells function by biogenic electromagnetic
oscillation. Frequencies from the exterior can damage or change these processes. There have
already been far-reaching attempts at influencing body, mind and soul through frequencies
within the framework of military research. It’s possible to provoke fear, aggression, nervousness
or forgetfulness in this way. In combination with other interventions, a target can be driven
insane. For example, radiofrequency can be manipulated so that the target hears his own name on
the radio or his computer shows his name time and again. Voices are also specifically transmitted
to a target commenting on his activities. For example, I heard a voice in the morning after
getting up which said “Get up and injure somebody.”
Armin Gross: People are actually being driven to psychic extremes then?
Carl Clark: Yes, the undoubted goal is to have select people end up in psychiatric institutions. If
a target seeks help by going to the police or to the doctor, they don’t get taken seriously. Some
doctors and hospitals actually work together with the Secret Services. Diagnostic directives
permit a patient who feels persecuted or hears voices to be classified as schizophrenic.

Armin Gross: Hospitals cooperate with the Secret Services?
Carl Clark: Yes, certainly. Large companies too. That’s why one lives dangerously if one
carries out investigations on large companies. The American State protects large companies like
MacDonald’s, Coca-Cola and certain pharmaceutical enterprises. These companies also have
FBI agents at their disposal for matters related to industrial espionage. The Freemasons who are
widespread within the CIA also play a major role

ENORMOUS SURVEILLENCE NET
Armin Gross: Do you know in which countries individuals are under surveillance and are being
assaulted by energy weapons?
Carl Clark: The USA, Germany, China, North Korea, Russia, France and England, normally
without the official knowledge of the particular government. But unofficially, I believe that
government personnel must be involved in some way or know something about the goings-on.

Armin Gross: Do you know how many people are under surveillance?
Carl Clark: There are about 5,000 in England under surveillance and about 15,000 overseeing
the operation. Apart from the large Secret Service agencies, there are 300 or 400 minor Secret
Service agencies which were formed by former policemen or former Secret Service agents. They
have permission from the Home Office to spy, take photographs and procure information. Their
employees are well paid.
Armin Gross: Was it a problem for you to switch from one Secret Service agency to another?
Carl Clark: No. It was always a positive move from my new employer’s viewpoint as I could
always provide information to him about my previous Secret Service agency. The large Secret
Service agencies mistrust each other totally. I earned more money as a result.

OPTING OUT
Armin Gross: Why did you opt out?
Carl Clark: I saw that what I was doing was wrong. The last two targets that were allocated to
me had done nothing. They were not political, quite normal, nice people, not criminal or
economically dangerous. The only reason I could come up with for them having been selected as
targets was their DNA or their blood. There has recently been a lot of research done in this area.
The DNA is associated with the finest details of our character. The Human Genomes Project

between 1993 and 2004 analyzed all chemical base pairs which make up human DNA, also
collecting the genetic data of people from isolated communities in danger of extinction (Human
Genomes Diversity Project). The results were then all compared and correlated. Our employers
were always very keen on DNA analyses of the people under surveillance. It was always one of
our most important tasks in the initial period of surveillance to organize DNA or blood analyses
of these individuals.
Armin Gross: You’ve already mentioned that opting out in 2003 caused you problems. Can you
give a few examples?
Carl Clark: I was once followed by a helicopter through the night as I drove a truck 3,000 miles
to deliver packages. As I walked along an alley, I was attacked by a man who struck me a blow.
Then on another occasion, somebody removed three connections from my engine on the
motorway causing the engine to get dislodged and fall out of its casing. On another occasion as I
drove a truck with a three-ton load, two of my tyres suddenly exploded. When the police arrived,
they stated they’d never witnessed anything like it. Then there was the time when I was
followed over a great distance whilst driving. It made me so angry that I brought my car to an
abrupt halt, grabbed my baseball bat and got out of the car. Three cars which were tailing me
suddenly took off in reverse gear at great speed. In normal circumstances, they would have
reported my behaviour to the police, but these did not. On another occasion, I was sent three
people who were supposed to strike up a friendship with me in order to spy on me. As I knew
they were listening in on my telephone conversations, I stated loudly on the telephone to
somebody that I planned to kill the people who had wormed their way into my life. The three
individuals disappeared from the scene altogether after that.
Armin Gross: And what’s the current situation? Do you think you are still being targeted?
Carl Clark: Of course. I have also found out that the secret services wish to know why I flew to
Germany.
Armin Gross: Are you not then living dangerously at present?
Carl Clark: I am prepared to stand up to them. They also know that I know a lot about them,
and that I intend to do something about their violations or breaches. I have friends in special
units, people in Afghanistan and in Iraq that support me.

Tips for Victims of Surveillance.
Armin Gross: Have you any tips for people who feel they are under surveillance?
Carl Clark: It’s a good idea to avoid the use of certain terminology in emails such as
“government” or “mind control,” etc., because digital surveillance seeks out key, sought-after
vocabulary. It’s also an idea to check out whether anyone’s forced their way into your home.
Intruders often deploy anaesthetic gases sprayed through the letter box on a door for example

before they break in during the night. You’d just wake up in the morning with a metallic taste in
your mouth. If cars behave in a strange way, you should take note of the registration numbers. If
you receive letters you don’t recognise or expect, they should be wrapped in aluminium foil.
There are special measuring devices to detect high frequency rays in the home.

Armin Gross: Do you know of any other whistleblowers who have related stories similar to
yours?
Carl Clark: Up to now, no. But I hope that there will be more who are prepared to go public in
the future.
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Heimliche Uberwachung
und Strahlenfolter

durch

Geheimdienste

Whistleblower outet sich als ehemaliger Täter
Bei der Geschichte, die Carl Clark
erzählt, bleibt einem terlweise die Luft
weg, Der Engländer beschreibt, wie
er für verschiedene Geheimdienste
Menschen uberwacht und verfolgt
hat und dann nach seinem Austritt
aus diesen Diensten selbst zum
Opfer wurde. Auch den Einsatz von
Mikrowellenwaffen hat er erst begleitet, dann selbst zu spuren bekommen.
,,Di e se kriminell e n M achen sch afte n
müssen an die )ffentlichkeit, damtt sie
gestoppt werden können", beschreibt
er seine Motivatton, sich zu ,,outen".
lnterview mit Carel Clark, Norfolk, England,
von Armin Groß, Berlin (Name v. d. Red. geändert).

rmin Groß: Gcheindienst

Ange.le!,lenheiten sind qc

Versrhlusssache. Sic alter unllen Licltt itt
l)unl.el brinAetl. Für uten hobcn Sie qedrbcitet?
Carl Clark: Ich habe als lreier Mitarbeiter von 1980 l:ris
2003 für v..rschiedene Gcheimdienste gearb€itct. Zuerst
war ich bis 1997 frir dcn amerikalischen Gcheimdicnst,
die Ccntral Intelligcnce Agcncy (ClA), tätig. Dann arbeite
te ich für dcn israeiischert Ceheimdienst, dcn Mossad und
für dic Anti Defamation League (ADL), eine US ameriha
nische Organisation Segen DiskriminierLrng und Diffaulierung von Judcn. Ich stalrd aLrch im Dienst dcs MI 5, cinc
UntergrLlppierung des britischen Gehcilndienstes Später
rvcchseite ich zu einen polizeilichen Ceheimdienst uncl
auch zu den Geheimdienst cines Forschungslabors. Mein
Einsatzgebiet war Europai Paris, Zürich, Berlir, Düssel
dorf, München, Bilbao, Madrid, Lyon und lvloskatl

utrilltlitlt
das

Umfassender lnformationsdienst
A. G; IMts u)aren Ihre Houptaufqaben?
C. C.: Eine HauptaufSabe \'var es, Gruppen zu ilfiltrie
rcn, um so lnfonnationen über sie zu erhalten lch schloss
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Carl Clark

mich also bestimmten Gruppen an,

mender Technisierung ist es immer einfacher geworden. Heute brauchen Sie
auch keine Wanzen mehr, um abzuhö
ren. Man belauscht über Handys, ISDN
Telefone oder kleine Parabolantennen.
Auch der Einsatz von Mikrowellenwaf
fen ist leider sehr leicht umsetzbar geworden.

baute Freundschaften mit Mitgliedern

auf und hall mit, ihr Leben zu rurnie
ren.

A. G: Was aarcn das für Gtuppen?
C. C.: In erster Linie kriminelle Banden

oder Drogenkartelle. Für den israeli
schen Geheimdienst beschaffte ich Informationen über die ,,National Front",
eine rechtsextreme Partei, über Na

Geb. 1962, wohnhaft in Norfolk,
LJ.K., arbeitete über 20 Jahre für
verschiedene Geheimdienste.

zis, Skinheads oder Juden. Interessant
für sie waren Namen, Adressen, Treff-

Sie diese

Wallen auch ein

gesetzt2

punkte und Vorhaben. Für die CIA überwachte ich

Ein

zelpersonen.

A. G.: Was mqchten

Mikrowellen"Waffen
A. C; Haben

C. C.: Nein, ich war für die Überwa
chung zuständig. Es waren Mitarbeiter von Spezialabteilungen, die dies taten. Manchmal war ich aber vor Ort,
wenn diese arbeiteten.

Sie da genau2

C. C.: Ich beobachtete Menschen über einen langen

Zeitraum,

belauschte ihre Gespräche. Ich hatte auch den Auftrag, diese
Leute zu verwiüen. So drang ich heimlich in ihre Häuser ein,
nahm dort Dinge weg oder verstellte das eine oder andere. lch
löschte Daten auf ihrem Computer Oder ich !,€runsicherte die
se Personen, indem ich sie verfolgte, immer wieder in ihrer
Nähe auftauchte, an der Bushaltestelle, im Bahnhof, etc. Oder
wir fäd€lten einen Kampf auf offen€r Sftaße ein, der sich dann
vor den Augen dieser Person abspielte und vieles andere.

Wenn jemand noch m€hr unter Druck Sesetzt oder verhaftet werden sollte, zog ich auch bestimmte Inhalte auf sei
n€n Computer wie zum Beispiel kinderpornografische Inhalte, eine Anleitung zur HersteliunS einer Bombe, etc.

A. G.: Was waren das für Einzelpersonen, auf die

Sie ange-

C. C.: Leute, die politisch rel€vant waren, Oppositionelle,
Leute, die gegen große Firmen agierten, zum Beispiei ge

gen Pharmafirmen. Manche gehörten zu kriminellen
Banden. Aber bei zwei, dreien konnte ich nicht erkennen,

warum sie auch auf dieser Liste standen.
A. G.: I(ie Diele Einzelpeßonen haben

Sie

insgesamt über

wacht7

A. G.t Können

Sie genauer beschreiben,

wie der Waffenein

satz geschah?

in einem Science Fiction Film.
Personen können überallhin verfoiSt werden über Radar,
Satellit, eine Basisstation und ergänzende Computerpro
Bramme. Häufig wurden zum Beispiel drei Radargeräte im
größeren Umkreis der Pe$on positioniert. Der Radar selrdet elektrcmagnetische Wellen aus, fängt einige wieder aui
die an der Person auftrafen und zurückkehrten, und wertet
das Ertebnis aus. Meine Freunde, die in den Spezialabtei
Iungen gearbeitet haben, konnten dann die Person auf ihrem Computer den ganzen Tag verfolgen.
Diese Lokalisierung machte es dann auch leicht, die Waf
fen gezielt einzusetzen. Die Koliegen konnten Senau seh
en, wohin sie zielen mussten und auch wie die Person darauf reagiert.
C. C.: Es ist ein bisschen wie

A- G- Welche Wirkungen hatten die Waffen auf die Personen2
C. C.r Sie konlten Hitze verursachen, inneres Brennen,
Schmerzen, Brechreiz, Angste. Manchmal blieben auf der
Haut Spuren zurück, meist aber nicht. Wenn diese Leute
zum Arzt 8€hen, sagt er, es ist alles O. K. mit ihnen. Was ich
hier erzähle, ist allerdings der Stand von vor zehn Jahren.
Mittlerweile ist die Technik noch weiter fortgeschritten.

C. C.: In den 80ern waren es fünf bis sechs, in den 90ern

sieben und von 2000 bis 2003 drei. Man sieht an der ge'
ringen Aflzahl, wie intensiv der Überwacher mit einer Per
son beschäftigt ist. Zuerst braucht
man allein schon sechs Monate,
um möglichst viele Informationen
iiber den T,ehensablauf zrr erhal

A. G.t Wie sind

Sie

dn diese Inlor

mationen gekommen2
C. C.: Über den Abfall, das Telefon,
die Post, das Internet. Mit zunehStändige Überwachung und
Verfolgung kann Leben zerstören.
_;
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A. G-: Welches Zicl wurde mit dem Beschuss oetolqt2
C. C.: Man versucht, die Leute einzuschüchtern, zum
Beispiel Leute, die 8roßen Lärm

machen, die über die Medien Alarm schlagen wollen. Ich
selbst wurde auch drei Jahre
lang beschossen, als ich ausge
stiegen bin. Ich bin so gut rvie
sicher, dass bei mir in den Jah
rcr'2003/2004 Waffen zum Ein'
satz kamen, die starke Aggres
sionen provozieren. Ich hätte
damals zweimal beinahe jemanden umgebracht, e inmal
me ine Nachbarin, eine nette
alte Dame.

5000 Personen
werden alleine

in England
überwacht,
so der

ehemalige
Geheimdienst-

Mitarbeiter
Carl Clark.

Versuche, Personen in den Wahnsinn zu treiben
Sie denken, es ist heute durch elektromagnetische Strah
len möglich, die Gefiihle qezielt zu bceinflussen?
C. C.: Eindeutig. Wir wissen, dass der Organismus sehr sensi
bcl auf elektromagnetische Suahlung reagiert. Elementar€ Le
bensvol8änge an den Zellen Sehen när ich mit biogenen elek
tnrmagnetischen &hwingungen eidter FlequenT-en \"on außcn
könncn diese Prozesse stören oder verändem. Es gab im Rah

A.G.:

men militärischer Forschung schon weitreichende Versuche,
Seele und Geist über Flequenzen zu beeinflussen.
Es ist möglich, Argste, Aggressionen, NeNosität oder Ver
gesslichkeit auf diese Weise zu fördern. In Kombination
mit noch anderen InteNentionen kann man eine Person so
wahnslnnig machen. Zum B€ispiel werden Radiofrequenzen

Es gab im Rahmen militärischer Forschung
schon weitreichende Versuche, Körper, Seele
und Geist über Frequenzen zu beeinflussen.

ln Kombination mit noch anderen lnterventionen
kann man eine Person wahnsinnig machen.

Köpet

Riesiges Uberwachungsnetz
Sie, in welchen kindem Geheimdienstc Einzelper
sonen überwachen und Enetgie Waffen bei ihnen einsexcn2

manipulieft, sodass der Betroffene seinen eigenen Nanen im
Radio hört oder sein Computer zeigt seinen Namen immet
wieder an. Auch werden einer Person Sezielt Stimmen Sesen'
det, die ihr Gcdanken eingeben oder ihr Tun kommentieren.
Ich hörtc beispielsweise am Morgefl nach dem Aufstehen eine Stimme, die sagte: ,,Steh auf qnd Detletze!"

A. G.t Wßsen

A. G: Peßonen Detden also gezielt in psgchische Extreme

über ehvas wissen-

geticben2
C. C.: Ja, manchc Personen will man regelrecht in die
Psychiatrie bringen. Wenn eine betroffene Person nach

Hilfe suchl und zur Polizei oder zum Arzt 8cht, nimmt
man sie nicht ernst. EiniSe der Arzte und auch einige
Krankcnhäuser arbeiten mit den Geheimdiensten zusammen. Die diagnostischen Richtlinien erlauben cs, je
manden als schizophrel.} einzustufen, wenn er sich ver
folgt fühlt und Stimmen hört.

C. C.: In den USA, Deutschland, China, Nordkorea, Russ
land, Frankreich und England, gewöhlich ohne das offizielle Wissen der dortiSen Regierungen. Aber inoffizicll
denke ich, muss es immer Regierungspersonen geben, die
in irSendein€r Weise involviert sind beziehungsweise dar-

A. G.: I4lissex Sie u|ie L)iele Leute übernacht werden?
C. C.: In England sind es circa 5 000 Leute, die überwacht
werden und circa 15 000 Überwacher. Neben den großen
Geheimdiensten gibt es dort noch 300 bis'100 kleine Ge
heimdienstfirme

r,

die von ehemaliSen Polizisten oder Ge

hcimdienstlern gegründet wurden. Sie haben vom lnncn
ministerium selbst die Erlaubnis, zu überwachen, Fotos zu
machen, lnformationen zu beschaffen. Sie bezahlen ihre
Mitarbeiter sehr gut.

A. G: Krankenhtiuset kaoperiercn mit Geheimdiensten2
aufjeden Fall. Auch 8roße Firmcn, weshalb man ge
iährlich lebt, wenn man etwas Segen grcße Firmen anzettelt.
Der amcrikanische Staat schützt große Unternehmen wie Mc
Donalds, Coca Cola, oder bcstimmte Phannalonzeme. Er slellt
rJ.rncn auch FBl-Agenten zur Verfugung fur Industriespionage
Angelegenheiten. Eine große Rolle in diesem Neu spielen auch
die Freinaurer, von denen es bei der CL{ sehr viele gibt.
C. C.:Ja,

A. G.. War

es

ffu

Sie

ein Problem, ztDischen den Geheim

diensten zu wechselfl?
C. C.: Nein, für die neuen Auftraggeber war es immer po

sitiv, weil sie auf diese Weise auch noch Informationen
über die anderen Geheimdienste von mir erhalten konn
ten. Denn die Broßen Geheimdienste misstrauen sich 8egenseitig. Ich verdiente dadurch mehr.
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Ausstieg
A. G.t Warum sind Sie ausgestiegen?
C. C.: Ich sah, dass es falsch war, was ich gemacht habe. Die
letzten zwei kutc, auf die ich angesetzt war, hatten nichts
tetan. Sie waren ganz normale, nette Menschen, nicht kriminell, nicht politisch oder wirtschaftlich gefährlich. Die einzige
Vermutung, die ich diesbezüglich hatte, war, dass es irgend
wie mit der DNA oder dem Blut dieser Leute zusammenhing.
In neuerer Zeit wird hierja sehr viel geforscht. Die DNA wird
mit den letzten Details unseres Charaktcrs in Verbindung gc
bracht. Das Human Genome Prcject analysiete von 1993 bis
2004 alle Basenpaare des Menschen, sammelte auch die ge
netischen Daten bedrohter Völker (Human Gel]om€ Diversjty Project) und verglich die Ergebnisse. Unsere Auftraggeber
rvaren auch immer sehr scharf auf DNA-Analysen der kute,
die wir überwachten. Es gehörte immer zu unseren Haupt
aufgaben in den erstcn Tagen der Überwachung, DNA- bzw
Blutanalysen dieser I€ute zu organisieren-

werde, habe ich dann einmal in einem Gespräch verlauten lassen, dass ich diese Person, die sich da gerade so in
mein Leben schleicht, umbringen werde. Daraufhin ist sie
nie mehr erschienen.
A-

G:

Und Lüie ist

es

jetzt? Denken Sie, Sie sind immet noch

im Visietz
C. C.: Ja, natürlich. Ich habe auch erfahren, dass der Ge

heimdienst wissen will, warum ich jetzt nach D€utschland
geflogen bin.

A. G.t Leben Sie ddnn im Moment nicht geft:ihtlich?
C. C.: Ich bin ber€it, d€n Kampf g€8en sie zu führen. Sie
wisscn auch, dass ich viel über sie weiß und dass ich
versuche, etwas gegen ihre Übergriffe zu tun. Ich habe
Freunde in den speziellen Einheiten, Leute in Afghanistan
und im lrak. die mich unterstützen.

Tipps für Überwachungsopfer

Ptobleme bekamen, als
hiefitit
noch eitl paat Bei
Sie 2003 ausstiegen. Können Sie

A. G.: Hqben

spiele anführcn2

C. C.: Es ist Büt, in e maiLs bcstimmte Begriffe zu vermei
delr wie ,,Regierung", ,, Mind Control", etc. D€nn die digi-

A. G.tsie eta.ihnten beteits, dass

Sie

C. C.: Als ich mit einem Lastwagen in der Nacht 3000 Meilen
fuhr, um Pakete auszufahren, verfolgte mich immer ein Heli
kopter Ais ich auf eincr Allee endangging gritf mich ein Mann
an und versetzte mir einen Schlag. Einmal hatte jemand drei

Befcstigungen von meinem Motor entfernt, auf der Autobahn
fiel der Motor plötzlich runter Ein andercs Mal, als ich einen
l,ashvaSen mit drei Tonnen Gewicht fuhr, explodierten plötz
lich glcichzeitig zwci Rcifen. Die Polizei, die hinzu kam, sagte,

Einmal w-urde ich beim
Autofahrcn sehr lange vedolgt. Dies machte mich so h.ütend,
dass ich abnipt das Auto anhielt, meinen Baseballschläg€r
nahm u[d ausstieS. Da zogen drei Autos, die hinter mir \\'aren, mit hoher Geschwindigkeit dckwärts ab. Wenn es nor
lnale kute gewesen wären, hätten sie dies der Polizei gemel
det, haben sie aber nicht.
Dann schickte man mir drei Mal Leutc, die freundschaft
lichen Kontakt zu mir herstellen sollten, um mich auszu'
spionieren. Da ich wusste, dass ich am Telefon abgehört
so eh'vas hätten sie noch nie gesehen.

Sie Tipps

ftu Mcnschen, die sich überwacht

fühien?

tale Überu'achung erfolgt nach beslimmten Suchwörtern.
Es wäre gut, darauf zu achten, ob jemand

in der wohnung
war. Bevor Überwacher nachts in die Wohnung eindringen, setzen sie oft anästhesierende Gase ein, die sie zum
Bclspiel durch den Briefkastenschlitz in das Innere dringen lassen. Man wacht dann mit einem metallischen Ge
schmack im Mund auf. Wenn Autos sich verdächtig ver
halten, ist cs ratsam, sich die Autonummern zu merken.
Briefe, die njchr eingesehen werden sollen, kann man mit
Aluminiumfolle umwickeln.
Man kann mil speziellen Messgeräten hochfrequente
Strahlung in der Wohnung überprüfcn.

A. G; Kennen

Sie anderc

lhistlcblower. die tihnliche

an die Öffentlichkcit

fretcn

Anzeige

Erhöhen Sie lhre persönliche Schwingung mil einer Teslaplane.
Weitere Verwendunqsmöqlichkeiten I Störf elder, Wasseradern,
Chakra Ausgleich u.v.m. Einiges mehr über die positiven
Auswirkungen finden Sie im lnte.net und in der Broschüre.

TESLAPLATTEN IN SCHWEIZER OUALITAT - SWISS TESLA
Nach Nikola Tesla empfangen die Plalten kosmische Energie /
Atherschwlngungen. Freie Energie war ihm ein wichtiges
Anliegen und er ent\,vickelte die Platten a's Teil eines
Emplängers für Strahlungsenergie (radiant energy).

BESTELLEN SIE JETZT! Z.B. das Spezialangebot B:
1 Tesla World Informationsbroschüre mit 96 Seiten,
1 Purpurplatte 8.5 x 5.5 cm und 1 Purpurplatte 21 x 21 cm
tlir nur EUR 59.- / CHF 89.-, zal veGandEuss50/cqE3.
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schichten rDie Sie eü(ihlen2
C. C.: Bisher nicht. Aber ich hoffe, es werden noch mehr

Bestellungen & lntormationen

lnternetr www'teslaplatten.ch

E-Mail:

teslaplatten@gmx.ch

Tel./Fax: 0041 (0)61 261 48 86

Brief:

Teslaplatien.ch
Postfach 529
CH-4003 Basel
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